CHAPTER 7

Tangut Contracts

Contracts are the legal records of bilateral or multilateral agreements on transactions, mortgage, leases, and loans, according to the spirit and formality of laws. Therefore, contracts are private documents that specify the rights and profits, status and obligations, and the legal relationships between persons in society. It is generally the case that in ancient China, contracts dominated the sphere of private law, hence the dual track of laws as captured in the saying, “Political (public) laws to the government, private contracts to the populace.” It is also true that throughout the dynastic eras of ancient China, the vast number of legal documents were produced and popularised in the economically advanced areas of the Central Plains, especially in the Han Chinese commercial communities. By contrast, the ethnic regimes and ethnic-minority areas in the medieval period have left sparse and scattered records of private contracts. Even rarer are manuscripts of legal documents written in ethnic-minority languages.

The imperial law code of Western Xia, the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity, not only recognises the juridical force of privately-signed contracts but also requires that all especially important contracts, such as the records of large-scale land, livestock, and human sales, be approved with the red stamp of the government’s Bureau of Transaction Tax. Such a requirement speaks to the solemnity of contract-signing as a legal ritual in the Tangut Empire.

The corpus of Tangut contracts, therefore, offers a realistic lens through which scholars are now able to reflect on the commerce, transactions, and concrete economic activities that took place under Tangut rule. These contracts, themselves invaluable manuscripts, constitute a critical and indispensable primary source on Tangut society and economy.

Each of the contracts comes with a meticulous documentation of time, personalities, events, and scenarios, which form a distinct narrative of a historical story. Looking closely into these sources, it is no longer impossible to imagine the vivid scenes of the Tanguts borrowing and lending, buying and mortgaging, selling and employing, and at times pledging mutual support. The rich historical data in the contracts enable us to restore the plots and settings of the Tanguts transacting amongst themselves in villages, towns, and cities. For these reasons, the discovery and survey of Tangut contracts make great progress in the historical research of Tangut economy, deepening our inquiry into the foundation of Tangut society.
1 Types and Formats of Tangut Contracts

Amongst the manuscripts excavated in Khara-Khoto, Tangut contracts are by far the most numerous and diverse, with a total of more than 150 registered numbers and about 400 pieces of contracts. They also constitute the largest portion of all contracts dated to the Tang and Song period (including the corpus of contracts found in the Dunhuang cave).

1.1 Types

Not unlike other medieval legal documents, Tangut contracts in the Russian collection of Khara-Khoto manuscripts are relatively easy to identify, thanks to the evidence of prints and signatures as required by legal formality. Not all social documents with the print (of finger-length) or with the label of a name, however, are necessarily contracts. One exception is the genre of ‘military document’ unique to the Tangut textual tradition, which also conventionally ends with similar prints and signatures but obviously does not fall into the category of private legal contracts. From a different perspective, the literal identification and statistical compilation of Tangut contract is, after all, far from a simple task. Only a small fraction of Tangut contracts was written and preserved on a single page of paper for the exclusive purpose of legal documentation. Far more frequently, the content of the contract was scribed on a manuscript-roll fragment, or even a broken piece of paper. It oftentimes happens that even the prints and signatures are lost, when the main paper loosens from its certain parts. Many other contracts were written on the back pages of books, usually Buddhist sutras. Sometimes, a fragmented manuscript roll contains multiple different contracts. However, based on available statistics, manuscripts that contain contracts within exceed the number of 200 registers, and given that some texts include more than one contract, the total number of different contracts reach up to more than 400 pieces, on a wide spectrum of preservation-quality.

1.1.1 Loan Contracts

Most loan contracts are in fact accounts of grain loan, which total a number of more than 110 registers and 320 items, indeed the largest in quantity and in diversity of all Tangut documents. In terms of materiality, some are long scrolls while others are book volumes, single pages, and fragmented pieces. There are quite a number of single-page contracts complete in content and rich in information; others are scrolls that contain anywhere between four or five to eight or ten documents, and sometimes even more. The largest single register is the Инв. No. 4696-6, “Grain loan account in the Shen Year of Guangding,” 288 cm
in length and with a total of 24 distinct contracts in 190 lines of Tangut text. At the same time, legal documents tend to be as short as a single line, when, for example, the amount of grain loaned was quite small. There are, in addition, one contract of loan-repayment and two others of monetary loans.

1.1.2 Transaction Contracts
Transaction contracts documented the legal exchanges of land, livestock, and human beings. Amongst the 13 pieces of land sale contracts, some are single pages and with damages, but overall, they remain thorough and well-preserved. Livestock sales have been identified in more than 20 documents, whereas contracts of human transactions are much rarer, with only three pieces discovered thus far. A long scroll of contracts, the Ив. No. 5124, contains 23 contracts dated to late first or second months in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194), ranging from land sales (eight items), land leases, livestock transactions, employments, and grain loans. Because most of the Tangut transaction contracts involve agreements on foreclosure, the trading volume is usually quite large, and the texts of the contracts are complex and comprehensive.

1.1.3 Lease Contracts
Contracts of both land-lease and livestock-lease have been excavated in Khara-Khoto. There are three registers and eight pieces of such lease contracts. In both Dunhuang and Turfan social documents, farming lands on lease is referred to as ‘to till a land rented from the landlord’ (Chinese: 夏田 or 佃田). Land leases are therefore called “contracts of land rent” (Chinese: 夏田券, 夏田契 or 佃田契).\(^1\) Khara-Khoto leases refer to the cultivation of rented land as 𗀱[phio], which derives phonetically from the Chinese character 包[pau], the character for “charter,” “farmland rent,” and “to place a lease under contract.”

Besides, there are eight registers and 14 pieces of grain-loan and livestock-mortgage contracts. There are several other contracts whereby the exchange of

livestocks is guaranteed under the condition that it is to be supplemented by an additional form of compensation.

1.1.4 Employment Contracts
Legal documents of employment include contracts of either labour or livestock employment. Only one piece of labour contract, an extremely rare and precious find, has been identified. One other contract, however, is a ‘labour mortgage’ deed, whereby the signer of the contract willingly conveyed his labour to the creditor as security on a loan. The numerous livestock-employment contracts were signed, more often than not, when a household had already sold its livestock but had to secure a loan of the same animals from the current owner who purchased them. There are, besides two items of grain-loans, livestock-employment and land-mortgage contracts.

1.1.5 Communal Contracts
Communal contracts are statements of rules and requirements of civilian societies. Only two such documents have survived to date, both of which are Tangut-era contracts of social groups founded by the pledge of ‘mutual support’ of inducted members. They add new materials to 12th–13th century sources on Chinese social communities, which demonstrate the existence of self-organised communal organisations at the bottom of the civil society in Western Xia.

Other contracts are more difficult to identify and categorise due to higher levels of damage and the paucity of eligible traces of words in the texts. In some cases, contracts are preliminarily identified as official documentation of either loans or transactions, but information on the goods concerned are either missing or unclear.

An additional batch of contracts has been found in the pile of Tangut manuscripts which Sir Marc Aurel Stein seized from Kara-Khoto and stored in the British Library. Amongst the smaller number of Tangut texts that remain at the National Library of China, a few manuscripts have also been identified as contracts. Archeologists in Gansu and Inner Mongolia in recent years have made new discoveries of contracts in the midst of other documents. Especially worth noting is a particular piece of Tangut loan document found in a hoard of Tangut materials in Chanshan village, Wuwei, Gansu in the 1980s.² Of course,

contracts dated to Western Xia written in Chinese characters are also of great value and have been the subject of fruitful research in recent years.

1.2 Formats

Tangut contracts are often written on slightly yellowish white hemp papers. With a contract that was fully written out on one piece of paper, the manuscript is usually 20 cm × 30 cm. The Иnv. No. 5227 “Contract of Grain loan on mortgage in the Chou Year of Tianqing,” 19.3 cm × 30.5 cm, is about exactly this size; others are slightly narrower in length, such as the 18.7 cm × 13.4 cm Иnv. No. 2996-3, a contract of livestock mortgage. A considerable number of Tangut contracts appear in clusters, with multiple documents written on the same piece of paper. It often happens that one long scroll contains dozens of contracts at the same time, which form a chain of legal documents that looks like a series of accounts. One example is the 19.5 cm × 152 cm Russian manuscript-scroll Иnv. No. 4596, “Account of grain loans in the Chou Year of Guangding” with eight contracts; the Иnv. No. 4696 “Account of grain loans in the Shen Year of Guangding” is broken into a few segments that patched together form a long scroll as long as 500 cm and with more than 50 contracts. Despite the large quantity, contracts such as these are usually written on papers of lower quality and are subject to further damage and deterioration at the fronts and ends.

Each contract begins with an unindented line, always written in ink and mostly rendered in cursive, though occasionally in the running or standard script. The Contract Parties follow a relatively set format, which starts with the exact time of the contract, including the reign era, jiazi (the period of sixty years in the sexagenary cycle), year, month, and day. Usually under the character for ‘day’ (date, the temporal unit) 𗬥 [djij], there may be found a smaller Tangut character for ‘day’ (as in daylight, as opposed to night) 𗾞 [nji-]. It is only in particular contexts that the complete indication of time may be abbreviated. For example, where there is already a specific reference to a certain year, the Contract Party may only sign “Yin Year” or names of other years that only include the “Earthly Branches.” When, of course, a contract immediately follows a preceding one, a “same day” (ibid.) suffices. After the year and date of the contract come naturally the identities of the Contract Parties themselves, which are referred to in Tangut as the 𘝞𗃮𘃡𗇋 [jwi-r dziow wji mjijr] lit. “text/document, plea/plaint, conduct/compose, person/party” i.e. “the Contract Parties who compose the documents.” This is then followed by the main content of the contract—the terms, conditions, and agreements of loans and transactions. Information such as quantities, prices, interests, payments, and compensations are recorded in great detail. As a rule, the contract
also clearly lays out the forms and amounts of penalties in the sorry case of default. The Contract Parties have to make clear of their consent, typically in the expression that their “heart willingly submits” to the terms. In the last and usually indented line, the Contract Parties sign their own names and print the required figures, along with the ‘co-signer’ of the contract: 喩嘐嘐嘐 [dźiow dźjwi- sa mjijr] lit. “plea/plaint, reciprocal/additional, link/associate, person/party” i.e. “the party associated with the contract.” A separate line or space is reserved for the same formality of the witness: 喨嘐 [nwə dzjwo] lit. “know, person” i.e. “the person who bears witness to this transaction.” With the names and prints of the signing parties indented, these final lines usually align with the main text at the bottom. Sometimes, the types and quantities of goods traded or loaned are labelled again, either in words or notations, above the Contract Parties’ signatures.

The more important ones of the unearthed documents, especially the large-volume foreclosure contracts, are stamped in red by the Bureau of Transaction Tax. The rectangle-shaped red stamp is large in size, supported from below by the shape of a lotus flower and decorated from above with the figure of lotus leaves. On the top of the stamp is a line of four Tangut characters, which read from right to left, 訖呅呅呅 [phə zji. zji.j io.] lit. “price, market, tax, office” i.e. “The Bureau of Transaction Tax.” Contracts with such a red stamp were approved by the government. Those who paid transaction taxes were entitled to the so-called ‘red contracts.’

A considerable number of Tangut contracts, however, are short in length and simple in content. These are records of small and non-foreclosure loans or transactions, such as borrowing a small quantity of grains. Some of these legal documents feature no more than one line, which notes the name of the borrower, the amount of the loan, the promised repayment, and the signatures of other relevant parties.

Communal contracts are a distinct category of Tangut legal documents. Such contracts begin with a prolegomenon-like general statement, the indication of time, day, and year, followed by the rules and regulations of the 門鲁 (communal organisations). Each rule begins with the phrase 門鲁 [ja tjij] lit. “one, item/chapter/order” i.e. “the one item of rule.” The common activity of the community is referred to in the rules as 門鲁 [ljwu dzji-], lit. “meeting/alliance, gather/congregate” and members of the community are 門魯 [tha ·ji], lit. “large many/majority” i.e. the greater public, the many, or the masses. The contracts end with the signatures and prints of all constituent members.

Overall, it may be said that Tangut contracts inherited the format and formalities of Chinese traditions in the Central Plains. Contracts in Western Xia contain all of the most basic elements of traditional contracts in this era, but
they also exhibit special features, either in content or in terminology, that are unique to Tangut economic culture.

2 Loan Contracts

The largest number of Tangut contracts are loan records, with accounts of grain loans as the majority. Lending and loaning grains is an economic activity that took place at a massive scale and on a frequent basis at the bottom level of Tangut society. And although it is only food concerned, such loans in fact concern many aspects of Tangut society.

Among the social documents discovered in Dunhuang, about 70 pieces are grain loan contracts, commonly referred to by scholars as “wheat loan contracts” or “millet loan contracts.”3 The significantly larger corpus of Khara-Khoto grain loan contracts are several times the quantity of Dunhuang documents. Indeed, Western Xia is by far identified as the dynasty with the greatest number of survived contracts prior to Ming and Qing.

In the past, scholarship on Tangut contracts was sparse and limited. About 15 remnant pawn and mortgage contracts have been studied and published by Chen Guocan.4 Towards the end of 1980s, a batch of Tangut archives and artifacts were discovered in the Chanshan village, which is located in the rural outskirts of Wuwei city of Gansu province. Among the discoveries, one piece of Tangut grain loan contract has been interpreted and introduced by Sun Shouling.5

2.1 Grain Loans

2.1.1 Rules and Institutions for Making Grain Loan Contracts

The Tangut Laws of Heavenly Prosperity incorporates the rules on lending and loaning into the imperial law code, especially the 15 items of legislation in Book III on “pressing and requesting debt and interest” which provide a concentrated and comprehensive set of regulations on debt. Indeed, the fact that a separate section in the imperial dynastic law is devoted to the question of debt shows the level of attention that the Tangut bureaucracy paid to the protection

4 Chen Guocan, 1980, pp. 143–150.
of the creditors’ proper rights. It also reveals the government’s stance on using written and codified laws as an instrument to press the poor to yield to the debt solicitations of the wealthy.

The following are specific regulations concerning the establishment and sanctions of contracts, according to legislations on the solicitation of debt in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity:

Individuals who sell or purchase, lend or loan, or conduct a variety of other businesses that involve multiple parties, who thus voluntarily associate with one another, may establish a written document, on which are written the relevant words that indicate the prices of purchase, the amounts of money, the contexts of equal measurement, as well as single and collective numbers, all of which the public and private transactors are supposed to command in clear language on the written document. In case of any parting regretting or defaulting on the contract in the future, penalties under official terms are to be delivered in the government, whereas under private names, to private individuals. Those who change their pledge, who enjoy an official title, are penalised with the confiscation of a horse; those who change their heart, who are commoners in status, are sentenced to 13 lashes.6

Tangut laws promoted the use of “written records”—or contracts—to document loans, transactions, and other civil affairs, in order to protect the interests and rights of the creditors. They also regulated and normalised economic affairs in the private social space of civil life, thus avoiding potential escalations and proliferations of civil disputes into larger causes of social unrests. Moreover, the laws set specific requirements on the main content of the contracts and penalise those who breached them. Penalties in the form of cash, grains, and properties were sometimes turned over to the government, and other times to the private individuals who own the debt.

Once again, the discovery of such a large amount of Khara-Khoto loan contracts suggests that the enforcement of Tangut laws on the making of contracts extended to the peripheral territories of Western Xia, such as the rural areas of Khara-Khoto near the northwestern borders of the empire.

Most of the known Tangut loan contracts were documented in clusters of several documents on single pages. Some long scrolls contain several dozens of contracts, which are connected in serial accounts of contracts. In most cases of such long scrolls, although the borrowers appear to be different, the

creditors are sometimes the same. These turn out to be accounts kept by a single creditor, whose lending contracts with multiple debtors were compiled together for the sake of convenience. The aforementioned Инв. No. 4696 is such an account of more than 50 grain loan contracts patched together into a long scroll.

Contracts were not only records of proof and evidence but also documents of legal force that occupied a critical role in the socio-economic lives of individuals and communities. A Tangut grain loan account was, therefore, both a written agreement that facilitated the making of loans and transactions as well as a proper contract with all its legal force and implications.

2.1.2 Categories, Translations and Interpretations of Grain Loan Accounts

Although most of the grain loan accounts found in Khara-Khoto were bound as long scrolls of multiple contracts, rather than single-page documents, many contracts of land, livestock, and human transactions (including animal loans) were in fact recorded on single pages. In most cases, single-page contracts were used in larger transactions of valuable goods. By contrast, the serial accounts of grain loans were devoted to regular lendings of common commodities, which were conveniently written or kept together.

There is a great variety of Tangut grain loan accounts. For a fuller understanding of the diverse formats and contents of Tangut grain loan contracts, below is a selected list of translated Tangut contracts of various degrees of simplicity and complexity:
Tangut Contracts

1. Инв. No. 4762-6(1) Yin Year of Tianqing (1194): serial account of multiple grain loan contracts, a $20.6 \times 52$ cm handwritten manuscript on hemp-paper scroll, with 31 lines in Tangut cursive.\(^7\)

Translation:\(^8\)

Yin Year of Tianqing, 29th Day of 1st Month, Contract Party [ljow mjijr]

[…] presently from the Pudu Temple’s grain-agents [ljow lja mjaj]\(^12\) et al. loans\(^13\) 10 dan of wheat, 10 dan of barley; since the first day of February, 1 dou 2 sheng of interest per month,

Repaid till capital and interest are equal; overdue fines by official law\(^14\) is 10 dan of wheat, willingly agreed.

Contract Party [ljow mjijr] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party\(^15\) son, [ljow pha tshja sia~] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party [dju. dju. śja~] (print)\(^17\)

---

\(^7\) TN: see Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 13, 279–280. Numbers in smaller fonts reflect the order of the contracts in the long scroll. In the main text of the translation, I have used brackets, (1), (2) … instead of circles, ①, ②… as in the Chinese edition.

\(^8\) The first line is left off from the previous contract, and is therefore left untranslated.

\(^9\) TN: The borrowing party in a Tangut contract is known as ‘the one who sets up the contract’: “word document” (lit. word, document, make, person). The “word document” is the “contract.” To “make” is to do, to set up, and to establish.

\(^10\) The Tangut is “the many temples”: given the strong resemblance between 廟 and 廟, 廟 might as well be 廟 (Pudu, ‘universal salvation’); “the many palaces” are in fact “the many temples.” “to take” [tśjow] also means ‘temple.’ This temple is commonly translated as “Pudu Temple,” one of the Buddhist temples in Khara-Khoto in the Tangut period.

\(^11\) Tangut: “grain, hand, have” i.e. “the one who holds the grains.” These are persons in charge of managing the grains in the temples.

\(^12\) TN: Liang Lama is the primary agent in charge of handling the properties of the Pudu Temple, an asset manager who takes care of loans, sales, and leases.

\(^13\) Tangut: “to” [lhjwi], lit. “to take,” here “to borrow.”

\(^14\) Tangut: “office/government, accord” i.e. “according to the government authority.” This is a way of saying “according to the laws and regulations established by the political authority.”

\(^15\) The Tangut “document, receive, to” [dźiow sa dźjwi-], lit. “document, receive, to” i.e. “the one who receives the contract.” In most cases, it refers to a co-Contract Party, who agrees to take over the financial liability in case the principle Contract Party can no longer fulfill the terms therein. The co-contractors are in most cases the family relatives or close friends of the main Contract Party.

\(^16\) TN: 般若 [pa rya] = परज्ञा = 般若 = wisdom; [ne_w] = kindness, benevolence.

\(^17\) TN: the smaller-font character □ on the side is purposefully neglected in order to render a sensible name.
Witness\(^{18}\) [phjij sjø wa sjía~] (stamp)
Witness: ꦒ [-]: [ljow phə? khjwi-] (stamp)

2. Инв. No. 6377-16(1) in the Mao Year of Guangding (1219), handwritten manuscript of Grain loan account on a 20.6 × 53.7 hemp-paper fragment, with 28 lines of writings in the Tangut cursive.\(^{19}\)
Translation:

Mao Year of Guangding, sixth day of March, Contract set by ꦒ [-]: [ljow sjía lhji.]
妮 [khjwi-], (who) presently from ꦒ [-]: [tšhji j sjow parya sjía~] the owner of capital\(^{20}\) Laofangshi’s place, loans
1dan 5 dou of wheat, with an interest of 5 dou per dan loaned, which in total amount to 2
dan 2 dou 5 sheng, with the due date being the first day of August in the same year
(at which time the debtor) should come with amount of grains prepared.
After that date, there will be a charge of 2 dan (penalty fee) per dan of loan.

\(^{18}\) Tangut: "どんど" [nwə dzjwo], lit. "the person who knows," is translated into "witness" throughout this book.
\(^{19}\) Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts 14, pp. 145–146.
\(^{20}\) Tangut: " principio-holder," [tšhji zow mjijr], lit. "principle-holder," i.e. the creditor who legally owns the loan.
Willing: the amount recorded on the document\textsuperscript{21} is to be repaid.

Contract Party: \textit{𗃛𗰭𗼑𗘂} [ljow śja lhji. khjwi-] (stamp)
Co-loaner: \textit{𘌯𗼆𗤙𗎩𗘂} [tśhji- jśow da kia khjwi-] (stamp)
Co-loaner: \textit{𗃛𗢭𗼑𗘂} [ljow gji- lhji. khjwi-]
Co-loaner: \textit{𘝾𗨹𗷏} [lji ya. bju] (stamp)
Witness: \textit{𗭴𗛊𗄽} [·jow śja. śia~] (stamp)
Witness: \textit{𗭴𗤙𗎩𗘂} [·jow da kia khjwi-] (stamp)

The two manuscripts above are fairly standard examples of Tangut loan contracts. Grain loan accounts of the same type include the Инв. No. 7741, 4762-6–7, 5870, and 8005.\textsuperscript{23} It seems that in format, Tangut contracts were for the most part similar to documents used by the Han Chinese populations in the Central Plains, especially with respect to the key information covered: the date when the contract was signed, the name(s) of the main ‘Contract Party’ (here it refers to the borrower or debtor), the name of the lender or creditor, the types and quantities of the grain loan, the time limit of the loan and due dates of repayment, the interest rate, and finally the overdue penalty fees in case of default. The document ends with the signatures and prints of the witnesses.

\textbf{Figure 119} Инв. No. 4526: Serial account of grain loans

\textsuperscript{21} Tangut: “𗃛𗰭𗼑𗘂” [lj. lu. ya ·o], lit. “enter, stick/stem/handle, on, there is” i.e. “there are [recorded/found] on the document.”

\textsuperscript{22} Tangut: “𗟨𘎆” [lhjwi dźjwi-], lit. “borrow, with” i.e. co-borrower.

3. Ив. No. 4526 (2) serial accounts of five grain loans, handwritten on an 18.6 × 65 cm hemp-paper remnant manuscript, with 27 lines of Tangut in the cursive.\textsuperscript{24} This piece of manuscript continues as the end of the previous contract. Lines 4–9 are translated as follows:

On the same day, contract set by 墳GetWidth(75,10) [lji khjwi- gju_], first from 墳_restrict_? [zwi- o ? wejr] borrows
5 dan of assorted grains, which is turned into\textsuperscript{25} 7 dan 5 sheng, due on the first day of August, to be repaid.

Contract set by 墳GetWidth(75,10) [khjwi- gju_] (stamp)
To borrow □□□□□ (stamp)
Lender 墳GetWidth(75,10) [ljow] (Liang)□ 墳_restrict_ [gju_] (stamp)
Witness:26 Hun 墳GetWidth(75,10) [kə ta sjow] (print)

Although there are six lines in this contract, the main content concerning the terms of the agreements is written out in only two lines plus one character with key information including the date, identities of the Contract Party (debtor) and lender (creditor), the amount of grain loaned, interest rate, and the terms of repayment. Although the penalty fees seem to have been omitted, the contract does end with the signatures and prints of the Contract Party and the witness.

4. Ив. No. 7892-7 account of grain loans, handwritten on a 20.7 × 21.4 cm hemp-paper remnant manuscript with 15 lines of Tangut writings in the cursive.\textsuperscript{27} The contracts contained in this manuscript are even simpler legal records of loans, as short as three or two lines. The content of the first three contracts is translated as follows:

One person named Liang?? and his son 墳GetWidth(75,10) [dźjij wejr], et al., borrow
5 sheng of wheat; amounts to 1 dou.
(calculative notation) 5 sheng of wheat, borrower Liang??

Co-borrower, son (of Liang) 墳GetWidth(75,10)

One person, a shijun named 墳GetWidth(75,10) [khjwi- wejr], borrows 5 dou of wheat; amounts to 1 dan.
Borrower: 墳GetWidth(75,10) [khjwi- wejr]

\textsuperscript{24} Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts 13, pp. 217–218.
\textsuperscript{25} Tangut: “挫” [we], “to become,” “to turn into.”
\textsuperscript{26} Tangut: “聼” [nə], “to know,” “the one who knows,” i.e. witness.
\textsuperscript{27} Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts 14, p. 206.
One person, [dju. dju. 𙹱 𙹱 𙹱 𙹱], from [lhowr tɕh-]
[jwor bie_j] borrows 1 dou of wheat; interest of more than 8 sheng, 1
dowel is now mortgaged as security; then from Qingluo borrows 1 dou
of wheat; turns into 1 dou 8 sheng.
(numerical notation) 2 dou of wheat; lender: [𙹱 𙹱]

Despite the simplicity of the two documents above, neither actually lacks the
key information of a contract. The first piece contains three lines, including
the name of the Contract Party and the co-borrower, the amount of grain to
be loaned, interest rate, and the names of both the lender and the witness, fol-
lowed by their prints. The only elements missing are the date and terms of pen-
alties in case of default. The second contract is even simpler: two lines in total,
the ‘main text’ is compressed into only one line, which nonetheless provides
the name of the Contract Party, the types and amounts of grains loaned, and
the amount of capital and interest. Usually, the smaller the amount loaned, the
simpler the contract is. In these two cases, the first contract involves a mere
5 sheng of wheat, and the slightly more capacious deal in the second contract
concerns only 5 dou of wheat.

FIGURE 120  ИНР. No. 7892-7: Account of grain loan contracts
5. Wuwei G31.004 [6728] Shen Year of Qianding Reign (1224) grain loan account, handwritten on an 18 × 27 cm white (with light yellowish taints) hemp-paper manuscript, with 11 lines of Tangut writings in the cursive. It is a complete, detailed, and rare single-page grain loan.

Translation:

Shen Year of Qianding Reign, 25th day of February, contract set by 𗩋𗮖𗕜𗕜𗘂 [mə śjwi wa wa khjwi-], presently from Master E, borrowed 1 dan of millet (capital), at the interest rate of 8 dou per dan, arranged to be retrieved from 𘄒𘎑𘟪 [parya śjow]. The combined loan and interest are to be prepared by the 1st day of September in the same year, and repaid to master E in case the sum is not paid after the due date, besides the payment of the millet,
there will be a penalty fee of 70 guan of cash according to the official law; (each's) own heart is willing.

Contract Party: 蓄僾 蓄僾 蓄僾 [mə śjwi wa wa khjwi-] (stamp)
Lender: ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� [lji ya. wa. ne_w] (stamp)
Lender: ���� ���� ���� ���� [lji jji- ya. wa. kie.] (print)
Witness: ���� ���� ���� [lji śja phji khjwi-] (print)

The total of more than 250 characters in this contract introduces the precise date (era-title, earthly branch, month, and day), names of the Contract Party and lenders, types of grains loaned, interest rate, the due date of repayment, where to retrieve and to whom to repay, and the terms of penalty fees, concluded with the signatures and prints of all contracting parties and the witness. The grains loaned thereby is not a large sum, but the content of the contract is comprehensive and rendered in a standardised format. It may therefore be treated as a classic example of Tangut grain loan accounts.

The Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology in Inner Mongolia houses an additional piece of Khara-Khoto grain loan account. Registered as M21.003[F135: W75/2026], the 27 × 20 cm wheat-loan contract manuscript is dated to Year Yihai (1215?). It is similar in format to regular grain loan accounts, with the exception of a notation added to the contract at the end of the document: ���� ���� ���� ���� ����: “the Contract Party who hereby borrows wheat,” a title which specifies the nature and type of borrowing behaviour involved in the legal-commercial relationship.

2.1.3 Time of the Contract
Each Tangut grain loan contract begins by indicating the time when the agreement is reached and the document signed. The better-preserved contracts provide extensive details with respect to time: the title of era and reign, the sexagenary cycle, the calendar year, month, and day. Most contracts provide not only the time when the contract officially went into legal force but also the time when the agreement was expected to be fulfilled. Needless to say, this is

---

31 The two characters are close in resemblance. The first character is the bottom part of the second.

32 The original character is “讘” [jij]: surname. Given its position, and by comparative analysis in the light of parallel formats in similar contracts, it is possibly a miswritten “讘” [mar], meaning “principle.” The two characters look similar, since their right parts are almost identical.

33 The stamp here is a circle, unlikely to have been hand-drawn, but rather the print of an object with a circle-shaped cross-section. This type of stamping is quite rare, and probably one of the primitive and preliminary forms of stamping in the modern sense. 

34 Chinese Collection of Tangut Manuscripts 17, p. 153.
especially the case when the interests were calculated based on the temporal duration of the loan.

Despite the large quantity of Tangut grain loan contracts, they tend to come from the latest 50 years of the Western Xia dynasty. One of the earliest manuscripts, the Инв. No. 4079, for example, is dated to “Ren-chen Year of Qianyou Reign” (information on month and day missing), which was the Third Year of Qianyou (1172) under the reign of the Renzong Emperor of Xia, Weiming Renxiao. Инв. No. 1570 is dated to “(Qian)you, Xu year, day 12 of May,” a formulation that refers to the ‘earthly branch’ only but omits the ‘heavenly stem.’ Given that Renzong emperor Qianyou’s reign lasted for 24 years, there were not one but two Xu years in between: the Wuxu, ninth year of Qianyou (1178), and the Gengxu, twenty-first Year of Qianyou (1190). The first Xu year was perhaps the more likely, for the simple thought that had it been the second Xu year, when the Contract Parties would have had more reason to specify the complete ‘stem and branch’ in order to differentiate this date from the first. Another example is the Инв. No. 5949-28,4 which mentions its date as “Qianyou, Zi year, twenty-fifth day of the tenth month.” But it soon becomes clear that there were also two Zi years within the Qianyou era: the Gengzi, eleventh Year of Qianyou (1180), and the Renzi, twenty-third year of Qianyou (1192). For the same reason, it may be speculated that the first Zi year was slightly more likely than the second.

A certain number of loan contracts are simple in their recording, or are, in fact, incomplete manuscripts. It requires some rigorous analysis to ascertain the time of such documents. For example, Инв. No. 5949-22 contains four pieces of contracts, none of which provides information on date or time. The third piece mentions “the first day of leap-year March in the Mao Year.” Based on this evidence, an investigation into all possible instances of “March in the leap-year of Mao” in Tangut history points to the lone possibility: the Jimao ninth year of Guangding (1219). Scholars may then date not only this one contract, in particular, but also the other three pieces recorded in the same manuscript to the same year. Likewise, although the five contracts contained in the Инв. No. 5949-27 are without precise dates, given the reference to “the second day of the leap-year March in the same year,” it is possible to also date these five documents to 1219.

It is difficult to date contracts which only document the ‘earthly branches’ but not the ‘heavenly stems,’ especially when there were two identical earthly-branch years within the same reign era. In some cases, however, rigorous

4 Shi Jinbo, 2005 (b). The registers of the documents were later readjusted in the publication of the Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts.
textual scholarship may overcome the challenge of incomplete information. For example, the Инв. No. 5949-18 reads, “Wei Year of Guangding, day 29 of the third month.” Within the Guangding era of Western Xia, however, there were thirteen years (1211–1223), long enough to encompass two Wei years, namely the Xinwei first year of Guangding (1211) and the Guiwei thirteenth year of Guangding (1223). It should be noted, however, that the Shenzong emperor Zunxu forced Xiangzong emperor Anquan out of the throne in the seventh month of the Xinwei year, which was then renamed the first year of Guangding. Therefore, since there was not yet a proper reign of Guangding in the previous sixth months of the Xinwei year, it is safe to conclude that this contract signed in “The Third Month, in the Wei Year of Guangding” is from the second Wei year, namely the Guiwei thirteenth year of Guangding (1223). And once this time is established, it is now possible to date the two other contracts from the same page to the same year of 1223.

As mentioned above, the vast majority of Tangut grain loan accounts surviving to this day are dated to the late period of Western Xia. Even Renzong-era manuscripts are quite rare, by comparison to the more numerous examples of documents from the time of Huanzong and Shenzong. The largest number of these contracts were signed during the reign of Huanzong’s Tianqing and Shenzong’s Guangding years. In fact, Huanzong emperor Weiming Chunyou enjoyed only one reign-era in the name of Tianqing, which lasted for 12 years (1194–1205). Likewise, the only reign-era under the rule of Shenzong emperor Weiming Zunxu was the span of 13 years known as Guangding (1211–1224). Below are some of the contracts that mention the eras of Tianqing and Guangding in their main texts:

- Jiayin Year of Tianqing (1194): Инв. No. 3586, 4384-7, 4762-6, 5879, 7741
- Mao Year of Tianqing (1195): Инв. No. 4696-1
- Wei Year of Tianqing (1199): Инв. No. 7892-3
- Guihai Year of Tianqing (1203): Инв. No. 7889, 7892-4, 7892-5
- Jiazi Year of Tianqing (1204): Инв. No. 4978-1
- Chou Year of Tianqing (1205): Инв. No. 5227, 7910-3
- Wei Year of Guangding (1211): Инв. No. 5949-18
- Shen Year of Guangding (1212): Инв. No. 4696-2, 4696-3, 4696-4, 4696-5, 4696-6, 4696-7, 5949-19–21
- Chou Year of Guangding (1217): Инв. No. 4596
- Wuyin year of Guangding (1218): Инв. No. 8005-1, 8005-2

35 *History of Song*, Bk. 486, “Western Xia” Part II.
The latest existing Tangut contract is dated to the Wei Year of Guangding (1223), a mere space of four years before the fall of the Tangut Empire and only two years before the Mongol army captured the city of Khara-Khoto.

If information such as the date and time of a given contract is referred to in previous contracts within the same batch, the Contract Parties customarily omitted a few words in order to avoid redundancy. If, for example, the contract was signed in the same year but in different months and days, then the signing parties had the option to omit the precise year and sexagenary cycle, thus simply noting down “same year, x month x day.” If the contract was written both in the same month and in the same year, then the signatories would typically shorten it to “same month, x day.” If multiple contracts were signed into effect on the exact same date, most would simply write, “same day.” For this reason, there sometimes existed a series of contracts that begin with the same reference: “same day,” suggesting that multiple parties took out grain loans at the same location, probably from the same creditor. One could imagine the many visitations by an endless stream of borrowers at the doorsteps of the rich, and the scene of multiple debtors going to and from, lining up, lingering, and departing the site. The omission or abbreviation of references to date and time has its pros and cons. It lends more convenience, but once the string of contracts is damaged, resulting in the loss of previous contracts, then there would be no way to ascertain the precise time as listed in a given contract.
Occasionally, however, contracts that come later may fill in some badly needed information. In general, the Tanguts take out grain loans in the spring and the summer. Thanks to the higher altitude of Khara-Khoto and the cooler temperature of its continental climate, the Tanguts here sowed in the spring and harvested in the autumn. The interlude between spring and autumn was the time of shortage in supply, depletions in the granary, and lack of income. Whilst some loan contracts were signed in the last month of the previous year, at the earliest, most were negotiated from the second to the fifth month of the year.

2.1.4 The Identity of the Borrowers
In the Tangut tradition, the contracting parties in a financial loan or transaction were referred to as “the ones who set up the document,” i.e. the signatories to a legal contract. In a monetary loan contract written in Chinese...
characters, in the Khara-Khoto document Ивв. No. 7779A from the Fifteenth year of Tiansheng, a signatory by the name of Langna refers to himself as “the one who sets up the words.” It is safe to assume that “the one who sets up the document” and “the one who set up the words” are interchangeable and customary translations.

In the technical legal language of Tangut grain loan accounts and contracts, “the one who sets up the document” refers to the party which initiates the contractual transaction, i.e. the Tangut poor who actively sought to take out a loan to alleviate hunger and poverty, the lack of seeds for the sowing season, and literally the dearth of foodstuff for subsistence. The names of these contract-initiators appear twice in a standard contract. The borrower’s name first appears at the beginning of the contract, immediately after the time of the contract. Then again, it is featured a second time at the end of the contract, below the main content of the document and where the borrower signed his or her own name, in addition to a stamp. At the second appearance of the debtor’s name, it was acceptable, if not customary, to omit the family name.

Although most of the documented debtors were Dangxiang Tanguts, the overall demographics of Tangut borrowers were anything but homogeneous. In fact, the Khara-Khoto economic records exhibit a robust ethnic heterogeneity. As the majority ethnicity in Western Xia, the Dangxiang Tanguts referred to themselves as 麻織 (Minyak), or Fan (番) in Chinese. Most Tangut family names were bisyllabic ‘compound surnames’. A large number of Tangut borrowers were identified by their names in the contracts: Zhiyi in Ивв. No. 4079-6(2); Mingni in Ивв. No. 4384-7(2); Mingbu in Ивв. No. 4762-6(2); Qiluo in Ивв. No. 5147-1(1); Jili in Ивв. No. 5870(1); Pingshang in Ивв. No. 5870(13); Weili in Ивв. No. 5870(16); Xiuyi in Ивв. No. 5870(17); Yeper in Ивв. No. 5949-27(2); Yehe Ивв. No. 5949-28(2); Luopu in Ивв. No. 5949-23(1); Weiyi in Ивв. No. 7741-1(3); Jili “The Benevolent Dog” in Ивв. No. 7741-2(1); Guding in Ивв. No. 8005/1(2), etc. The “Moshui” that appears in the Wuwei loan contract G31.004[6728] is also a Dangxiang Tangut name.


38 Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts 14, p. 22. Only a part of the image, Ивв. No. 5147-1 “Grain Loan Contract in the Wu Year of Guangding” is printed in that collection. A full image is supplied here.
Some borrowers are easily identified as Han Chinese: Li Baiji in Инв. No. 4526(2);
Yang “Qianqianquan” in Инв. No. 4696-3(2); Cao Suzhou in Инв. No. 4696-3-5;
Wu Xianling in Инв. No. 5820(1); Hun “Shiyuesheng” in Инв. No. 5949-18(1);
Luo “Wuyuebao” in Инв. No. 6377-20(2); Xu Wujin in Инв. No. 7893-20V, etc. Li,
Yang, Cao, Wu, Hun, and Luo are all Han Chinese surnames. Certainly, the area
that came under Tangut domination was inhabited by Han Chinese prior to the
migration of the Dangxiang Tanguts. Throughout the imperial era of Western
Xia, large Han Chinese populations subsisted on Tangut territories and for the
most part engaged in agriculture. Some Han Chinese even held government
offices. Both the Tangut and the Chinese editions of the Assorted Words, edited
and published in Western Xia, feature long lists of Fan and Han surnames. The
only difference lies in the order; whereas the Tangut Assorted Words places
Fan names before Han names, the Chinese edition reverses that order. It is
also evident and curious from the examples above that, under Tangut cultural
influences, some Chinese parents resorted to multiple-character given names,
beyond the convention of adhering to one or two characters. Qianqianquan
(謙謙犬), Nazhengma (那征麻) and Wuyuebao (五月寶) are Chinese names
given in the Tangut style. Typical Tangut given names include “The force of
Helan [mountains],” “The Fortunate Mountain,” “The Joy of the River,” and
so forth.

It often happens that both Fan and Han names appear across several con-
tracts within the same batch of documents. The fact that ethnic Tanguts and
the Han Chinese loaned from the same creditor shows that the ethnic groups
dwell in the same area, and even cohabited the same communities and neighbourhoods. The contracts, therefore, offer one more testimony to the tight and interlinked socio-economic exchanges between the Fan and Han populations.

The name of a borrower in the contract Ив. No. 7741-3(2) appears to be [ywej wyə ku]. Huihu, Uyghur) is, of course, the name of an ethnic group. A sizeable population of the Huihus lived in Western Xia, whilst others were close neighbours of the Tanguts. In the Tangut Assorted Characters, Huihu is also listed as one of the Fan surnames. This particular borrower, whose surname is Huihu, is probably also a medieval Uyghur ethnic. It shows that the Huihus also lived in the Khara-Khoto region towards the end of the Tangut era.

Ив. No. 8005-2(2), a contract with a missing first line, identifies the name of another interesting borrower. Despite the omission of his surname, the contract features his given name at the end of the document: [tʃhj-tə-tʃow]. was also the name of an ethnic group: the Khitans. So, in all likelihood, this was also an ethnic Khitan, or at least related to the Khitans in family kinships. This contract therefore shows that the Khitans lived in Khara-Khoto under Tangut rule. Overall, it is easy to tell from Tangut contracts that the demographic in Khara-Khoto was multi-ethnic and diverse.

Some contracts also testify to the historical practice of inter-ethnic marriage. When the borrowers and co-borrowers appear to be spouses, one Dangxiang Tangut and the other Han Chinese, the evidence seems quite convincing. In the Ив. No. 4696-3(5), for example, the main Contract Party is a Han Chinese by the name of Cao Suzhou, whilst the accompanying borrower (or the contract-receiver/co-Contract Party) is listed as his wife, Eqi (née) Youbao (“Treasure of the You year”). Eqi is obviously a Tangut surname. It often occurs that the Tanguts inserted the character for ‘name’ (née) into their compound surname in order to indicate the lineage of a woman, which she inherited from her family. The matrimonial bond of a Han Chinese husband and a Tangut wife, as shown on this contract, is evidence of inter-ethnic marriages in the Khara-Khoto area, or, indeed, throughout Western Xia.

The Liangs were a large presence amongst the major creditors in Khara-Khoto: [ljow mjij rʃow] in Ив. No. 4596-1(2); [ljow mjij rʃow] in Ив. No. 4762-6(1); Liang “Force of Fortune” in Ив. No. 5147-1(3); Liang “Treasure of 7th Month” in Ив. No. 5870-2(2) and Liang [khjwi- wejr]; Liang (née) “the Puppet’s Mother” in Ив. No. 5870-2(3); Liang “The Prosperous Tenth Month” in Ив. No. 5870-4(2); [ljow śja lhji. khjwi-] in Ив. No. 6377-6(1); Liang “the Treasure of Force and Merit” in Ив. No. 6377-16(2), amongst many others. No doubt, Liang is a major Han surname. But of course, two successive generations of matriarchal regency spearheaded by two Empresses Liang, an aunt and a...
niece, dominated Tangut politics during the reigns of Emperors Huizong and Yizong. Moreover, the Liang clans, especially the brothers and nephews of the empresses in the Liang family, occupied key positions of power in the imperial court. The Liangs advocated “Fan Customs” and sought to undermine “Han Customs,” suggesting that they might not have had an inkling of sympathy for the Han Chinese cause.\(^3^9\) Besides, the Tangut *Golden Fragments* lists Liang as a Tangut “Fan name.”\(^4^0\) Therefore, at least the Liang family at the epicentre of Tangut ethnarchism was ethnically Dangxiang Tangut. The only logical conclusion is that both Han Liangs and Tangut Liangs coexisted in Western Xia.\(^4^1\)

With regard to gender identities of the borrowers, it should be said, first of all, that most of the Contract Parties were men, since a typical Tangut household was patrilineal and patriarchal. Some borrowers, however, were women. In the Инв. No. 4762-6(2), the borrower is 韓敨敨敨敨 [mjij pu. zji-. zji šio] Mingbu (née) “Guide for the Son”; in Инв. No. 5870-2(3), 異敨敨敨敨 [ljow zji-. ka ta mja], Liang (née) “The Puppy’s Mother”; in Инв. No. 7889(1) 助敨敨敨 [tsjow zji-. mja ? zji]: Zhang (née) “Mother? Son.” A considerable number of Tangut households were managed by and centred around women. Three families in Khara-Khoto household registers mentioned earlier (household 2, 5 and 13 in Инв. No. 6342) were all single-parent families without paterfamilias and run by an adult woman. Two of the female heads of the households were clearly labeled as child-rearing widows.\(^4^2\) Mingbu the “Guide for the Son” and Liang the “Puppy’s Mother” were both female heads of households in charge of their families. They could have also been adult widows left with heavy burdens of and authority over their families.

Most Contract Parties signed their names, without reference to their social status nor identity. There were a few, however, who revealed their identities in their signatures, oftentimes in a few characters preceding their own names. For example, in Инв. No. 4079-13(2), we have ‘the one who sets up the contract’ as 霹敨敨敨敨敨敨 [phji_ gia kia xiwa~ kjhwi- nja_] (Shijun: Jia “the ordinary black dog”); in Инв. No. 7892-2V(2), the borrower is listed as 彼敨敨敨 [phji_ gia so. kjhwi-] (Shijun: The Three Dogs); finally, the borrower in Инв. No. 7892-8(1) is 彼敨敨敨 [njijr njij dzju. kie.] (Nupu, “The Gold Rain”).

\(^3^9\) *History of Song*, Bk. 486, “Western Xia” Part 11.

\(^4^0\) Nie Hongyn and Shi Jinbo, 1995 (a).

\(^4^1\) TN: Throughout the book (chapters 1, 4) ‘ethnarch,’ ‘ethnarchy,’ and ‘ethnarchism’ are my own coinages. With regard to the ethnic ambiguity of Liang, it can be said that towards the mid- and late-Tang periods, Dangxiang Tanguts who took up certain transliterated Chinese surnames share the same characters with ethnic Han Chinese names.

\(^4^2\) Shi Jinbo, 2004 (a).
Shijuns and Nupus formed a very special class of men and women struggling at the very bottom of Tangut social hierarchy. They were much lower in status than even ordinary commoners. Shijuns may have owned a bit of property, enough to establish and sustain a household, but they also relied on and orbited around their masters. Therefore, the Shijuns did not have ‘personal freedom’ in any strict sense of the term. They were more accurately described as serfs or semi-slaves.

Dunhuang contracts from the 8th to the 10th century often list the reasons, causes, and motivations for borrowers to take loans: “for consumable grains in a year without seeds” “for use, due to the shortage of grains,” “for the lack of
“because of debt,” etc. Khara-Khoto contracts in the 12th–13th centuries, however, recorded only the names of borrowers, not the reasons for the borrowing. Needless to say, most borrowers took out loans because they ran short of their food supply. It does seem, therefore, that an additional line of reference to their shortage of grains is simply redundant or serves as a mere matter of formulaic language in legal rituals. So, it is likely that in the progression of time, the self-evident reasons for taking loans became an increasingly less important part of the contract, up to a point of going almost defunct. The substance of the contract are the facts and terms of the loan. However, at any rate, the precise reasons for the loans are not difficult to infer, provided the time and season of the year. Each year, the Tanguts took out loans between the last month of the previous year and the first three months of the new year to sow seeds in their fields. Sometimes, they were also hard pressed by a shortage

FIGURE 126 ИНВ. No. 7892-8: Account of grain loan by Nupu named Yujin

hu/dou”43 “without hu/dou” i.e. without grains.

43 TN: “without hu/dou” i.e. without grains.
of food. Whereas those who borrowed grains in the fourth and fifth months, in all likelihood, had daily consumption on their minds.

2.1.5 Identities of the Loaners
Needless to say, the creditors who owned enough to loan grains en masse in the barren months between two harvests came from some of the richest Tangut families in the area. In many loan contracts, the names of the contractors are followed by this line of reference to the loaner: “presently (from) xxx’s place, borrow.” Most of the creditors seem to be Dangxiang Tanguts: 絀ʅ 康 𗥚𗳩𗍥𘟙𗯿 [zjwi. ToLeft-2650-1, 1], in Invb. No. 5223–3; 絀ʅ 黥 𗥚𗳩𗵆𘏨 [zjwi. ToLeft-2650-1, 1] in Invb. No. 1570–2; 絀ʅ 𗥚𗳩𗵆 [zjwi. ToLeft-2650-1, 1] ? 黥 [wejr] in Invb. No. 4526(2); 黥 𗥚 [jajwa] in Invb. No. 5949–18(1); 黥 ㊗ _NOW 𗼆𘏨 [tšhi–j jäw paryा ʃia~] in Invb. No. 6377–16(1); and 絀ʆ ㊗ _NOW [ŋwe mjı ʃe–wejr ʃi–j] in Invb. No. 8005–1(2) and Invb. No. 8005–2(2).

絀ʅ [zjwi. ToLeft-2650-1, 1], 黥 𗥚 [jajwa], 黥 [tšhi–j jäw], and 黥 _tlive me mjı] are all Dangxiang Tangut names. 絀ʆ (Weiming), in particular, was the royal name of the rulers of Western Xia. Dangxiang Tangut names have been identified in the signatures of both loaners and borrowers. It is manifestly the case that whereas some Tanguts kept on pasturing and herding, others settled—literally—for agriculture. A prominent example of an ethnic Dangxiang-Tangut creditor is “State Preceptor E,” whose name appears on a loan contract in Wuwei.

The Liangs were a major family of loaners. The nine loans documented in Invb. No. 4696–1 and dozens of grain loan accounts in Invb. No. 4696–2, 3, 4, 5, 6, as well as contracts in 7892–4, 5, all feature the signature of a certain 黥 _NOW 𗼆𘏨 [ljaw ne′w wejr], Liang “The Greatly Benevolent”; the three contracts in Invb. No. 5147–1, another three in Invb. No. 5147–2, 1 in Invb. No. 5147–3, and two in Invb. No. 5147–4 all list the loaner as Liang “The Iron Dog.” These two figures were the most prominent creditors who offered loans on a frequent basis. They also penned contracts to lend grains to other Liangs, often at fairly high interest rates even though the borrowing parties were from the same extended family. One strange thing is that, whilst Liang “the Greatly Benevolent” loaned out grains in dozens of dan in the Mao Year of Tianqing (1195), in the Wei Year of Tianqing (1199), and in the Hai Year of Tianqing (1203), a “Liang ‘the Greatly Benevolent’” seemed to have borrowed 4 dan of grains in the contract 7741(19), dated to the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194). There is no way to ascertain whether the borrower “Liang ‘the Greatly Benevolent’” was the same as the loaner. If it was the same person throughout, then the next question is: how did he turn it all around in a year, from someone who took out loans to a creditor of grains?

The contracts also reveal eye-catching commercial activities of Buddhist temples. It turns out that these religious establishments were some of the
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largest loaners and usurers in Western Xia. Scores of accounts in Иnv. No. 4384-7, 4762-6, 5870-1–9 feature two Liang-surnamed lamas from the Pudu Temple as the creditors. Both Liangs are referred to as “hand-havers' of grains.” In the technical legal terminology of the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity, “hand-having” is repeatedly referred to in the sense of ‘taking by hand,’ i.e. the right of laying one’s hands on a piece of property. Therefore, both monks were either owners of the grains or authorised personnels delegated to manage the property. But since the contracts do make sure to mention the Buddhist Temple before the loaners’ signatures, it is safer to bet that the temple was the actual legal owner of the grains. In fact, there was a long-standing tradition for Buddhist temples to warehouse grains. Many creditors identified in the Dunhuang loan contracts are temples, such as Yongshou Temple, Yongkang Temple, Lingtu Temple, etc. There is a “State preceptor E” in a Wuwei contract. A “state preceptor” was a high-ranking Buddhist monastic, oftentimes also given an honorary title of the “Department of Merit” in the state apparatus.44 “State preceptor E” not only profited from usuries but charged extremely high interest rates. The exploitative economic activities of the monks form a sharp contrast to the Buddhist teachings of universal charity and benevolence.

At any rate, Buddhism was the most popular religious faith in Western Xia. It was championed by the Tangut royalties and greatly promulgated throughout the empire. Everywhere, a vast number of monks occupied a plethora of temples and pagodas. Monasteries benefited from tax exemptions, and temples occupied lands otherwise suited for cultivation by Tangut farmers. Since many Tanguts chose to enter monastic life, the government eventually resorted to setting a quota on Buddhist conversions in order to curb the growth in monastic population.45 A statistical analysis of the contracts shows that the Buddhist temples were the main and largest force in the army of creditors. The vast presence of Khara-Khoto temples in usurious loans reveals how the monastics exploited famines and other economic crises to extract surplus profits from the local poor.

Surprisingly, a number of creditors are identified as Shijun, or Tangut semi-slaves. In several contracts, such as the 38 pieces of contracts in Иnv. No. 4696-3, grains were loaned out by “Shijun Wu Heicheng.” And in Иnv. No. 6377-20(2), despite the suboptimal legibility, the same Shijun seems to also be the loaner in this contract. How could a Shijun, himself at the very bottom

FIGURE 128 ИНВ. No. 4696-6: Shen year of Guangding (1212) account of grain loan (creditor: 卒燿; Shiju: Wu Heicheng)
level of social hierarchy, offer loans to others? An answer lies in Инв. No. 4696-6, a grain loan account in the Shen Year of Guangding (1212). It turns out that, one piece of contract in the long scroll records the full title of the loaner: “the ‘holder’ of the granary of Liang ‘the Greatly Benevolent’: Shijun, Wu Heicheng.” That is, Wu was the keeper of Liang’s granary. So, it is unsurprising that the grain loans were offered under his names, even though the property was owned by Liang. In other words, the Shijun acted as an agent or representative, on behalf of his master and the owner of the grains.

Throughout the nine pieces of loan contracts in Инв. No. 4696-1, Liang ‘the Greatly Benevolent’ released the loans by signing his own name. Similarly, Инв. No. 6377-16(1) records that “At the 漢魏蘭州 [tšhjíj šjow parya šia~]’s, from the actual owner, from the 畿晉 [da kia ywie] loaned 1 dan 5 dou of wheat.” In other words, the grains were owned by 漢魏蘭州 [tšhjíj šjow parya šia~] but loaned at the hands of 畿晉 [da kia šjí-j]. The manuscript Инв. No. 6377-16(3), a grain loan contract in the Mao Year of Guangding (1218) states that “from Shijun 畿晉 loaned 2 dan of wheat,” leaving no doubt that the agent who handled the loan is a semi-slave, Shijun. Likewise, the one said to have ‘held’ the grains in the Wuwei loan contract 漢魏 [parya šjow] was also such an agent, rather than the owner of the property.

Simpler contracts only recorded the names of the borrowers but not those of the loaners. These ‘unilateral contracts’ are signed by one party but preserved...
at the hands of the opposite party. The creditors in contracts Ивв. No. 5949-22, Ивв. No. 5949-27-1, Ивв. No. 5949-27-2, and other contracts all chose not to sign their own names.

2.1.6 Types and Quantities of Grains in the Loans

Most of the grains referred to in the Khara-Khoto grain loan contracts are either “𘌋” [lhji.] (wheat) or “𘉅” [dza] (assorted, coarse grains). Tangut diet included wheat, barley, grains, millet, beans, and some rice. The residents of Khara-Khoto could not really enjoy rice. But apart from that, all other types of crops grew in the area. Most of the Khara-Khoto agricultural tax accounts referred to either fine wheat and coarse grains, or ཇི[ lhji.] (wheat) and ཝི[ śjij] (barley), such as in Ивв. No. 4808. The contracts show that most borrowers took loans of coarse grains. Others borrowed barley, proso (Ивв. No. 7741-2(3), Ивв. No. 7741-6(2), Ивв. No. 7741-7(1)), or foxtail millet (Ивв. No. 5870-2(1), Ивв. No. 7741-2(2), Ивв. No. 7741-6(3)). The loan in Ивв. No. 4762-6(4) is 3 dan of wheat, 3 dan of coarse grains, and 1 dan of foxtail millet. The contract in Ивв. No. 5870-2(1) refers to 6 dan of coarse grains, 1 dan of wheat, and 1 dan of foxtail millet; Ивв. No. 7741-2(3) refers to 4 dan of wheat, 4 dan of coarse grains, and 2 dan of foxtail millet. The fact that coarse grains and foxtail millet are mentioned separately and side-by-side in these contracts shows that the Tanguts did not count foxtail millet as coarse grains.

In the Ивв. No. 7741-1(3), a borrower took out “a loan of 3 dan of wheat, 7 dan of coarse grains,” but at the end, the numerical notations show 6 dan of barley, 1 dan of proso millet, and 3 dan of wheat. This shows, in the contrary, that the Tanguts considered both barley and proso millet as a type of coarse grain. Given existing knowledge of Tangut contracts, the Tanguts never referred to loans of either barley or proso millet along with “coarse grains” within the same contract. It points to the high probability that the “coarse grains” as a collective term refers to both types of crops, or a mixture of the two. But the Tanguts listed both barley and proso millet separately within the same contract, instead of a collective reference to “coarse grains.” In (3) and (4) of Ивв. No. 4762-6, for example, the loans are “4 dan of wheat, 4 dan of barley, 1 dan of proso millet” and “3 dan of wheat, 3 dan of barley, 1 dan of proso millet.” The contract fragment in Ивв. No. 3586 specifies that the loan of “cereals and wheat” was to be repaid in the amount of “coarse and refined grains, 6 dan 3 dou.” Since the Tanguts considered wheat as ‘refined,’ the reference suggests that cereals might have been counted as “coarse.”

The grain loan contract in Ивв. No. 5949-22(1) notes “grain principle [of the loan]: 3 dan of coarse grains, 2 dan of wheat; [repayment of] principle and interests: altogether 7 dan 5 dou.” With regard to the total sum of 7 dan 5 dou,
the contract does not record the fine vs. coarse grains separately. But it is assumed that the actual repayment would be delivered in terms of both coarse grains and wheat, given the different prices of the two crops.

The grain loans recorded in Tangut contracts vary greatly in size, from a few sheng or 1 dou to several or a dozen dan. The amounts of grains loaned in the 5 pieces of contracts in Ив. No. 4696-5 are 3 dou, 2 dou, 3 dou, 5 dou 5 sheng, 5 dou 5 sheng of coarse grains; in a total of 23 contracts in Ив. No. 4696-6: 3 dou 5 sheng, 1 dou, 1 dou 5 sheng, 1 dou 5 sheng, 1 dan 5 dou, 3 dou, 1 dan 5 dou, 1 dou 5 sheng, 2 dou 5 sheng, 7 dou 5 sheng, 3 dou 5 sheng, 7 dou, 3 dou
5 sheng, 3 dou, 5 dou, 1 dou 5 sheng, 2 dou 5 sheng, 4 dou 5 sheng, 3 dou 5 sheng, 1 dou 5 sheng, 1 dou, 5 dou 5 sheng, 4 dou 5 sheng of coarse grains. For the most part, a smaller loan was less than 1 dou, and the largest was no more than 6 dou. Only 2 loans exceeded 1 dan. Therefore, most Tangut loans were, on the whole, ‘micro-loans.’

In rare occasions, however, the loans were in great quantities. The total amount of 8 grain loans by Lüzini in Ив. No. 4596 reached 29 dan 7 dou. Ив. No. 4696(1–5) likewise contains 8 loans by [ljow ne_w wejr], which number up to 43 dan 5 dou. In Ив. No. 4696(6–7), there are 24 loans, in the amount of 15 dan 6 dou 3 sheng. And in Ив. No. 7892-7(1)–(6), 21 contracts, loaned out by Liang and mostly written in simple formats (19 loans with clear indications of the loan size), recorded up to 8 dan 6 dou 8 sheng of grains. The smallest loan was 1 dou or 5 sheng, such as in Ив. No. 7892/7 & 8. In 48 times, [ljow ne_w wejr] loaned out a total of 67 dan 8 dou 1 sheng. The average loan was the size of 1 dan 4 dou. As of now, it is impossible to ascertain without further research whether [ljow ne_w wejr] “the Greatly Benevolent,” was monastic or not.

The contracts make it clear to historians that in Western Xia, most grain loans were offered by temples. In Ив. No. 5870(1), for example, Pudu Temple loaned out 10 dan of wheat and 4 dan of barley. In 19 pieces of contracts, the temple offered a loan of 129 dan, 9 dou, and 5 sheng in total. On average, each borrower owed a bit more than 6 dan and 8 dou. The largest loan was 15 dan of wheat and 16 dan of coarse grains, totaling to 31 dan of grains. The smallest was merely 1 dan of grains. The one who took out the largest loan was called [ljow ne_w wejr], who signed the contract on the first day of the second month. He was either in grave shortage of subsistence at home or in desperate need of a large quantity of seeds for the sowing season. He probably took the loan out on behalf of a large farming family, which would have had a large household and sizeable ownership of land. The 20 loans documented in the Ив. No. 7741 contracts, also offered by the Pudu Temple, amount to a total of 147 dan of grains. Pudu Temple is also the listed creditor in the seven contracts in Ив. No. 4384-7. Only two pieces survive, which show a loan of 6 dan. All the 41 pieces of contracts in three registers were signed by Pudu Temple within the span of the Yin Year of Tianqing (194). In total, the temple loaned out 282 dan 9 dou 5 sheng of grains. This is only a scratch of the surface because these are only the contracts that happened to have survived. As for how much loans the monks at the Pudu Temple offered in total within that year, there is no way to ever know. But here, it is telling that each single loan is considerable in size: an average of 6 dan and 9 sheng per loan, up to five times more than the average loan offered by [ljow ne_w wejr], “the Greatly Benevolent.”
For a minority of rich temples and families to persist in the lucrative business of offering usurious loans, there must have been a majority of the Tangut poor in a perennial shortage of grains. Song chronicles made sure to mention the plight of food shortage in Western Xia:

The northwest suffers a shortage of the five grains. Whenever wars break out, the provision of grains is limited to barley, the *bi* beans,\(^{46}\) abutilon,\(^{47}\) and the sort. The people in that area consume the stems of *guzi* flowers\(^{48}\) and *jianpeng* seepweeds\(^{49}\) in the spring; seedings of Cistanche herbs\(^{50}\) and little *wuyi*\(^{51}\) in the summer; *xijizi, dihuang* leaves,\(^{52}\) *dengxiang* grass\(^{54}\) in the autumn; 'sandy onions',\(^{55}\) wild chives,\(^{56}\) *jushuang* grass,\(^{57}\) white mugwort,\(^{59}\) *jiansongzi*\(^{60}\) in the winter, as a means of subsistence at the turn of the year.\(^{61}\)

The image of Tangut commoners feeding on assorted wild herbs all year long is probably a slight exaggeration. However, given the rates, terms, and amounts of grain loans in Khara-Khoto contracts, it is obviously true that a significant
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\(^{46}\) TN: 菭豆 is different from *piper longtum*.

\(^{47}\) TN: for the lack of a better translation for 青麻.

\(^{48}\) TN: 鼓子蔓 most probably refers to the tenderer seedlings or stems of 鼓子花 or a close relative of it, within the Convolvolaceae (‘morning-glory’) family. Some botanical and medical journals list it as *Calystegia silvatica* subsp. *orientalis*. Historically, the plant was common in northwestern China. Nowadays, it is very rarely consumed as vegetables.

\(^{49}\) TN: These days, 碱蓬 (*Suaeda glauca*) weeds are still consumed as vegetables in China.

\(^{50}\) TN: 苁蓉 (*Cistanche deserticola*) a type of Cistanche in the family of Orobanchaceae, still a medicine and delicacy, known as a specialty of Hotan and the Alxa League.

\(^{51}\) TN: There are two types of Wuyi (蕪荑), large and small. It is processed from the seeds of *Ulmus macrocarpa* (*fructus ulmi macrocarpae preparatus*).

\(^{52}\) TN: It is unclear what 席雞子 is, other than a type of egg or a herb, probably halophyte.

\(^{53}\) TN: 地黃葉: leaves of *Rehmannia glutinosa* (Gaetn.) Libosch., a key herbal medicine.

\(^{54}\) TN: 登麻 is a type of grass that grow in sandy areas of northwestern China. Both the grass and the seeds are edible.

\(^{55}\) TN: 沙蔥 (*Allium mongolicum*), also known as 蒙古韭, is a type of wild onion that grows in northwestern China, Inner and Central Asia.

\(^{56}\) TN: Chinese chives (*Allium tuberosum*).

\(^{57}\) TN: 灰蔥, or 木芙蓉 (*Hibiscus mutabilis* Linn.).

\(^{58}\) TN: I take 灰蓑子 to be, instead of a type of mildly poisonous medical herb known otherwise as 龍葵草, an edible herbal grass: 蔥, that is pronounced tiao or diao.

\(^{59}\) TN: 白蒿 (*Herba Artemisiae Sieversianae*) is edible and commonly used as medicine. It is similar to *Artemisia argyi* (silvery wormwood).

\(^{60}\) TN: 碱松子 is most probably a halophyte plant.

proportion of the population suffered constant shortage of food and the general hardship of life.

2.1.7 Interests and Interest Rates in Grain Loans
All Tangut loan contracts thus far identified were contracts of personal loans with interests, which detail the amounts of the principle and interests, sometimes even the total sum to be repaid by a certain date. In comparison and contrast, most of the Dunhuang grain loan accounts and contracts only emphasise the repayment deadline and specify that an overdue payment would result in the principle multiplying beyond the due date. Whereas 7th-century contracts found in the Western Region document the interest rates in detail, they have a close resemblance to the Khara-Khoto contracts.62

The Khara-Khoto loans not only generated interests, but the interest rates were, for the most part, exorbitant. All the principles appear to be the basic amounts of grains taken out as a loan. But with regard to the interests, there seems to be three main ways of calculating the rate.

2.1.7.1 Total Interest Rate, Based on the Principle
For a grain loan that bears interests for three to four months, the interests in sum amounts to half of the principle. Some of the contracts refer to “change by a half,” that is, to increase the repayment by 50% of the principle. Thus, the final repayment would be 1.5 times of the principle. In this case, a given contract would clearly document the principle amount and the interest rate as well as specify the due date by which the total sum was to be repaid, typically in the seventh or eighth month of the lunar calendar. This interest rate at 50% is found in Ив. No. 4596-1(1), a contract of 2 dan wheat that yielded a total repayment of 3 dan; in (3), the loan of 1 dan wheat and 1 dan coarse grains (2 dan in total) demanded a total repayment of 3 dan; in Ив. No. 4526(2), the borrower took out a loan of 5 dan coarse grains, with a promise to pay back 7 dan and 5 sheng; in Ив. No. 5147(1)(3), the 1 dan of wheat yielded a total of principle and interests in the amount of 1 dan and 5 dou (1.5 dan); the contract Ив. No. 5223-4(2) documented a loan of coarse grains in the amount of 2 dan 8 sheng, whereby the debtor was under obligation to repay 4 dan 3 dou 2 sheng, as a total sum of both the principle and the interests. The Ив. No. 5949-41(1) effectuated a loan of coarse grains in 8 dou, which resulted in a repayment of
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1 dan and 2 dou in total; the Иnv. No. 8005-3(2) documented a loan of 1 dan 5 dou of wheat that required a repayment of 2 dan 2 dou 5 sheng. All the examples above belong in the category of 50% interest rate. This rate was extremely high for a short-term loan of three to four months.

And yet, even higher interest rates have been identified. According to a piece of contract fragment in Иnv. No. 2158, a borrower took out a loan of wheat in 2 dan, bearing an interest of 6 dou per dan. By the time the total repayment was due, he had to pay back 3 dan and 2 dou of wheat, that is, at an interest rate of 60%. What is more, in Иnv. No. 7889(1), the wheat loan in the amount of 6 dou was taken at the interest rate of 8 sheng per dou. A total repayment reached up to 1 dan and 8 sheng, at an interest rate of 80%. Likewise, the state preceptor E of Wuwei released a loan of 1 dan that charged an interest of 8 dou, which was also at a rate of 80%.

That, however, is not the end of the story. Interest rates reached up to 100% in Western Xia, similar to what is known as “doubling interest” (倍稱之息) in the Song Dynasty. In the Иnv. No. 4696-1(1), a grain loan contract in the Mao Year of Tianqing (1195), the debtor borrowed a loan of wheat in 8 dan and was due to return precisely 16 dan of wheat, which was twice the amount of the principle and at an interest rate of 100%. Another example is the contract Иnv. No. 4696-3(8), signed on the 25th day of the 4th month, whereby 1 dan of coarse grain was repaid in 2 dan; an additional 2 dou of coarse grains was due to be repaid with 4 dou. More astonishingly, these repayments, at the exorbitant interest rate of 100%, were due by the 1st day of the 7th month in the lunar calendar, a mere space of 2 months and a few days from the signing date of the contract. And in the Иnv. No. 5949-19(3), whilst the principle was listed as 4 dan, 2 dou, and 5 sheng of wheat along with 10 dan and 4 dou of coarse grains, the due amount was 29 dan, 2 dou, and 2 sheng. This amount was very close again to an interest rate at 100%, which would have been 29 dan 3 dou. This discrepancy of 8 sheng was due either to miscalculation or to certain norms governing the conversion of fine grains to coarse grains.

It is also worth considering that although some loans were offered at the interest rate of 50%, the charge was much higher when taking into account the shorter time frame of the loan. For instance, in Иnv. No. 5949/16(1), a loan of 8 dou coarse grains was offered on the 29th day of the 5th month. By the 1st day of the 7th month, a total of 1 dan and 2 dou, including both the principle and the interests, was due. If the interest rate for 1 month was 50%, then if the borrower had been in debt for just another month, he would have effectively been subjected to a 100% interest rate.
2.1.7.2 Monthly Interest Rate

An interest rate charged on top of the principle grains on a monthly basis could also reach the 100% rate. Indeed, this was another way of imposing a 'doubling interest rate.' In the contract Ив. No. 4762-6(1), for example, the borrower took out a loan of wheat and barley, each in the amount of 10 dan, on the 29th Day of the 1st Month. The loan officially began on the 1st day of the 2nd month. Every month, the loan generated 2 sheng of interests per dou of principle, at a monthly interest rate of 20%. The contract notes that this arrangement would remain in force “until the interest equals the principle.” Although the document does not supply a precise due date by which this was to be achieved, it is easy to derive from the terms that, at least in the progress
of five months—that is, till the 1st day of July—the total interest rate would virtually become 100%. By July, the debtor would have to turn in 20 dan of wheat and barley each. Likewise, in Инв. No. 5870-2(2), a contract signed into effect on the 2nd day of the 2nd month, the borrower took out a loan of 2 dan 3 dou 5 sheng of wheat. From the 1st day of the 2nd month to the 1st day of the 7th month, a monthly interest of 2 sheng was applied per dou of the principle, at an interest rate of 20%. By July, the total interest reached 100% of the principle in the original loan.

Another example is a piece of loan contract unearthed in Khara-Khoto by the Institute of Archaeology of Inner Mongolia. The register “84H.Fl35:...
W75/2026" is a grain loan contract signed on the 5th day of the 2nd month in the Year Yihai. The contract required the debtor to repay a monthly interest of 1.5 *dou* per *dan* borrowed, i.e., a monthly interest rate of 15%. If the loan bore interest for half a year, the rate would reach up to 90%. A full repayment by August would entail 2 *dan* 8 *dou* 5 *sheng*, effectively doubling the principle. This is an obvious example of a usurious loan.

A certain 𗃛𗹏𗑛 was the borrower of 31 *dan* of grains, as listed in the contract Иnv. No. 5870. The loan started in the 2nd month of the year, at a monthly interest rate of 20%. Both the interest and the principle—62 *dan* in total—were due back in the 7th month. With this arrangement, the interest rate also reached up to 100%.

2.1.7.3 *Daily Interest Rate*

Some loans bore daily interests out of the principle. In Иnv. No. 5812-3(1), for example, the 1 *dan* and 5 *dou* of grains were to be repaid on the basis of “𗃛𗹏𗑛” [đžja_ ya nji_ ŋewr ‘ja .setTo]—“1 *sheng* of interest per *dan* on a daily basis,” in other words a daily interest rate of 1%. But in a progression of 100 days, the interest rate also reached 100%. Similarly, with a loan of 1 *dan* of coarse grains in Иnv. No. 5812(2), the contract required “half a *sheng* of interest in five days,” i.e. a daily interest of 1% (0.5 *sheng* of interest per 1 *dou* of grains in 5 days). In 100 days, the interest rate also reached 100%.

In some rare occasions, the interest rates surpassed 100%. The contract in Иnv. No. 7892/8(3) recorded that “8 *dou* of interest for 7 *dou* of...
wheat,” which suggests an interest rate of 114%. But according to the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity:

> Where the many release public or private wealth in the country as loans, with the principle in terms of grains, for each string (min) of cash, there may be an amount of interest under 5 mace; for each hu (dan) [of grains], there may be an interest under 1 hu; in such cases, interests may be charged on a voluntary basis, and should not exceed these limits.63

This law set the limits to both monetary and grain loans: A daily interest of 5 mace or less for each string/min of cash coins (daily interest rate: 0.5%; monthly interest rate: 15%); a total interest of 1 hu (i.e. 1 dan) or less for each hu/dan of grains, regardless of time. Such legislations put a cap on usuries, to the benefit of the borrowers. The Tangut laws also required that:

> With regard to the aforementioned terms of loans, aside from rendering clear the laws of generating interests from the principle taken out as the principle, it is necessary that with daily, monthly, and annual payments, or payments over the years whilst the principle is held in possession, as soon as the interest equals the principle, no one is permitted to exceed this amount. If a party receives more interest than this maximum according to the law, let a guilty office-holder be punished by the confiscation of a horse, and let a guilty commoner be punished by thirteen strokes. The extra amount of interest unlawfully charged should be duly returned to its lawful owner.64

This law underscored the due procedure of loans and interests. It stated that a grain loan may bear interests over days, months, and years, in a variety of rituals and formats. However, the creditor may not charge any surplus interest as soon as the cumulative interest equaled the principle—that is, as soon as the cumulative interest rate reached 100%. This regulation is, in fact, reflected in contracts of various types that circulated amongst the Tanguts. However, actual contracts were much more complicated than the straightforward demands of the law. In some contracts, the virtual interest rate charged had effectually soared beyond 100%. These contracts showed, on the one hand, that violation of the laws did occur, and on the other, that the laws were enacted for a reason. The Tangut laws went to great lengths to spell out the limits on
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usurious loan interests, the terms of redistribution of excessive interests back to the exploited borrower, and the penalties for an overly greedy creditor. All of these were legal measures that shield the debtors from undue interference and excessive economic domination by the creditors. Still, many of the helplessly impoverished opted for usurious loans for their own survival and at their own risks. High-interest usurious loans may have alleviated the plight of hunger and even death, but often times, the ahead-of-time consumption multiplied in the autumn. Most of the meager harvest went into the pocket of the creditors, leaving the peasants with little grains for subsistence. This vicious circle of poverty was often exacerbated by natural disasters, such as fire and famine, pests and pestilence, and other myriad causes of a bad harvest. If whatever surplus amount was not enough for seeding and consuming, the debtor would be further indebted in the following spring and summer. They once again took out loans in order to sow and eat. Therefore, for the Tangut poor, to take out a high-interest usurious loan was to ‘drink the Zhen bird’s poison to quench one’s thirst’ as the Chinese idiom goes. These loans often led to nothing but bankruptcy. To pay back the loans, peasants sold off their land and houses. These transfers of property further aggravated the wealth inequality of Tangut society and even caused social instabilities. The Tangut proverb, “In the second and third month, do not eat food on a loan; in the eleventh and last month, do not wear clothes on a loan,” was a vivid testimony to the fear of exploitation at the hands of usurious loans.65

2.1.8 Terms of Payment and Default Penalties

There was only one growing season in the Khara-Khoto area, and the annual harvest was timed around the seventh and eighth months of the year. Therefore, most of the grain loan contracts also set a due date between these two months. Contracts were specific about the terms of repayment, and most loaners asked the debtors to return the principle and interests by the first day of either the seventh or the eighth month. The contract Инв. No. 5820-2, for example, required that “due date be the first day of the eighth month in the same year, when the debtor is obliged to gather and repay all the owned grains.” The contract Инв. No. 5949-16 specified that “due date is set at the first day of the seventh month, when all the grains are to be gathered and repaid.” The lines on due dates were usually followed by the terms of penalties in terms of delay or failure of repayment. There were two modes of punishment.

The first was to penalise the borrower with extra grains, according to the size of the loan in question. The loan concerned in the document Ив. No. 4384-7(1) involved 2 dān of wheat and 1 dān of coarse grains. The contract required that “when the repayment is overdue, the penalty is 2 dān of wheat according to the laws; willing.” That is, the borrower was willing to be subject to the penalty fee in accordance with laws.

In fact, the terms of penalties were set by the loaners, who took advantage of their ownership of grain surpluses protected by the laws. So there would be no other option for the debtor than to note down “willing” in the contract, regardless of their actual willingness and despite their reluctance. Likewise, in Ив. No. 4384-9(2), the debtor borrowed 2 dān of barley and 1 dān of coarse grains. By the contract, he had to pay “1 dān of wheat according to laws, in case of overdue repayment; willing.” And in Ив. No. 5870(1), whereby the borrower took out a loan of 10 dān of wheat and 4 dān of barley, the contract stipulated that “in case of overdue repayment, the penalty is 10 dān of wheat according
to the laws; willing.” All these references, and many others, fall into the same category of penalty, which is set at a particular quantity.

Another approach to penalising overdue or unmaterialised repayment was to set a particular ratio, rather than a fixed amount. The contract Инв. No. 4596-4(3) states, for example, that “if the borrower does not show up past the due date, 2 dan of penalty fee is to be applied to each dan of unrepaid loan; if the debtor is incapable of furnishing this much, he is responsible for enlisting his own people to repay the sum; (debtor’s) own mind is willing.” In other words, overdue payment would result in 2 dan of penalty fee per 1 dan of loan. A thoroughly impoverished debtor would have had to divide the surcharge into chunks and implore others to repay on his behalf. Needless to say, the debtor’s ‘own heart’ submitted to the rule. Similar terms of requirements were found in Инв. No. 5949-18 and other contracts.

The section on “Urging the Repayment of Debt” in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity protected the interests of loaner and the rights of the creditor. The chapter opens with a straightforward call for coercion in urging for repayments:

All the concerned parties are to press the debtors for the return of the principle and interests; in case of failure to repay, it is necessary to report the incident to the relevant bureau, in order that coercive search and investigation be adopted to materialise the repayment. In case of failed repayment of debt in the amount under 10 strings of cash, an office-holder is to be punished 5 strings; a commoner is to receive 10 strokes; for an amount of debt above 10 strings of cash, an office-holder is to be punished by the confiscation of a horse; a commoner is to suffer 13 strokes. In all cases, the debt is to be repaid in accordance with the requirement of law. Any attempt to deny an existing debt is strictly prohibited. Any violation of law in this regard is to be treated in the same category as the failure to repay. The principle is to be returned, and the debt to be repaid according to the laws.66

Terms of penalty are different for officeholders with social and political status and for commoners without privileges.67 Whereas the elites were penalised by cash and horses, the commoners suffered the ferocity of lashes. After the 10 or 13 strokes, the criminalised remain obliged to repay the debt in full. The Laws
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of Heavenly Prosperity also made it clear that the party defaulting on the terms of a contract would be duly prosecuted:

A party that thereafter reneged on the terms of the contract are to fulfil the obligations either to the public authority or to a private party; the repudiator of the terms, if an office-holder, is penalised by the confiscation of a horse; and if a commoner, by thirteen strokes. 68

The second item in the laws of “Pressing the Repayment of Debt” offered some leniency to the debtor incapable of repayment:

All the relevant parties who fail to repay their debt, and remain incapable of returning the sum after admission of their guilt, are to be given another 2 or 3 extensions of the deadline, according to their distance, so that they may procure more means of repayment, such as to repay by labour. But in case of repeated defaults, the debtors are to receive strokes of a certain number, calculated based on the size of the debt. In case of persistent default after three granted extensions, let the laws be strictly applied with no more leniency. 69

The law was open to the possibility of repaying debt by labour. Yet, repeated defaults resulted in physical penalties. The maximum application of leniency was capped at three times. These measures of leniency were put in place, ostensibly out of a spirit of compassion but ultimately for the expediency of the creditors. They preferred fulfilling their economic interests to unleashing brute force for the pleasure of vengeance. Without some flexibility, it would be extremely difficult to receive the principle and interests at all. At any rate, it is not difficult to see that the reference to “overdue repayment penalised according to the laws” in the contracts was not a technical formality or empty words of deterrence. Rather, it was backed up by robust institutions of imperial criminal laws.

It is also worth noting that although the laws offer the option to repay debt by labour, this practice was not confirmed in the grain loan contracts found in Khara-Khoto. So, there is a slight mismatch between the law code and the contracts, in this wise.

Another point of interest is a comparison with the loan contracts in Dunhuang. The Dunhuang contracts deterred financial defaults by the threat

69 Ibid., p. 188.
of penalty fees multiple times greater than the principle: “to suffer the confiscation of familial properties, to repay the debt in terms of grains”; “to bear the confiscation of household properties and miscellaneous goods to repay the debt accrued in wheat”; “to suffer the confiscation of family properties, miscellaneous goods, and the cattle, etc.” These contracts warned the debtors of the prospect of suffering the coercive confiscation of their properties in cases of default. These documents even made specific arrangements on how properties were to be converted to cash and grains as well as how much was to be confiscated. These measures easily gave rise to disputes and conflicts. Moreover, it is not clear where the juridical power resided in judging, overseeing, and enforcing these procedures. Without thorough stipulations on these terms, it was difficult to enforce the contract by simply letting the process unfold between the creditor and the debtor, without giving rise to even graver conflicts. In general, Tangut contracts differed from Dunhuang contracts in that the former did not contain such challenging requirements. The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity also did not make reference to the forceful confiscation of properties in cases of default. But there is no doubt that the Tanguts mortgaged their livestock and even human beings in their contracts. Some of these legal documents provide detailed accounts of the items pawned and mortgaged: type and outlook, quality and quantity. Certainly, in cases of overdue payment or default, the creditor had every right to receive the transfer of these properties according to the terms set out in the contract. These preventive measures that involved the practice of pawning and mortgaging will be discussed later. But at least the reasonable anticipation of a property transfer into the hands of the creditor in lieu of debt repayment was more normative and easier to imagine than an opaque reference to a “confiscation of household properties.” Perhaps this difference also speaks to the refinement of legal loopholes of earlier laws, from Tang to Tangut periods. Along with or as a result of the socioeconomic developments, medieval contract laws did evolve and improve over time. It is also found in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity that:

If the co-borrower cannot repay the sum either, it is still not permitted to pay the debt with these two parties’ wives, daughters-in-law, or unmarried daughters. It is permitted, however, to pay the debt by their physical labour.\footnote{\textit{Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity} 3, “Urging the Payment of Debt,” p. 180.}

\footnote{\textit{Dunhuang Economic Documents}, pp. 76–147.}
This stark prohibition of repaying debt by the borrower’s and the co-borrower’s female kins speaks to the historical practices of either selling women, or at least selling their labour for debt payment. Of course, the transaction of women was not absent in these historical periods and in societies where women occupied the lower status of social hierarchies. However, the Tangut law code explicitly prohibited the transaction of women, either for profit or for debt payment. It shows at once the existence of such commercial activities, and the strong measures adopted by the empire to stamp out this crime.

2.1.9 Signatures and Stamps of Concerned and Relevant Parties at the End of the Contract
The signatures and stamps of the principle and relevant parties at the end of a contract are critically important components of the legal procedure. Signatures and stamps endowed an effectual legal force to the contract as a document, thus guaranteeing the enforcement of the terms. Contracts without signatures and stamps were deemed ineffective. As for a certain number of Khara-Khoto contracts that do not show stamps and signatures, it is likely that they are drafts rather than official documents.

2.1.9.1 The First to Sign and Stamp Is the Borrower
Grain loan contracts usually begin and end with the stamps and signatures of the borrower, with the expression, “Contract Party ×××”. The names could appear in full or only in the given name, thus omitting the family name. Elsewhere, the reference to ‘Contract Party’ is missing, replaced by “the one who repays the grains,” i.e. the borrower. For example, this is evident in the manuscript Ив. No. 162-12, an account of grain loan fragment. There are also contracts that refer to the ‘borrower,’ such as in Ив. No. 4696/1(1)(2), etc. In Ив. No. 1570-2 and Ив. No. 7977-7, however, the borrower is listed as a ‘formal borrower,’ whereas his son was de facto the principle party in the loan.

2.1.9.2 Signatures and Stamps of Borrower(s) and Other Liable Parties at the End of the Contract
In order to doubly ensure the proper and prompt return of the principle and interest, the loaner sometimes also required, in addition to the stamp and signature of the debtor and family relatives, the name of “the borrower who receives the contract,” “receiver of the contract,” “the borrowing party” “hand-receiver of the loan contract,” etc. These ‘co-contracting parties’ were quasi-guarantors, warrantors, or referees affiliated with the borrower. In cases where the debtor defaulted, died prematurely, escaped, or goes into exile, these co-contracting
personalities would shoulder joint and several liabilities in the context of the concerned contract.

There may be one or multiple co-Contract Parties. They were either wives, sons, or other kinsmen and relatives. In the manuscript Ив. No. 4596(1), an account of grain loan dated to the Chou Year of Guangding (1217), the name of the Contract Party is followed by 狀造 areic gii bjij jzwi. €o zji.-. □□: “co-borrower, wife: 狀造 jzwi. €o.” At the end of the contract Ив. No. 5879(13), the name of the Contract Party is followed by that of his wife, “co-receiver of the contract, wife: Liang the Joyful and Benevolent Treasure,” a proof of the couple’s joint liability. The Ив. No. 7741 (4) (6) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) all feature the stamps and signatures of the Contract Parties’ wives as co-Contract Parties at the end of the contracts.

Sometimes, the account of grain loan does not specify ‘wife’ as an affiliation at the end of the contract, but the spousal identity is surmised with some ease and safety. For example, the manuscript Ив. No. 954 features at the end of the contract a reference to “hand-receiver of the loan, Liang the Treasure
of the Benevolent Moon,” who is most probably the wife of the principle Contract Party “Eyi the Puppet Mount.” Similarly, the “borrower who receives the contract: Xishang Treasure of the Seventh Month” in Инв. No. 4384-7, the “Meina the Treasure?” in the Инв. No. 7741(18), the “receiver of the contract Ming? Brother’s Guidance” in the Инв. No. 7741(1), may all be the spouses of the debtors. Dunhuang loan contracts feature fathers and sons, elder and younger brothers as guarantors, but curiously, not wives. The fact that the Tanguts relied on their wives as warrantors in formal contracts speaks to a relatively higher socio-economic-legal status of women within and beyond the domestic spheres of the household. Indeed, the prevalent practice of having professional housewives bear the legal burden of financial debt formed a sharp contrast to the Central Plains during the same period and to the diverse and dynamic Dunhuang area in the Tang Dynasty. But of course, this phenomenon could as well be an extended effect, if not a natural consequence of the historically higher status of women within the Tangut society.

In Инв. No. 5949-23(1), an account of grain loan dated to the Si Year of Guangding (1221), a reference to [dźiow dzjwi- tji- gji rar...](figure 136)
“(co-receiver) of the contract: son Luo the Accomplished Treasure” is found after name of the principle Contract Party at the end of the contract. It clearly points out that the co-borrower with joint liability was the son of the principle Contract Party. The son’s family name, however, is listed as “Luo” in abbreviation, rather than the fuller “Luoming” in his father’s name. Naturally, when the father was no longer capable of full repayment, the son inherited the debt. This arrangement belongs with the historical legal tradition that is best summarised in the saying, “the son pays his father’s debt.”

The abbreviation, or even omission of the son’s family name on the assumption that he shared the same name as his father, finds additional evidence and testimony in Инв. No. 4762-6(1). The stamps and signatures of the Contract Party is followed by the “co-receiver of the contract 預 Tabs [parya ne_w],” whose relationship to the debtor is noted as “son.” Because the son inherited the same family name as his father, and 預 Tabs (Bore-benevolence) was the son of 預 Tabs [ljow mjijr śjow] it is assumed that the full name of the co-borrower was “Liang Bore-Benevolence.” Likewise, the co-borrower 預 Tabs [śja– dji-j lji-] “Dhyāna-samādhi (Chan-ding) Treasure” in the contract Инв. No. 4762-6(3) probably shared the same last name as the principle Contract Party 預 Tabs [ljow phə khjwi-] because the relationship of the former to the latter is noted to be “son.” But more curious and striking is the appearance of the stamps and signatures of another figure between the father and the son: the “co-receiver of the contract, wife: Su the Five Joys.” In the light of this peculiar order, it does seem that in some families in rural Tangut communities, the spouse of the male figure claimed a higher economic status than the son.72

Some “co-receivers of the contract” were not necessarily kinsmen and family members of the debtor, but more distant family relations or even close friends. The Инв. No. 5147-1-3(1) was co-signed by “co-receive of the contract Qiluo ‘the one with the force’” and “Liquo the Dhyāna-samādhi Treasure”; the chief borrow was Liang “The force of Longevity.” The Liang and the Qiluos don’t seem like they were from the same household, at least on the paternal side; and the Qiluos were most probably not the spouse(s) of the debtor.

Another point worth noting and calling our attention is the Инв. No. 7741 account of grain loan from the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194). The borrower who signed at the end of one contract turns out to be the warrantor, or-borrower, in another contract. The principle Contract Party in 7741(10) was 預Tabs 預 Tabs [ljow dow zji-r khjwi-], who appears in the same register (11) as 預 Tabs, Bore’s

72 TN: That is, in contrast to common understandings of situations in the Central Plains, whereby the son of the patriarch is for the most part the second highest on the socio-economic ladder.
FIGURE 137  ИНВ. No. 5949-23: Si year of Guangding (1221) account of grain loan
guarantor, as well as the co-borrower of 卒頌genres in (12), of 卒頌genres “The Benign Dog” in (13), and of 卒頌genres in (16) all within the same register. Likewise, the principle borrower 卒頌genres Bore in 7741(11) co-signed the contracts of others in (10) (12) (13) and (16) of the same register; The borrower 卒頌genres in 7741(12) served as guarantors in contracts (10) (11) (13) in the same register. Obviously, these three figures served as each other’s guarantors across contracts. Their loans are dated to the 30th day of the first month and the 1st day of the second month on the lunar calendar. It can be conjectured that these three people warranted for each other’s grain loans, based on their acquaintance, collective need, and mutual trust. They might have been distant relatives, close friends, or neighbours.

In most of the loan contracts found in Dunhuang, the debtor and co-borrowers were required to provide information on their age in addition to their signatures. In the Khara-Khoto contracts, however, Contract Parties did not note down their age.

Upon the successful signing of a contract, the creditor was left with the one and only hope that the principle and interests would be returned promptly and properly. The rights of the creditors were well protected by the legal regime founded upon the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity. The laws provided several means of enforcement, measures that were not only coercive in cases of default, but also procedural, so “when the debtor is no longer capable of...
repayment, press the co-borrower.” The laws confirm our impression from the contracts that the co-borrowers were de facto warrantors with joint liability. According to the terms specified in the contracts, they would take over and assume the financial-legal responsibility of repayments in case the principle Contract Party(s) defaulted, died, escaped, went into exile, or encountered any unexpected accidents that prevented them from repaying in full. In this way, the rights, interests, and profits of the creditors were further strengthened and protected under law.

The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity also stipulates that,

If the sons, daughters, daughters-in-law, grandchildren, and brothers invite themselves to take out loans of livestocks, grains, cash, and properties, either government-owned or from the private sector, without the proper knowledge and acknowledgement of their parents and brothers who dwell and dine in the same household, and if they thus incur interests, and act in an inopportune and inappropriate time, with the consequence that their properties evaporate into nothingness, the parents may repay the debt if they do agree to bear the financial burdens, but are not legally obliged to repay the sum if they do not agree to do so. In the latter case, the borrower, or debtor, would have to shoulder the responsibility alone.

In other words, family members were provided a shield of financial security in cases of major defaults by their kins. Under such circumstances, the family relatives, especially the parents who were legally responsible for the financial arrangement of the household, had the option of either extending a helpful hand to their families who took out loans without having notified the family, or leaving the audacious adventurists to their own financial ruins. In this case, certainly without the legal force that came with the ritual and record of co-signing the contract, there is a possibility that joint financial liability was not necessary. On the other hand, the co-borrowers had no choice but to share liability in case of default. What accounts for the different levels of legal obligations between the unaware parents and the fully cognizant co-signers was, of course, their respective lack of information. Thus, legal obligation was not immediately implied in degree of familiarity and affiliation but defined in the strict terms of the contract as a legally effectual and enforceable document.

74 Ibid., pp. 190–191.
2.1.9.3  *The Third Undersigned Party Is the Witness to the Transaction*

The legal terminology for the “witness” to a financial loan or transaction is usually expressed in the two-character phrase, 阿啲[nwo dzjwo], literally “the knowing person,” or “the cognizant person,” i.e. a “witness.” There were usually two or more “witnesses,” sometimes numbering up to six of them as a group of witnesses. Some served as the witness to multiple loan contracts. For example, in Изв. No. 4696-3(5)-1, the witness is a certain 阿啲啲啲 [ljow da kia lji-]...
Liang “Treasure of the Old House” served as a witness to (2) (6) (7) (8) (9) (16) (17) (18) (19) (35) and altogether more than a dozen contracts of grain loans. Likewise, the witness Pingshang “Force of the Mountain” in Инв. No. 4696-7-33(1) served as a witness to three grain loans, contracts (2) (6) and (15). There was a significant legal distinction between the stamps and signatures of a witness and those of the co-borrowers. The witnesses served no more than to bear witness to the existence of such a legal arrangement, and therefore, they assume no joint liability at all. Whereas a co-Contract Party by all means also witnessed the transaction between the creditor and the debtor, but he had to
2.1.9.4  **Signing and Stamping**

The signatures and stamps of relevant parties of a contract were required for the document to obtain legal force by the acknowledgement of concerned parties in a given loan or transaction. Stamping and signing a contract has a long cultural and economic history that precedes Western Xia, and the Tanguts readily took over the legal format and ritual. Conventionally, the concerned parties either noted down certain characters or drew special symbols underneath their signatures in a given contract in order to certify their solemn approval of the terms. Signing and stamping were correlated, and in most cases, they co-existed. Given that, considering the vastly divergent levels of literacy in the use of contracts across times and territories, the signature part was often completed not by the party directly concerned in the transaction but by an agent or representative. The stamping of symbols was in many cases the only possible way to verify the credit and acknowledgement of the Contract Party. Oftentimes, the calligraphic styles of the handwriting in the signatures, as well as in them main text of the contract, of both the concerned and the related parties, appear nearly identical, suggesting that the same agent or representative might have not only issued the signatures on behalf of multiple persons, but also drafted the contract itself. This phenomenon speaks to the possible existence of a class of professional handwriters who were paid to process the entire contracting process for the parties involved. It is possible that in the local area, those capable of fluent and fluid use of Tangut drafted legal documents or even just signed their own names. They are, after all, in the minority.

There are two main ways to stamp: to draw symbols or to print the shape and length of one’s own finger segments. Both types of stamps were found in the Khara-Khoto grain loan contracts.

The concerned parties may draw a special symbol of their own liking and marking below their signatures. To follow this practice with consistency, one would have to make a maximum effort to maintain the same shape and style in drawing the symbol over long stretches of time. Individuals designed their own symbols. All four Contract Parties and co-Contract Parties who signed the Ив. No. 4762-6(1), a grain loan contract officiated in Yin Year of Tianqing, signalled their approval of the legal document with symbolic stamps. The Tanguts designed symbolic stamps of various degrees of complexity on their contracts, ranging from simple strokes that resemble the Chinese characters ‘一’, ‘工’, ‘天’, etc., to extremely composite and complex symbols that are difficult to
replicate. But others did not bother to exercise their artistic ingenuity, resorting instead to a simple ink dot by their names. The stamp of the aforementioned Liang “Treasure of the Old Home” looks like a square, with a cross or a vertical stroke in the middle. The Инв. No. 4696-3(1)–(1) features something like the Chinese character “田” (see image), and the stamps in (6) (8) (16) (17) and (18) resemble a horizontal version of the Chinese character “日.” The symbol in contract No. (9) looks similar to a “丿.” No symbolic stamp is found, however, in contract (7).

“Finger-painting,” also referred to as “finger-modelling,” is the practice of fitting one’s finger to the space next to the signature on the contract, to mark the positions of one’s fingertips and finger segments with ink. The resulted horizontal strokes mark the pledge of personal trust, approval, and acknowledgement of the signatory. In the Chinese tradition, men usually mark their left finger, whereas women often use their right hand. The most popular finger for this purpose is either the middle finger or the index finger. Either two or three segments are marked on the contract. Most Tangut contracts feature three segments of a finger in four strokes. Two witnesses provide an example of this type of finger-stamping in Инв. No. 4762-6(1), an account of grain loan in Yin Year of Tianqing.

It is worth noting that nearly all Khara-Khoto loan contracts lack the prints and signatures of the loaners—the creditors offering the loans—at the end of the contracts. This format, which may be referred to in modern legal terminology as a ‘unilateral contract,’ shows the superior socio-legal status of the lender in financial transactions. This is due to the fact that the contract was preserved under the dominion of the creditor. It is therefore assumed that he was under no necessary obligation to sign the document for it to maintain legal force. It was as recent as in the late imperial era of Tang Dynasty that creditors were legally obliged to sign their names at the end of contracts for them to obtain force. And with greater geographical and ethnographical proximity, it should be pointed out that contracts in 8th–9th century Western Regions do mention the creditors, which appear more often in the abstract persona moralis as “owner of wheat,” “owner of millet,” “owner of beans,” and “cash owner” rather than by their personal names. Moving toward the 10th century, however, the creditors seemed to no longer sign their titles or names. The lack of signature by the creditors in Tangut contracts reflects one outcome of this historical development in the medieval history of contracts.75

---

75 See Dunhuang Economic Documents, pp. 76–147; see also Trombert, 1995.
2.1.10 Numerical Notation

There existed parallel systems of numbers and numerical notations in ancient China. Numerical notations signify numbers by the special, spatial arrangement of tallies and tokens. Originally, these tallies were little sticks made of bamboo, wood, and bones, to denote a limited range of numbers. When tokens are rearranged to signify certain numbers, they may be placed horizontally or vertically. When the horizontal is the default, unit digits, hundreds, and tens of thousands are denoted by horizontal strokes; tens, thousands, and hundred-thousands are expressed in terms of vertical lines. When, however,
the vertical is the default, the unit digits, hundreds, and tens of thousands are denoted by vertical strokes, whereas tens, thousands, and hundred-thousands are expressed in terms of horizontal strokes. Zero is always signified with the help of a blank space. The application of tokens to numerical denotations and calculations in a textual format is referred to as numerical notation.

Numerical notations use to specify the quantity of grain loans in Tangut contracts usually appear right above the signatures, near the end of the document. Numerical notations are applied to a document that already makes explicit reference to the types and quantities of the grains in prose, for the purpose of accuracy and security—that is, in order to forestall errors and confusions in the main text. This practice may come to better illumination when considered in the contexts of medieval Tangut palaeography. Given the prevalent use of the Tangut cursive script in drafting contracts, it often occurs that the simplified, interlinked, and free-flying strokes may challenge the eagle eyes of the Tanguts themselves. It is therefore much more expedient to adopt a different system of notation in order to check the numbers. Moreover, the numerical notations are symbolic, expressive, and intuitive. Even those inadequately versed in the Tangut scripts, of which there were many who resided in Tangut territories, would be able to grasp the numbers without much difficulties, and without entering into confusions and conflicts with the other parties.

Numerical notations in Xixia largely retained the logic of the system that prevailed in the Central Plains. Both rely on the combined use of horizontal and vertical strokes to denote certain numbers across different digits. A broad survey of Khara-Khoto contracts shows that the use of numerical notations is wide-ranging but not omnipresent, popular but not absolutely necessary. Furthermore, the symbolic and mathematical meanings of the horizontal and vertical strokes are not always consistent. The formula could even vary according to the habits of the loaners themselves.

One horizontal stroke “—” may signify 1 dan, and 2 strokes 2 dan, then one vertical stroke “│” meaning 1 dou and 2 strokes 2 dou; 10 dan may be denoted by the symbol “┼”. In the manuscript Ив. No. 4783-7(2), for example, 6 horizontal lines “—” are found under a cross, “┼”—that is, 16 dan. Then next to it we see 7 lines under 1 cross, which would be 17 dan. In Ив. No. 4596(5), two vertical strokes “│” are found under three “—” in the amount of 3 dan 2 dou.

Some contracts have 10 dan denoted by a large horizontal stroke, whereas a simple vertical stroke signifies 1 dan. A short horizontal stroke? That would be 1 dou. This is the case in the manuscript Ив. No. 5949-27 (1) (2), where “— │” means 11 dan. A vertical line on the left and 5 short horizontal strokes on the right would add up to 1 dan and 5 dou.

Likewise, there are two distinct ways of denoting the number 5. Some prefer simplifying 5 or more with one horizontal and one vertical strokes, rather
than 5 consecutive strokes, horizontal or vertical. So, to indicate 6 with this 'quinary' system of horizontal strokes, one would draw 5 1 = 6: “丅”. In like manner, 7 would be “╥”. Here, it is critical and necessary that the horizontal and vertical strokes are connected. Otherwise, 丅 and ╥ would be confused with “1 dan and 1 dou” and “1 dan and 2 dou.” For example, the parties in the contract Инв. No. 4696-1(1) negotiate for the loan of 8 dan, which is notated by 1 horizontal and 3 vertical strokes. In the Инв. No. 4696-1 (1) (2), there is a large horizontal line above 4 vertical strokes, signifying 9 dan; to the left are 3 short horizontal strokes, meaning 3 dou; further to the left are 5 even tinier vertical strokes, signifying 5 sheng. Altogether, the notation says 9 dan 3 dou 5 sheng. A line of Tangut notes in small font reads, “9 dan 3 dou 5 sheng wheat” confirms the accuracy of our reading.
The loan concerned in the document Ив. No. 5949-22 (2) (4) is in the amount of 27 dan of coarse grains: two large horizontal lines, and a compound symbol of one stroke with two connected vertical strokes \((5 + 2 = 7)\): “═╥”.

Another ‘quinary’ notation is based on the use of a vertical stroke. So, a vertical plus a horizontal at its bottom: “丄” signifies 6. To make it 7, add one more horizontal stroke to the base of 5: “╧”. One such example is the contract Ив. No. 4696-2(1), where by the borrower takes out a loan of coarse grains in the amount of 6 dou: “丄”; In 7892-6(3), the loan is 7 dou of wheat: “╧”. So, in both of these cases, the vertical line is used to signal a set of 5 dou. Yet, some others prefer the old way: drawing 5 strokes one piled upon another. In Ив. No. 7741(3)-9, for example, the 7 dan of wheat appear as 7 vertical lines; in Ив. No. 5949-23(1), the 8 dou of coarse grains is notated by 8 vertical strokes.
in Иnv. No. 5949-19(1), the 8 dan 5 dou are take the form of 8 horizontal over 5 vertical strokes.

Oftentimes, the notations are supplied with footnotes in Tangut characters that specify the types of grains concerned: wheat, assorted (coarse), barley, proso millet, and foxtail millet. Elsewhere, symbols are used to denote the types of grains: “♂” is wheat/barley; where there is no symbol, coarse grains are implied. Toward the end of Иnv. No. 4596-1(1), there is a marking of two horizontal strokes above a small circle—that is, a loan of 2 dan of wheat. In Иnv. No. 4596-1(5), also near the end, there are 2 horizontal strokes at the top and 5 vertical strokes below; further down is also a small circle. This would be a loan of wheat in the amount of 2 dan and 5 dou. The additional two horizontal strokes indicate another 2 dan of coarse grains. Sometimes, instead of leaving no symbol to imply coarse grains, there would be a Tangut character for ‘assorted.’ In Иnv. No. 4783-6(2), whereas the notation for 1 dan of wheat is a horizontal stroke above a small circle, that for 1 dan of coarse grains is a horizontal stroke above a Tangut character 歪 [dza]. Likewise, in Иnv. No. 4783-7(2), there is a cross above, 6 horizontal lines in the middle, and a small circle at the bottom (16 dan of wheat), and a cross at the top, 7 horizontal strokes in the middle, and a Tangut character 歪 [dza] at the bottom: a loan of coarse grains in the amount of 17 dan.

Some of the contract fragments have lost the main content altogether, but it is still possible to take a peek at the ending. In these cases, the numerical notation reveals the quantity of the grain loan, even if the number indicated in the main text is missing. For example, in the manuscript Иnv. No. 5949/31, a remnant end-page of the original contract, we find the following numerical notation: four horizontal lines above 2 vertical strokes, and right to the two vertical lines, there is a small horizontal stroke; below which is found a tiny circle; further below is a cross +, followed by 4 vertical strokes. From these symbols we know that this particular loan consists of 4 dan 2 dou 1 sheng wheat, and 10 dan 4 dou coarse grains.

The above discussions in multiple parts reveal the richness, diversity, and various levels of complexity in the corpus of Khara-Khoto grain loan contracts. Accounts of large-quantity loans, or those that involve complex terms of loans and relationships, are usually written in a complete and thorough format.

Several relevant legislations in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity provide the juridical principles and legal basis for contract-making under Tangut laws. The excavation of these contracts provides original historical sources that are never known to historians before. These varied materials are also remarkable for their stark level of details in the procedures of offering and taking grain loans in Western Xia. With these invaluable and irreplaceable sources, it is altogether possible to repaint a colourful and blow-by-blow canvas of grain loaning.
scenes at the base level of the Tangut society. A comparative and connective reading of the contracts and the law code would gain a deeply penetrating insight into the residential life, economic conditions, agricultural productions, living standards, and wealth inequality in Tangut households, neighborhoods, and communities.

2.1.11 Conclusive Remarks on Tangut Grain Loan Contracts
A comprehensive survey of the Tangut accounts of grain loan unearthed in Khara-Khoto yields the following conclusions:

1. The vast plurality of Khara-Khoto contracts are grain loan accounts, numbering up to more than 110 registers and 300 pieces, about ⅔ of the total
corpus of Tangut contracts. These documents are as diverse as numerous, more so than grain loan contracts found in the Dunhuang.

2. Most Tangut loan contracts are written in a set format. Oftentimes, multiple contracts are written on the same piece of paper. Longer scrolls contain as many as dozens of contracts, which form a chain of interlinked accounts. Single-page accounts of grain loan are, in contrast, much fewer and rarer.

3. Grain loan accounts do not record the reasons for loaning. Most of the loaning takes place in the spring, a gap period between two harvests. Those who apply for loans are Dangxiang Tanguts, but also Han Chinese, as well as serfs and semi-slaves such as shijun and nupu. Those who offer the loans are either landlords with a huge surplus or, indeed, religious establishments at Buddhist temples.

4. The Tanguts loaned grains with interests, and the rate is oftentimes exorbitant. The loan arrangement and the setting of interest rates are based on the ‘principle’—the base number of grains. There are roughly three types of loans: daily interest, monthly interest, and interest on total sum. Whichever type it might be, the interest rate usually reaches 50%, and even 80% and 100% in the matter of 3–4 months. Some even cross the ceiling of ‘multiple-times interest’ set by the regulatory agencies of the Tangut government. These contracts are living testimonies to the many and grave financial exploitations of the Tangut poor at the hands of ‘loan sharks.’

5. Nearly all contracts set out terms of penalties for borrowers unable to return the principle and interests in due time. These terms are secured and guaranteed by prints of finger lengths and personal signatures. These materials provide evidence on the guarantee of loaner’s legal rights.

6. A certain number of grain loan contracts employ not only verbal language to denote the types and quantities of the grains, but also a system of numeral notation at the end of the contract. From a lateral, case-study perspective, this evidence points to the fact that the contracts written in Tangut, by an ethnic people, inherit the system of numerical calculation and notation. It again speaks to the cultural transfer and influence of the Central Plains on Western Xia.

2.2 Monetary Loans

Monetary loans are rare finds amongst Tangut loan accounts and contracts. But the Khara-Khoto manuscript Инв. No. 986-1 contains a set of two contracts of this type. Dated to the Gengchen, Tenth Year of Guangding (1220) and the Si year (1221), it is a Tangut monetary loan document handwritten on...
a 22.2 × 31.2 cm hemp paper fragment, with 11 lines of Tangut in the cursive script. It begins with the year: Gengchen, Tenth Year of Guangding (1220); then in line 8, “7th day of the 1st month in the Si Year” (1221).76

Two contracts are found in the page fragments. The lower sections are damaged and some words are lost. The contracts are written in the cursive, some of which are blurry and illegible. But from the words that do lend themselves to interpretation, we know that in the first contract, someone obtains a cash loan in the amount of 7 guan and 10 rolls of materials, on a mortgage of 200 pieces of some other goods, in the Gengchen Tenth Year of Guangding. Repayment is due on the 10th day of the 10th month. Any party which reneges on the agreement is punished according to the terms set in the contract. The document ends with signatures and stamps. The second contract is simpler. It records a loan of ?guan and 500 mace on the 10th day of the 1st month in the Si Year (the following year since the previous contract). Although both contracts are short of key information and much remains unknown, they more than suffice to show that the Tanguts in Khara-Khoto did practice monetary loans.

76 Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts 12, p. 156.
Another document of monetary loan is the manuscript Инв. No. 1523-23, handwritten in 5 lines of cursive Tangut on a 23.1 × 25.8 cm cover-layering paper, which is patched together from two pieces of papers. In line 4, the text indicates the time of the contract as “the last month in the Chen Year of Qianyou” (1172, or 1973, or 1185). There are stamps and signatures.

This document is probably not a contract in the strict sense, but it surely testifies to the practice of monetary loans. For although much information is lost, we still find this line: “overdue payment doubles, each 1 guan will be repaid in 2 guan.” So, the Tanguts must have loaned and borrowed cash, not just goods and grains.

In the Инв. No. 1523-24 cash loan account, there is a reference to “One item: on the 5th day of the 6th month in the Renchen Third Year of Qianyou (1172), Contract Party Dashi?? First himself borrows 700 guan of cash, at the interest rate of 8 wen per string of cash per day. The loan is due in 100 days, upon which
time both the principle and the interests are to be repaid in full." This, too, is evidence that the Tanguts practiced monetary loans in cash.

2.3 Material Loans

Loans of objects and materials are also rare amongst Khara-Khoto documents. There is the manuscript Инв. No. 955, a material loan contract dated to the Si Year of Guangding (1221). It is a single-page contract fragment with 9 lines of cursive Tangut handwritten on a 19.9 × 23.3 cm hemp paper. It begins with the year, and ends with stamps and signatures.78

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 147: Инв. No. 955: Si year of Guangding (1221) contract of loaning goods**

Translation:

On the 5th day of the 7th month, in the Si Year of Guangding, Contract Party Li??, ??? et al., presently from [ljow ne_w lji-]
Borrow 7700 rolls [kJi], due in the same month

---

78 Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts 12, p. 146.
By the 15th day, to be repaid. If overdue, the [kji] Has to be doubled in repayment, i.e. 15400 rolls. Own Hearts Willing.

Contract Party: ?? (stamp)

Co-Contract Party: ?? (stamp)

Witness: ??? (stamp)

The goods concerned in this loan are 曽ToWorld[śja. tu. śja. jir piej kji] (7700 rolls of piej). As for what piej is, we remain still in the dark. But we know that the character pronounces as [kji], and it is a type of good counted by the unit of piej (roll). The contract does not make mention of any interest, only insists on timely return of the goods. A possible reason is that this type of good is not consumable or easily liable to loss or damage. Still, overdue return is severely punished: the borrower will have to return twice the quantity in the loan.

3 Transaction Contracts

As a form of economic activity, sell and purchase is central to commerce. Therefore, sale contracts are crucial to private law, past and present. As a basic type of contract, it is often also the most formal, detailed, and well-crafted. For these and other reasons, Khara-Khoto sell and purchase contracts are crucial primary sources to studies of the Tangut economy.

3.1 Land Sales

In an agriculture-based economy, it is no surprise that the selling and buying of farmland is the single most important economic activity in medieval Western Xia. A batch of Tangut land sale contracts found in Khara-Khoto have furnished us with the necessary primary sources to understand the way farmland was exchanged in the historical Tangut economy.

Back in 1972, Soviet Tangutologist Evgenij Ivanovich Kychanov identified and translated amongst the Khara-Khoto manuscripts in Russia a piece of land sale contract written in the running style, dated to the Gengyin, 22nd Year of Heavenly Prosperity (1170 AD). This is the first time ever a Tangut social document is openly published, an event of great significance to the study of Tangut commerce and agriculture, and even to answering geological question

of land and soil in the area. This contract is complete, with full information on the date, main parties of the transaction, size of the land and the fixtures that come with it, the seller, price (in terms of livestocks), terms of guarantee, penalties for the breach of the contract, the four boundaries of the land, and finally, the stamps and signatures of the seller, guarantor, and the witness. As the only known piece of land sale contract at the time, its publication caught the attention of Tangutologists worldwide. Given the difficulty of the running script, experts have continued to probe into the document.80

In preparation for the publication of the Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, we have found another 11 pieces of farmland sale contracts in the pile of newly discovered Khara-Khoto social documents. Along with the one studied by Kychanov, there are now a total of 12 Tangut land sale contracts. These contracts from 700-800 years ago are authentic primary sources on land exchange in Tangut Khara-Khoto. There are only a very few incomplete land sale contracts from the Song, Liao, and Jin Dynasties. Whereas Western Xia alone supplies a whole batch of contracts rich in data and information. These documents are the best materials to rely on in the historical study of the Tangut economy.

3.1.1 Translation and Interpretation of Land Sale Contracts

Some Khara-Khoto land sale contracts are single-page documents, others are found in multi-document series. The Gengyin, 22nd year of Tiansheng land sale contract Ив. №. 5010 mentioned just now is an example of a single-page document. 19 lines of Tangut in the cursive script are handwritten on a 22.5 × 49.6 hemp paper.81 Other single contracts include the Ив. №. 4199: Liang's land and house sale contract on the 16th day of the 6th month in the Bingchen Year (1196); Ив. №. 4193: Maze's land sale contract on the 5th day of the 1st month in Wuwu, the 5th year of Tianqing (1198); Ив. №. 4194: 謙妻娘 [lew śj thow pha~]’s land and house sale contract in the Gengshen Year of Heavenly Celebration (1200). These three contracts are, in the same order,
handwritten in cursive Tangut on a 23.5 × 45 cm hemp paper; handwritten in the cursive style on a 23.2 × 43.1 cm hemp paper; handwritten in the cursive on a 22.9 × 57.1 cm hemp paper.82 Later, a new batch of contracts has been discovered: the Идв. No. 5124 long scroll of contracts, wherein are found 23 contracts dated from the end of the 1st month to the early 2nd month in the Yin year of Heavenly Celebration (1194). Amongst them are contracts of not only land sale, but also land lease, livestock sale, livestock loan, as well as grain loan accounts. The long scroll is patched horizontally from multiple pages, in a total of three segments. The scroll is 20.5 cm in length, and 55, 175, 260 cm wide, respectively. So, if we count the 8 land sale contracts in the long scroll,83 adding it to the 4 enumerated above, we could say that so far, there are a total of 12 Tangut land sale contracts. Except for the earliest-found contract, which is written in the running script, all other contracts are written in the even less decipherable cursive style. In the light of the equal scarcity and significance of Tangut land sale contracts, I shall present a translation of each of the 12 contracts below, in the order of time.

FIGURE 148 Идв. No. 510: 22nd year of Tiansheng (1170) widow 裏陇勤勤勤勤, contract of land sale

82 Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts 13, pp. 199, 194.
83 Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts 14, pp. 13–22. The contract scroll is patched horizontally into one manuscript from multiple pieces of paper. As the scroll ages over time, the parts begin to fall off. A total of 18 photographs were taken on this set of manuscripts, which are reorganised into three sections, in the order of content and chronology. Part I: 2 and 3; Part II (loss of content at the beginning): 1, 6 left, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 left; Part III: 4, 5, 6 right, 11 right, 12, 15, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18.
1. Инв. No. 5010: contract of land sale by Widow ḫwa ȏi.- lji.-sio in the 22nd year of Heavenly Celebration (1170), a single-page contract with 19 lines of cursive Tangut on a 22 × 48.5 cm hemp paper, with stamp, signature, and red seal.84

Translation:

In the Gengyin, 22nd year of Heavenly Prosperity,85 Contract Party Widow ḫwa [ja]- ȏi.-lji.-sio et al., presently has her own ripe/unripe land for 2 dan of seeds, 1-patch,86 along with a yard & 3 thatched cottages, 2 trees altogether voluntarily sold to ḫwa ȏi.- lji.-tshja at the price hereupon agreed: 2 full-teethed camels, 1 two-teethed,87 1 old ox—4 in total.88 Hereafter, on this land89 Let there be no dispute.90 In case of a dispute, let Baojin be responsible.91 Let any reneging party92 not only93 be punished according to the Laws and Orders,94

---

85 Tiansheng (Heavenly Prosperity) is an era name of the Renzong Emperor of Western Xia. It lasted for 21 years (1149–1169). In the Gengyin, 22nd year of Heavenly Prosperity (1170), the title is changed to Qianyou (Heavenly Blessing). In the 8th month of that year, Renzong emperor arrests and executes the powerful court official Ren Dejing (任得敬), upon which occasion he changed the era name. If so, then the contract should have been drafted and signed before the eighth month of that year.
86 In the manuscript, there are two vertical dots before ḫwa [dźja_] (dan). The character preceding dan is likely to be a number, i.e. two. Land fit to sow 2 dan of seeds also matches the "22 mu" that comes later in the text.
87 ḫwa [nji_-dzjiw] lit. two there are (vertical existence), i.e. a livestock is at a certain age when it has vertically grown two teeth.
88 The full price is the total of the four large livestocks.
89 ḫwa [lji._ya] lit. that land upon, i.e. concerning/on this land.
90 ḫwa [lja_bej] lit. mouth entangled, i.e. dispute, controversy.
91 ḫwa [kwa-], a loanword from the Chinese 管, to manage and oversee, to bear the responsibility.
92 ḫwa [da. lhej] lit. speech change, i.e. to eat one’s words, to alter opinions, to renge on promises.
93 ḫwa [mji dzjj] lit. not purely, not only, esp. at the conjunction of two clauses.
94 ḫwa [kie dzji-] lit. rules and orders; laws and orders. It refers to Tangut laws in general, including the Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity, etc.
But also, according to the laws,95 pay a penalty fee of 30 dan of wheat, according to the circumstances96 and the document.97

Down the administrative hall there are 22 mu of land.

To the north it borders the land of Yehe ‘the prosperous Huihu’; to the east and south, it borders with 𙡵  jaxwa.??

To the west it borders Liang ‘Mount Weiming’

Contract Party: 𙡵  zji. -lio. -śio  (finger-segment)

Co-Contract Party: 𙡵  mə rəko tśjiow  (finger-segment)

Co-Contract Party: 𙡵  mə lja. bju  (finger-segment)

Witness: Introducer99 𙡵  śjiow  (stamp)

Tax paid (stamp)8? (stamp)100

FIGURE 149 Инв. No. 5124-2: 24th day of 1st month in Yin year of Tianqing (1194) contract of land sale by 𙡵  𙡵

95 𙡵  know bju] lit. office/government accord, i.e. in accordance with the rules and laws set by the government.

96 𙡵  da. kwar] lit. a body of speech, i.e. conditions and circumstances.

97 𙡵  lji. lu.] lit. to fall into the rod/stick, i.e. to formulate a text: a textual receipt, a contract.

98 𙡵  dżiw sa dżjwi-] lit. the document receiving-one, i.e. a co-seller of the land, a co-Contract Party who also partake in the transaction and shares liability.

99 𙡵  da. wji mjijr] lit. speech-making one, i.e. an agent, introducer, negotiator between the selling and purchasing parties, who also serves as a witness to the signing of the contract.

100 Cursive, large-character 𙡵  𙡵  [zji.j kji- tśjiow] lit. tax, self/have offered/submitted, i.e. tax already paid.
2. Инв. No. 5124-2: Contract of land sale by [khjiw bie_j ta] on the 24th day of the 1st month in the Yin Year Heavenly Celebration (1194), found in the Contract scroll Инв. No. 5124-2, in 20 lines of cursive Tangut, signatures, and stamps. Translation:

On the 24th day of the 1st month in the jiayin year of Heavenly Prosperity, Contract Party [khjiw bie_j]—[ta] (et al.) has his own ripe/unripe land fit to sow 20 dan of seeds, which borders the left canal at the end of the canal, one patch, along with a full set of house and yard, including a 4-cabin house, etc. altogether voluntarily sold to Pudu Temple's agent for grain transactions, [ljow dow dźjj phu_]103 [Ija mja] et al., at the sale price, in coarse grains, 15 dan, wheat 15 dan. The payment and land are exchanged, with no debt incurred.104

In case of any other attempts to mortgage or transfer the title, either publicly or privately,105 or if members of the same chao106 Launch a dispute,107 let [bie_j ta] et al. take responsibility; let no liability fall on [dow dźjj phu_] et al. Not only

---

102 The character [de.j] (Jia) is resupplied to form the sexagenary combination, Jiayin, in the era of Tianqing. There are two years of Yin in the Tianqing era: Jiayin the first year, and renyin the thirteenth year. What remains of the illegible character suggests that it could only be Jia, as opposed to Ren.
103 TN: The name of this man has been transliterated into Chinese. Here, I present it in the Tangut original with a phonetic notation. A possible literal meaning of the name could be: "Liang the lush, evil god," which very much befits his profession.
104 [pha lji-.do do wjï- ljj-j], lit. "price, land, difference, aligned" i.e. the payment and the land are aligned in their values, and there remains no discrepancy. A comparison to the Chinese text of the same content yields a smoother translation: there is no debt incurred in either payment or land. That is, the payment is made, and the land is transferred, at the price that both sides have agreed upon.
105 [kow dzej nji- tśjow nur rar], lit. "government, private, two kinds of loan transfer," i.e. to transfer the title as a loan either through/to the government, or in private transactions. In Western Xia, loans, pawning, and mortgaging could be done either through the government or privately. The contract specifies that upon the completion of the contract, no other transfer either publicly or privately will be permitted.
106 [tśhiew gu], lit. "sharing a chao," i.e. members of the same chao. Chao is not only a basic military unit in Western Xia, but also a socio-economic one. Those who belong to the same chao have intimate social ties and extensive economic associations.
107 [lja_bej dźjiw dze_j], lit. "pursuit and contest in rhetorical entanglements," i.e. legal disputes.
Tangut Contracts

Will the penalty double the sale price of the land, upon willing agreement, but also let the party reneging on its promise bear any responsibility in accordance with the Laws and Orders, and pay 2 liang of gold according to the government regulations. Own hearts Willing. 4 boundaries\textsuperscript{108} are now specified,

To the east it borders the land of \texttt{[kə ta nja_]} (the black little puppy) and \texttt{[ko dji-nja ?]} (Su black?); To the South, that of \texttt{[da kia wejr]}

To the west, the land of \texttt{[ŋwe mji dju lji.- ya]}; to the north, the land of \texttt{[ljow ṣwie]}?

Tax: 1 out of 5 \textit{dou} of wheat; water for irrigation

All terms are to be enforced according to the terms set in this document.

Contract Party: 鬪뗟 [khjiw bie\_ ta] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party: son, 軮MatrixXd [t$hjwor nja\_], ‘the black slave’ (stamp)

Co-seller\textsuperscript{109} son, 軮MatrixXd [khjwi- njij], ‘the red dog’ (stamp)

Witness: 鬪댜ฤ敧뛦? [tow zjwi. t$jow zji._r gju\_] (stamp)

Witness and scriber:\textsuperscript{110} 鬪敧劉敧 [t$hiə lji._- wejr] (stamp)

Witness: 鬪敧敧敧敧 [dju. dju. śja rjar sjwi] (stamp)

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure150.png}
\caption{inh. No. 5124-1, 5124-3(3): 29th day of 1st month in Yin year of Tianqing (1194) contract of land and house sale by 鬪敧敧敧敧 et al.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{108} 鬪敧 [lji-r we], the four enclosures, i.e. the four ends, borders.

\textsuperscript{109} 軮MatrixXd [zji. dźjwi\_], lit. to sell with, i.e. co-seller.

\textsuperscript{110} 鬪敧敧 [lji. lu. rjar], lit. “to enter the rod for writing,” i.e. the one who undertakes to write; the professional transcriber who handwrites the entire contract, and also acts as a witness to the agreement.
3. Инв. No. 5124-1, 5124-3 (3): contract of land and house sale by利益 Dere [ljow da kia ·jiw] on the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Prosperity (1194), reassembled from the contract scroll Инв. No. 5124-1 and lines 7–13 in the third part of 5124-3. There are 20 lines of Tangut in the cursive, followed by stamps and signatures.111

Translation:

On the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration,112 Contract Party利益 Dere [ljow da kia ·jiw] et al., has his own Land fit to sow 15 dan113 of seeds, irrigated by water from the end of the left canal, along with the house and yard, trees and stone graves? etc. altogether
Sold to the grain-agent of the Pudu Temple,利益 Dere [ljow lja mja] et al., at the agreed-upon114 price of 6 dan of wheat and 10 dan of coarse grains. Debt incurred in neither the payment nor the land. If other parties attempt to transfer or loan the title, either publicly or privately, or if members of the same chao initiate a dispute, let利益 Dere [da kia ·jiw] take responsibility, not利益 Dere [lja mja]. In that case, not only is the penalty fee double the sum of the original payment, But there is an additional fee of 3 liang of gold in accordance with the laws of the government. Own hearts willing.

The four borders of the land are clearly specified.
To the east it borders the land of Liang “the lucky and accomplished”; to the south it borders利益 Dere Dere [dju. dju. śja phji wejr]
To the west it borders the Pudao canal; to the north it borders the land of利益 Dere Dere [ljow γwie ·o bie_j]115

---

112 A missing 坻 [nji-_] “day” is resupplied.
113 A missing 萬 [dźja_] “dan” is resupplied.
114 坻 [rji-r da.], lit. has already been said, i.e. negotiated and agreed upon.
115 TN: In some of the contracts, the third character of the name appears as益 [gia_], which means the same as益 [o]. Not being able to consult the man himself, for the sake of expediency and clarity (to differentiate between this man and利益 Dere Dere, whose second character for “force” and “power,” by the way, was mis-transcribed as in many texts, including, unfortunately, the Chinese edition of this book), and in order to maintain consistency, I have translated the name as利益 Dere Dere throughout the book. But note that readers may see利益 Dere Dere in the images and transcriptions.
Tax is 2 dan, including 4 dou of wheat; there is water for irrigation. The terms are to be enforced according to the items listed in this document.

Contract Party: 𗃛𗤙𗎩𗰔 [ljow da kia jiw] (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: younger brother 𗤙𗎩𘏨 [da kia lji-], treasure of the old house (finger-segment)
Co-Contract Party: younger brother: 𗐰𗐦𘏨 [ŋwə dji.j lji-], treasure of the five realms (finger-segment)
Co-witness: son, 𗑛 [zji-r ·jiw] (finger-segment)
Witness: 𗦮𗊻𘎧𗄽 [phjij śjo wa śia~] (finger-segment)
Witness: 𗱲𗱲𗜓𗟻𗯿 [dju. dju. śja rjar lji-] (finger-segment)
Witness: 𗱲𗱲𗜓𗐷 [dju. (finger-segment)]

4. Инв. No. 5124-3(4, 5): “contract of land sale by 𗱲𗱲𗜓𗐷 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr] and prosperous” on the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194). The contract begins with line 4 in part 4 of the long scroll Инв. No. 5124-3 and ends with the beginning of part 5. The 18 lines of Tangut in the cursive are followed by stamps and signatures.116

---

On the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration, Contract Party [dju. dju. śja phji] Et al., has her own land fit to sow 8 dan of seeds irrigated by water from the end of the left canal, along with a two-cabin House, 5 live trees, etc., voluntarily sold to the grain-agents from the Pudu Temple, [ljow dow dźjij phu_] et al. In such cases, let not only the penalty double the sale price, But the regretting or reneging party be prosecuted in accordance with the Laws and Orders, And pay a fee of 1 liang of gold, as required by the government. Own Hearts are willing.

The four borders of the land are hereby specified:
To the east it borders government-owned land; to the south it borders the land of [ljow gwie gia_ jiw] To the west, it borders the land of [ljow da kia jiw]; to the north, it borders the land of “little old house of Year You” Tax is 5 dan, including 1 dou of wheat narrow water [canal for irrigation]

Contract Party: [dju. dju. śja phji wejr] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party: brother, [ŋwu da kia zji] (finger-segment)

Co-Contract Party: wife, [·o gu_] (finger-segment)

Witness: [phjij śjo wa śia~] (stamp)

Witness: [ljow? sa?]
5. Инв. No. 5124-3(6, 7): Contract of Land sale by "jow gja_ jiw" on the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194). The main text of the document is found in the long scroll Инв. No. 5124-3 and patched together from the end of image 6 and the beginning of image 7. There is a total of 18 lines of cursive Tangut, ending with signatures and stamps.\textsuperscript{117}

Translation:

On the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year, Contract Party "jow gja_ jiw" presently to Pudu Temple’s Grain-agents "džjij phu_", "lja mja" etc. has a ripe/unripe Land fit to sow 10 dan of seeds, houses and walls included, voluntarily sold, at the agreed price of 2 dan of wheat, 2 dan of millet, And 4 dan of grains. There is no discrepancy in either land or payment. If there ever arise any attempt to either publicly or private Transfer or loan the properties on this land, let "jow gja_ jiw", not Liang Nahzengmao et al., bear the responsibility. Not only

\textsuperscript{117} Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 14, p. 17.
Let the recompensation be double the sum of the original sale price, but whichever party reneges on the promise, let it be prosecuted according to the laws and orders and suffer the penalty of *liang* of gold by the government. Own hearts are willing.

The four borders are hereby specified: [contract][118]

To the east, it borders Weiyi River; to the south, the land of [ljow lji-. wejr] and government-owned land,

To the west it borders the land of [ljow lji-. wejr]; to the north it borders the land of [dju. dju. gju_ o].

Tax is 5 *dou*, including 1 *dou* of wheat. Narrow water for irrigation

Contract Party: [ljow ywie gia_ jiw] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party: wife, [dju. dju. zji-. hjwi- mj lji-.] (finger segment)

Co-Contract Party: son, [zjo. dzjo wejr] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party: son, [ywie gia_ lji-.] (stamp)

Witness: [phjij śjo wa śia~] (finger segment)

Witness: [ljow da kia jiw] (finger segment)

---

These two characters are superfluous, and probably misplaced. Possibly, the transcriber intended to start recording the identities and names of the contracting parties, but switched gears upon realising that he has not yet produced information on the four borders and the taxes.
6. Инв. No. 5124-3(1-1) Contract of land sale by 檡槙槙槙 [khjij śja rjar śiji-] on the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194), identified in image 1 in Инв. No. 5124-3, the long scroll of contracts. The text of 17 lines in cursive Tangut ends with signatures and stamps.\textsuperscript{119}

Translation:

On the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year, Contract Party 檡槙槙槙 [khjij śja rjar śiji-], to Pudu Temple's Grain agents, 檡槙槙槙 [ljow dow dzjjj phu_], 檡槙槙槙 [ljow lja mja], et al.,

Sell a patch of ripe/unripe land fit to sow 10 dan of seeds, along with cottages large and small, farming tools for the oxen, Stone gate with fence, pentamerous yokes, tree yard, etc. at the agreed-upon price of 10 dan of wheat, 10 dan of coarse grains, 10 dan of millet. Neither payment nor land falls short. If other parties, Such as members of the same chao, either publicly or private initiate a dispute, let Luocheng be responsible, Not 檡槙槙槙 [dow dzjjj phu_], nor 檡槙槙槙 [lja mja]. Whichever party wishes to change these terms, let there be Not only a penalty fee of 3 liang of gold according to the laws, with their hearts willing, but also let the terms of the contract be enforced according to document and given the requirements of the circumstances.

The four borders of the land are clearly delineated:
To the east, it borders the land of 檡槙槙槙 [ljow da kia ·jiw]; to the south, the land of 檡槙槙槙 [ljow da kia dju]
To the west, the land of 檡槙槙槙 [dju. dju. śja rjar lji-]; to the north, the land of 檡槙槙槙 [tśhiə dzji_j ta]
The tax is 10 dan of grains,\textsuperscript{120} 2 dou of wheat

Contract Party: 檡槙槙槙 (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: 檡槙槙槙 [dju. dju. rji-r mja kie.] (stamp)
Co-seller: 檡槙槙槙 [dju. dju. wja. śjwo khjwi-] (finger-segment)
Witness: 檡槙槙槙 [ljow -jw ta phiow] (finger segment)
Witness: 檡槙槙槙 [ljow ne_w wejr] (finger segment)

\textsuperscript{120} The Tangut character for 'grain' here refers to foodstuff in general.
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7. Инв. No. 5124-3(2, 3) and 5124-4(1): Contract of land sale by [ljow ywie ·o bie_j] on the 2nd day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194) is found in the long scroll of contracts, reprinted in volume 14 of the Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts. The main text is reassembled from the end of part 2 in Инв. No. 5124-3, and the beginning of part 3, as well as the first 6 lines in part 1 of 5124-4. There is a total of 16 lines in cursive Tangut, followed by stamps and signatures.121

Translation:

On the 2nd day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year, Contract Party [ljow ywie ·o bie_j] et al., presently out of their own will, to Pudu Temple’s grain agents [ljow dzijj phu_], sells his patch of land fit to sow 5 dan of seeds at the agreed price of 4 dan of wheat and 9 dan of coarse grains. There is no discrepancy in either land or payment. If either publicly or privately, there should ever arise any attempt to transfer or mortgage this title, let [ljow lja mja], et al.

---

[ywì o bie_j] bear all responsibility; let lja mja [dow dźij phu_] or 𗹏𗘦𘞶 [dow dźij phu_] share no liability. Whichever party should violate the agreement, let it not only be prosecuted by the laws, but also, according to the government’s rules, pay 1 liang of gold as a penalty fee. Own hearts willing. The four borders of the land are clearly demarcated:

To the east it borders the land of dju. dju. gju·o [dju. dju. gju·o]; to the south it borders the land of ljow da kia ·jiw [ljow da kia ·jiw]

To the west it borders the canals for irrigation; to the north it borders the land of tśhiə dzji_j ta [tśhiə dzji_j ta]

The tax is 7 dou, including 1 dou 4 sheng of wheat. Narrow water is used for irrigation.

Contract Party: ljow ywì o bie_j (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: ljow ywì gia_phu_ (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: me_nja dźjwow thja (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: ljow da kia kie. (finger-segment)
Witness: Chen Yanshuang (finger-segment)
Witness: phjij śjo wa śia~ (finger-segment)
8. Инв. № 5124-4(2, 3): Contract of land sale by 貳龍鸞鶒 on the 2nd day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194 AD). The manuscript is a part of the long scroll of contracts, reprinted in Volume 14 of the *Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts*. It is reassembled from the later section of image 2 and the first part of image 3 in Инв. № 5124-4. There is a total of 16 lines of cursive Tangut. The contract ends with signatures and stamps.122

Translation:

On the 2nd day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year, Contract Party 貳龍鸞鶒 [me_nja_džjwow thja] et al., presently
To the grain-agents at the Pudu Temple, 烏麪瓚魝 [ljow dow dźjij phu_] and Liang Lama, etc. voluntarily sells a patch of land large enough to sow 5 dan of seeds, at the agreed price of 6 dan of coarse grains and 1 dan of wheat. There is no discrepancy in payment or in land.
In case of any attempt to transfer or mortgage the title of this land, let Xuanzhu et al., not 烏麪瓚魝 [dow dźjij phu_] et al., be responsible.
Whichever party violates these terms, let it not only bear legal responsibility according to the *Laws and Orders*,
But also pay 1 liang of gold as a penalty fee. Own Hearts willing. The four borders of the land concerned are clearly demarcated:
To the east it borders government-owned land. To the south it borders government-owned land.
To the west it borders the canals for irrigation. To the north it borders the land of Lu?? Matie.
The tax is 5 dou, including 1 dou of wheat. Narrow water for irrigation.
Contract Party: 貳龍鸞鶒 [me_nja_džjwow thja] (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: younger brother 麇(ERR) [ywie gia_śjow] (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: wife, ?? (finger-segment)
Witness: 烏麪瓚魝 [ljow ywie ·o bie_j] (stamp)
Witness: 麇(ERR)歳魝 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr] (finger-segment)

---

9. Ив. No. 5124-4(6): Contract of land sale by 饒飻飻飻騷 饒飻騷騷騷騷 [phjij śjo sjwi sjwi dju] on the 6th day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194). It consists of 14 lines of cursive Tangut in the long scroll of contracts, ending with signatures and stamps.\(^{123}\)

Translation:

On the 6th day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration, Contract Party 饒飻騷騷騷騷 [phjij śjo sjwi sjwi]—

騷 [dju] to the grain-agents at the Pudu Temple, 饒飻騷騷騷騷 [ljow lja mja]. 饒飻騷騷騷騷 [dow dźjij phu_] et al., sells a patch of ripe/unripe land fit to sow 3 dan of seeds, along with an old four-cabin house, etc. at the price of 5 dan of coarse grains, which is already paid. There is no discrepancy in either the payment or the land. If on this land any other party,
such as members of the same *chao*, should either publicly or privately dispute the property ownership, let the penalty be, in accordance with the laws established by the government, 5 *dan* of wheat. Hearts willing. Let the contract be enforced according to the circumstances and to the terms set herein.

The four borders are clearly demarcated: to the east it borders government-owned canals; to the south it borders the land of Xishang Nüyou; to the northwest it borders the land of Liang “the donkey’s mother” to the north. The tax is 8 *dou* of coarse grains and 2 *dou* of wheat; half a narrow stream of water suffices to irrigate the land.

**Contract Party:** 阮嗎娒姆阮 [phjij śjo sjwi sjwi dju] (stamp)

**Witness:** 阮嗎娒姆阮 [sji śjo da kia zji] (finger-segment)

**Witness:** 阮嗎娒姆阮 [khjiw khjwi- phə bie_j] (finger-segment)

**Figure 1** ИНВ. No. 499: 16th day of 6th month in Bingchen year of Tianqing (1196) contract of land sale by 阮娒姆阮??

---

124 The character is incomplete. It could have been the character for expanse/border.

125 TN: Note that the name often appears as 阮嗎娒姆阮, with three 阮 rather than two. The reduplicated 阮 is often translated into the Chinese character 岁, hence the best wishes for having a bit of wealth each and every year. The character itself also means fortune and luck. So, it amounts to the same meaning, more or less.
10. Ивб. No. 4199: Contract of land sale by [ljow ɕio nio_w ??] on the 16th day of the 6th month in the Bingchen year of Heavenly Celebration (1196 AD). It is a single-page manuscript with 15 lines of cursive Tangut handwritten on a 23.5 × 45 cm hemp paper. Translation:

On the 16th day of the 6th month in the Bingchen year of Heavenly Celebration, Contract Party [ljow] [sic nio_w ??] et al., presently has his own ripe/unripe land watered by the canal at the hillside of four wells, which is 70 mu large and fit to sow 10 dan of seeds, voluntarily sold to [ljow tśju. wejr ⚜ow]

At the price of 5 dan of coarse grains. Each ?? bought, three items, including the hay tax on the land, [tśju. wejr ⚜ow] Bears the costs; other than that, first, on this land, if other members of the same chao strive to dispute the property ownership,?

Attempt to either publicly or privately transfer? Or loan the land, and who? Let the relevant party not only pay 10 dan of grains as a penalty fee, according to the laws set by the government, but also Recompense double the sum of the original purchase price. Own hearts willing.

Let the agreement be enforced according to what is written in the contract and required by circumstances. The four borders [of the land] are clearly demarcated.?:

To the east it borders the land of phjij śjo mja tsə.
To the south it borders the land of Cao “Iron”?
To the west it borders the land of Weiming “the prosperous and entertained”

......

126 TN: The name is barely legible. The author's guess is that it is a four-character name: “Liang, benevolence, cause, bear, sound.” Here, I've given only the first three characters.
128 The lower section of the contract suffers damages. There are missing characters in some lines. However, it is possible to resupply certain information in context, and based on common legal formulas in Tangut contracts.
129 Shi Jinbo, 2005 (a).
130 The contract is damaged near the end. Information on the northern border, along with the signatures and stamps of the main parties to the contract are missing.
Chapter 7

\textbf{Figure 158} Имп. No. 4193: 5th day of 1st month, Wuwu fifth year of Tianqing (1198)
contract of land and house sale by 嬼嬵嬵嬵嬵

11. Имп. No. 4193: Contract of Land and House sale by 嬵嬵嬵嬵嬵 [mjadzwi-khjwi-wjazji] on the 5th day of the 1st month in Wuwu, the fifth year of Heavenly Celebration (1198 AD). It is a single-page contract with 12 lines of cursive Tangut written on a 23.2 × 43.1 cm hemp paper. The first line begins with the date, proceeds to the main content of the contract, and ends with the signatures and stamps, where the four borders of the land are demarcated. There are a lotus sign and a 22 × 7 cm red seal.\textsuperscript{131}

\textbf{Translation:}

On the 5th day of the 1st month in Wuwu, the fifth year of Heavenly Celebration, Contract Party: Maze "\textit{old Father and son} et al., presently have their own 23 mu of land irrigated by the water from the Mingbu Hillside Canal\textsuperscript{132}
Along with a yard, altogether sold to \textit{ŋjow tśju. ·wejr śjow}; the price, in 8 \textit{dan} of coarse grains, has been paid.
There is no discrepancy in either the payment or the land. Hereafter, should any party either publicly or private

\textsuperscript{131} Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 13, p. 194.
\textsuperscript{132} The Tangut character for \textit{qing} (青) looks quite similar to \textit{mu} (麴). The two are especially easily confused in cursive writings. Given the ratio of land prices, it is more likely that the intended character is \textit{mu}.
Launch a dispute or renege on the agreement, let the recompensation be double the sum of the sale price,
Each 1 *dan* is repaid 2 *dan*,\(^{133}\) and let the terms be enforced according to what is written in the document and required by the circumstances.

(Upper section)
The four borders of the land are clearly demarcated
To the east [it borders the land of] "the treasure"
To the south, the hillside where the canal is found.
To the west, [the land of] "mja dzjwi- śja phji"
To the north, [the land of] Hun? “the black dog” (𑄡𑄗𑄗𑄰𑄫)

(Lower section)
Seller: "mjadzjwi- khjwi-wjazji" (stamp)
Co-seller: younger brother, "śja phji" (stamp)
Co-seller Liang?? (stamp)
Witness: Liang [la~ wejr] (stamp)
Witness: ?? [??·ji. tsji_r śjow] (stamp)
Witness: ??? [??·ji. lji-] (stamp)

12. ИНВ. No. 4194:Contract of land and house sale by 𑄡𑄗𑄫𑄘 [lew śji thow pha~] in the Gengshen Year of Heavenly Celebration (1200). It is a single-page manuscript with 19 lines of cursive Tangut handwritten on a 22.9 × 57.1 cm hemp paper. It begins with the date and ends with the signatures and stamps. Above the stamps are the demarcations of the four borders of the land. There

\(^{133}\) The character for *dan* is missing.
is also a lotus figure, and three prints of the official red seal of the \(22 \times 7\) cm House of Trade and Taxes.\(^{134}\)

Translation:

On the 22nd day of the 2nd month in the Gengshen Year of Heavenly Celebration, Contract—

or 麟麴麟麴 [lew śji thow pha-] presently has his own land, irrigated by the canal of the Four-well hillside,

by the side of 麟麴麴麴麴 [xwe- dźju(?) bo_ śji-j]'s land, a patch of ripe/unripe land fit to sow \(100\) dan of seeds,

along with a full set of yard and houses, voluntarily sold to 麟麴麴麴麴 [ljow tśju. wejr śjow] at the agreed

price of \(200\) dan of coarse grains. There is no discrepancy in either the payment or the land

hereafter, if on this land any affiliates of these parties

attempt to transfer or mortgage the title, either publicly or privately, and

fall into a state of chaos as they dispute over the property, let it be recompensated in twice the sum of the original sell & purchase price.

Let the repayment be \(400\) dan, and any party which reneges on these terms should be penalised according to the laws by 3 liang

Of gold. Own hearts willing. The four borders of the land are demarcated:

To the east, it borders ???: to the south it borders the government-owned canal

To the northwest it borders the land of Lüyi 麟麴麴麴麴 [parya ne_w] et al.

(Upper Part)

There was one

Patch of land that is 75

mu

(Lower Part)

Contract Party: 麟麴麟麴 [lew śji thow pha-] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party and seller: 麟麴麴麴麴 [ljow tshja wja ku. śju_] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party and seller: 麟麴麴麴麴 [ljow khwi- tshjij yji-] (stamp)

Co-Contract Party and seller: 麟麴麴麴麴 [ljow mja dzow wej] (stamp)

Witness: 麟麴麴麴麴 [ljow le bo zji] (stamp)

\(^{134}\) Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 13, p. 194.
The 12 contracts presented and translated above show some general patterns. Overall, Tangut contracts of land sale inherit the same format from contracts in the Central Plains tradition. These Tangut manuscripts contain nearly all the essential elements of sell and purchase contracts. A thorough analysis of these legal documents open the door to a deeper understanding of land and transaction in Western Xia, as well as the Tangut society in general.

3.1.2 The Reasons behind Land Sales and the Identities of the Buyers and Sellers

3.1.2.1 Time and Causes of Land Sales

The Tangut city of Khara-Khoto is located to the north of the Badain Jaran Desert, on the northern bank of the downstream inland waterways of the Ejin River, or the Black River. Indeed, Khara-Khoto’s agriculture prospered in the Tangut era, thanks to the nourishment of the Black River. There is no better way to probe the conditions of farmland in this region than to survey this batch of Tangut land sale contracts.

The earliest amongst the 12 contracts is dated to the 22nd year of Heavenly Prosperity. Then come the 8 contracts in the Инв. No. 5124 scroll, all of which are signed in the first year of Heavenly Celebration (1194 AD). The remaining 3 documents are from the 3rd, 5th, and 7th years of Heavenly Celebration (Tianqing), respectively.

Tangut power endured for a span of 190 years (1038–1227 AD) since the foundation of the Xixia dynasty. Given this time frame, it is obvious that these land sale contracts fall into the late period of Tangut history, across 31 years. Except for the earliest, which dates to the reign of Renzong Emperor, the other 11 all hail from the first 7 years of Huanzong Emperor’s rule. The latest one was signed just 28 years before the fall of the Tangut Empire. Therefore, it should be said that this specific sample of Tangut land records, which happens to have survived to the present day, is only representative of the Khara-Khoto economy in the late Tangut period.

None of these land sale contracts openly states the reason for the sale. But the motives are not difficult to infer, given the dates and months recorded in these documents. All 8 contracts found in the long scroll provide precise dates, and all fall into either the first or the second months of the lunar calendar. Amongst the 4 individual contracts, one only documents the year but leaves the month and date unmentioned, which is quite rare and abnormal. All the
other three begin with precise dates, two of which are also drafted in the first and second months of the new year, whereas one is written in the sixth month. To summarise, of the 11 clearly dated contracts, 10 are signed in the first and second months, right in the middle of the interim between two autumn harvests. Since land is the one fundamental factor of production on which entire households and extended families depend in rural Khara-Khoto, peasants never easily bring themselves to sell land. Although no direct evidence is available, it is safe to assume that the protagonists in these contracts are selling their land out of dire necessity, that is, shortage of grains at home. Under the duress and difficulty of poverty and starvation, the peasants are left no other option than to give up their land in exchange for foodstuff to feed on for the next six months or so.

The particular contract dating to the sixth month is signed on the 16th day of the 6th month in the Bingchen Year of Tianqing (1196). Liang, who sells 70 mu of land at this strange time, must have been motivated by some personal reasons, rather than the hardship of life.

The limited number of Tangut contracts of land sale known to modern scholars are only a small fraction of this type of legal documents. Even the long scroll, where contracts are systematically compiled and densely concentrated, is only the temple's record for less than a single month—from the 24th day of the 1st month to the 20th day of the 2nd month in the first year of Tianqing. It is remarkable how much land is sold within such a short span of time and within such a limited geographical scope—a single Buddhist temple. One could only imagine the plight of poverty faced by the local poor. Despite the abundance of farmland and the convenience of irrigation from the Black River, the contracts show that peasant families suffered grain deficits in the first and second months of the year. One possible cause was a natural disaster that might have befallen the area the year before, which would have sharply reduced the yield in the last harvest, thus cut the peasants off halfway through the tilling season, and forced them to sell land in exchange for food. In fact, many of the Tangut grain loan accounts also date to the years between Tianqing and Guangding, particularly the first year of Tianqing, suggesting that Tangut agriculture suffered a blow at the time.¹³⁵ Social, legal, and economic documents such as these point to the possibility of a famine. However, since Western Xia is not represented in official imperial chronicles, there is scant historical source on natural disasters in Western Xia. No one is known to have recorded anything on natural calamities in Khara-Khoto.

¹³⁵ Shi Jinbo, 2005 (b), pp. 186–204.
3.1.2.2  The Seller and the Size of Land Sold

The earliest known Tanguts were experts in pasturing and livestock-raising, who knew little about tilling and sowing. As a result, there was a perennial shortage of grains amongst the Dangxiang tribes. But when Dangxiang power morphed into a stronger and stabler regime, and before the Tanguts founded the Xiazhou regime and proclaimed the status of an empire, a batch of husbandry-minded Tanguts turned to agriculture as they resettled on arable lands that recently fell under Tangut dominion. For an *ethnos*, this transition marked a historical transformation. It made entire populations of Tangut peasants, which never existed before. Most of the land-sellers we identify in Khara-Khoto contracts are descendants of this first generation of Tangut farmers. Nearly all the Contract Parties and witnesses are local, ethnic-Fan (Dangxiang Tangut) peasants: 牽𠍕 [jaxwa], 牽𠍕 [mə rər], 牽𠍕 [dju.dju.], 牽𠍕 [ʊ gu.], 牽𠍕 [phji phjo], 牽𠍕 [me_nja.], 牽𠍕 [ʃi şjo], 牽𠍕 [mjadziwi-], etc. There are also a handful of Han Chinese, such as the Qiu, Cao, and Chen. Liang is much more complicated: although it is originally a Han surname, we also know of ethnic Tangut Liangs, most notably the Liang empresses who championed the cause of Fan customs against sinicisation and Confucianisation in their nearly 30 years of rule and regency. So, there is no way to attest the ethnic make-up of the Liangs we see in Khara-Khoto land sale contracts. Historically, when the first Dangxiang Tanguts switched from pasturing to farming, they acquired and owned land allotted or approved by the government. These free farmers cultivated their own land and harvested their own grains, so long as they paid taxes to the state. But the late-Tangut contracts we have show that many of their descendants could no longer make ends meet, without selling their ancestral land.

The name of the seller, size of land, and quantity of assets as recorded in the 8 contracts in the Инв. No. 5124 scroll are, in respective order, (1) 牽𠍕 [khjiw bie_j ta] sells a patch of land fit to sow 20 dən of seeds along with the houses; (2) 牽𠍕 [ljow da kia jiw] sells his land fit to sow 15 dən of seeds along with the houses, (3) 牽𠍕 [dju. dju. şja phji wejr] sells land fit to sow 8 dən of seeds along with houses and trees; (4) 牽𠍕 [ljow şjo gia_jiw] sells land fit to sow 10 dən of seeds along with the houses; (5) 牽𠍕 [khjiş şja rjar şji-j] sells land fit to sow 10 dən of seeds, houses, tilling tools and equipment, and a tree yard; (6) 牽𠍕 [ljow şjo bie_j] sells land fit to sow 5 dən of seeds; (7) 牽𠍕 [me_nja dźjwow thja] sells land fit to sow 5 dən of seeds; (8) 牽𠍕 [phjiş şjo şwi dju] sells land fit to sow 3 dən of seeds, along with the houses. The same information in the 4 single-page contracts are: (9) widow 牽𠍕 [jaxwa zji-. lji-şio] sells land fit to sow 2 dən of seeds along with the yard and three thatched cottages.
as well as 2 trees; (10) 為縉縉??[ljow šiə nio_w ??] sells 70 mu of land fit to sow 10 dan of seeds, watered by the canals from the Hillside of Four Wells; (11) 為縉縉縉縉 [mjadjzwi- khjwi-wjazji] sells 23 mu of land along with the house and yard; (12) 為縉縉縉 [lew šji thow pha~] sells land large enough to sow 100 dan of seeds. All the sellers are the original owners of the title concerned. In most cases, they are the patriarchs of peasant households and male heads of the family. There is, however, one example of a matriarch and female head of the household, the widow 纊鰼 [jaxwa].

The data in the contracts show a certain degree of disparity in land size across households. Most contracts do not indicate the precise size of the land in standard measurements, such as qing or mu, but in the amount of seeds (dan) to be sowed in a patch of land. But wherever both measurements are given, it is possible to find a rough conversion rate. For example, the widow 纊鰼 [jaxwa] sold 22 mu of land, where 2 dan of seeds can be sowed. That is, each dan of seeds is sowed on a little more than 10 mu of land. The land sold by 為縉縉?? [ljow šiə nio_w ??] is 70 mu in size, large enough to sow 10 dan of seeds. There, the unit of land for 1 dan of seeds is less than 10 mu. Therefore, it should be noted that to measure land size by dan of seeds sowed is only an approximate measure. However, it may be assumed for the purpose of simplification and generalisation that a unit of land for 1 dan of seeds is more or less the equivalent of 10 mu.

The land sizes as recorded in the 8 contracts of the long scroll are, in the amounts of seeds to be sowed, 20 dan, 15 dan, 8 dan, 10 dan, 10 dan, 5 dan, 5 dan, 3 dan; or, once converted to the measurement of area: 200, 150, 80, 100, 100, 50, 50, 30 Tangut mu. The land ranges between 7.5 to 50 Song mu. One could tell that an average Tangut household owns a large amount of farmland. This is unsurprising, given the far northwestern location of Khara-Khoto, the wide space and sparse populations in the area. Land size varies more sharply in the four individual contracts. 纊鰼鰼鰼鰼 [jaxwa zji- lji-. śio] sells 22 mu of land, whilst 纊鰼鰼鰼鰼 [lew šji thow pha~] sells land large enough to sow 100 dan of seeds, roughly a thousand mu (or 250 Song mu) of land. This is an outlying datapoint, statistically, and a very special case of land sale, historically.

3.1.2.3  Buyers and the Quantity of Property Purchased

The buyers in all the 8 contracts across the manuscript scroll are the same two figures, 纊鰼鰼鰼鰼 [ljow dow zji-r phu_] and 纊鰼鰼鰼鰼 [ljow lja mja], who are referred to as 'the ones who handle the grains,' i.e. agents employed by the Pudu Temple to manage the temple’s assets and properties. They could as well be monks based at the temple. 纊鰼鰼 [lja mja] is obviously the a for a follower.
of the Dharma in Tantric Buddhism. Originally, it is reserved for the *thera*, a learned elder, a *bhadanta*. But over time, the term proliferated to more common usage, and came to mean any Buddhist monk. Given the prevalence and popularity of Tantric Buddhism in Western Xia, the Pudu Temple is likely to have been a Tantric monastery. Moreover, this particular temple in Khara-Khoto is unmentioned in Chinese sources. The contracts tell us that by this time, monks in charge of pragmatic affairs, such as managing grains and land, were called Lama. It could be the case that “Lama” already turned into a generic title for any monk in the Tangut period.

The long scroll of contracts shows that within less than a month in the spring of the first year of Heavenly Celebration, the Pudu Temple bought in a startling 760 *mu* of land, or approximately 190 in Song *mu*.

Of the four single-page contract manuscripts, the first was signed by widow [jaxwa zji- lji-śio], who sold her 22 *mu* of land to a Tangut man by the name of [jaxwa mji-_tshja]. The buyer in the other three contracts is the same man, called [ljow tśju·wejr śjow]: 70 *mu* of land for sowing 10 *dan* of seeds, 23 *mu*, and land fit to sow 100 *dan* of seeds; in total, around 1000 *mu* of land. This is an enormous amount of land to purchase. The seller [lew śji thow pha~] does not sound like an everyday peasant, but rather a landlord of some wealth and capacity. For the buyer [ljow tśju·wejr śjow] to acquire so many properties within the span of 5 years, he would have been an even more powerful landlord and grain-owner. Curiously, the Инв. No. 5949-2 Khara-Khoto military *liu* report is signed by a certain “[ljow tśju·wejr śjow], who must have been a commander of the military *liu*. It is possible that this may be our landlord [ljow tśju·wejr śjow].

3.1.3 Farmland and Irrigation
3.1.3.1 Farmland and Yard

There is a noteworthy phenomenon in Tangut land transfers: the fixed asset is included in the sale. When a previous landowner sells the title of his or her property, more often than not, the farmland comes with yards, buildings, and plants. Say, when [jaxwa zji- lji-śio] charges a price for her farmland, she sells the fixed assets attached to the land, in the same deal: a yard, 3 thatched cottages, and 2 trees. Likewise, [khjiw bie_j ta] sells a yard and a house along with his land. [da kia ·jiw] sells not only the house...

---

136 TN: Sanskrit: सूत्तर.
137 TN: Sanskrit: भदन्त, or आर्य; Tibetan: འཕགས་པ་; Chinese: 大德, 尊者.
and yard, but also the trees. 𗱲𗱲𗜓𗟻𗯿 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr] vends the 2 cottages and 5 live trees on her land. 𗃛𘏐𗢲𗰔 [ljow ţwie gia_ jiw]’s land also comes with houses and walls. 𗃛𘏐𗦮 [khjij śja rjar ʃi-ʃ] offers houses both large and small, as well as a tree yard. On 𗾙𘑘𗁬𗦺 [phjiʃ śjo sjwi sjwi dju]’s land there are four old cabins. 𗃛𘏐𗦮 [mjadjwi- khjwi-wjazj] sells his yard on the land. Finally, 𗾙𘑘𗁬𗦺 [lew śji thow pha~] sells both the yard and the house along with the farmland. In 9 out of the 12 contracts, land comes with houses and yards. In 2 of the remaining 3 documents, the land to be sold is not as large. Both 𗃛𘏐𗦮 [ljow ţwie ʃo bieʃ] and 𗃛𘏐𗦮 [me_ njajdžjwow thja] sell a patch of land only just enough to sow 5 dan of seeds. The last patch of land is about 70 mu in size.

It seems that the actual abodes of Khara-Khoto peasant families are scattered around the farmland of the households. With this rather odd picture, one cannot but imagine the legacy of herding as factor of influence on the practice of building lodgings across pastures. Clearly, the structure and architecture of the quarters in rural Khara-Khoto is different from farming villages in the Central Plains. In most times, peasant families in a Chinese village cluster around a common residential quarter, whence they venture out into their respective farmlands during the day, which scatter onto the outskirt of the settlement. In contrast, Khara-Khoto residences are found scattered right on the family farmlands, like stars in a constellation or pieces on a chessboard. This curious phenomenon is extremely helpful when it comes to studying the farming community and farmland management in the agricultural hub of historical Khara-Khoto.

The first generations of the Dangxiang Tanguts were herdsmen who chose their dwelling places whither their herds roamed, and wherever pasture and water there were for cattles to graze. Since herding took place across vast grassland, individual households lived in felt tents as a mobile, single unit, at a large distance from other families. Although the peasants in Khara-Khoto had adapted to the settled economic life of agriculture, they still preserved some degree of the scattered settlement, with its roots in hunting and herding. At any rate, it must be noted that the ‘Tanguts’ conversion to agriculturalism was never to the point of totality. Most Tangut peasants engaged in tilling and pasturing at the same time, and maintained interests in animal-husbandry despite their reduced mobility. Families owned various numbers of livestocks. The family in the household record Ив. No. 8203 manuscript, for example, owns as many as three camels, 10 cattles, and 80 sheep. In the Ив. No. 7893-9 record, the household keeps an impressive 3 horses and 32 camels. In one of our land sales contracts, 𗾙𘑘𗁬𗦺 [ʃaxwa zji-. lji-. śio] sells land in exchange for none other than more livestocks. It shows that agriculture and animal-husbandry
were intertwined and integrated. Scattered settlement is especially suited to an industrial structure of integrated agriculture and livestock-raising, and to the economic life of simultaneous farming and pasturing. Finally, given the spacious farmland in the relatively sparsely-populated Khara-Khoto, it was much easier for the families to manage their properties if they lived right on their own land.

As a matter of either strategy or practicality, to sell the fixtures along with the land clears the sale and cuts out complications at the single stroke of a deal. It is also much easier if the new landowner takes over the management of the properties immediately. It would be troublesome, for example, for the new landlord to lease the land out without the houses and yards.

3.1.3.2 Four Borders and Neighbouring Farmland
All Tangut land sale contracts hitherto found demarcate the four borders of the land near the end of the document, in order to specify the locations and direction of the land with precision. The common expression for demarcation is 𗥃𘈖𗔅𘕿𗞞𗬕𗟻 [lji-r we kiew ɣa dja mjijr phji] or 𗥃𘅞𗔅𘕿𗞞𗬕𗟻 [lji-r njijr kiew ɣa dja mjijr phji]: the four borders are clearly specified. The short sentence is followed by the neighbouring lands or locations to the east, south, west, and north of the patch of land to be sold. It could either be a private land of a neighbour, or a certain canal.

FIGURE 160 ИНР. No. 4193: Wuwu fifth year of Tianqing (1198) four boundaries of the land specified in the contract of land sale
It is remarkable that given the information on land demarcation near the end of the contracts, it is possible to map out the neighbouring lands along their borders, their direction and location relative to the canals and government-owned land. With 5 interrelated contracts, it is possible to sketch the following diagram:

**Chart 12**  Reconstructed diagram representing the location of farmland in Khara-Khoto

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[tšiə dzji_j ta]</th>
<th>Canal</th>
<th>[tšiə dzji_j ta]</th>
<th>Canal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land sold by</td>
<td>Canal</td>
<td>Land sold by</td>
<td>Canal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diagram should by no means be taken literally at its face value. For a historically accurate demarcation of farmland, forever irrecoverable, could not have been made of neat squares and rectangulars. But for now, the graphical representation serves our purpose and aids our understanding of where the families are, and what land they sell. Apart from private farmland, there is also government-owned land. In addition, there is also land owned by Buddhist temples. It should be said that individual historical land sale contracts surviving to this day are precious finds. But a series of contracts where multiple patches of neighbouring lands are sold, wherewith it is possible for
historians to reconstruct the landscape of historical farmlands, canals, and government-owned land, is even more valuable.

3.1.3.3 **Canals and Water Supply**

Names of local canals are mentioned in Tangut land sale contracts, especially in the demarcation of the land. These references provide key sources on Tangut irrigation system in Khara-Khoto area. The contracts mention a number of canals: the End of the Left Canal (𘕺𘂴𗰹𘕺 [gju mji_j tsow gju]), Pudao Canal (𘀏𗂓𘕺 [pu tew gju]), Canal for Irrigation (𘕺 [zer gju]), Government-owned Canal (𗼞𘕺 [kow gju]), Canal from the Hillside of Four Wells (𗳪𘕺 [zer gju]), Canal from the Hillside of Mingbu Wells (𗥃𗊯𗁜𘕺 [lji-rijkha wjor gju]), and the Southern Canal (𘚿𗌰𗊯𗁜𘕺 [mjij pu. khja wjor gju]). One could see the complexity of the Khara-Khoto irrigation system. Some of the canals are owned and managed by the government. Others, such as Pudao and Mingbu, are named after Tangut tribes and families. As for whether they are privately owned, there is no settled conclusion without further evidence. Still, other canal names contain geographical references, such as the Southern or the Left Canals. There is much to be researched about these directions, and about the names of localities such as the Hillside of Four Wells. But we are reminded of canal names in Khara-Khoto Household Registers, such as the New Canal (𘕺𗆧 [gju sjiw]), Lüyi Canal (𗧇𘂋𘕺 [lwərze gju]), Xipan Canal (𗸐𗍷𘕺 [·ji-r dzji-r gju]), Yang Canal (𗦗𘕺 [so sjiw]), and Daoli Canals (𗵘𗣒𘕺 [tśja low gju]). Some of these names are more intuitive than others. But again, much research remains to be done.

In 7 of the 8 land sale contracts, there is a concise, two-character or three-character expression right underneath the land tax, which is easy to overlook. The phrase has little to do with the text that comes immediately before or after, and therefore seems even a bit out of place. For example, in the contract of 𗴼𗫉𗗿 [khjiw bie_j ta] and 𘍎𘍎𘍎 [ljow da kia_jiw], there is a reference to 𘍎𘍎 [nji-_zji-_r] (day, water); in the contracts of 𗱲𗱲𗜓𗟻𗯿 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr], 𗼞𘍎𘍎 [ljow ywie gia_jiw], 𘚿𘚿𘚿 [ljow ywie o bie_j], and 𘚿𘚿𘚿 [me_nja_džjwow thja], we find instead the characters 𘚿𘚿 [tshji-zji-r] (narrow water). Finally, in the document of 𘚿𘚿𘚿 [phjij śjo sjwi sjwi dju], there are three characters: 𘚿𘚿𘚿 [zji-_r tshji-j hwɔ] (narrow water, half).

139 TN: The third character transliterates a number of loan words. It could be "left" or another name.
These are references to the amount of water supply required to irrigate a given patch of farmland. A comparative survey of the water supply data across multiple contracts shows a strong correlation between the land size (hence value) and the water supply for irrigation. For instance, the land of [khjiw bie_j ta] fit to sow 20 dan of seeds, and that of [ljow da kia jiw] fit for 15 dan of seeds, both require a “daily” dose of water irrigation. By comparison, the patch of land sold by [dju. dju. šja phji wejr], fit to sow 8 dan of seeds, by [ljow ywie gia_jiw] for 10 dan of seeds, by [ljow ywie o bie_j] for 5 dan of seeds, and by [me_nja_dźjwow thja] for 15 dan of seeds, all use “narrow” water for irrigation. [phjj jśo sjwi sjwi dju] states in his contract that a a “half-narrow” supply suffices for his land, where only 5 dan of seeds are sowed in a typical farming season. So, the general rule is exactly what anyone would expect, a positive correlation between farmland size and the amount of water supply. But there is a certain degree of variability within a certain range of land size, perhaps due to other factors of influence. In the macroscope, these references reveal the open secret that Khara-Khoto farmland relied almost exclusively on canals for irrigation, and that water is distributed largely according to the size of land owned by local households.
In Book 15 of the *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity*, there are laws on “opening canals in the spring,” “raising pastures and monitoring the waters,” “canal waters,” “various crimes related to land and water.” All 5 items in the section on “raising pastures and monitoring the waters” are lost. The surviving content on canals and water are mostly to do with the management of irrigation systems. There is no explicit reference to the various levels of water supplies in the laws, nor definitions of such terms as “daily,” “narrow,” and “half-narrow.”

How exactly was water quantified, classified, and supplied to farmland, are first seen, and only to be reconstructed from land sale contracts.

3.1.3.4  **Government-Owned Land vs. Private Land**

There are both privately-owned and government-owned lands in Western Xia. Government-owned land, either farmland or pasture-land, is the property of the royalty, or assets under the proprietorship of the Department of Farmland (Agriculture). Government-owned farmland is still cultivated by peasant households. They turn in a portion of their yields each harvest. Private land is owned legally by private households. These lands are managed by individuals and their families, or leased out to others. Those who tend to their own land pay taxes to the state, whereas those who survive on land lease pay rents to the landlords, who in turn pay taxes to the government. More than a few times, the *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* refers to “government and private land,” emphasising that “government and private lands should be separated”; “let government and private lands not be confused and mixed up” or exchanged at will.\(^{140}\)

The government-private distinction is also apparent in land sale contracts. The contracts stipulate that the seller, rather than the buyer, assume full liability, should any transfer or lease of title occur, “either publicly or privately.” This provision is intended to warn individuals against selling land illegally appropriated from private or government properties, which typically leads to a legal dispute. In addition, “government land” is frequently referenced in the demarcation of lands with respect to their four borders. The properties of 狽𗃛𗢲𗰔 [ljow da kia ·jiw], 𗤙𗎩𗰔 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr], 筍𗰞𗪛𗳸 [ljow ywie gia_ ·jiw], and 𘓱𗰞𗪛𗳸 [me_ nja_ dźjwow thja], for example, all border government-owned lands.

All land sold in these private contracts must have been privately owned. The previous owners are the sellers, and upon the signing of the contract, the

---

buyers become the new landlords: [jaxwa mji- tshja] (1 patch of land), Pudu Temple (8 patches of land), [ljow tśju. ·wejr śjow] (3 patches of land). Naturally, with the transfer of titles, the new owners take over tax obligations, as well.

3.1.3.5 *Ripe vs. Unripe Land*

The Tanguts also distinguished between ‘ripe’ and ‘unripe’ land. ‘Ripe’ land refers to land already tilted and cultivated. The *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity*, for example, warns workers in canal projects against impairing ripe farmlands.141 ‘Unripe’ land refers to untitled or unfertile land that falls under neither private nor government proprietorship. The Tangut government encourages the cultivation of unripe land, and incentives peasants to reclaim wasteland with three years of tax exemption. The *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* states that:

Where the many are not capable of cultivating a patch of land, and for this reason abandon it for three years without generating any tax, labour, or hay, whereupon the land is considered neither privately-owned nor government-owned; if then, the many wish to hold and cultivate it, let them report their intention to the Bureau of Transfer and Transportation. Let the staff consult the neighbouring heads of households who own properties that border the land concerned, and thereupon, after extensive and exhaustive examinations, let the staff inform the previous owner of the abandoned land of the present state of affairs. If all are true as they are alleged, let the staff issue a statement of cultivation to the concerned party, permitting it to farm the land, and record this in the official files. In three years’ time, let the bureau dispatch another round of staff and officers to inspect and measure the outcome and output. Given the state of the seedlings and the measurements of tax in neighbouring lands, let the staff determine to which of the five levels of quality this farmland belongs. Then, let the land be taxed at the appropriate level. Within the same year, let this also enter the record of the files, as previously mentioned. Let the quantity of tax, labour, and hay be determined according to the laws along the frontiers, etc.142

There is a similar distinction between ‘ripe land’ and ‘grassland’ in the Song Dynasty. The *Extended Zizhi Tongjian* records that “reports from Youzhou: within 10 li outside the city walls, there are ripe lands. In another 10 li further

on the outskirt, there is uncultivated grassland.” At that time, Youzhou was a border city between Song and Xia.

The land is labeled as ‘ripe or unripe’ in 6 of the 12 Khara-Khoto land sale contracts. The expression is 麦畝 [ślo_w śiaj] in Tangut, which may be a loan word from the Chinese 熟生. Since the Dangxiang Tanguts for a long time knew little about agriculture, there is no reason to have the word for “ripe/unripe” land in the native tongue. Only when a part of the Tangut population embarked on agriculture, did they borrow the concepts of the ripe and the unripe from Chinese peasants. Then the question is how ripe or unripe is ‘ripe/unripe’? Given that the landowners are paying taxes as recorded in these contracts, the land must have been yielding grains past three years of tax-exemption. This would have been impossible had they been untitled or barely cultivated. ‘Ripe or unripe’ may refer to unfertile land that is nonetheless yielding harvests and taxes. It is possible that over time, the expression congealed and morphed into a term, wherewith the buyers expressed their personal likings and dislikings of the land. In that case, it would not have necessarily been an evaluation of the land’s fertility.

3.1.4 Price of Farmland

In a society of private property, land price is one of the most important commodity prices in the economy, for it interlinks with various aspects of the society. In Western Xia, especially, land tax is the main source of government revenue. Therefore, land price has to do with national income and the peasants’ livelihood. In Chinese sources, however, there is barely any record on Tangut land price or land tax. For this and many other reasons, Tangut land price and tax data in sell and purchase documents are of real significance to the study of the Tangut society.

At least in the surviving land sale contracts, land is traded not in cash, but in kinds. Apart from one contract (widow 驮extrs [·jaxwa zji- lji-śio]’s land sale contract), where the land is exchanged for livestocks, all other buyers purchase their land by grains. The contract lists the size of the land and the quantity of grains, so it is no difficult task to calculate the land price in terms of grains (usually in dan) per mu. But because the land comes with a variety of fixtures ranging from houses to trees and tools, the task is much more complex.

---

143 Zi Zhi Tong Jian, Bk. 436, 4th year of Yuanyou in Zhezong Emperor’s Reign (1089), Jiazi, 12th month of the year.

144 TN: That is to say, ‘ripe and unripe’ is more ‘unripe’ than ‘ripe.’ I think this could have been a derogatory term that the buyer leverages as a rhetorical instrument to deflate the value of the land in the negotiation process.
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if it were to render the calculation accurate. Furthermore, the quality and fertility of land varies widely. Lands also differ in terms of whence and how much water is required for irrigation. Yet another factor of complication is a difficulty with which we are not unfamiliar, that land size is often given in terms of the amounts of seeds to be sowed in it. The conversion from seeds needed to the actual size in mu turns out to be rather elastic. For all these reasons, accuracy cannot be fully achieved.

Since land sales without additional asset involved are much simpler and more straightforward, let us first try to derive some land prices from contracts of land sale without fixtures. Of the eight in total, there are two such simple contracts, which could provide the basis for our analysis. On the second day of the second month in the Year of Yin, 柳州 赵 [ljow ywie ɿ bie_j] sells a patch of land where 5 dan of seeds may be sowed in the farming season (approximately 50 mu in size) at the price of 4 dan of wheat and 9 dan of coarse grains. On the same day, 灵州 鄂 [me_nja_dźjwow thja] sells land where 5 dan of seeds may be sowed, (likewise, around 50 mu) for 6 dan of coarse grains and 1 dan of wheat. Earlier in the book, we have derived the price of wheat in Khara-Khoto as somewhere between 200–250 mace, and the price of millet (a type of coarse grain) as 150–200 mace, both from fragments of Tangut grain sale accounts. That is to say, the unit price of coarse grains falls within 75%–80% that of wheat. If we convert the 4 dan of wheat in the first contract to about 5 dan of coarse grains, we then have the price at which the land was sold: 14 dan of coarse grains in total, or 2.8 dou of coarse grains per mu. The same could be done to in the case of the second contract. Convert the 1 dan of wheat to 1 dan 3 dou of coarse grains. This way, the total price turns out to be 7 dan 3 dou of coarse grains, or 1.46 dou of coarse grains per mu.

So far, we have derived two unit-prices of Khara-Khoto land: 2.8 dou of coarse grains per mu versus 1.46 dou of coarse grains per mu. The land size in both cases are identical, and yet the prices are so far apart: a whopping 50% in difference. Perhaps the difference lies in their locations. The land of 柳州 赵 borders the land of 魏州 鄂 [dju. dju. gju_ ɿ] to the east, the land of 柳州 鄂 [ljow da kia jiw] to the south, the canals to the west, the land of 魏州 鄂 [tśhiə dzji_j ta] to the north. The land of 灵州 鄂 borders government-owned land to the east and south, the canal to the west, and the land of a certain 灵州 鄂 [rar ?? mja śjow] to the north. Both lands face the canal to the west. The key difference seems to be that the cheaper land borders government-owned land to the east and south.

And of the four separate, single-page contracts, two record the sales of land and houses only, without more complex assets. In the Bingchen Year of
Heavenly Celebration, 𗃛𗤦𘔼 [ljow śiə nio_w ??] sells his 70 mu of land and house for 5 dan of coarse grains—that is a mere 0.7 dou per mu. This is the lowest unit price recorded in any of the surviving contracts. In the Gengshen year of Heavenly Celebration, 都辻度屈 [lew śi thow pha~] sells land fit to sow 100 dan of seeds, about 1000 mu in size, at the price of 200 dan of coarse grains, or the unit price of 2 dou per mu.

Four of the contracts in the long scroll record transactions of land along with houses, yards, and additional assets. Because it is not easy to pin down the specific values of these properties, there is no reliable way to calculate the land price. If we simply ignore these assets, and focus only on the land, we derive the following prices: On the 24th day of the 1st month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration, 𗴼𗫉𗗿 [khjiw bie_j ta] sells his land fit to sow 20 dan of seeds, along with his yard, house, and cabins, altogether for 15 dan of coarse grains and 15 dan of wheat = 34 dan of coarse grains, at the unit price of 1.7 dou per mu; On the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration, 鬏雐雐雐 [ljow da kia ·jiw] sells land fit for 15 dan of seeds, along with houses, trees, and stone graves, for 6 dan of wheat and 10 dan of coarse grains = 18 dan of coarse grains in total, at the unit price of 1.2 dou per mu; On the same day, 鬏雐雐雐 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr] sells land fit for 8 dan of seeds, along with 2 houses and 5 live trees, for 4 dan of wheat and 6 dan of coarse grains = 11 dan of coarse grains, at the unit price of 1.37 dou per mu; On the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin year, 鬏雐雐雐 [ljow ywie gia_. jiw] sells ripe/unripe land fit for 10 dan seeds, along with houses and walls, at the price of 2 dan of wheat, 2 dan of millet, and 4 dan of grains = 8.6 dan of coarse grains, at the unit price of 0.86 dou per mu. There is an additional contract of land transaction where large assets are involved. So, at least there, it is easy to explain the high price in the light of this confounding factor. On the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration, 鬏雐雐雐 [khji jja rjar śji-j] sells land fit to sow 10 dan of seeds, along with infrastructures, tools, and trees, all for 15 dan of wheat, 10 dan of coarse grains, and 10 dan of millet = 40 dan of coarse grains in total. It does seem that the additional assets weigh heavily in land pricing.

A case stands out in the contract of land sale by 鬏雐雐雐 [jawwa zji-. jī-.śio] in the 22nd year of Heavenly Prosperity, where the widow sold her land for neither cash nor grains, but livestocks, rather than cash or grains. So, at least at the first glance, we cannot derive a price that is comparative to the other transactions. However, we have the general price of Tangut livestocks from a comparative analysis of the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity and data in the Khara-Khoto Livestock Sale contracts: a camel is worth about 6 dan of coarse grains; 1 ox is worth around 4 dan of coarse grains.146 Now, 鬏雐雐雐雐

146 Ibid.
[ja'wa zji-. lji-.šio] sells land for 2 full-teethed camels, 1 two-teethed livestock, 2 old ox. First, the two camels are worth 12 dan of coarse grains. If we take the two-teethed animal to be some bovine, then the cattles are worth altogether 8 dan of coarse grains. In this way, we convert the value of the 4 livestocks to approximately 20 dan of coarse grains. This number could be verified based on the penalty fee for breaching the contracts. Khara-Khoto contracts usually specify that the party reneges on the transaction be punished twice the amount of the sell & purchase price. In this contract, the penalty fee is 30 dan of wheat, which means the transaction price must have been around 15 dan of wheat, or 20 dan of coarse grains, which is precisely the number derived from livestock prices. If we suppose for a moment that the assets are evenly distributed across the land to which they are attached, we could say that the price per mu of land is around 1 dan of coarse grains. Now, the exorbitant price is possibly due to the assets that come with it, or because land price in the era of Heavenly Prosperity—about 20 years prior to the other contracts—was simply much higher. Another separate contract was signed in the fifth year of Heavenly Celebration (1198), where [majdzjwi- khjiwj-wjazj] sold 23 mu of land along with his yard and houses, all for 8 dan of coarse grains. The unit price is at 3.5 dou per mu of land, which is rather high, as well. Likewise, we could pinpoint the properties as the causal variable. Below is a chart that compiles the data from all 12 contracts of land sales (all register numbers are in ИНБ. №.).

### Chart 13  Statistics on size and value of land in land sale contracts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Seller</th>
<th>Land size (seeds/mu)</th>
<th>Value/Price</th>
<th>Assets and Fixtures included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5010</td>
<td>Gengyin, 22nd year of Tiansheng</td>
<td>[ja'wa zji-. lji-.šio]</td>
<td>Ripe/unripe land for 2 full-teethed camels, 1 two-teethed, 1 old ox</td>
<td>2 dan of seeds</td>
<td>Yard, 3 thatched cottages, 2 trees, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5124-2</td>
<td>24th day of 1st month, Year Yin of Tianqing</td>
<td>[khjiwj bie_j ta]</td>
<td>Ripe/unripe land for 15 dan of grains, wheat 15 dan</td>
<td>20 dan of seeds</td>
<td>House and yard, full set of 4 cabins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The expression in the original text is: “there exist two [vertical things],” which might refer to a livestock that has grown two vertical teeth. It is a way of indicating the age of the animal.

147 TN: No. 1–12 correspond to Figures 148–159.
### Chart 13  Statistics on size and value of land in land sale contracts (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Seller</th>
<th>Land size (seeds/mu)</th>
<th>Value/Price</th>
<th>Assets and Fixtures included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5124-1, 5124-3 (4)</td>
<td>29th Day of 1st Month, Year Yin of Tianqing</td>
<td>[ljow da kia -jiw]</td>
<td>Land for 15 dan of seeds</td>
<td>6 dan of wheat, 10 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Yard, house, trees, stone grave, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5124-3 (5)</td>
<td>29th Day of 1st Month</td>
<td>[duj. duj. šja phji wejr]</td>
<td>Land for 8 dan of seeds</td>
<td>4 dan of wheat, 6 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>2 houses, 5 live trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5124-3 (10)</td>
<td>1st day of 2nd month, Yin Year</td>
<td>[ljow ywie gia_ -jiw]</td>
<td>Land for 10 dan of seeds</td>
<td>2 dan of wheat, 2 dan of millet, 4 dan of grains</td>
<td>House, wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5124-3 (1)</td>
<td>1st day of 2nd month, Yin Year</td>
<td>[khjij šja rjar šji-j]</td>
<td>Ripe/unripe land for 10 dan of seeds</td>
<td>10 dan of wheat, 10 dan of coarse grains, 10 dan of millet</td>
<td>Cabins large and small, tilling tools for oxen, stone gate with bamboo fence, pentamerous yokes, tree yard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5124-3 (3), 5124-4 (1)</td>
<td>2nd day of 2nd month, Yin Year</td>
<td>[ljow ywie -obie_j]</td>
<td>Land for 5 dan of seeds</td>
<td>4 dan of wheat, 9 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5124-4 (3)</td>
<td>2nd day of 2nd month, Yin Year</td>
<td>[me_nja_ dzjwow thja]</td>
<td>Land for 5 dan of seeds</td>
<td>6 dan of coarse grains, 1 dan of wheat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5124-4 (10)</td>
<td>6th day of 2nd month, Year Yin of Tianqing</td>
<td>[phjij sjö sjwi sjwi dju]</td>
<td>Ripe/unripe land for 3 dan of seeds</td>
<td>5 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Four old cabins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

b TN: Due to a typological or typesetting error, the input for price here erroneously shows assets (houses & trees) in the Chinese edition of the book, p. 278.
The prices above suggest that toward the late Tangut period, land price in Khara-Khoto remained as low as 2 dou of coarse grains per mu. The contracts are signed at times of great urgency and necessity. The buyers exploit of the sellers’ shortage of grains to force the price down, in order to extract maximum surplus value.

3.1.5 Farmland Tax
3.1.5.1 Farmland Taxes in the Contracts

All holders of land titles in Western Xia have to pay land taxes to the government according to the laws. All the 8 land sale contracts of the long scroll record the amounts of taxes levied on the given patch of land. The typical formula is: “there are taxes in the amounts of × dou, of which there is wheat × dou × sheng.” In Tangut, verbs are postpositional. So, the existential verb “there is” is found at the end, following the object. There are various kinds of existential verbs in Tangut, which serve to denote the different modes of existence of various kinds of entities. There are, for example, different existential verbs that denote the existences of things precious, internal, attached, parallel, belonging, or vertical.\(^{148}\) The existential verb used in land sale contracts to denote

---

the existence of farmland taxes is the verb of ‘fixed existence’ [wjij]. The diction suggests that the tax rate here is fixed, or at least that it is fixed by the state, impermeable to changes of proprietorship.149

The amounts of taxes in the 8 contracts are as follows: [khjiw bie_j ta]: 1 dou of wheat and 4 dou of coarse grains = 5 dou; [ljow da kia ·jiw]: 2 dan, including 4 dou of wheat; [dju. dju. śja phji wejr]: 5 dou, including 1 dou of wheat; [ljow ywie gia_ ·jiw]: 5 dou, including 1 dou of wheat; [kjij śja rjar śji-j]: 1 dan, 2 dou of wheat; [ljow ywie ·o bie_j]: 7 dou, including 1 dou of wheat; [ljow ywie ·o bie_j]: 7 dou, including 1 dou of wheat; [phji jśjo sjwi sjwi dju]: 8 dou of coarse grains, 2 dou of wheat.

None of the four separate contracts outside the long scroll document the land taxes in their precise quantities. But of them, the contract dated to the 16th day of the 6th month in the Bingchen Year of Heavenly Celebration states that “The burdens of obligations in all three forms of levies: tax, labour, and hay, fall on [wejr tśju. śjow].” This is a clear indication that upon completion of the transaction, the tax obligations are transferred along with the property to the new landlord.

At length, the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity elaborates on the procedures and practices of taxation. Laws on farmland taxes seem to concentrate in Book 15: “On Urging the Payments of Taxes,” “Merits and Misdemeanors in Urging Tax Payments” etc. The laws set forth household obligations to pay various kinds of taxes, to turn in always the right amount, and to register tax payments with the government.150

The government rolls out extensive and exhaustive rules and regulations, primarily to ensure tax revenues. Whether the land is farmed, transacted, or leased, the rock of certainty and security, in the eyes of the empire, is the uninterrupted income from agricultural taxation. Therefore, it is imperative that contracts specify whether and how much taxes are levied on each patch of land. As the titles transfer from peasant households to the ownership of the Pudu Temple in Khara-Khoto, the tax obligations attached to the land are also transferred onto the new owner. It is a matter of great importance for both parties to specify this obligation in the contract.

The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity also stipulates the following:

Buddhist and Taoist monks, all the many officials of higher or lower ranks, if for public purposes seek farmland under the proprietorship of

---

150 Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity 15, p. 508.
either the Department of Farmland, Monasteries, or the Royalties, let the transacting parties inform the Bureau of Transfer and Transportation within a year of the purchase’s completion, so that the transaction may enter into government files and land records, and that affairs of tax, hay, and labour may proceed according to the laws.\footnote{151}

Western Xia installs Bureau of Transfer and Transportation offices across its territory, especially along the frontiers, to supervise farming and canal projects, to collect taxes, and to transport grains from one area to another. One such office is located in the city of Khara-Khoto.\footnote{152}

Tangut laws do not enumerate or elaborate on farmland tax rates. However, given the data on the size of land owned and the amount of tax paid by individual households in Khara-Khoto tax accounts, we arrive at a tax rate of 0.1 dou (or 1 sheng) of coarse grains, and 0.025 dou (1/4 sheng) of wheat per mu.\footnote{153} Obviously, the Tanguts pay taxes at fixed rates, based on their farmland sizes. The rulers of Western Xia could have borrowed the tax system from medieval Central Plains, where it had been a standard practice. But it is in the Khara-Khoto contracts, more than anywhere else, that we see farmland tax at work.

### 3.1.5.2 Land Taxes in Contracts versus Tax Documents

The farmland tax rates derived from the 8 contracts in the long scroll may be tested against the tax rates available in Khara-Khoto tax accounts. For example, at the farmland tax rate derived from the accounts, [khjiw bie_j ta] should have paid 5 dou of grains for a land at least 50 mu in size. In reality, the actual land size as recorded in the contracts is enough for 20 dan of seeds, or around 200 mu. One could not but wonder what accounts for such huge discrepancies. To take another example, [ljow da kia ·jiw] is supposed to have paid 2 dan of coarse grains for 200 mu of land. The contract gives the actual land size as 15 dan of seeds, or 150 mu. Here, the numbers are much closer, but the discrepancy is there, nonetheless. Likewise, discrepancies are found in the cases of [dju. dju. śja phji wejr] (5 dou of tax ↔ 50 mu of land, versus 80 mu of land = 8 dan of seeds), [ljow ywie gia_ ·jiw] (5 dou of tax ↔ 50 mu of land, versus 100 mu of land = 10 dan of seeds), [ljow ywie ·o bie_j] (7 dou of tax ↔ 70 mu of land, versus 50 mu of land = 5 dan of seeds), and [phjij śjo sjwi sjwi dju] (8 dou of coarse grains +

---

\footnotetext[151]{Ibid., p. 496.\footnotetext[152]{Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity 10, pp. 368–375.\footnotetext[153]{Shi Jinbo, 2005 (a).}
2 dou of wheat = 1 dan of grains ↔ 100 mu of land, versus 30 mu of land = 3 dan of seeds). Only in the contracts of 麦麦プログラム [khijj ʃja rjar ʃji-j] (1 dan of tax ↔ 100 mu of land = 10 dan of seeds) and 麦麦プログラム [me_nja_džjwow thja] (5 dou of tax ↔ 50 mu of land = 50 mu of land = 5 dan of seeds) are the expected and the actual land size found to be equal.

Only 2 of the 8 contracts match the tax rate derived from Khara-Khoto tax accounts. Several factors may account for the large and small discrepancies. First of all, given the greater abundance of farmland in Khara-Khoto, measurement is sometimes loose. After all, to measure land size by the amounts of seeds to be sowed there is in approximate terms. The idea that Khara-Khoto residents even thought it necessary to measure land in precise terms could be an anachronistic, or outright false assumption to begin with. After all, land size is registered in terms of seeds even in shoushi household reports. In the 8 contracts where land size is measured by seeds, the unit of measurement begins with dan, rather than dou. That means we are approximating land size in the units of 10 mu at a time. Precision is basically out of the question. But imprecise data cannot serve as the basis of tax calculation. Furthermore, variable land quality, relative ‘ripeness’ or ‘unripeness,’ or supplies of water and states of irrigation, could all lead to significant variations in the seeds vs. yields ratio. Therefore, tax on a given farmland is determined regardless of the amounts of seeds. Rather, tax depends solely on the expected yield. We already know from the afore-quoted passage in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity that, upon three years of cultivation, officers would inspect the land, and assign it one of the five levels of fertility, whereby the tax rate in the future shall be determined.154 It turns out that the Tangut government cared not only about land size but also land productivity. Along this line of thinking, we find ourselves in a better position to unveil the mystery of tax rate discrepancies. Some farmland in Khara-Khoto are large in size, but are not particularly fertile. Therefore, farmers are granted the leniency of a lighter tax burden. And vice versa. This is why we should not have been calculating ‘expected land size’ based on the standard tax rate. In the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity, we also find the stipulation that “Heads of farming households in the seven counties in the vicinities of the imperial capital are to pay taxes according to five levels of land quality: highest: 1 dou per mu; secondary: 8 sheng; middle: 6 sheng; lower: 5 sheng; lowest: 3 sheng.”155 Even within nearby vicinities, land taxes could vary as much as

155 Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 8, pp. 300, 307, 301; see also, Pan Jie, 2012.
three times, depending on perceived fertility and expected yield. Overall, land fertility in Khara-Khoto doesn’t compare to the Hetao area near the capital. But one could easily see that large and diverse landscapes in Khara-Khoto cause tax variations.

There is also great consistency in Khara-Khoto tax accounts and land sale contracts. For example, in the document Инв. No. 1178, a land 1 qing 50 mu large is taxed 1 dan 8 dou and 7.5 sheng, including 1 dan 5 dou of coarse grains, and 3 dou 7.5 sheng of wheat; another patch of land 1 qing 43 mu large is taxed 1 dan 7 dou 8 sheng 7.5 ge. It could be that these farmlands classified into the same level of quality. At least in Khara-Khoto tax accounts, the coarse grain to wheat ratio is 4:1, the same ratio as in land sale contracts.

3.1.6 Guarantee of the Contracts

3.1.6.1 The Force of Law in the Contracts

Sell and purchase contracts acquire the force of law, as both parties voluntarily recognise and agree to enforce the terms set therein. Of all transactions, land transfer is an economic and legal activity of vital importance. Therefore, the terms of penalty against breach of contract are harsher, and written in greater details than in loan contracts. For this reason, all Khara-Khoto land sale contracts, without exception, specify penalty fees after recording the price.

The earliest of the surviving land sale contracts (widow རྒི་ཞི་ རྒི་ རྒི་ [jaxwa zji-. lji.–sio], 22nd Year of Heavenly Prosperity) states that, should any dispute over the title arise, the seller རྒི་ bears all responsibility. If a party reneges on the contract, it will be prosecuted according to the Laws and Orders, as well as pay 30 dan of wheat according to the laws.

The long scroll goes to greater lengths. The contract of རྒི་ (khjiw bie_j ta) (24th day of the 1st month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration) states that, upon signing the contract, neither the land nor the payment is overdue. Should any be any (illegal) transfer of land, either from the government or from a private individual, or should any dispute arise amongst members of the same chao, it is the seller རྒི་, not རྒི་ རྒི་ (dow dźjij phu_), responsible for the consequences. In cases such as these, recompensation is twice the purchase price. The reneging party bears all legal costs, and pays 2 liang of gold as a penalty fee, according to the laws. In other words, if the seller attempts to transfer a title that is not legally in his dominion—say, if he loaned it from the real proprietor, or appropriated it from the government—he would be punished for the criminal conduct. As for disputes, they are usually initiated by “members of the same chao”—these are family relatives, friends and comrades who may...
lay a claim to common proprietorship or partial inheritance rights. Needless to say, should such a quarrel ever happen, the responsibility falls solely on the seller. He or she would be punished twice. First, it is necessary to repay twice the sum of the price. Sellers, mostly needy peasants desperate to refill their fast emptying granaries, are pressured into declaring that their “own hearts are willing,” that is, they voluntarily agree to the term. But such a penalty would be unbearable to anyone, lest a peasant household. So, the whole purpose of adding this clause in the contract is to ensure the categorical prevention of the remotest chance that legal troubles might ensue. Then comes the penalty against the ‘reneging party’ for breaching the contract. On the surface of things, this clause applies to both the selling and the buying parties. However, given that the price is forced down to the minimum, the only party that would ever possibly regret is the seller. So, this clause is also better understood as a restraint on the seller. It is also worth noting that the penalty against unilateral withdrawal from the contract by a reneging party is in gold, rather than grains or a less valuable cash.

Penalty terms are more or less similar from one contract to another. Some note only that in disputes, the recompensation is double the sum of the price, but not penalty fees for a reneging party. 7 of the 8 land sale contracts in the long scroll specify penalty fees. The one exception is where the land is also the smallest. The penalty fee has to do with the volume of transaction, but without a uniform ratio or percentage. For example, [khjij sja rjar sji-j] sells for a higher price: 15 dan of wheat, 10 dan of coarse grains, and 10 dan of millet. In this case, the penalty fee is a whopping 3 liang of gold. [khjiw bie_j ta] is paid 15 dan of coarse grains and 15 dan of wheat. His penalty fee would be a considerable 2 liang of gold. [ljow wie gia_ jiw] sells for only 2 dan of wheat, 2 dan of millet, and 4 dan of grains. The penalty is 1 liang of gold. Further down the scale of trade volume, [me_ nja_ dźjwow thja] earns only 6 dan of coarse grains and 1 dan of wheat. His penalty fee is also 1 liang of gold. However, it is curious to note that even though [ljow da kia jiw] sells his land and houses for a medium 6 dan of wheat and 10 dan of coarse grains, the penalty fee in his contracts is as high as 3 liang of gold.

In one of the individual land sale contracts, the volume of transaction by [lew sji thow pha~] reaches 200 dan of coarse grains, but the penalty fee remains at 3 liang of gold. It could be that 3 liang is the maximum penalty fee under the law. In another individual contract, [ljow sio nio_w ??] sells his land and houses for 5 dan of coarse grains. But his penalty fee is listed not in gold, but 10 dan of coarse grains. We could do the gold-to-grain the conversion here. A transaction of 7–8 dan of grains corresponds to 1 liang of gold as penalty fee. We know that the Tanguts customarily penalise demeans by
doubling the initial value. If that is true, then 1 liang of gold is worth 15–30 dan of grains. To set the penalty fee in gold is not a unique practice of the Tanguts. Penalty fees paid in gold are found in Dunhuang sell and purchase contracts. It is also worth noting that no corporal punishment, such as strokes, are seen in these Tangut contracts.

### Chart 14 Terms of penalty for breaching the contract

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Seller</th>
<th>Land size (dan of seeds)</th>
<th>Value/Price</th>
<th>Penalty in case of a dispute</th>
<th>Penalty for the reneging party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[jaxwa zji- liji-sio]</td>
<td>Land for 2 dan of seeds</td>
<td>2 full-teethed camels, 1 two-teethed, 1 old ox</td>
<td>2 dan of penalty per 1 dan of wheat</td>
<td>Penalty: 30 dan of wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[lhju da kia gji]</td>
<td>Land for 20 dan of seeds</td>
<td>15 dan of coarse grains, 15 dan of wheat</td>
<td>2 dan of penalty per 1 dan of payment</td>
<td>Penalty: 2 liang of gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[ljow da kia sjt-j]</td>
<td>Land for 15 dan of seeds</td>
<td>6 dan of wheat, 10 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>2 dan of penalty per 1 dan of payment</td>
<td>Penalty: 3 liang of gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[ljow da kia jiw]</td>
<td>Land for 8 dan of seeds</td>
<td>4 dan of wheat, 6 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>2 dan of penalty per 1 dan of payment</td>
<td>Penalty: 1 liang of gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[ljow da kia phu_]</td>
<td>Land for 10 dan of seeds</td>
<td>2 dan of wheat, 2 dan of millet</td>
<td>2 dan of penalty per 1 dan of payment</td>
<td>Penalty: 1 liang of gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[mjazdow pji. phə tshja wejr]</td>
<td>Land for 10 dan of seeds</td>
<td>10 dan of wheat, 4 dan of grains</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Penalty: 3 liang of gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>[ljow da kia phu_]</td>
<td>Land for 5 dan of seeds</td>
<td>4 dan of wheat, 9 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Penalty: 1 liang of gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>[ljow ywie gia_ phu_]</td>
<td>Land for 5 dan of seeds</td>
<td>6 dan of coarse grains, 1 dan of wheat</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Penalty: 1 liang of gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Chart 14 Terms of penalty for breaching the contract (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Seller</th>
<th>Land size (dan of seeds)</th>
<th>Value/Price</th>
<th>Penalty in case of a dispute</th>
<th>Penalty for the reneging party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>±ŋŋŋŋŋ</td>
<td>Land for 5 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Penalty fee: 5 dan of wheat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>±ŋŋŋŋ??</td>
<td>Land for 5 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Penalty: 10 dan of coarse grains + 2 dan of compensation per 1 dan of payment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>±ŋŋŋŋŋ</td>
<td>23 mu 8 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>2 dan of penalty per 1 dan of payment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>±ŋŋŋŋŋ [lew ŋwu ŋwu ne_w mja]</td>
<td>Land for 200 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>2 dan of penalty per 1 dan of payment</td>
<td>Penalty: 3 liang of gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides, the *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* is unequivocal on punishing the acts of reneging on promises and defaulting on debt:

> When the many lend or sell their own *shijun* serfs, *nupu* servants, farmland, and houses to other parties, let them make contracts. When the pawned or mortgaged properties are not retrieved and the debt not yet covered, if the pawning party changes his mind, let the reneging party be punished a horse if he holds a title, or thirteen strokes if he is a commoner. If the pawned properties have been retrieved, but the pawning party claims otherwise, and in this way change his mind, let the case be judged, given the value of the properties retrieved, and in accordance with the laws on change of conduct in debt payment. If the pawn is not yet covered, but the party claims otherwise, out of the intention to claim it, or if the pawning price is accepted, but the accepting party claims otherwise, let him be tried on the same charges as in the change of conduct in debt payment.\(^{157}\)

---

The imperial laws guarantee the enforcement of all the terms set forth in Tangut sell and purchase contracts.

3.1.6.2 Signature and Stamp

Stamps and signatures are crucial to ensuring the accuracy and the reliability of the contracts. It is also a necessary procedural step in the legal formalism of the contract, symbolising the moment the text acquires its effectual legal force. An unsigned and unstamped contract is deemed as null.

As in Chinese contracts, signatures and stamps are found near the end of Tangut contracts. Typically, each signatory takes up a line. In rare cases, two witnesses could share a single line. In all surviving land sale contracts, the seller signs first, then the co-liable, followed by the witnesses. There could be up to two or more co-liable parties and witnesses. One easily notices that the fluent cursive style of Tangut calligraphy is consistent throughout the text, with no variation even between the signatures of Contract Parties and witnesses. In fact, not unlike grain loan accounts, land sale accounts are written not by the one of the principle parties, but by a professional transcriber. In the contract belonging to 麟_VARS, there is a reference to a certain 舎吩_khiw.bie_j.ta: “the knowing party who scribed the document, 舎吩_khiw.lji.-.wejr.” Evidently, he is one of the witnesses to the contract, but also the one who wrote out the entire text. This is the first contract in the long scroll. Other contracts exhibit a nearly identical calligraphic style. So, it does seem that the entire scroll is handwritten by this 舎吩_khiw.lji.-.wejr. The identity of the man is impenetrable but not impervious to inference. Since long scroll is prepared by the Pudu Temple, and concerns land lease and purchase by the monastery, the main transcriber must have been arranged for by the temple, as well. The most accessible transcriber is one of the monks, who must have been trained to recite and transcribe the sutras in Tangut. 舎吩_khiw.lji.-.wejr may well have been one of the literate monastics. The name 麟_vars (the prosperous maṅgala) itself also invokes Buddhist imageries.

Tangut contracts are signed in the collective presence of all involved parties: the seller, buyer, co-seller, transcriber, and witnesses. In general, the more land is sold, the more co-sellers and witnesses there are. The one selling the most land is 麟_vars [lew.śji.thow.pha~], who summoned 3 co-sellers, 4 witnesses. A total of 8 names appear on the contract. The one selling the least is 麟_vars [phjih.śjo.sjwi.sjwi.dju], with only 2 witnesses and no Co-contract Party.

A majority of Tangut contracts are unilateral: there is only one copy, held by one of the two principal parties involved in the transaction. The contract is drafted in the voice of the party requesting or initiating the transaction, usually the seller or the borrower. The party that keeps the contract in possession
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is the creditor or the buyer, whose name does not have to appear on the contract. Unilateral contracts are used for not only absolute sales, but also pawn- ing, mortgaging, leasing, and loaning. They showcase the position of economic advantage of the buyer or the creditor. They are the side with privileges, whose rights are better secured. The seller or the debtors claim fewer rights, given their position of economic disadvantage. They are the party expected to fulfil a set of obligations. Or, it should be said that unilateral contracts is characterised by the system of partial obligation.

A unilateral contract cannot be authenticated by examination against a second original copy. For this reason, the signatures and stamps are the only way to ensure its authenticity. The signature of the seller begins with the title [jwi-r dżiw wji mjír]: “the one making the contract,” i.e. the principle party to contract initiating the agreement. Sometimes, it is written as [źji]...
“the seller,” followed by the person’s name, e.g. ꪵꭂꭍꭔꭜ [jaxwa zji- lji-śio]. The signature is not supposed to omit the surname, as in the main text.

Co-liable parties to the contract are referred to as ꭔꭍꭜ꭬ [dźiow sa dzjwi-], lit. “contract receiver,” i.e. a co-contracting party. In sell and purchase contracts, the title is sometimes rendered ꭔꭜ꭬ꭜ [dźiow sa zji dzjwi-], lit. “contract receiver-seller,” i.e. the co-contracting seller. In fact, it could be further shortened to ꭜ꭬ [zji dzjwi-], the “co-seller.” In some contracts of land and house sales, a co-liable party called ꭔꭜ [nwə dzjwo dzjwi-]: “co-witness” is added to the signatures of main and co-liable contracting parties. In most cases, liability-sharing parties to a contract are the family relatives of the main contract party: sons, wives, and brothers. This is to confirm that the sale is not an individual decision, but one made jointly or in consultation with the family. The presence of co-contracting parties ensures the restraining and authenticating power of the contract, thus rendering it more effective and enforceable. Precedents of this practice are found in some of the Dunhuang sell and purchase contracts.¹⁵⁸

Should disputes arise, co-contracting parties share liability with the main party to contract. If the seller dies, escapes, or enters into exiles, the co-liable parties assume full or main responsibility. With the exception of 1 contract with a missing end, 10 of the other 11 contracts feature 2 or more co-contractors. The one contract without is ꭔꭜ꭬ [phjij śjo sjwi sjwi dju], who sells the least amount of land. The contracts make sure to indicate the relationship of the co-contractor to the main contract party. For example, ꪵꭂꭍꭔꭜ [jaxwa zji- lji-śio]’s co-contractors are his “son, ꭔ꭛ꭜ꭬ [ma ra r tśjow],” ꭛꭛ [mə run] is a Dangxiang Tangut family name. So, the widow ꪵꭂꭍꭔꭜ [jaxwa zji- lji-śio]’s deceased husband must have been a Dangxiang ethnic and a ꭛꭛ [mə run] family. The second co-contractor is ꭔꭜ [mə ra lja_bju], who could have been the son’s brother, paternal uncle, or another member of the extended ꭛꭛ [mə run] family. In the contract of ꭔ꭛ꭜ꭬ [mjadzjwi-khjwi-wjazji], the first co-seller is referred to as “younger brother, ꭛ꭜ [śja phji],” that is ꭔ꭛ꭜ꭬ [mjadzjwi-khjwi-wjazji]’s younger brother ꭔ꭛ꭜ꭬ [mja dzjwi- śja phji]. Because a young brother is supposed to share the same surname, only his given name appears on the contract. The second co-seller to this contract appears to be ꭛ꭜ [ljo ljo], whose relationship to the main party to contract is unclear. He certainly does not share the same family name, but could have been an in-law. Similar patterns are found in other contracts. ꭛ꭜ [khjiw bie_j ta]’s co-sellers are his two sons, the

‘black slave’ and the ‘red dog’; 𗃛𗤙𗎩𗰔 [ljow da kia jiw]’s co-contractors are his two younger brothers, 𗱲𗱲 [da kia lji-] and 𗜓𗟻𗯿 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr]’s co-contractors are his younger brother 𗱲𗱲 [ljow wejr]; 𗢲𗰔 [ljow ɣ wie gia_ jiw]’s co-contractors are his wife 𗱲𗱲 [dju. dju. zji-. khjwi- mja lji-] and their two sons, 𗱲𗱲 [dʒjo. dʒjo wejr] “the long-living and prosperous,” and 𗢲𗰔 [ljow ɣ wie ·o bie_j]. The same man acts thrice as witness to land lease contracts. What is more, he also helped authenticate a grain loan account.

Signatures and stamps are conjoined and complementary. Stamping, either a print of the shape and length of the signatory’s finger, or a symbolic icon that represents the signatory’s legal persona, come after the signatures in the typical format of a contract. Stamping is an act of credit and commitment. Whether in sell and purchase, lease and loan contracts, stamping is necessary. In this case, the stamps are in the same order as the signatures: first the seller, then the co-contractors, followed by the witnesses. Since the ‘signatures’ are in fact written by a professional transcriber, these icons and symbols are the only way to authenticate the credibility of the parties to the contract.

As we have noted before, individual icons are considered to be more solemn than the print of finger segments. Given the significance of land sale contracts, the signatories are many and the stamps tend to be more formal. The signatories try their best to maintain consistency in their way of drawing their trademark icons. For example, 𗦮𗊻𘎧𗄽 [phji jjo wa śia–]’s stamp is 𘏐[ɣwie]. Otherwise,

---

159 TN: the first character should be 𘏐[ɣwie] rather than 𘏤[lji-], as appears in the Chinese edition of the book.

the signatories draw three segments of their fingers in four strokes. Sometimes, both icons and finger-segments are featured in the same contract. In the earliest land sale contract, dated to the Gengyin, 22nd year of Heavenly Prosperity, the seller and the co-sellers print their finger segments, whereas the witnesses drew their icons.

Over time, fewer sellers resorted to printing finger segments. In later contracts, only witnesses, and sometimes co-sellers, printed finger-segments. It seemed that there was an emerging consensus that the printed shapes of finger-segments were less reliable than iconic symbols. In most of these contracts, the principle seller draws his icon, whereas other parties, sometimes co-sellers included, printed their finger-segments. It is worth noting, for instance, that [dju. dju. śja phji wejr] draws an icon as a seller, but prints finger-segments as a witness in [ljow da kia ·jiw]’s contract.

In rare cases, some parties involved in the contract fail to produce any stamp. This duty might have eluded [ljow?sa?], the last witness to [dju. dju. śja phji wejr]’s contract.

The Tanguts did use stamps in a more modern and literal sense, with the icons inscribed into a seal. Seal stamps are found in Инв. No. 2157-4 and Инв. No. 5522-3 accounts, amongst others. Seals are much more formal and reliable than the spontaneous artistic stimulus of the signatory. Only a consistent icon signals credibility.

A considerable number of Chinese social documents found in Khara-Khoto date to the Yuan Dynasty. Contracts in the Yuan era feature not only icons and finger-segments, but also black-ink stamps. During this period, both the “signature + icon” formula and increasingly formalised seal stamps were in use. Finger-segments in the Tangut era had by then all but disappeared.161

3.1.6.3 White vs. Red Contracts

The overarching policy on land sale in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity is that of non-intervention: the imperial government recognises the validity of contracts made privately by consenting parties, so long as the flow of tax revenues remains uninterrupted. The contract dated to the 22nd year of Heavenly Prosperity, for example, states unequivocally that “taxes are paid,” followed by what looks like the stamp of a tax-collector.

In the Chinese legal tradition, there is a distinction between the “red” and “white” contracts. White contracts are the more common contracts, not stamped by the red seal of the government. Red contracts, on the other hand, are recognised by the government. Such a distinction also exists in Western Xia. The Инв. No. 5010 contract of 𘁂𗇃𘞽𘏨𗀚 [jaxwa zji-. ljį-. sio] and the Инв. No. 4193 contract of 𗿦𗫄𗘂𗔀𘄄 [mjadzwis- khjwi-wjazji] are “red contracts” that feature red seals.

The seals that produce these red stamps are not local governments, but the local offices of the Department of Transaction Taxes. These are large, usually 23.2 × 7.3 cm rectangular seals, with lotus flowers and leaves below and above. When stamped on a regular piece of paper, the seal almost takes up the entire width. The red stamp reads, from right to left, 𗗦𗗥𘎵𘍞 [phə źji.zji.jio.], “Department of Transaction (Sell and Purchase) Taxes.” Further down, there are four vertical lines of characters. The first three are in small font and barely legible. In the fourth line, three characters are large enough for us to read: 𗕾𘃭𗋳 [kju khio kwa–]. The first character may be here for the purpose of phonetic notation. The second character means “well,” “adept,” or “artful.” The third character means could also be a notation of some sort, but it also means “to fill” or “to water” in other contexts. The precise meaning of the three-character expression remains so far impenetrable. This line is followed by the iconic stamps, which are also found below the second line. With the red seal, the contract is certified by the government. It also proves beyond doubt that all taxes have been paid.

The seal of transaction taxes is used beyond the context of sell and purchase contracts, in a wide array of legal documents. Both the Инв. No. 6377-13 account of transaction taxes, and the Инв. No. 7630-2 Livestock Sale Contract dated to the You year of Guangding, for example, feature the official seal of the Department of Transaction Taxes.

Generally, “white contracts” are technically illegal contracts, for they allow room for tax evasion. The question then is: are all the formal contracts prepared and kept by the Pudu Temple illegal, despite all the signatures, stamps, and other formalisms? It should be noted that these “white contracts” do specify that any breach of contract would be prosecuted by the laws of the empire, and that the penalised party has to pay gold to the government. Therefore, these are not informal agreements outside the orbit of the government. Quite the contrary, they invoke and invite heavy involvement by the government. Perhaps it is best to consider them as contracts established by customary laws, in coordination with the imperial laws.

The key practical purpose of red contracts is to ensure tax payment, and to stem out tax evasion. In later periods, to preempt any corruption on the part of
government officials, tax laws require that the receipts be attached to the end of the contract. These are referred to as the “tails” of contracts. But this practice did not yet gain currency in the Tangut era.

3.1.7 Land Acquisition, Monopoly, and Aggravation of Wealth Inequality

The imperial court of Western Xia placed an equal emphasis on farming and pasturing. Agriculture in fertile farmlands was essential to filling the granaries, providing for the armies, and ensuring stability for the empire. Although Khara-Khoto lies at the northwestern frontier, and suffers constant drought, the area boasts ample arable land nourished by the meltwater in the Qilian mountains. Therefore, Khara-Khoto claims both economic and strategic importance in the Tangut Empire.

Given the general shortage of arable land within its borders, the Tangut rulers were especially keen to maximise efficiency by sound management tactics. They borrowed heavily from Chinese land governance, but also built on them and developed a rigorous institution of land use and management. The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity requires that all peasant households register their land in details.162

Land was traded freely in Western Xia. Book 16 of the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity contains extensive rules and regulations on land transaction, but unfortunately this chapter is entirely lost. Therefore, we are deprived of the opportunity to see more details. But there are inklings of these laws in other chapters, such as the rules on measurement and registration in Book 15:

> When the many undertake to transact land, let the name of the seller be cancelled out in the files. Let the buyer proclaim, “I wish to register the land under my name” to the Bureau of Transfer and Transportation. Let the buyer follow the laws on tax, labour, and hay levies. If the seller’s name is cancelled, but the buyer does not register his name in a timely manner, then let the evasion of taxes in the interim time be tried as if in a case of theft.163

Poorer peasant households end up losing their means of subsistence after the sale. Even a seller who owns multiple patches of land is worse off after selling one of them. In most cases, peasants are left landless after selling their land for grains. They would have to rent a patch of land to farm from wealthy landlords. The long scroll of land sale and lease contracts shows that it is oftentimes the same buyer who loans out the land to a needy seller. For example, on the

162 *Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* 15, p. 514.
163 *Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* 15, p. 509.
same day 略敘譁譃 [ljow da kia ·jiw] sells his land where 15 dan of seeds are sowed, he rents a land slightly smaller, where 8 dan of seeds are sowed, from his buyer, the monks at the Pudu Temple. The leased land seems to have been purchased by the Pudu Temple from 略敘譁譃 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr], also on the same day. As for the land sold by 略敘譁譃 [ljow da kia ·jiw], it was also leased out on the same day.

The landless peasants, doubly exploited in the process of selling and renting, become tenant farmers. The price at which they sold their own land is forced down to the minimum, given their neediness and desperation. For the same neediness and desperation, the rent is pushed to the maximum by the landlords.

The long scroll of land sale and lease contracts shows that the Pudu Temple exploited the poverty of peasant families in the interim months between two harvests. The monks acquired land on a massive scale. The scroll that survives to the present day is a manuscript fragment, so we do not know how long the original contract scroll was. What we see could have been the tip of an iceberg. We also do not know how much more land the Pudu Temple might have acquired in times before or after the first year of Heavenly Celebration, where to all our surviving contracts are dated. But one could imagine that these predatory economic activities could have been enduring legacy of the Pudu Temple. As early as in the Dunhuang contracts, we see that temples were buying land. In Khara-Khoto, both temples and landlords leveraged their resources to amass land and concentrate wealth, turning countless land-owning farmers into tenant peasants, and exacerbating preexisting inequalities. As the tenant peasants struggled to pay their rents and enter into a vicious cycle of impoverishment, their social status spirals down, further destabilising the base of the Tangut society. One practical consequence is on defence. The Dangxiang Tanguts provided the main force of the Tangut army. We know that despite all the impressive resistance that Western Xia put up against Mongol invaders, the performance of the military was suboptimal by earlier standards. In particular, Khara-Khoto was taken without fierce counterattacks. It seems that as the society and its economy further destabilised in the late Tangut period, the centripetal force of Tangut power weakened steadily and significantly. Therefore, the Tanguts could not have effectively defended a government where to they no longer entrusted, and on which they could not depend.

3.1.8 Features of Tangut Land Sale Contracts
3.1.8.1 New Historical Sources for the History of Contracts

The discovery of Khara-Khoto land sale contracts adds new materials to the historical study of Tangut society and economy, in particular, but also to the historiography of contracts, in general. A comparative and connective survey
of these 12 contracts opens up new ways to understand the idea and the use of contracts in historical contexts.

3.1.8.2 Reflection on Land Transaction and Social Lives

The contracts paint a picture of poverty and hardship in Khara-Khoto toward the end of the Tangut era. The peasants suffer a grave shortage of grains in the first two months of the year, and cannot maintain subsistence without selling their ancestral land. Their impoverishment feeds into the monopolistic and acquisitive ventures of large landlords and temples. Such phenomena usually occur in the declining years of Chinese dynasties. Western Xia is no exception.

3.1.8.3 Insights on Land Conditions and Management

The contracts shed new light on the conditions of government-owned or privately owned land, changing dynamics and states of peasant ownership of farmland, modes of land management, land transactions, land prices, and so forth. With a series of interrelated contracts, in particular, we are able to paint a picture of land locations, their directions to canals and water supplies, their neighbouring lands, size, and distribution.

3.1.8.4 Characteristics of Local Settlements

The contracts show that Khara-Khoto peasants built their abodes on their own land. The scattered pattern of residential quarters may be explained either by the pasturing tradition of the Dangxiang people, or in the light of local realities: sparse populations across spacious lands.

3.1.8.5 Irrigation System

Given the draught and the dearth of natural rain, the bloodline of Khara-Khoto farmlands relied on artificial irrigation through manmade canals, and the supply of the Black River. Extensive references to various canals in the land sale contracts confirms what we know from the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity, and greatly enriches and visualises our understanding of how water was used and managed in Khara-Khoto.

3.1.8.6 Data on Tangut Land Prices

For the first time, the contracts reveal en masse the prices of Tangut farmlands. The rigorous documentation of land taxes in the land sale contracts shows the level of importance the Tangut bureaucracy attaches to agriculture and the revenue it generates. Tax data in these contracts also verify the tax rate, clarify
the complexities of tax payments in Western Xia, and fill in the details that are nowhere to be found in a law code such as the *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity*.

3.1.8.7 **Inter-Ethnic Influences on the Structure of Economic Sectors**
The contracts tell the story of the Dangxiang Tanguts whose ancestors acquired farming skills from Han Chinese peasants, and are now more land-based than pasture-roaming. Historically, inter-ethnic exchanges and contacts have shaped the economic lives of populations across spatial frontiers.

3.1.8.8 **Heritage and Innovation in Tangut Sell and Purchase Contracts**
Tangut land sale contracts inherit the basic legal format from the Chinese tradition. But on top of it, the Tanguts developed their own styles and formulas. The contract begins with the date but omits the reasons for the transaction. It severely penalises any breach of the contract, records the tax rate, demarcates the four borders of the land concerned, permits two forms of stamping (symbols and finger-segments), as well as both “red contracts” and “white contracts." Some of the formats and formalities can be seen as intermediate forms in transition from Tang and Song to Yuan-Dynasty styles of contracts.

3.2 **Livestock Sales**
More than 20 Khara-Khoto social documents are contracts of livestock sale. They make up a large proportion of the entire corpus of medieval livestock sale and loan contracts. Additional Tangut livestock sale contracts have been excavated in the Haimu Cave, in Wuwei, Gansu. These contracts are critically informative primary sources that shed light on livestock-raising and trading in Western Xia.

3.2.1 **Translations of Tangut Contracts of Livestock Sale**
Khara-Khoto livestock sale contracts are either individual, single-page contracts, or documents within a large scroll of papers, or still, recycled to bind Buddhist sutras. In the last case, the contracts are usually incomplete, left with only half of its original content, or with its upper and lower sections cut out and cast away. All these contracts are written in the Tangut cursive. Below, I present, in chronological order, the translations of 11 surviving Khara-Khoto livestock sale contracts, where key information and data, such as price, quantity, and types of commodities, remain legible and identifiable. They are followed by the two pieces of livestock sale contracts found in Wuwei.
1. Инв. No. 5124-3(5, 6) Contract of Livestock Sale in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194), found in the long scroll of manuscript Инв. No. 5124-3. There are 12 lines of Tangut in the cursive. Perhaps due to errors in the first line, the second restarts the main text of the contract. The contract features signatures and stamps (all finger-segments) near the end.\textsuperscript{164}

Translation:

On the 29th Day of 1st Month of the Yin Year, the contract party [ŋwe ze zji-ya. wa. lji-]
Presently to the grain managers at the Pudu Temple [ljo w lja mja], voluntarily sells his
Two full-teethed cattles, 1 full-teethed black ox et al., at the price of
5 dan of wheat and 2 dan of coarse grains, already paid. Neither the pay-
ment nor the livestocks are over-
due. Should any dispute arise either from the government or privately,
let the penalty be 5 dan of wheat, according to the laws. Willing. Let the
terms be enforced according to the contract.
Contract Party: [ŋwe ze ya. wa. lji-] (stamp)
Co-contractor and seller: son, [ya. lhji wejr] (stamp)
Co-contractor and seller: [dzji. rjir sji gju wejr] (stamp)
Witness: [phjj šjo wa šia~] (stamp)
Witness: [ŋwe mj wi wa dju] (stamp)
2. Ив. No. 5124-4(4): Contract of Livestock Sale in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194), from the contract scroll Ив. No. 5124-4. There are 9 lines of Tangut in the cursive style, ending with signatures and stamps.\textsuperscript{165}

Translation:

On the 3rd day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration, the contract party 森世璄 [ljow wejr khjwi-] et al., to 森 [ljow] 隿鯝 [ljow ma] and 森鯝鯝鯝 [ljow dźijj phu_] et al., voluntarily sell a full-teethed female camel and A horse, at the price of 2 dan of wheat and 3 dan of coarse grains, already paid.

Neither the payment nor the livestocks are overdue. If third parties, such as members of the same chao, initiate a dispute over the livestocks, let the guilty party be prosecuted according to the Laws and Orders, and pay the penalty fee, according to the laws, of 3 dan of wheat. Willing.

Contract Party: 森世璄 [ljow wejr khjwi-] (stamp)
Co-contractor: son, 森世璄 [dźjwo wejr]\textsuperscript{166} (stamp)
Witness: 森世璄 [dzji. rjir wa wa tsji-] (stamp)
Witness: 森世璄 [ljow da kia jiw] (stamp)

\textsuperscript{165} Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 14, p. 20.
\textsuperscript{166} TN: I read the name as 擬盛. They appear as 打子 in the Chinese edition.
3. Инв. No. 5124-4(5): Contract of Livestock Sale in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194), from the long scroll Инв. No. 5124-4. There are 9 lines of Tangut in the cursive script. The contract ends with signatures and stamps.\textsuperscript{167}

Translation:

On the same day,\textsuperscript{168} contract party 稲緒緒緒 [phjīj śjo wa śia~] et al., voluntarily to 稲緒緒緒 [ljow dow dźjij phu_] 稲緒緒緒 [lja mja] et al., sell their own 2-teethed male camel, at the price of 2 dan of barley

\textsuperscript{167} Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 14, p. 20.

\textsuperscript{168} The precise date is the third day of the second month in the Yin Year of Tianqing.
and 1 dan of millet, already paid. Neither the payment nor the livestock is overdue. If third Parties, such as members of the same chao, should initiate disputes, let the culpable party not only be prosecuted according to the Laws and Orders, But also pay the government a penalty fee of 2 dan of coarse grains.

Contract party: 镼徭程 [phjij šjo wa šia-] (stamp)
Co-contractor: wife, 颳徭 程 程 程 [mjij pu. zji-. khjwi- mja lji-] (stamp)
Witness: 戲徭程 [ljow ne_w wejr] (stamp)
Witness: 戲徭徭 彫 [ljow da kia jiw] (stamp)

![Figure 166](image)

4. Ивв. No. 2546-2, 3: Hai year of Tianqing (1203) contract of livestock sale

On the 25th day of the 2nd month in the Hai Year of Heavenly Celebration, the contract party 稨 [tsow] 騥徭徭徭 [ze khjwi- tji-. gji] voluntarily sells his own three-teethed, short?
red horse to [ljow lhew gju_] at the price of 1 dan ?
dou of coarse grains, hereby agreed upon. Should members of the same
chao ever raise a dispute over the horse,
let 蕔_convert_to_latin_ bear the responsibility,
not 蕔_convert_to_latin_. Let the party that reneges on its promise
be punished 1 dan 5 dou of coarse grains according to the laws. Own
hearts willing.
Let the terms be enforced according to the contract and the actual
circumstances.
Contract party: 蕔_convert_to_latin_ [tsow ze khjwi· tji· gji] (stamp)
Co-contractor: 蕔_convert_to_latin_ [tsow ze lhji· jia·] (stamp)
Co-contractor: 蕔_convert_to_latin_ [do ya. wa. khjwi·] (stamp)
Witness: 蕔_convert_to_latin_ [zjwi· o ka ta jii·] (stamp)
Witness: 蕔_convert_to_latin_ [pu. khjwi· dju] (stamp)

Figure 167 ИНБ. No. 2546-1: Hai year of Tianqing (1203) contract of livestock sale

5. ИНБ. No. 2546-1: Contract of Livestock Sale in the Hai Year of Heavenly
Celebration (1203), is an individual contract, with 11 lines of cursive Tangut
handwritten on a 20 × 31.2 cm hemp paper. The contract begins with the year,
and ends with signatures and stamps.171

170 TN: I am quite certain that at least the four characters listed here (difference, marriage,
dog) all form a part of the name.
171 Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 13, p. 84.
Translation:

On the 30th day of the 2nd month in the Hai Year of Heavenly Celebration, contract party [ljow dow dźjij wa] presently sells his own full-teethed femal camel to [ŋwe ze śja lhji khwij-] at the price of 6 dan of coarse grains.

Now that the livestock is purchased and transferred and if other parties such as members of the same chao should ever raise a dispute over the property right of the livestock, let [ŋwe ze wa] be liable. If any party regrets and reneges, let him be punished 5 dan of coarse grains according to the laws.

Let the above terms be enforced according to the contract and the actual circumstances.

Contract Party: [ljow dow dźjij wa] (stamp)
Co-contractor: [ŋwe ze] (stamp)
Witness: [ŋwe ze dow dźjij wa] (stamp)
6. Ивв. No. 5404-8, 9: Contract of Livestock Sale in the Jiazi Year of Heavenly Celebration (1204), a handwritten manuscript on a 19.6 × 27 cm hemp paper, found inside a Buddhist sutra of sewn binding. Some sutras are written on the back of used papers and sewn back into a text. Given available information on the main contract party, the font, character-spacing, line spacing, along with other clues from either content or format on the two pages of the paper, it seems that the 4 lines on the first page and 5 lines on the second page are the upper and lower sections of different contracts. The text on the first page begins with the date, month, and year: the 15th day of the 11th month in the Jiazi Year of Heavenly Celebration (1204). On the second page there are signatures and the stamps. In fact, the first page and the second page of manuscript No. 5404-9 should have formed the same contract. There is a total of 10 lines of Tangut in the cursive script. The second page here should have been in the same document as the first page of manuscript No. 5404-9. The contract ends with signatures and stamps.\(^{172}\)

Translation:

On the 15th day of the 11th month in the Jiazi Year of Heavenly Celebration, the contracting party 萨 [·o tshji-j wejr] voluntarily sells his mare with bridle to 紧 紧 [xa dow]

紧 紧 [džij tšhjwor], at the price of 5 dan of coarse grains, paid. There is no discrepancy in payment or livestock,

Thereafter, if members of the same chao either publicly or privately raise a dispute

...  

A reneging party is punished 5 dan of coarse grains according to the laws. Own hearts willing.

Co-contractor: ...... (stamp)  
Co-contractor: ...... (stamp)  
Witness: 革 緊 緊 [ljow ne_w wejr] (stamp)

7.  ИНВ. No. 5404-10, 5404-7: Contract of Livestock Sale in the Zi Year of Heavenly Celebration (1204) is a contract reassembled from the right page of manuscript ИНВ. No. 5404-10 and the left page of manuscript ИНВ. No. 5404-7. There are 12 lines of Tangut in the cursive script, ending with signatures and stamps.\textsuperscript{173}

Translation:

On the 16th day of the 11th month in the Zi Year of Heavenly Celebration, The Contracting Party 駐駱駱駿 [phiow tshji-j ywie rjir njo_r] has his own Livestock sold to 禃駱駱 [ŋwe mji njo_r], a five-teethed, usable maroon horse, At the agreed price of 4 dan of coarse grains. Payment for the livestock Is not amiss. Over the horse, if any third party initiates A dispute ... When ? is overdue, Let 駱駭駱駱, not 禃駱駱 be liable. Let any reneging party, according to the laws on embezzlement, Pay a penalty fee of 5 dan of coarse grains. Own hearts willing.

\textsuperscript{173} Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 14, pp. 34–35.
Contract Party: 𗊺 [phiow tshji-j ywie rjjjr njo_r] (stamp)
Co-contractor: 賀 [yji-. njij] (stamp)
Witness: 鰨 [bji gju_rjur] (stamp)

FIGURE 170 Инв. No. 2858-1: Chou year of Tianqing (1205) contract of livestock sale

8. Инв. No. 2858-1 Contract of Livestock Sale in the Chou Year of Heavenly Celebration (1205), is handwritten on a 19.8 × 25.7 hemp paper found in a sewn-bound Buddhist sutra. The 4 lines on the right are the livestock sale contract. There is another piece on the right page of the manuscript Инв. No. 2858-12. The 4 lines seem to be the second end section of a contract. The renaming first lines links it to the left of the contracting party’s name in No. 2858-1. These two pieces are parts of the same contract.\

Translation:

On the 30th day of the last month in the Chou Year of Heavenly Celebration, the Contracting Party 𗊺 [xa]
𗊺 [wa wa lji-.] presently has his own four-teethed usable red mare
Voluntarily sold to 賀 [thu tshja ta] for 7 dan

Of coarse grains. The price is agreed upon and is not amiss. The livestock...

Contract Party: 廿廿廿 [wa wa lji-]  
Co-contractor: 猪修士 [xa gju_bie_j]  
Witness? 謚修士 [zji dźji_j gju_]  
Witness? 謚修士 [ja jiw]

Figure 171 Ивв. No. 7632-2: You year of Guangding (1213) contract of livestock sale

9. Ивв. No. 7632-2: Contract of Livestock Sale in the You Year of Guangding (1213), is an individual contract with 7 lines of Tangut in the cursive script handwritten on a 19.7 × 39.5 cm hemp paper. The contract begins with the date, ends with signatures and stamps, and features the red seal of the Department of Transaction Taxes.  

Translation:

On the 30th day of the 5th month in the You Year of Guangding, the contracting party 猪修士 [rar bju kə ta jiw] to

---

Tangut Contracts

[ŋwe zjwi. kə ta zji] et al. sells a 4 vertical(-teethed) live ox, at the agreed-upon price of 4 dan of coarse grains.

Hereupon should any member of the same chao dispute the property ownership, let the seller assume responsibility.

And pay the penalty fee of 8 dan of coarse grains. Willing.

Contract Party: [ŋwe zjwi. kə ta zji] (stamp)
Co-contractor: [ŋwe zjwi. kə ta zji] (stamp)
Witness: [mjij pu. tʃjow lhji. gju_] (stamp)

Figure 172 ИНБ. No. 7994-14: Hai year of Guangding (1215) contract of livestock sale

10. ИНБ. No. 7994-14: Contract of Livestock Sale in the Hai Year of Guangding (1215) is features 8 lines of cursive Tangut handwritten on a 17.7 × 37.9 cm hemp paper. The text begins with the date, 27th day of the 3rd month, but it lacks signatures and stamps. There are also traces of erasures in the text.177

176 TN: This is another "little puppy," not the buyer referred to in the main text.
Translation:

On the 27th day of the 3rd month in the Hai Year of Guangding, the Contract Party presently purchases from Zhang Shunli a six-Vertical(-teethed) ox, at the price of 10 dan, 1 dan of which has been paid. Another 8 dan has to be paid by the 20th day of the 6th month. If over the livestock thereEver arises a dispute, let the aforementioned Shunli take responsibility. And let the penaltyBe double the sum of the price. Let any party that regrets over this arrangement pay the unregretting party 3 dan of coarse grains. Own hearts willing.
11. Инв. No. 6377-15: Contract of Livestock Sale in the Zi year of Guangding (1216) is a single contract that consists of 11 lines of cursive Tangut handwritten on a 19.5 × 21.1 cm hemp paper. The contract begins with the date: 16th day of 5th month in the Zi Year of Guangding, and ends with signatures and stamps.179

Translation:

On the 16th day of the 5th month in the Zi year of Guangding, the contracting party лў (?)[ljow kхjwi- ywie]
Sells his own 2 vertical(-teethed), 6 female camels, 1 vertical(?), 1 maroon horse,
Voluntarily to 巳 kê?[tshjiw zjwi.]181 燜 燜 [ŋwe zjwi.][sia-], at the total value
Of 90 liang in silver, a price hereby agreed upon. Neither the livestock nor
the payment is amiss.
Should any dispute over the horses, let the seller be responsible. If?
Regrets and reneges on the promise, let the party pay a penalty fee of 10
guan of cash, according to the laws. Own hearts willing.
Let the terms be enforced according to the contract and the
circumstances.

Contract Party: лў лў [ljow kхjwi- ywie] (stamp)
Co-contractor: лў лў [ljow ?? kхjwi-] (stamp)
Co-contractor: ?? ?? ??[?? wa wa sia-] (stamp)
Witness: 詹 詹?182 [jiw dji.j ?] (stamp)

180 TN: I replaced 齐 with 齐.
181 TN: I do not think the 齐 [bju] is part of the name, as suggested in the Chinese edition.
   It's a preposition that goes with the verb of “selling voluntarily to” or “let someone have”
   (効効). For the name, I start with 巳.
182 TN: The 燜 seems to be a typo in the Chinese edition.
12. Haimu Cave, Wuwei G31·003[6727]1–2 (1225): Contract of Cattle Sale in the You year of Qianding, now curated in the Wuwei Museum. The contract consists of 9 lines in cursive Tangut handwritten on a 30 × 44 cm hemp paper. The text begins with the month and year, 9th month in the You Year of Qianding (1225). There is a small piece of paper attached to its lower left corner, where there are 3 lines of Tangut cursive writings, most of which are not legible.183

Translation:

On the ?day of the 9th month in the You Year of Qianding, Contract Party:

𘝙𘗽𘙲𗄽 [dzow zjo. dźjo śia~], presently out of his own will sells a full-teethed black ox to [bji_j khjwi-]

[pa rja śjow] at the price of 65 guan in cash, hereby agreed upon. Neither the payment
Nor the livestock is amiss. If over the livestock a dispute ever arises, Let the penalty be double the sum of the price. Willing.
If an individual is dishonest, let the reneging party pay 30 guan of cash to the unregretting party.

Contract Party: 𘗽𘙲𗄽 [zjo. dźjo śia~] (stamp)

---

Co-Contractor: 歌辣 (Wu Mao) [gu_phu_] (stamp)
Witness: 鬲贸ProductId (Zhao Bayuequan) [tšhjiwJar lhji. khjwi-] (stamp)

**FIGURE 175** Wuwei G31·002[6726]: Xu year of Qianding (1226) contract of donkey sale

13. Haimu Cave, Wuwei G31·002[6726]: Contract of Donkey Sale in the Xu Year of Qianding (1226) consists of 12 lines of Tangut in the cursive script handwritten on a 17 × 55 cm paper. The contract has not properly ended, and lacks both signatures and stamps. Furthermore, there are miscellaneous characters on the page that do not belong to the contract. They could be scribblings on the scrap paper by someone practicing handwriting.\(^\text{184}\)

Translation:

On the 8th day of the 4th month in Xu Year of Qianding, contracting party 歌辣 [sjwo]
巜巜巜 [ya. wa. ne_w] now voluntarily sells 剃萇 [thji xjwi- kjiw]
A yellow donkey for 50 guan in cash, of which 25 is paid
Immediately. The price of 50 guan is negotiated and agreed upon. If any party is deceitful
Such as transferring the commodity as a loan privately or publicly, or if members of the same chao
Dispute the ownership of the property, let the seller be fully responsible, Not the buyer. Let a party that regrets and reneges on the promise ...

\(^{184}\) Chinese Collection of Tangut Manuscripts, vol. 16, p. 386.
In addition, the Инв. No. 5404-9, 5404-8 manuscript is a Contract of Livestock Sale on the 25th day in the 10th month of the Wei Year of Tianqing (1199). It is reassembled from the right section of Инв. No. 5404-9 and the left section of 5404-8. The 9 lines of Tangut are handwritten in the cursive style on hemp paper. The text begins with the date and ends with signatures and stamps. The extraordinary cursiveness of the handwriting, exacerbated by the fact that it has a Buddhist sutra written on the back, and by extra ink and soaking, leaves the text less than legible for our purposes.185

3.2.2 The Format and Content of Livestock Sale Contracts
Livestock sale contracts follow the general format of most Tangut contracts. Each contract begins with the date, and proceeds to state the name of the main contracting party, the type, quantity, and price of the livestock sold, as well as penalties against any breach of contract. The document ends with signatures and stamps of the contracting and co-contracting parties, as well as the witnesses.

3.2.2.1 Time, Contract Party, and Buyer
The earliest of the 11 Khara-Khoto livestock sale contracts is dated to the 29th day of 1st month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194). The latest is signed on the 16th day of the 5th month in the Zi year of Guangding. The entire range falls within the late Tangut period. The selling takes place mostly in the winter months, from the last month of the previous year to the third month of the new year. But unlike grain loan accounts and land sale contracts, livestock contracts are not exclusively concentrated in these months. There are, for instance, 2 livestock contracts in the fifth month and 2 in the eleventh. Dates are customarily simplified in long scrolls. Here, by “Yin Year” is meant the Jiayin Year of the Tianqing era (1194). As in grain loan accounts, livestock sale contracts may indicate “on the same day” to refer to the precise dates in preceding documents. The two livestock sale contracts from Wuwei are dated to the You and the Xu Years of Qianding, only a year or two before the fall of the empire.

The Инв. No. 7994-14 document stands out amongst all livestock sale contracts, for the main contracting party is not the seller, but the buyer. It is all the more a source of regret that the end of the contract is missing. So, we do not know what the signatures might have looked like. But in this case, the buyer initiates the contract.

Amongst all the names featured in the 13 contracts, there is some ethnic diversity in both the buyers and the sellers. Most are Dangxiang Tanguts. Some names, such as Lu, Hao, and Tu, seem to be of Chinese origins. As usual, we

---
185 _Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts_, vol. 14, pp. 34–35.
cannot say with full confidence if the Liangs fall into the Fan or Han camps. It could be one way or the other.

It should perhaps be mentioned that our familiar friends, 𗃛𗹏𗘦𘞶 [ljow dow dźjij phu_] and 𗃛𗥰𗏵 [ljow lja mja], who act as ‘grain agents’ on behalf of the Pudu Temple in land sale contracts, appear in contracts of livestock sale as authorised managers of livestock for the same temple. As agents, or asset managers, these two fellows acquire properties and then lease them out to make profit for the monastic establishment.

3.2.2.2  Reasons for Selling Large Livestocks

In medieval Western Xia, livestocks are both means of consumption and means of production. Large livestocks are employed to tilt the land, bear burdens, and to carry soldiers and provisions in land warfare across large swaps of complex landscapes. Although Western Xia was renowned for its livestocks as a Tangu specialty, the empire forbids arbitrary slaughter of large livestocks, given their important status in the economy and the military. In fact, the Tangut government applies stringent rules and regulations on the slaughtering of large livestocks. The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity states that,

The many who slaughter their own cattles, camels, and horses, let each be tried and sentenced to four years of imprisonment for each animal killed, regardless of size. Let the sentence be five years for two animals killed. Let the sentence be six years for killing three or more large livestocks.186

Tangut farmers and herdsmen raised livestock primarily for domestic use. But surplus animals were also sold for cash and grains. Therefore, there is a subtle difference between the socioeconomic reasons underlying land and livestock sales. Most peasants sell the land on which their livelihood depends only as a last resort, when they are hard pressed by dire necessities of subsistence. In contrast, motivations for selling livestocks are more complex. There are two main reasons. A family sells its livestocks either out of poverty, especially in the inter-harvest months of the early spring, or to expand its income when there are extra animals on the farm, especially during and after their breeding seasons. Both motives are present in the livestock sale contracts studied in this chapter.

In the cases of Ив. No. 5404-8, 9 and Ив. No. 5404-10, mares and horses are sold in the 11th month of the year, a short while after the autumn harvest. The sellers could not have been out of grains so quickly. And although the Ив. 186 Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity 2, “On Stealing and Killing Cattles, Camels, and Horses,” p. 154.
No. 6377-15 contract was signed in the 5th month, it does not seem that someone who could afford to sell 9 horses and camels for as much as 90 liang of silver—and not in grains—is doing it for subsistence. Chances are, in all these three cases, the sellers are selling surplus livestocks for extra income.

Of course, it is undeniable that most other livestock sales take place during the hard-pressing, inter-harvest months of the late winters and early springs. Such is the case in the three contracts found in the Инв. No. 5124 manuscript, and the two contracts found in the Инв. No. 2546 manuscript, the Инв. No. 2858 and the Инв. No. 7994 livestock sale contracts. In particular, the three contracts in the Инв. No. 5124 manuscript testify to the acquisitive and exploitative ventures of the Pudu Temple. They show that the asset managers of the monastery purchased large livestocks and leased them out to peasants deprived of their means of production.

3.2.2.3 Types and Quantities of Livestocks Sold
The animals sold in the 13 surviving livestock sale contracts are camels, horses, and cattles. The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity categories Tangut livestocks into four major categories: camels, horses, cattles, and sheep.\textsuperscript{187} What we see in the contracts are the first three, but not sheep. Perhaps the sheep are small enough to be traded without a formal contract.

Western Xia boasts a highly advanced pasturing industry. It is, after all, the ancestral legacy and traditional industry of the Dangxiang Tanguts. It is worth pointing out that, located in northwestern Western Xia, Khara-Khoto was a highly developed centre of the Tangut camel industry. Even to the present day, the area is known for its famed camels. By normal standards, Khara-Khoto shows all the undesirable natural conditions: sandy winds, scarce water, and freezing winters. However, the camels are uniquely suited to withstand strong winds, sandy deserts, extraordinary temperature differences, and constant lack of water. Camels survived, reproduced, and prospered in the Khara-Khoto area. They were not only superb burden animals and excellent mounts, but also capable of tilling the soil, dragging carts and carriages, as well as moving mills and lifting up water. Needless to say, alas, camel fur and meat are of tremendous economic value.

But the Tangut livestock sale contracts document not only the species of the animal but their particular features, whether it is a full-teethed female camel, a two-teethed male camel, a camel usable for three years, a red mare, a five-teethed, usable maroon horse, six-vertical(-teethed) ox, etc. The number of teeth is used as a proxy for the approximate age of the animal concerned. It is equivalent to the notion of Suikou in the livestock industry of the Central

\textsuperscript{187} Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity 19, p. 599.
Plains. It is also important to know the number of teeth to assess the animal’s chewing and labouring ability. All things considered, the number of teeth is a simple way to represent the quality of the animal. An average Tangut would have known, for example, that a foal begins to shed its desiduous teeth and to grow a permanent set after two and a half years. By the age of five, the permanent incisors, pre-molars and molars should be in place. By this time, a male horse’s canine teeth should also have emerged. To inspect a horse, one usually takes a glimpse at the lower incisors. An animal is ‘two-teethed’ if it grows the two lower incisors. It is ‘four-teethed’ if it has the pre-molars, as well. Once all the lower molars are properly in place, the horse is said to be “full-teethed” (qikou). The cattles do not have upper incisors, but four pairs of lower incisors. The middle pair is called the ‘pincer teeth.’ Permanent ‘pincer’ incisors are grown between 1.5 and 2 years of age. The next pair is the inner intermediate teeth. The permanent inner intermediate teeth are grown between years 2–2.5. The neighbouring set of teeth is the outer intermediate teeth, which are grown when the calf reaches 3–3.5 years old. The outermost pair of teeth are the molars, which emerge in years 4–4.5. The bovines are typically five years old when their molars reach up to the incisors. This is the prime age of the cattle.

Pasturing is the forte of the Tanguts. For the same reason, the Tanguts used an elaborate language to describe and differentiate livestocks. Some terms and expressions may have regional, local, or ethnic origins and characteristics, which are obstacles to identification and translation. The meanings and applications of some of them remain obscure. But with other basic terms, scholars are more confident. For example, the Tanguts signal the age of the livestock by the state of their teeth. As for the term “vertical,” it is possible that the verb of vertical existence here refers to the existence of teeth grown in a vertical direction. This term is used to describe the teeth of the cattle that have grown two, four, or six vertical teeth. Whether these correspond to the ‘pincer,’ ‘middle’ and ‘molar’ teeth of the lower incisors remains a question to be asked in future research. As for “usable for three years” camels and “usable, five-teethed maroon” horses, the descriptions there seem to underscore the features, values, and practical utilities of the animals. Some contracts indicate the colours of the livestocks to avoid confusions.

There is an additional livestock sale contract fragment, in the manuscript Ив. No. 840-3, a layering paper in a Buddhist sutra. There are two paper fragments, and the livestock sale contract is found in the upper section. There is

188 TN: Chinese: 岁口.
189 TN: Although minimally trained in equine studies, I suspect that not all mares lack canine teeth.
190 TN: Chinese: 齊口.
a diverse range of livestocks recorded in the text, from sheep and donkeys to horses, cattles, and camels. The total price is 98 dan 6 dou 5 sheng of coarse grains. Regrettably, both the beginning and end of the document are lost, so we literally couldn't make heads or tails of the larger context in which it was drafted.¹⁹¹

### 3.2.2.4 Livestock Prices

Price is the key data point in any livestock sale contract. In 10 of the 11 surviving contracts, the method of payment is grain. Only in one large-volume transaction, the payment is made in cash. In grain payments, the buyer may pay a mixture of fine and coarse grains. For the sake of convenience and consistency, I have converted all grain payments to coarse grains, based on rates derived from other Khara-Khoto documents studied in this book.¹⁹² The following is a chart that presents the data extracted from the livestock sale contracts, in chronological order.

**Chart 15 Data in Khara-Khoto livestock sale contracts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Livestock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price in coarse grains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5124-3 (5, 6)</td>
<td>Yin Year of Tianqing (1194) 29th Day of 1st Month</td>
<td>2 live, usable, full-teethed, red cattle, 1 full-teethed black cattle</td>
<td>5 dan of wheat, 2 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>≈ 8.6 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5124-4 (4)</td>
<td>Yin Year of Tianqing (1194) 3rd Day of the 2nd Month</td>
<td>Full-teethed female camel, 1 horse</td>
<td>2 dan of wheat, 3 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>≈ 5.7 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5124-4 (5)</td>
<td>Yin Year of Tianqing (1194) 3rd Day of the 2nd Month</td>
<td>1 two-teethed male camel</td>
<td>2 dan of wheat, 1 dan of millet</td>
<td>3 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 2546-2, 3</td>
<td>Hai Year of Tianqing (1203) 25th Day of the 2nd Month</td>
<td>1 three-teethed red, short horse</td>
<td>1 dan? dou of coarse grains</td>
<td>1 dan? dou of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹⁹¹ *Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts*, vol. 12, p. 141.
¹⁹² Shi Jinbo, 2008.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Livestock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price in coarse grains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 2546-1</td>
<td>Hai Year of Tianqing (1203) 30th Day of the 2nd Month</td>
<td>1 full-teethed female camel</td>
<td>6 dan</td>
<td>6 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5404-8, 9</td>
<td>Jiazi Year of Tianqing (1204) 15th Day of the 11th Month</td>
<td>A mare with bridle</td>
<td>5 dan</td>
<td>5 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5404-10</td>
<td>Zi Year of Tianqing (1204) 16th Day of the 11th Month</td>
<td>1 five-teethed usable maroon horse</td>
<td>4 dan</td>
<td>4 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 2858-1</td>
<td>Chou Year of Tianqing (1206) 30th Day of the 12th Month</td>
<td>Four-teethed, usable, red mare</td>
<td>7 dan</td>
<td>7 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 7630-2</td>
<td>You Year of Guangding (1213) 30th Day of the 5th Month</td>
<td>1 four-teethed live cattle</td>
<td>4 dan</td>
<td>4 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
<td>of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 7994-14</td>
<td>Hai Year of Guangding (1215) 27th Day of the 3rd Month</td>
<td>1 six-teethed cattle</td>
<td>10 dan</td>
<td>10 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 dan paid, 8 dan due by the 6th month)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 6377-15</td>
<td>Zi Year of Guangding (1216) 16th Day of the 5th Month</td>
<td>1 two-vertical (teethed) female camel, 6 female camels, 1 vertical (cattle?), 1 maroon horse</td>
<td>90 liang</td>
<td>10 guan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of silver</td>
<td>of cash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both livestock sale contracts found in Wuwei, the livestocks are paid for in cash.
A list of livestock sale contracts unearthed in Wuwei

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Livestock</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G31·003[6727]</td>
<td>?th day of 9th month in the You Year of Qianding (1225)</td>
<td>1 full-teethed black cattle</td>
<td>65 guan in cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G31·002[6726]</td>
<td>8th day in the 4th month, Xu Year of Qianding (1226)</td>
<td>1 yellow donkey</td>
<td>50 guan in cash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Livestock sale contracts are the most direct access to the actual market prices of livestocks. There is price variation not only between different commodities, but also based on the age, gender, strength, and other qualities of the livestocks in question. Therefore, pricing is much more complex in the case of livestocks than in grains. Besides, different timing and location also affect the transaction prices. At times, the livestocks are sold in bundles and packages. Therefore, the contracts only record the total price, rather than the unit price. These scenarios further add to the difficulty of recovering market prices. As always, it is easier to at least convert all grains into coarse grains, to make it easier to calculate and analyse pricing where livestocks are exchanged for grains.

Livestock sale contracts that deal with only one kind of animal are the easiest to analyse. Manuscript Инв. No. 5124-4(5), for example, gives the price of a two-teethed male camel as 3 dan of coarse grains; Инв. No. 2546-1 reveals the price of a full-teethed female camel as 6 dan; in Инв. No. 5404-8, 9, a mare is sold for 5 dan; from Инв. No. 5404-10, we know that the unit price of a five-teethed, usable, maroon horse is 4 dan; Инв. No. 2858-1 tells us that a four-teethed, usable, red mare is worth 7 dan; Инв. No. 7630-2 indicates the price of a four-teethed cattle as 4 dan; whereas in Инв. No. 7994-14, a six-teethed cattle is sold for 10 dan. A preliminary analysis of the data gives us the basic price ranges: the price of a camel is between 3 and 6 dan of coarse grains, with a female often slightly more expensive than a male. A horse is worth 4–7 dan, and the mare also costs more than a stallion. Cattle price is trickier. A cattle sale contract shows that a cattle costs 4 dan of coarse grains, whereas in Инв. No. 7994-14, where the buyer, rather than the seller is the main contracting party, the six-teethed cattle is transacted for 10 dan in installment. At the signing of the contract, the seller receives a down payment of 1 dan, and expects another 8 dan by the sixth month. It is also strange that the sum of the two payments is 9, rather than 10 dan in total. It looks like the contract misses content near the end. Nor does it feature the signatures and stamps of the main parties to contract. Therefore, it could be seen as an incomplete and invalid contract.
The price it lists, therefore, is less than reliable. The typical unit price of cattle is slightly less than that of camels and horses, around 3–5 dan.

With the unit prices at hand, it is now possible to study the wholesale prices of livestocks sold in a bundle or package. In the Иnv. No. 5124-3(5, 6) manuscripts, 2 full-teethed cattle, and one that is full-teethed and black, are sold altogether for 5 dan of wheat and 2 dan of coarse grains = 8.6 dan of coarse grains. Holding traits such as colours constant, each cattle is worth 3 dan of coarse grains, on average. In the Иnv. No. 5124-4(4) contract, a full-teethed female camel and a horse are sold for 2 dan of wheat and 3 dan of coarse grains = 5.7 dan of coarse grains, where the average price of each livestock is within 3 dan. We see that the average wholesale prices here are lower than the unit prices of the animals. In fact, these two wholesale contracts are not market transactions but the acquisitions of livestocks by the Pudu Temple. The temple’s agents bargained for a discount, taking advantage over livestock-owners desperate to sell livestocks for grains.

Livestocks are also paid for in cash. In contract No. 6377-15, for instance, a total of 9 livestocks: a 2-vertical(-teethed) female camel, 6 female camels, 1 vertical(-teethed ?), a maroon horse, are sold for 90 liang in silver. The average price of each animals is 10 liang. If we allow that the average price of any large livestock is around 5 dan of coarse grains, then 1 dan of coarse grains ≈ 2 liang of silver.

Payments are in cash in both Wuwei livestock contracts. In G31·003[6727]1–2, an ox/cow is sold for 65 guan; in G31·002[6726], a donkey is sold for 50 guan. Transactions in Khara-Khoto contracts, however, are generally done in grains—that is, in kinds rather than in cash. There, we see a difference in the economic lives of Wuwei and Khara-Khoto. Wuwei counts as the ‘second best city’ after the imperial capital Zhongxing. Wuwei boasts a commerce-based cash economy that is more advanced than Khara-Khoto. Statements in IOU debt bills found in Xiaoxigouxian, Wuwei: “Li Banchu owes 3 strings and 500 wen”; “Liu Dede owes 2 strings and 250 wen” show that “cash was in circulation.” It should not be assumed, however, that there was no cash flow in Khara-Khoto. Three contracts of human sales in Khara-Khoto, Иnv. No. 5949-29, 4597 and 7903, are all transacted in cash.

Another way to make sense of livestocks sale is to compare prices in cash and in kinds. We have established, in the chapters on grain prices, that each

193 Museum of Gansu. “Gansu Wuwei Faxian Yipi Xixia Yiwu” [甘肅武威發現一批西夏遺物]: "A Batch of Tangut Materials has been Discovered in Wuwei, Gansu" in Kaogu [考古]: Archaeology, issue 3, 1974.
dou of coarse grains costs 150–200 mace, or 1.5–2 guan.\textsuperscript{194} In the first contract, an ox/cow costs 65 guan in cash, that is an unreasonably high 32–43 dan in coarse grains. It could only be explained in contexts of high inflation caused by socioeconomic instabilities. In the third year of Daqing (1142), in the ninth month, “there is a famine in Western Xia, where the grain price rose to a hundred mace per sheng.”\textsuperscript{195} The price of grain is 1 guan/dou, or 10 guan/dan, soaring past 4–5 times the normal price. Grain price during the reign of Renzong Emperor of Northern Song is 600–700 mace per dan. Later, it rose to the level of 1 guan and 250 wen. In Southern Song, it increased to around 2 guan, and at times, even 10 guan per dan.

The Wuwei contracts are dated to the You (1225) and Xu (1226) Years of Qianding, both in the late Tangut period, only a year or two before the empire fell to the Mongols (1227). By this time, the Hexi Corridor was under constant threat from the Mongol army. The twilight of Tangut power witnessed incessant wars with the Mongols and the Jurchens. In 1225, the year G31·003[6727]1–2 contract was signed, the Mongol army once again invaded Western Xia. In the second month of the following year, Genghis Khan led an army 100,000 strong into Tangut territories, taking Khara-Khoto, Wulahai (Uraqai), and then Shazhou.\textsuperscript{196} The Mongols breached the walls of Suzhou in the fifth month, and entered Ganzhou in the following month. In the seventh month, they stormed Xiliang (present-day city of Wuwei, Gansu). Terrorised by the unstoppable force of Genghis Khan, Xianzong Emperor of Western Xia passed away in fright. The Wuwei contract G31·002[6726] is dated to that year, when Khara-Khoto and Dunhuang were under siege, a mere 3 months before Wuwei would fall. It was, in short, a time of turmoil along the Hexi Corridor, and of the utmost insecurity in the Tangut society. Inflation of commodity prices and devaluation of currency value are the natural consequence of these historical episodes. Whether it is the grains or the livestocks, all prices soared. Under such circumstances, it was much easier to maintain the price ratio by trading in kinds rather than in cash. So, one would understand why the cattle is sold for 65 guan in cash. If it were priced 3–5 dan, then at the rate of 13–20 guan per dan, the cost would have exceeded the grain prices during the Lin’an famine.

\textsuperscript{194} Shi Jinbo, 2008.
\textsuperscript{195} Xixia Shushi, Ch. 35.
3.2.3 Guarantee of the Contract

3.2.3.1 Penalty for Breach of Contract

Most livestock sale contracts specify the procedures and penalties in case any financial dispute should arise. Since largelivestocks are key assets in the Tangut economy, there may be legal challenges to their ownership from family relatives, or members in the same military chao as the legal or putative owner. To preempt the chaos and complexities of legal disputes, the contracts stipulate where liability falls: it is always the seller, rather than the buyer, who bears the responsibility. In addition, some contracts require that the seller pay a penalty fee in either grains or cash. The sum usually falls below the sale price. Another arrangement is to double the sum of the sell & purchase price. Some contracts include both kinds of penalties, while others adopt only one of the two stipulations. Besides, if a party regrets over the transaction and reneges on its promises, there would also be a penalty. It seems as if this last requirement is the result of bipartisan negotiations and mutual consensus. However, it often turns out to be a way for the buyer to restrain the seller. Below is a chart that compiles all data on penalties from the 13 Khara-Khoto livestock sale contracts. Given the connection between sale price and penalty fee, it also lists the prices as a point of comparison.

**CHART 17** Penalty fees in contracts of livestock sale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Livestock Price</th>
<th>Price in Coarse Grains</th>
<th>Penalty for Seller in Case of Dispute</th>
<th>Penalty for the Reneging Party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5124-3 (5,6)</td>
<td>5 dan of wheat &amp; 2 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>≈ 8.6 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Penalty Fee: 5 dan of wheat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5124-4 (4)</td>
<td>2 dan of wheat, 3 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>≈ 5.7 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Criminal Liability in accordance with the Laws and Orders, plus penalty fee of 3 dan of wheat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5124-4 (5)</td>
<td>2 dan of barley, 1 dan of millet</td>
<td>3 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Criminal Liability in accordance with the Laws and Orders, plus penalty fee of 2 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Livestock price</td>
<td>Price in coarse grains</td>
<td>Penalty for seller in case of dispute</td>
<td>Penalty for the reneging party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 2546-2, 3</td>
<td>1 dan? of coarse grains</td>
<td>1 dan? dou of coarse grains</td>
<td>Seller liable</td>
<td>Penalty Fee: 5 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 2546-1</td>
<td>6 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>6 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Seller liable</td>
<td>Penalty Fee: 1 dan 5 dou of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5404-8, 9</td>
<td>5 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>5 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>(Missing?)</td>
<td>Penalty Fee: 5 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 5404-10</td>
<td>4 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>4 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>(Missing)</td>
<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 2858-1</td>
<td>7 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>7 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Seller liable</td>
<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 7630-2</td>
<td>4 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>4 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>Seller liable, penalty fee: 8 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 7994-14</td>
<td>10 dan (1 dan paid, 8 dan to be paid in the 6th month)</td>
<td>10 dan</td>
<td>Seller liable, penalty fee: 2 dan per 1 dan of sale price</td>
<td>3 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Инв. No. 6377-15</td>
<td>90 liang of silver</td>
<td></td>
<td>Seller liable</td>
<td>Penalty Fee: 10 guan of cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuwei</td>
<td>65 guan of cash</td>
<td></td>
<td>Penalty Fee: 1 guan per 2 guan of sale price</td>
<td>Penalty Fee: 30 guan of cash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuwei G31·003[6727]1–2</td>
<td>50 guan of cash</td>
<td></td>
<td>Seller liable</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most contracts are unequivocal on the point of seller liability. Others, which do not state in explicit terms that the seller is the sole liable party, nonetheless stipulate that the seller pay penalty fees under certain circumstances. The implication is the same, that the seller is responsible should any dispute arise. Some penalty fees are set below the sale price. In the long scroll Инв. No. 5124, penalty fees are lower than the sale prices. In manuscripts Инв. No. 7630–2, 7994–14, and Г31·003[6727]1–2, however, the penalty is twice as much as the sale price. Whilst some contracts such as No. 5124 do not specify any penalty against reneging on the terms of the contract, other contracts indicate the penalty fee in precise numbers, which are typically less or equal to the sale price. In Инв. No. 2546–2, 3, where the sale price is very low, the penalty fee is much higher.

As always, the expression “willing” or “own heart willing” refers to the seller’s acknowledgement of the terms set in the contract, especially the terms of penalties.

Terms of penalties in livestock sale contracts are more complex than in grain loan accounts, and less so than in land sale contracts. The force and amount of penalty is greater than in grain loans and less than in land sales. Of course, these patterns of difference have everything to do with the nature of the contract, the value of the commodity, and the volume of transaction in question. Grain loan documents are records of borrowing and lending, whereas land and livestock transactions are ‘absolute sales’—the transfer of titles from one property-owner to another. Within the scope of absolute sales, land is worth more than livestocks. Therefore, the penalties in one are more severe than in the other. Penalty fees in gold are found only in land sale contracts, and nowhere else.

3.2.3.2 Signature, Stamp, and Seal

Tangut livestock sale contracts are unilateral legal documents. In other words, they are kept in the possession of one party—usually the buyer—rather than by both parties. To signal the seller’s approval and acknowledgement, the name of the main contracting party has to appear at the end of the contract. The seller also has to produce a stamp, either an icon or the shape of his finger segments, along with the co-contractors and the witnesses. As in land sale and lease contracts, each signature or stamp takes up a separate line near the end of the contract. The order is also the same: first the main contracting party, then the co-liable associates, followed by the witnesses. Stamping conveys the solemn pledge of faith and knowledge to the agreement. Since the signatures...
are often written by a professional transcriber, the stamps are the only way to authenticate a contract.

The Ивв. No. 7630-2 contract of cattle sale dated to the You Year of Guangding (1213) features the red seal of the Department of Transaction Taxes. “Red contracts” are rare amongst Tangut contracts. Of all 12 land sale contracts, only Ивв. No. 5010 dated to the 22nd year of Heavenly Prosperity is a “red seal.” The seal of the Department of Transaction Taxes produces a 23.2 × 7.3 cm rectangular stamp with images of lotus leaves and flowers. The stamp reads 貿易所 (lit. Department of Sell and Purchase Taxes). The stamp shows that this one-time transaction is approved and taxed by the government.

3.2.4 Features of Livestock Sale Contracts
The impressive corpus of Khara-Khoto livestock contracts reveals a wealth of details on how livestocks are exchanged in Western Xia. First, these contracts give us the market prices of large livestocks such as horses, camels, and cattles. They shed some light on the causes of price variations. A comparison of the Khara-Khoto and Wuwei contracts, where animals are paid for in grains and in cash, respectively, also confirms our prior understanding of the differences between the Khara-Khoto and the Wuwei economies. Secondly, the livestock sale contracts provide a perspective on the soaring commodity prices and hyper inflation in the late Tangut period, as the Mongol army invaded and the Tangut imperium crumbled. Thirdly, whereas some transactions are normal exchanges at market prices, others are acquisitions by large property-owners at the expense of peasant farmers who have to sell their livestocks for food-stuff. Finally, a comparison between livestock loan and livestock sale contracts shows that the Pudu Temple not only amassed assets, but also issued lucrative loans to impoverished peasants in hardship. In a year or two, the temple could have acquired the livestocks for free. The monastery’s acquisitive and exploitative ventures further exacerbated wealth inequality, driving propertyless peasants to the path of deprivation and desperation.

3.3 Transaction of Humans
Three rare Khara-Khoto contracts of human sales reveal the peculiar phenomenon of human transactions in Western Xia, an important primary source on the nature and the lived experiences of the Tangut society.
3.3.1 Translation and Interpretation of the Human Sale Contracts

1. **Инв. No. 5949-29:** Contract of Shijun/Nupu Sale in the Jiachen, 27th year of Qianyou. A collective contract of 19 lines in cursive Tangut written on a 20.3 × 55.2 cm hemp paper. It is a fragment with some parts missing. The text begins with the date, 20th day of the 3rd month, and ends with signatures and stamps.197

Translation:

On the 24th day of the 3rd month in the Jiachen, 27th year of Qianyou, Contract party 阀.spy [·o da]198 齿.üyü [gju_rjur lji-] now voluntarily sells his own six persons, shijun, nupu, and jun’e,199 to 齿.ɵl [ʃjo_jia_] [o zji tsji_r] lji-]200 at the price of 450 guan of iron coins,201 hereby agreed upon.

---

197 *Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts*, vol. 14, p. 91.
198 阀.spy [·o da], a Dangxiang Tangut surname. There is a series of Tangut surnames formed by adding numbers, from one to eight, onto the character 阀. See Shi, Jinbo. *Xixia Wenhua* [西夏文化]. Changchun: Jilin Education Press, 1986, p. 185.
199 齿.ɵl [phji_gia] (shijun) 齿.ɵl [njijr njij] (nupu) 齿.ɵl [gia wa]. The precise meaning of the third and last category remains unclear, but it is a social class, status, and identity parallel to the semi-slaves and servants.
200 齿.ɵl is a Dangxiang Tangut surname, and 齿.ɵl [o zji tsji_r lji-] sounds like the Dharma name of a monk.
201 齿.ɵl [ʃjo_jia_] irons. Both copper and iron coins were circulated in Western Xia. Copper coins were worth more than iron coins.
originally from lord? [mja dow dzjij jiw]\(^{202}\)
not? clothes, hands ?? only? in?\(^{203}\)
holds 450 guan iron coins, ??
Inspected by ?? Both the payment and the persons have by this day been transferred. In case a dispute erupts over these shijun and nupu, either by the government or by private individuals, such as members of the same chao
Let [mja dow dźjij ·jiw], not [mja le], be responsible.
Let any party that breaches the contract be judged by the Bureau of Military Supervision to which he belongs; let him not only be fined 500 guan in cash, but also tried in accordance with the Laws and Orders.
Hearts willing.
Male: [śji - jwa], age 60; [ŋwe ? khjwi-], 39; ??, 28.
Female: [khjwi- mja wejr], 57; [khjwi- mja lji-], 35; ??
Contract Party: [gju_ rjur lji-] (stamp)
Co-contractor: son, [gju_ rjur khwej] (stamp)
Witness: [me dji. źji-r bju] (stamp)
Witness: [me dji. bie_j ?] (stamp)
Witness: [ljow wjo. źji-r] (stamp)

2. ИНВ. No. 4597: Contract of Shijun Sale in the Wei Year of Tianqing (1199) is an individual contract with 19 lines of cursive Tangut written on a 20.4 × 57.8 cm hemp paper. The ink is light and blurry, further muddled and riddled by the

\(^{202}\) [mja le] is likely to have been the family name here.
\(^{203}\) TN: most of this line is illegible.
sutra text written on the back of the paper. The contract begins with the date, 29th day of the 3rd month in the Wei Year of Tianqing, and ends with signatures and stamps.\textsuperscript{204}

Translation:

On the 24th day of the 3rd month in the Wei Year of Tianqing, the Contract Party 𗼨𘂋𘟔𗵆𘟣 [ŋ we ze lhji_] now sells his own shijun 𗐁𗘂 [ŋwə lhji. khjwi-]
et al., two persons young and old, voluntarily sold to ?? 𗎅𗛳 [?? yji.-
nijj wejr] according to the terms of this contract,
At the price of 50 dan of coarse grains, already paid. Neither the persons  Nor the grains are amiss. If external parties initiate public or private disputes,
Such as members of the same chao, let ? 𗶟 [ŋji_] Be responsible. Let any party that reneges on its promises pay a penalty, according to the laws of the government,
In the amount of 30 dan of coarse grains. Heart willing.\textsuperscript{205} Let the terms  be enforced according to the contract and the circumstances.

Contract Party: 𗼨𘂋𘟔𗵆𘟣 [ŋ we ze lhji_] (stamp)
Co-contractor: 𗼨?? [ŋ we ze lhji_] ?? (stamp)
Co-contractor: 𗼨𘂋𘟣𘄄 [ŋ we ze dju zji wejr] (stamp)
Witness: 𗰔𗣠 [ŋji_ jiw djii j] (stamp)
Witness: ?? [ŋji_j bie.j] (stamp)
Witness: ??? (stamp)
Contract written by 𗳴𘏨 [tśhiə lji_l] (stamp)
Co-contractor: 𗼨𘂋𗩿𗧔 [ŋ we ze sji lu] (stamp)
Witness: ?? (stamp)

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{204} Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 13, p. 223.
\textsuperscript{205} 𗤶𗢸𗛮 [nji_ lja_ wə_], lit. “heart, mouth, submit” i.e. the party is willing, at heart or in his mind.
\end{flushright}
3. **Инв. No. 7903: Contract of Shijun Sale in the Wu Year of Huangjian (1210).**
The manuscript fragment features of 16 lines of cursive Tangut handwritten on a 18 × 44.8 cm hemp paper. The ink on the page are soaked from the other side of paper. The contract begins with the date, 3rd day of the 2nd month in the Wu Year of Huangjian (1210), and ends with signatures and stamps. There are traces of erasures, as well as three lines of Chinese characters in a smaller font.²⁰⁶

Translation:

On the 3rd day of the 2nd month in the Wu Year of Huangjian, Contract Party Su ??? presently sells his own shijun "𓌘𓃝𓄾𓂤𓗺 [kij kia dzjo. phaj ·wio.] ??? thji sons gué gji [gji- lhji. bie-j], [tśjow lhji. śji-j] et al., four persons in total, sold to ??? ۩ 佝 of the same chao, at the price of the agreed price of 100 guan. If either party initiates a public or private dispute, or reneges on the agreement, let not only the penalty be double the sale price, but let the relevant party pay 50 guan according ot the laws. Own hearts willing. Terms to be enforced according to the contract and the circumstances.

(3 lines of Chinese characters in a small font above, 1 line in a larger font)²⁰⁷
(Signatures in Tangut, stamps)

---

²⁰⁶ See *Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts*, vol. 14, pp. 221–222.
²⁰⁷ TN: The Chinese text is as follows: 蘇足說?私人一戶/四人?轉王?和由/價錢一百貫/楊賀好???
3.3.2 Format and Content of Human Transaction Contracts

Contracts of human transactions follow the same general format of Tangut contracts. Each line begins without indentation, first with the date, month, and year, then the names of the main contract party, followed by the names, number, and prices of the human beings being sold. The contract lays out the terms on which to transfer the persons from one owner to another, to address the rights of families and neighbours, and to allocate liability. The contract ends with the signatures and stamps of the principle parties and the guarantors.

3.3.2.1 Time

The date recorded in the Ив. No. 5949-29 manuscript, “24th day of the 3rd month in Jiachen, the 27th year of Qianyou” is erroneous, for there are only 24 years in the Qianyou era of Western Xia. The Jiachen year of Qianyou is, in fact, the 15th year of Qianyou (1184). But if we were to extend the years from the 24th year of Qianyou onward, for three additional years, we arrive at a fictional ‘27th year of Qianyou,’ which is in fact the Bingchen, 3rd year of Tianqing (1196). The second contract in the Ив. No. 4597 manuscript is dated to the 24th day of the 3rd month in the Wei Year of Tianqing, or Jiwei, the 6th year of Tianqing (1199). The contract in manuscript Ив. No. 7903 is signed on the 3rd day of the 2nd month, in the Wu Year of Huangjian, or Gengwu, the first year of Huangjian (1210). All three contracts are dated to the late Tangut period, only 17 years before the dynasty came to its end. And all three contracts are signed in the second and third months, which is also the inter-harvest period when the Tanguts tend to take out grain loans, and to sell their land, livestocks, as well as other properties.

3.3.2.2 Sellers and Buyers of Human Beings

By the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity, it is necessary to make contracts in order to transact human beings such as shijun and nupu:

Let the many who loan or sell their own shijun, nupu, farmland, and houses to other parties make contracts.208

---

The *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* categorises the serfs, servants, and semi-slaves such as *shijun* and *nupu* into the same class of private property as farmland and houses. As usual, the contracting parties named and signed in the contracts are the sellers, or the previous owner of the persons to be sold. Of the three sellers in the contracts above, 繫繫 and 繫繻 are Dangxiang Tanguts. The third has a Chinese name, Su (蘇).

All three buyers seem to be ethnic Dangxiang Tanguts. 繫繼 is a classic Dangxiang surname. 繫繿 (Vajra) which appears in the two other names (“the prosperous Vajra” and “the Vajra of the You Year”), along with 繫繿, (Dharma-ratna) invokes Buddhist ideas and imageries.

### 3.3.2.3 Identities, Quantities, and Prices of the Humans Sold

The commodities transacted in these contracts are humans, rather than inanimate properties. The Khara-Khoto contracts of human transactions records the numbers and conditions of the persons being traded, but not the reasons for them to be bought and sold. Some, though not all of the Dunhuang contracts of human transactions, however, do state the reasons. For example, in the Bingzi year (916), Awu sells her son, “because the husband dies early, all the males, females, and children, are deep in debt, unprovided for food and clothing.”

The Khara-Khoto contracts of human transaction are written in cursive and damaged writings that are by no means easy to identify. As a result, many names remain illegible. A total of 6 persons, 3 men and 3 women, are sold by the Ив. No. 5949-29 document. They seem to be either one and the same family, three separate couples, or six unrelated individuals. In Ив. No. 4597, there could be 2 *shijun* being sold. One of the two names is unidentifiable. Nor do we know their gender as a matter of fact. In Ив. No. 7903, there seems to be a couple with their two sons. We know they belong to the same family from the Chinese characters near the end of the contract. Due to his low social status, the *shijun* is registered in files and documents with his first name only, without a last name.

In the first contract, the 6 persons are sold for 450 *guan* in iron coins; in the second, the two persons are sold for 50 *dan* of coarse grains; in the third, the four persons are sold for 100 *guan* in cash.

---

The Guarantee of Contracts

Penalty Fee

The *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* issue penalties against the renegation of contract at different levels, in various stages of the process:

If the seller or lender changes his words at a time when the loan is not taken or the payment not yet made, let an office-holder be fined a horse, and let a commoner suffer 13 strokes; if the loan is taken or the payment made, and yet a party claims the contrary, and whereby reneges on its promise, let the case be tried in accordance with the laws on renegation in the case of debt payment; if the transaction is not completed, but a party claims that the loan or good has been purchased, and in this way seeks to acquire it, or if the loan or good is purchased, but a party claims that it has not, let the case be tried in accordance with the laws on renegations in debt payment, as well.\(^{210}\)

All the three contracts of human transaction make clear that in cases of any dispute, the seller bears full liability. If a party reneges on the agreement, the penalty fee is 500 *guan* in the first contract (and a trial in accordance with the *Laws and Orders*), 30 *dan* of coarse grains (and criminal liability according to the circumstances) in the second contract, and double the sell & purchase price, plus 50 *guan* of penalty fee, in the third contract.

Signatures and Stamps

Contracts of human transactions are important legal records of absolute sales. Therefore, there tend to be more co-contractors and witnesses. There are 2 co-sellers and 3 witnesses in the first contract; 3 co-sellers and 3 witnesses in the second contract; 1 co-seller and 2 witnesses in the third contract. As usual, the signatures are written by a professional, rather than by the signatories themselves. So, the stamps are the only source of identification, legitimation, and authentification. In all three contracts, the signatories produced their icons. Only the main contracting party’s wife does not produce any stamp in the third contract. The use of icons, instead of finger segments, shows the formality of these contracts.

Human Transactions in Western Xia

In general, the historical practice of trading and transacting persons takes place in slave societies where human beings are owned by slave-owners. The

\(^{210}\) *Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* II, p. 390.
slave-owner exercises property rights and imposes supra-economic power over the enslaved. Therefore, the slaves are private properties without persona liberty. In feudal societies of China, the personal attachment of the yeomen, tenant farmers, and semi-independent peasants to the landlord is rather weak. Therefore, for long periods of time, the laws forbid the transaction of human beings. However, this type of feudal society remains a society of caste. Human transaction persists as a marginal phenomenon under the regime of class and status.

The premise of human transaction is full ownership and property right over human beings. There have always existed small groups of human beings who do not entirely own their own legal persons. The unfree, such as the *buqu* (部曲) and *nubi* (奴婢) have always been exchanged as commodities. Moreover, in times of chaos and poverty, the struggling poor often sold their wives, children, and even themselves for survival. Both the *Tang Laws* and the *Song Compendium* forbid the sale of human beings by deceitful or violent means. But neither prohibits human transaction, per se. And even with the laws in place, violations occurred on a regular basis.

3.3.4.1 *Tangut Laws on Human Transactions*

The *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* prohibits any transaction of one’s own kins, for families are the likeliest to exercise dominations over their relatives.

Junior members of the family who sell their senior kins, such as grand-father, grandmother, father, mother, etc., are to be executed by sword if intention is established; accomplices are to be sentenced to imprisonment for life.213


213 *Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* 1, “On Disharmony,” p. 128. The ‘segment’ is a Tangut term for “generation”; so ‘higher segment above’ refers to senior members of the older generation, and ‘lower segment below’ are the younger generations, or junior members of the family.
The *Laws* also penalise the sale of other kins,

Junior members of the family who sell their senior kins, such as their own grandparents and parents, in addition to judging their crimes, let anyone who attempts to sell kins who fall within the mourning period be hanged; let any accomplice be sentenced to 12 years in jail.

For senior members of the family accused of selling their younger kins, who ought to perform mourning for 3 months, let him be sentenced to 12 years of imprisonment if there is intention; let the accomplice be sentenced to ten years;

who ought to perform mourning for 5 months, let him be sentenced to 10 years of imprisonment if there is intention; let the accomplice be sentenced to eight years;

who ought to perform mourning for 9 months, let him be sentenced to 8 years of imprisonment if there is intention; let the accomplice be sentenced to 6 years;

who ought to perform mourning for 1 year, let him be sentenced to 6 years if there is intention; let the accomplice be sentenced to 5 years;

who ought to perform mourning for 3 years, let him be sentenced to 5 years of imprisonment if there is intention; let the accomplice be sentenced to 4 years.\(^\text{214}\)

In all the aforementioned cases of a senior member of the family selling his junior kins, if the sold person is willing to oblige, let the seller’s sentence be commuted to one level below.

If a man attempts to sell his own wife, and the wife is unwilling to be sold, let the man be sentenced to six years of imprisonment. If the wife is willing, let the man be sentenced to five years, instead. If the wife, or the father, brother, and other third parties report the sale, first let the woman go whither she wishes. Then, let the one who reported be rewarded in accordance with the laws on rewarding reports on miscellaneous crimes. If the husband regrets and reports himself, let him be acquitted, and let the wife and the payment be returned.\(^\text{215}\)

---

\(^\text{214}\) TN: The point is that, the longer the mourning period is required of the junior kin, the lower his or her status must be within the family; the lower his or her status is, the lighter the crime it is to sell him or her, hence the shorter the sentence.

However, Tangut laws do not prohibit the sale of shijun and nupu, who are treated as tradable commodities, along with farmland and houses. These semi-slaves constituted a special class within the Tangut society. The shijun is the equivalent to the buqu in the Tang Dynasty. They could have been criminals exiled to the frontiers, or captured in the wars, spared their lives, and turned into serfs and servants by their conquerors. The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity state that,

If our party has captured certain individuals by force, and enslaved them as shijun and nupu; whereas their family kins and relatives cross over and surrender to the Fan state; thereupon, if it is determined that they are indeed the kinsmen of the ones captured by force, let them be voluntarily reunited ...

Some shijun might also have been bankrupt peasants and serfs.

Owners of shijun and nupu are referred to in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity as 頭領 [yu dzju], which literally translate to “head supervisors,” or simply owners. It is an extraordinarily capacious term in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity. In Western Xia, there are ‘head supervisors’ in almost every aspect of society, let alone branch of government: in the offices, the military, and even in hierarchical monastic establishments. A large number of references to the ‘head supervisors’ in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity are, in fact, those who supervise their own servants, serfs, and semi-slaves. In other words, these ‘head supervisors’ are, simply put, de facto slave owners who exercise special power over the individuals in their dominion. The social status of the owned persons is such that they cannot make decisions over their private affairs without the intervention of the masters. The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity is clear that,

If the shijun in possession do not consult their head supervisors, and do not obtain the necessary documents, they are not allowed to sell their own children, daughters-in-law, aunts, and sisters to others out of their own will. If they thus violate the laws, let them be indicted of the crime that is one level above theft of cash and property. If the buyers are aware of the illegality of the trade, and yet proceed to the transaction, let them be tried as accomplices; if they are not aware, let them not be indicted. If

---


the seller does not initiate the discussion on the sale, and yet the buyer is makes explicit his intention to purchase, and raises the price to obtain the purchase, then let the buyer be tried for the same crime as the seller. If the sold women bear children, let all of them be returned to the lawful owner. As for the payment already made, let the seller cover it if he is able to; if he isn't, then let the seller be penalised for the sum. Let the intermediary agents who go between the seller and the buyer be sentenced to 6 months of imprisonment. Let them not be indicted, if they are unaware of the illegal nature of the transaction.

If the shijun in possession do not consult their head supervisors, and do not obtain the necessary documents, they are not permitted to marry their daughters, sisters, aunts, et al. to others. Let those who violate this law be sentenced to four years of imprisonment. The children born out of these wedlocks should be returned to the lawful owners. As for any payment maid for the marriage, let the shijun who arranged for the marriage cover it if he is able; if he is not, let the owner bear the costs.

If the aforementioned shijun have consulted their head supervisors, who are willing to grant the legal papers, then let them be permitted to sell or marry their children, daughters-in-law, aunts, and sisters to others.218

In other words, not only could the masters sell their shijun, but the shijun also have the right to sell the women in his own household, provided that the obtains consent from his master. It is also found in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity that,

If the daughters, sons, wives, daughters-in-law, shijun, and nupu enter into a verbal quarrel, and which escalates into a physical altercation with the parents, husband, and supervisors, in the midst of which the former are accidentally wounded in the eyes, ears, and noses, injured in their hands and feet, or have their muscles and bones broken, let the culprit be fined a horse if he has official status, or suffer 13 lashes if he is a commoner. If the person is not wounded but dead, let the individual concerned be sentenced to 6 months of imprisonment. If the injury is afflicted by a sword or knife upon the eyes, ears, noses, feet, hands, and muscles, to the
point that it causes the death of the person, then let the case be judged in accordance with the laws as follows.219

The *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* enumerates several severe crimes in parallel, “the murder of great (great) grandparents, grandparents, parents, and father’s concubines; the murder of parents-in-law by the daughter-in-law; the murder of husband by wife; the murder of the head supervisor by the *shijun* ...”220 It suggests that the Tanguts saw the relationship between the master and the *shijun* or *nupu* as equivalent to that between parents and children, husband and wife.

In the three Tangut contracts of human transaction, all the persons to be sold are either *shijun* or *nupu*. Near the end of the third contract, there is an additional line written in Chinese, which makes clear that the “the private persons are a household of four” which “cost 100 guan.” The “private men” refer to the persons held in private possession. The same expression in found in the *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity*, for instance:

> The higher and lower officials are not permitted to demand government-owned persons to be their privately-owned persons. Nor are they allowed to turn those who are indicted for severe crimes, exempted from capital punishment, and instead commuted into an exile in the frontiers as persons bound to a farmland or a pasture, into their own privately-owned persons.221

The so-called government-owned persons are quasi-‘palace slaves,’ legally owned by the court or by a government office. They are also deprived of personal freedom, but they differ from quasi-‘household slaves,’ persons owned by private individuals and their families. The laws demand that private ownership not interfere and conflict with government ownership. There are also criminals who end up exiled to the remote areas of the empire, after their death or life sentence is communitied, and work as indentured labourers on farms or pastures. These men, too, are not eligible to be turned into ‘private men.’ Tangut masters also counted on the laws to safeguard their rights, should their ‘private men’ seek to escape.222

Three years after the Renzong Emperor passed away, in the third year of Tianqing (1196), Empress Luo released the ‘private men’ at large or to the

---

220 *Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* 13, p. 447.
221 *Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* 6, pp. 254–255.
government, released prisoners 52 times, assisted the poor 65 times, released 70,790 sheep, and granted a universal amnesty.\textsuperscript{223}

\subsection*{3.3.4.2 Price Analysis}

The primary purpose of human transactions is to optimise labour value. Unsurprisingly, younger and stronger men are worth more than the elderly, and women in their fertile ages are especially valuable, since they are able to give birth to new labour. In the first contract, 6 persons are sold for 450 guan, at an average price of 75 guan in iron coins. Each of the 4 younger ones may have been worth about 80 guan. In the second contract, 2 persons are sold for 50 dan of coarse grains. We have inferred from Khara-Khoto grain accounts that the price of coarse grains is at approximately 150–200 mace per dou. The cash value of 50 dan of coarse grains falls in the 75–100 guan range, which gives the average price as 35–50 guan. In the third contract, 4 persons are sold for 100 guan, at the average of 25 guan.

All three contracts are found in Khara-Khoto. They are, above all, representative of human sale and purchase in that area. Nonetheless, we see a considerable discrepancy in the prices across the three contracts. Perhaps the timing of the contract is an important explanatory variable.

There is an error in the dating of the first contract. But whether it is signed in the fifteenth year of Qianyou (1184) or Bingchen, the third year of Tianqing (1196, allegedly, the 27th year of Qianyou), this contract is the earliest of all three documents. The second contract is dated to the Yiwei, Sixth year of Tianqing (1199), 15 years after the Jiachen year of Qianyou. The third contract is written in the Gengwu, First Year of Huangjian (1210) near the very end of the Western Xia Dynasty, and another 11 years apart from the second contract.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Register & Date & Persons sold & Total price & Average price per person \\
\hline
Инв. No. 15949-29 & Jiachen, 27th year of Qianyou & 6 & 450 guan iron coins & 75 guan + \\
Инв. No. 4597 & Jiwei, 6th year of Tianqing (1199) & 2 & 50 dan of coarse grains & 35–50 guan \\
Инв. No. 7903 & Gengwu, 1st year of Huangjian (1210) & 4 & 100 guan coins & 25 guan \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Statistics on human sales}
\end{table}

The chart above shows that over the progress of time, the later it is, the lower the price is. Usually, the more stable a society is, the higher the labour cost, and vice versa. Under the reign of Emperor Renzong, Western Xia in the Qianyou era witnessed impressive cultural prosperity, considerable economic development, and relative social stability. After Emperor Renzong passed away, Huanzong succeeded to the throne. Over time, Tangut power went downhill, but managed the decline with some ability and stability. In the final 22 years, however, external threats compounded the anxieties at home. The Tangut society suffered a stream of upheavals, whereby the lived experiences of populations in the empire quickly deteriorated. Under these circumstances, it is no surprise that the market price in human transactions should have fallen. As a result, we see the trend of tumbling prices over time, as reflected in the three contracts.

Another detail of interest and import is the use of iron coins in the first contract: 450 guan in iron coins. Whether it is in the Central Plains or in Western Xia, iron coins are worth less than copper coins. Western Xia always suffered a scarcity of copper. Worse still, the Jurchens placed an embargo on copper, forcing the Tanguts to adopt Song coins. In fact, the Song Dynasty began to co-circulate iron and copper coins much earlier. To avoid the flow of copper into Western Xia, the Song Dynasty minted iron coins in its border zones in Shaanxi and Hedong. The Tanguts, on their part, sought to trade their iron coins en masse for the Song copper coins, a venture that greatly troubled the Zhezong Emperor of Song.

The Shaan region is the border zone where copper and iron coins are exchanged. When the westerners visit, they must exchange for copper coins in order to go further east. To the point where today, in the private market, as much as 1700 iron coins are exchanged for 1000 copper coins. As a result, the iron coin devalues, whilst the copper coin appreciates even more. All the commodity prices are inflated. This causes the gravest harm.224

The ‘westerners’ are of course the travellers and merchants from Western Xia. The Tanguts’ massive currency exchange devalues the Song iron coins, and thus affects the commodity prices in the Song market. Policy-makers in the Song court enacted counter-measures to solve this problem. They enacted legislations that set a quota on how much a Tangut is allowed to exchange for,
at the rate of 2/10 of their tax, with a cap of 5000 copper coins, at the maximum. In addition, those who exchange iron for copper coins at relay stations in Shaanzhou and Xiashi, have no choice but to exchange 1000 iron coins for 800 copper coins.

The use of iron versus copper coins within Western Xia varies across its geography. The *Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* state that,

> The many are prohibited from transporting the black iron coins from the domain of the Southern Realm etc. to the Imperial Capital, or the copper coins in the Imperial Capital to the domain of the Southern Realm etc. Any violation of law results in two years of imprisonment, regardless of the amount of cash involved. Anyone who reports such misconduct is rewarded in accordance with the laws on rewarding reporters of miscellaneous crimes.\(^{225}\)

We know from the inscription of the Liangzhou stele that the administrative region of the “Southern Realm” corresponds to the Chinese geographical term, Youxiang (右厢).\(^{226}\) The region concerned is the larger area of Liangzhou. In fact, iron coins circulated widely across Western Xia. “Southern Realm, etc.” encompasses almost the entire northwestern region of the Tangut Empire, including, of course, Khara-Khoto. But iron coins appear in only one of the three contracts of human transactions. The third contract does not specify what coins are used. But given the context, it is more likely to be iron, rather than copper. But even if it isn’t iron, we know for certain that at the conversion rate of 4:5, the average price in the first contract remains the highest.

The transaction of human beings is not rare in history. However, original and authentic contracts of human transactions are as rare and precious as the feather of phoenix and the horns of unicorns. There are three Dunhuang contracts of human transactions, all from the 10th century: in the Bingzi year of 916, Awu sells a 7-year-old son for 30 dan; in the 9th year of Zhenming (923), Cao Liuzhu sells a 10-year-old son for ?.5 pi of raw silk; in the 2nd year of Chunhua (991), a 28-year-old girl is sold for 3 pi of raw silk and 2 pi of processed silk.\(^{227}\) We could perform a simple and quick comparative analysis of the Dunhuang and Khara-Khoto contracts.

\(^{225}\) *Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity* 7, p. 287.
\(^{226}\) Shí, Jīnbo. *Xi̲x̲i̲a̲ Fojiao Shilüe* [西夏佛教史略]: *A Brief History of Tangut Buddhism*, pp. 249, 253.
\(^{227}\) *Dunhuang Economic Documents* 11, pp. 47–49.
In the first Khara-Khoto contract, the average price is 75 guan, or 37–50 dan, given the price of coarse grains at about 150–200 mace per dou; in the second Khara-Khoto contract, the average price is 25 dan; in the third contract, the average price ranges between 13 and 17 dan. In the first Dunhuang contract, the price is 30 dan; the second contract is incomplete and may therefore be set aside for the time being; in the third contract, the girl is sold for 5 pi of raw and processed silk. Assuming that silk price in Dunhuang at the time comes close to the standard silk price in Western Xia, that is, 16–21 guan per pi, or 8–10 dan per pi, then the girl was sold for about 40–50 dan of coarse grains (again, assuming that the price difference between raw and processed silk could be evened out). Despite the lapse of two to three centuries, and the variations of conditions and contexts across different cases, we could see that when it comes to the grain-to-price ratio in human sales, there is a remarkable degree of consistency.

### 3.3.4.3 Social Issues in Western Xia, as Reflected in Human Transactions

The land-owning and pasture-owning Tangut aristocracy, with the royal house at its core, is the centre of power in the feudal society of Western Xia. The vast majority of the Xixia population consisted of ordinary peasants, herdsmen, and craftsmen. However, there are still classes of slave-like men and women, such as the shijun and nupu, at the very base of the social order. They suffered serious economic exploitation, without basic freedoms and human dignity, as they were traded as commodities. And yet, such a cruel conduct was legitimated in the imperial code of laws.

To be sure, there existed a more conspicuous vestigial class of slaves in the early history of the Dangxiang Tanguts. At the time, there were four sources of enslavement: those captured in war, purchased in sale, unable to pay debt, and punished for crimes.\(^{228}\) The History of Song notes that “in the Gengyin year, there is an imperial interdict against selling off live human beings in the many prefectures along the Shaanxi frontier”; “In the autumn, the seventh month of the Yihai year, there is an imperial command issued to the many prefectures along the Shaanxi frontier, that their governments should random any famine refugees who fled to neighbouring tribes.”\(^{229}\)

Amongst all hitherto discovered Tangut contracts, the vast majority are records of grain loan. Very few are purchase and sell contracts. We have mentioned that there are only 12 land sale contracts. The fact that 3 contracts of

---


\(^{229}\) History of Song, Bk. 2. Taizong Ji’er [太宗紀二].
human transaction have survived to this day suggests that the selling and purchasing of human beings was anything but exceptions in Western Xia.

4 Lease Contracts

Renting and leasing is a common form of economic activity in Western Xia. The standard story in most of ancient Chinese history is that the state owns the land, whereto all peasants paid their taxes. Another form of land-use is where the major land-owners lease out their land to those with little or no land to farm. Tangut lease contracts belong to the latter case.

4.1 Land Lease

There is a large number of farmland lease contracts in the corpus of Khara-Khoto social documents. In the Имв. No. 5124 scroll of contracts, there are 8 Tangut land lease contracts, which are of vital importance to anyone who wishes to study the social lives and agricultural economy of this area, during this time.

There are 23 pieces of contracts in that long scroll mentioned above. Apart from the contracts of land and livestock sale, and accounts of livestock and grain loans, there are an additional 8 contracts of land lease. In the following pages, let me present a translation, interpretation, and survey of these documents.

4.1.1 Translation and Interpretation of Land Lease Contracts

Khara-Khoto land lease contracts are scattered across long scrolls of other contracts, oftentimes attached to contracts of land sales. So, land is sometimes sold and immediately leased out. Like the land sale contracts, land lease documents are usually written in nearly inscrutable cursive styles. In the next few pages, I translate a series of Tangut contracts of land lease at fixed prices.
1. The manuscript Ипв. No. 5124-2(2) is a Contract of Land Lease at Fixed Price dated to the 24th day of the 1st month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194), which belongs to Su ‘The Old House.’ It features 9 lines of cursive Tangut in the long scroll of contracts, from the date to the stamp and signature.\textsuperscript{231}

Translation:

On the 24th day of the 1st month in the Yin Year, Contactor Su ‘the old house’ et al. presently

Lease a patch of land enough to sow 20 dan of seeds, in the Left Canal near the end of the Canal belonging to the Pudu Temple,
Where all the cottages and yards are included; the lease is for one year at a fixed price;²³² rent²³³ is 10 dan 5 dou of wheat and 5 dan of coarse grains, which is agreed upon. Payment is due by the 1st day of the 9th month.

Past the deadline, for each 1 dan of rent, let the payment be 2 dan, instead.

Heart truly willing.

The party that reneges on the agreement is penalised by 1 liang of gold according to the laws. Heart truly willing.

Contract Party: Su ‘the old house’ (𗌙𗤙𗎩𘈷) (stamp)

Co-Contract Party: Su ‘the prosperous fountain spring’ (𗌙𗣎𗊓𗯿) (stamp)

Witness...

²³² The Tangut expression is 拘攛 [·ja phio] (already leased out [at the fixed price]). The first character is a verbal prefix signifying the state of completion of a particular action. The second character is a loan word from the Chinese 包, which means to rent a patch of land [at a fixed price] to farm.

²³³ The Tangut expression is 嫌敶 [lji- mej], rent paid by the tenants to the landlord.
2. The manuscript Ип. No. 5124-3(3) is a contract of land lease at fixed price dated to the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year (1194), by ljow da kia ĵï-j et al. It consists of 8 lines in the long scroll of contracts, from the date to the stamps and signatures.\footnote{234} Translation:

On the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year, the Contract Party ljow da kia ĵï-j et al., presently Lease a patch of land for one year at a fixed price, where 15 dan of seeds can be sowed, owned by ljow lja mja at the Pudu Temple.\footnote{235} Both parties agree to set the rent at 6 dan of coarse grains and 4 dan 2 dou of wheat, due by the 8th month, 1st day;\footnote{236} past that date, double each dan in debt. Their own hearts are willing.

Contract Party: Liang ljow da kia ĵï-j (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: Son, ljow ywie gia_phu_ (stamp)
Witness: ñwe mji šjow khjwi- (stamp)
Witness: ??? (stamp)

\footnote{234}{\textit{Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts}, vol. 14, p. 15.}
\footnote{235}{The leased land could be the same patch of land sold by ljow da kia jiw, fit to sow 15 dan of seeds, on the same day.}
\footnote{236}{There is a missing character nji- (day) in the original text.}
3. The manuscript Ивн. No. 5124-3 (5) is a contract of land lease dated to the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194), by 𗃛𗤙𗎩𗰔 et al. It consists of 8 lines of Tangut in the cursive script in the long scroll of contracts, from the date to the stamps and signatures.\textsuperscript{237}

Translation:

On the 29th Day of 1st Month in the Yin Year, Contract Party 𗃛𗤙𗎩𘞶 [ljow da kia phu_] et al., presently
Lease a patch of land at a fixed price, where 8 dan of seeds are sowed,
from 𗃛𗥰𗏵 [ljow lja mja] at the Pudu Temple,
The rent being 2 dan 8 dou of wheat and 3 dan 6 dou of coarse grains,
hereupon agreed,
Due by the 1st day of the 8th month. Overdue payment doubles.
Own heart willing.

Contract Party: 𗃛𗤙𗎩𘞶 [ljow da kia ji] (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: 𗃛𗤙𗎩𘞶 [ljow da kia phu_] (stamp)
Witness: 𗦮𗊻𘎧𗄽 [phjij śjo wa śia~] (stamp)
Witness: 𗃛𗤙𗎩 ? [ljow da kia ?] (stamp)
4. The manuscript Инв. No. 5124.3(8) is a contract of land lease dated to the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194). The land is leased to 꽗𗭥𗦓 [ljow da kia phu_]. It consists of 9 lines of Tangut cursive in the long scroll of contracts, from the indication of date “on the same day, the first”—which would set the date to the same as the previous contract: first day of the second month in the Yin Year—to the stamps and signatures of the parties involved in the lease.

Translation:

On the same day, 꽗𗭥𗦓 [ljow da kia phu_] who sets up this contract, presently from a grain-selling agent at the Temple, 꽗𗨏𗦓 [ljow dow dźjij phu_], lease a patch of land at the agreed rent of 3 dan 6 dou of coarse grains and 1 dan 4 dou of wheat, due by the 1st day of the 8th month. Overdue payment doubles. Heart willing.

Contract Party: 꽗𗭥𗦓 [ljow da kia phu_]
Receiver of the contract: 꽗𗨏𗦓 [ljow ywie mji lji-]
Receiver of the contract: 꽗𗨏𗦓 [ljow ywie gia_ phu_]
Witness: 꽗𗨏𗦓 [phjij śjo wa śia~]
Witness: 꽗𗭥𗦓 [ljow da kia jiw]

239 The previous contract is dated to the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year 꽗𗨏𗦓 [ljow ywie gia_ jiw], a land sale contract. This contract is signed on the same day.
5. The manuscript Инв. No. 5124-3(2) is a Contract of Land Lease at Fixed Price, by a man named 突厮 [mjadzjwi-], dated to the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194). It is recorded in 8 lines of Tangut cursive in the long scroll of contracts, from the indication of date to the stamps and signatures, following the standard format.240

Adapted Translation:

On the 1st day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year, 突厮 突厮 [mjadzow pji.phə tšhja wejr] presently from
A grain agent at the Pudu Temple, 突厮 [lja mja] and 突厮 [dow dźjij phu_], lease a patch of land they own at a fixed price; upon mutual agreement, the rent is set
At 7 dan of wheat and 12 dan of grains, due by the 1st day of the 9th month.
Willing.

Contract Party: [ mjadjow pji.phə tʃia wejr] (stamp)
Renter: [ phji.jo wa sia~] (stamp)
Witness: [ ljow jiw ta phiow] (stamp)
Witness: [ ljow ne_w wejr] (stamp)

6. The manuscript Ив. No. 5124-4 (1, 2) is a Contract of Land Lease at Fixed Price dated to the 2nd day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194). The renter is [ ljow da kia phu~]. The contract consists of 9 lines in the Tangut cursive, from the date to the stamps and signatures.242

241 TN: lit. the white dog in the You year.
Translation:

On the same day: 2nd day of the 2nd month, Contract Party [ljow da kia phu_] et al. from the Grain agents of the Pudu Temple, [ljow dow dźijj phu_], lease A patch of land at fixed price, where 5 dan of seeds are sowed, at the agreed rent of 2 dan 8 dou of wheat and 5 dan 4 dou of coarse grains, due by the 1st day of the 8th month, Overdue payment is not only prosecuted by law but should also double. Heart willing.

Contract Party: [ljow da kia phu_] (stamp)
Receiver of Contract: [ljow ywie gia_ jiw] (stamp)
Witness: [ljow wejr śjow] (stamp)
Witness: [ljow įwu ne_w mja] (stamp)
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7. The manuscript Инв. No. 5124-4(3) is a Contract of Land Lease at Fixed Price dated to the 2nd day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194). The lease, recorded in 9 lines of cursive Tangut in the long scroll, is taken by 𗃛𘏐𗢲𘞶 [ljow ɣwie gia_phu_]. It begins with the reference to “the same day” and ends with the stamps and signatures.244

Translation:

On the same day: 2nd day of the 2nd month, Contract Party 𗃛𘏐𗢲𘞶 [ljow ɣwie gia_phu_] et al., present from grain agents of the Pudu Temple, 𗃛𗹏𗘦𘞶 [ljow dow džijj phu_] and 𗃛 [ljow] 𗥰𗏵 [lja mja] lease a patch of land at fixed price, where 5 dan of seeds are sowed, the rent agreed upon being 7 dou of wheat and 3 dan 6 dou of coarse grains. Due by the 1st day of the 8th month, overday payment will double. Own heart willing.

Contract Party: 𗃛𘏐𗢲𘞶 [ljow ɣwie gia_phu_] (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: 𗏞𗰞𘏐𗢲𘟪 [me_nja ɣwie gia_śjow] (stamp)
Witness: 𗱲𗱲𗜓𗟻𗯿 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr] (stamp)
Witness: 𗦮𗊻𘎧𗄽 [phjij śjo wa śia~] (stamp)

244 Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 14, pp. 18, 19.
8. The manuscript Инв. No. 5124-4(7) is a Contract of Land Lease at Fixed Price dated to the 6th day of the 2nd month in the Yin Year of Tianqing (1194), recorded in 8 lines of cursive Tangut in the long scroll, from the reference to “the same day” to the stamps and signatures.245

Translation:

On the same day: 6th day of the 2nd month, Contract Party 𗃛𗣅𗩴𗿦 et al.,
Presently from the grain agents of Pudu Temple 𗃛𗹏𗘦𘞶 [ljow dow dżji phu_] and 𗃛 [ljow]
𗥰𗏵 [lja mja], lease a patch of land at a fixed price where 5 dan of seeds are sowed. The rent is 7
dou of wheat and 3 dan 6 dou of coarse grains, hereupon agreed, due by the 1st day of the 8th month.
Overdue payment should double.
Own heart willing.

Contract Party: 𗃛𗣅𗩴𗿦 (stamp)
Renter: 𗦮𗊻𘎧𗄽 (stamp)
Witness: 𗩿𗤙𗎩𘄄 (finger segment printed)
Witness: 𗴼𗘂𘐀𗫉 (finger segment printed)

4.1.2 The Format and Content of Tangut Land Lease Contracts
4.1.2.1 Contract of Land Lease at Fixed Price

The land lease contracts presented and translated above appear to share the same general format as other types of Tangut contracts. Each document begins at the top of the page, without indentation, with the date and the name of the principal Contract Party—the party taking the lease. This is followed by the name of the landowner, the size of the land to be leased, the precise amount of rent, the date by which the rents are due, as well as the terms of penalty for overdue payment. Finally, the contract ends with the stamps and signatures of the Contract Party, co-contract(s) and the witness(es).

At least within the compass of this long scroll of contracts, the Tangut term for the act of ‘leasing’ or ‘renting’ is the verb 𗀱[phio], most probably a loan word from the Chinese 包[pæw] (to reserve and lease at a fixed price). It is likely that the full sense of ‘lease at fixed price’ did not exist in the earlier Dangxiang language, until the Tanguts branched out from pasturing to farming, and adopted the practice of tenancy. In the contracts, there is usually a ‘prefix of completion’ before the verbal character 𗀱, which signals that the act of leasing is completed.246

It often happens that a land lease contract follows immediately a land sale contract, with the same patch of land sold and rented on the same day. Therefore, the lease contract usually simplifies its dating, or refers to the same date, month, or year as the previous contract in the scroll, e.g. “Yin Year …” Here, the Year of Yin refers in fact to the Jiayin Year of Heavenly Celebration (1194 AD). After the year comes the precise date, e.g. “first month, twenty-fourth day.” But again, a contract may simply refer to “the same day” for the sake of brevity.

The main “Contract Party,” or “the one who makes the contract” here refers to the renter: in Tangut, 𗣓𗃧𗃧𗃧 [jwi-r dźiow wji mjijr], the same four characters as in other contracts.

Tangut contracts are rarely signed in two copies, each held by one party. Rather, a single copy of the contract remains in the possession of the more dominant party (the property-owner, employer, etc.). Land-lease contracts are also ‘unilateral’ in this particular sense. The contract is drafted in the voice of the renter—the party which proposes and initiates this legal transaction. The one who holds the contract in possession, however, is the land-owner. The fact that the land-owner is not required to sign or stamp on the contract shows his superior position—rights, advantages, and privileges—in this economic relationship. Due to his economic weakness and vulnerability, the renter is the party constrained by the terms of the contract to fulfil his duties. Therefore, these land lease contracts may be classified as ‘contracts of partial obligation.’

4.1.2.2 Time and Renter

As mentioned before, the same agents purchase a patch of land and least it out almost immediately. Therefore, these eight land lease contracts share roughly the same dates as the preceding land sale contracts, in the first or second months of that year.

Note that these two months are right in the middle of the hard times in between two autumn harvests. During this interim time, peasants almost always resort to taking loans or sell properties in exchange for foodstuff. It is not enough to manage to feed the family, for they must also start farming now in expectation of a harvest in the autumn. As soon as they lease out a piece of farmland, they have to prepare for tilting and sowing.

There are exactly 8 land sale contracts and another 8 land lease contracts. A quick glance at this scroll is enough to learn the story behind the scenes: representatives of the Pudu Temple, 𗃛𗥰𗏵[ljow lja mja] and 𗃛𗹏𗘦𘞶[ljow dow dźijj phu_], purchased land from impoverished families and immediately lease them out to landless peasants. There is no doubt that the Pudu monastery became a monopolistic land-owner. Exploitative temples do not buy land for direct use, but rather to lease out to peasants who either own little or no land, in exchange for rent.

4.1.2.3 Land Lease and Land Sale Contracts

Within the long scroll, it appears that land lease contracts are simpler than land sale contracts. The description of the land leased is less detailed than of the land sold. The precise location of the four bounds are not mentioned here, as in land sale contracts. Sometimes, even the names and identities of the agents involved are abbreviated or outright omitted in the lease contracts. Likewise, financial guarantee is offered in simpler terms than when a sale is involved. In general, fewer signatories are identified on a lease contract. In most cases,
only one co-Contract Party suffices, and not as many witnesses are required as in a sale. In fact, a typical land sale contract is almost twice the length of the lease contract, concerning the same patch of land. There are, for example, more than 270 characters in the Ини. No. 5124-2 land sale contract, dated to the 24th day of the 1st month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration. On the same day, the same land which [khiw bie_j ta] had sold, is leased out to [lhju da kia gji] in the lease contract Ини. No. 5124-3, in about 130 characters. There, even land size is unmentioned. For it is assumed that the holder of the contract would refer to the land size as recorded in the preceding land sale contract: a patch of land large enough to sow 20 dan of seeds. On the land lease contract, there is no reference to the agents involved, terms of guarantee, location of the four ends of the land. Signatures are simplified, and the name of only one co-Contract Party is registered. There aren’t many witnesses, either.

One obvious reason for the relative simplicity of land lease contracts is that, unlike the land sale contracts whereby a title is transferred from one ownership to another (sometimes called an ‘absolute sale’), land lease creates a relationship of tenancy, and involves no change of ownership status. Needless to say, that the volume of transaction in land sale is larger than in land lease. It is for these intuitive reasons that land lease contracts are shorter and simpler than land sale contracts. Even the penalty fee is lower in land lease than in land sale: 1 liang versus 2 liang of gold.

4.1.2.4 Renter and the Size of Land Leased
Most of the tenants in the long scroll are peasants either deprived or short of farmland. They have no choice but to work in the fields of the wealthy, and pray for the harvest to cover the rent and, if all goes well, yield some extra earnings left. The following is a chart that compiles the renter, date, and the land size in the 8 land lease contracts.

The ethnicity and demographics of the renters in these 8 contracts are rather mixed. There is the Dangxiang [mjadzow pji.phə tśhja wejr], the Han, Monsieur Su Laofangzi (lhju da kia gji), but the majority are the Liangs, whose identities are not as easy to ascertain. Note that in the third contract, [ljow da kia ·jiw] leased a patch of land fit to sow 8 dan of seeds from the Pudu Temple, on the 29th Day of the 1st Month in the Yin Year. Looking for his name in the land sale contracts, we quickly find that he sold his own land, fit to sow 15 dan of seeds, to the Pudu Temple on exactly the same day, for which he received a compensation of 6 dan of wheat and 10 dan of coarse grains. What does he have to pay for the lease, assuming that an autumn harvest will materialise? 2 dan 8 dou of wheat and 3 dan 6 dou of coarse grains. Then, in the fourth and sixth contracts, we see that the same
### Chart 19  Information and data in the 8 land lease contracts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date of lease</th>
<th>Renter</th>
<th>Land size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24th Day of 1st Month, Yin Year</td>
<td>lhju da kia gji</td>
<td>For 20 dan of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29th Day of 1st Month, Yin Year</td>
<td>ljow da kia sji-j</td>
<td>For 15 dan of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>29th Day of 1st Month, Yin Year</td>
<td>ljow da kia jiw</td>
<td>For 8 dan of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Same Day (1st Day of 2nd Month, Yin Year)</td>
<td>ljow da kia phu_</td>
<td>For 10 dan of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1st Day of 2nd Month, Yin Year</td>
<td>mjadzow pji.phə tshja wejr</td>
<td>For 10 dan of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Same Day 2nd Day of 2nd Month</td>
<td>ljow da kia phu_</td>
<td>For 5 dan of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Same Day 2nd Day of 2nd Month</td>
<td>ljow ywie gia_phu_</td>
<td>For 5 dan of seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6th Day of 2nd Month, Year Yin of Tianqing</td>
<td>ljow òwu ne_w mja</td>
<td>For 5 dan of seeds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ljow da kia phu_] leases two patches of land in two consecutive days, one large enough to sow 10 dan, the other 5 dan of seeds. Moreover, this man is a co-Contract Party alongside [ljow da kia jiw] in the other contract. More often than not, co-Contract Parties are close family relatives. And given the style of their names, it is easy to tell that they may be brothers. Likewise, [ljow ywie gia_phu_], the Contract Party in the seventh contract, is probably a close relative of [ljow da kia phu_] to whom he serves as a co-Contract Party in the fourth contract.

#### 4.1.3 Rent

**Calculation of the Rent**

Some land lease contracts indicate the land size in precise statistics, usually in the amount of seeds to be sowed; others refer to the land size as recorded in the preceding land sale contracts. Either way, we have data on land size on each patch of land leased. As for the rent, it is often calculated in the mixed terms of fine (e.g. wheat) and coarse grains. Therefore, it is necessary to convert the real currency into a single unit in order to calculate the average rent per unit of

---
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land. Fortunately, we know from Khara-Khoto accounts of grain sales that the price of wheat is around 200–250 mace, whereas the price of millet (a type of coarse grain) is between 150–200. 247 So it is not without reason to set the price of coarse grains at 75%–80% of the fine grains. In this way, it is also possible to convert all rent into the currency of coarse grains, in order to calculate rent per unit of land, as measured by the space fit to sow 1 dan of seeds. The summary statistics is presented in the chart below.

**Chart 20  Rent statistics in the 8 land lease contracts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Renter</th>
<th>Size of land leased</th>
<th>Total rent in mixed currencies of grains</th>
<th>Total rent in coarse grains</th>
<th>Rent/unit of land for 1 dan of seeds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ljhu da kia gji]</td>
<td>For 20 dan seeds</td>
<td>10 dan 5 dou of wheat &amp; 5 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>19 dan</td>
<td>0.95 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[ljow da kia ŝji-j]</td>
<td>For 15 dan seeds</td>
<td>6 dan of coarse grains &amp; 4 dan 2 dou of wheat</td>
<td>12 dan</td>
<td>0.8 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[ljow da kia -jiw]</td>
<td>For 8 dan seeds</td>
<td>2 dan 8 dou of wheat &amp; 3 dan 6 dou of coarse grains</td>
<td>7.3 dan</td>
<td>0.91 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[ljow da kia phu_]</td>
<td>For 10 dan seeds</td>
<td>3 dan 6 dou of coarse grains &amp; 1 dan 4 dou of wheat</td>
<td>5.5 dan</td>
<td>0.55 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[mjadzow pji.phə tšhja wejr]</td>
<td>For 10 dan seeds</td>
<td>7 dan of wheat, 12 dan</td>
<td>21.3 dan</td>
<td>2.13 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[ljow da kia phu_]</td>
<td>For 5 dan seeds</td>
<td>2 dan 8 dou of wheat &amp; 5 dan 4 dou of coarse grains</td>
<td>9 dan</td>
<td>1.8 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>[ljow ŋwie gia_ phu_]</td>
<td>For 5 dan seeds</td>
<td>7 dou of wheat &amp; 3 dan</td>
<td>4.4 dan</td>
<td>0.88 dan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>[ljow ŋwu ne_w mja]</td>
<td>For 5 dan seeds</td>
<td>2 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>2 dan</td>
<td>0.4 dan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It turns out that amongst the 8 contracts analysed in the chart, the rent in contract No. 1, 2, 3, 7 are much closer: the renter pays anywhere between 0.8 dan and 1 dan of grains for each unit of land (to sow 1 dan of seeds). In contract No. 5 and 6, however, the rent is much higher, close to or above 2 dan. In contract No. 4, 8, on the other hand, the rent is lower than the average: 0.55 dan and 0.4 dan, respectively. Perhaps a survey of the sale price of the same land would shed some light on the difference in lease price.

**Chart 21**  
**Sale price of the land as recorded in the 8 lease contracts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Seller</th>
<th>Land size</th>
<th>Price in mixed grains</th>
<th>Price in coarse grains</th>
<th>Price per unit of land (1 dan of seeds)</th>
<th>Asset included in the sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>麥飯槌 [khjiw bie_j ta]</td>
<td>For 20 dan</td>
<td>Coarse grains</td>
<td>35 dan</td>
<td>1.75 dan</td>
<td>A full-set house of 4 cabins &amp; yard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>麥飯槌槌 [ljow da kia·jiw]</td>
<td>For 15 dan</td>
<td>6 dan of wheat &amp; 10 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>18 dan</td>
<td>1.2 dan</td>
<td>House &amp; Yard, trees, stone, stone grave?, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>麥飯槌槌槌 [dju. dju. śja phji wejr]</td>
<td>For 8 dan of seeds</td>
<td>4 dan of wheat &amp; 6 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>11.3 dan</td>
<td>1.4 dan</td>
<td>House of 2 cabins, 5 live trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>麥飯槌槌槌 [ljow ywie gia_·jiw]</td>
<td>Ripe/unripe land for 10 dan of seeds</td>
<td>2 dan of wheat, 2 dan of millet, 4 dan of grains</td>
<td>8.7 dan</td>
<td>0.87 dan</td>
<td>House &amp; wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>麥飯槌槌槌 [khjij śja rjar śji·j]</td>
<td>Ripe/unripe land for 10 dan of seeds</td>
<td>10 dan of wheat, 10 dan of coarse grain, 10 dan of millet</td>
<td>33.3 dan</td>
<td>3.33 dan</td>
<td>Cottages large/small, oxen ploughs &amp; tools, stone gate with bamboo fence, pentamerous yokes, tree yard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>麥飯槌槌槌 [ljow ywie·o bie_j]</td>
<td>For 5 dan of seeds</td>
<td>4 dan of wheat &amp; 9 dan of coarse grains</td>
<td>14.3 dan</td>
<td>2.86 dan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Obviously, the land in lease contract 5 and 6 are rented at higher prices for no other reason than that they are worth more, and were acquired by the landowners at a higher cost. Likewise, the rents in contract 4 and 8 are lower because their sale prices are also lower. There are two main factors that determine land prices. First, fertility and convenience of irrigation usually means higher productivity and yield. Second, all the add-on assets which are sold with the land would also factor in the final listed price. In Contract No. 5, for example, the land comes with a whole assemblage of major and minor properties: cabins and cottages large and small, tilting tools for the oxen (ploughs, etc.), stone gate with bamboo or wooden fence, five-branched yokes, as well as a tree yard.

4.1.3.2 Rent-Sale Price Ratio

The 12 land sale contracts show that land price in Khara-Khoto is remarkably low, typically around 2 dou of coarse grains per mu of land. There are multiple reasons for this, chief amongst which is the naturally disadvantageous position of the seller pressed by the urgent need of foodstuff in the underproductive seasons of late winter and early spring. The buyers would then exert pressure on the sellers to further cut the price. Typically, the buyers themselves are both grain monopolists, either Buddhist temples or major landlords in the area. They purchase large chunks of land from grain-deprived in the inter-harvest seasons, in order to maximise profit at the expense of needy peasants. As soon as they buy in new land, the new landowner wastes no time to lease it out to peasants, who either lost or sold their land, to extract rents from the landless, who cannot afford to wait to start farming now. In this second round of bargain,
the landowners again stand to gain from the neediness of the peasants, by raising the rent. The chart shows that the total annual rent is nearly half of what it costs to purchase the land in the first place. In other words, in no more than two years, the landlords could earn back their initial investment. By means of lease, the land quickly pays for itself. The speedy transfer and massive concentration of land property into the hands of landowners in the late-Tangut period is a remarkable phenomenon in economic history.

For instance, in the land sale contract Инь. No. 5124-3(3), ljow lja mja of the Pudu Temple purchased from ljow da kia jiwan a patch of land fit to sow 15 dan of seeds, at the cost of 6 dan of wheat and 10 dan of coarse grains. He then immediately leased the land out, and within a year, he would receive 6 dan of coarse grains and 4 dan 2 dou of wheat in revenue—that is a whopping ⅔ of the purchase cost! In the land sale contracts Инь. No. 5124-3(4, 5), the same ljow lja mja of Pudu Temple paid 4 dan of wheat and 6 dan of coarse grains for a patch of land fit to sow 8 dan of seeds. Here, too, Liang is able to earn back 2 dan 8 dou of wheat and 3 dan 6 dou of coarse grains—nearly ⅔ of the buying cost—within just one year. The high rent-sale price ratio speaks volumes to the exploitation of the landless, grainless peasants at the hands of the financiers, whether a temple or a landlord.

4.1.4 Guarantee

Land lease is a form of legal and financial transaction. And for any transaction, there must be a way to guarantee its enforcement. For this reason, Tangut land lease contracts set forth penalties for the violation of the terms. A statement on penalties is usually found immediately after the information on rent.

4.1.4.1 Penalty for Breach of Contract and the Legal Force of the Contract

Terms of penalties for breach of contract in land lease are less exhaustive and severe than in land sale. Below is a chart comparing the summary statistics of penalty fees against default, overdue payment, dispute, or renegation, across the 8 land lease contracts.

In land sales, the chief concern of the purchasing party is whether the seller is transferring full and legitimate property right. The contracts seem to suggest that for the buyer to reneg on the contract is a way to question or to deny the proper ownership of the seller. Therefore, the contract specifies that in a scenario where property right is under dispute, liability falls on the side of the seller, who is also obliged to pay the penalty fee, usually double the sale price. Otherwise, any party that reneges on the terms of agreement is penalised. The penalty fee varies from 1 to 3 liang of gold, depending on the size and quality of land concerned. But in case of land lease, the real source of anxiety and
### Chart 22  Penalty fees in the 8 lease contracts compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Renter</th>
<th>Land size</th>
<th>Overdue payment</th>
<th>Penalty for breaching contract</th>
<th>Penalty for land sale dispute</th>
<th>Penalty for reneging on the land sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>lhju da kia gji</td>
<td>20 dan</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>Penalty Fee of 1 liang of Gold</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>Penalty Fee of 2 liang of Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ljow da kia sjije</td>
<td>15 dan</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>Penalty Fee of 3 liang of Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ljow da kia jiw</td>
<td>8 dan</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>Penalty Fee of 1 liang of Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ljow da kia phu_</td>
<td>10 dan</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>Penalty Fee of 1 liang of Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>mjdzow pji.pha</td>
<td>10 dan</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Penalty Fee of 3 liang of Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ljow da kia phu_</td>
<td>5 dan</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Penalty Fee of 1 liang of Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ljow ywie gia_phu_</td>
<td>5 dan</td>
<td>Doubles (2 dan per dan)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Penalty Fee of 1 liang of Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ljow ywu ne_wmja</td>
<td>5 dan</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Penalty fee of 5 dan of wheat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flashpoint of contention is not property right but timely payment of rent. Of course, there is also the question of renegation. So, the contract usually contains two statements on penalties: overdue payment and renegation. Penalty fee for overdue payment is based on the rent. Usually, the fee doubles the rent (i.e. for each 1 dan the fee is 2 dan). The volume of transaction in land lease is decidedly smaller than in land sale. Therefore, penalty is also less severe. It is generally uncertain what would happen if a party walks back on his promises and breaches the terms of agreement set forth in the contract. Only the first contract offers clear instructions: the penalty fee is 1 liang of gold. None of the
other contracts mentions this matter, in particular. It is likely that the landlords are not concerned with the prospect of their tenants ever changing their mind.

4.1.4.2 Stamp and Signature

Consistent with the grain loan accounts and land sale contracts, Khara-Khoto land lease contracts also end with signatures and stamps of the parties involved in the transaction. In most cases, each person occupies a separate line. First comes the Contract Party—the principle party which initiates the transaction, in this case the renter, or the tenant farmer—followed by his liability-sharing co-contractor, and finally the witnesses. There is no more than one principle Contract Party, but there may be multiple co-Contract Parties and witnesses. In these land lease contracts, however, there is usually just 1 co-Contract Party, though sometimes there may be 2. In contrast, there are 2 or 3 co-Contract Parties in land sale contracts. Likewise, land lease contracts feature 1–2 names of witnesses, versus 2–3 in land sale contracts. In short, whether it comes to the number of co-Contract Parties or witnesses, land lease contracts tend to be shorter and simpler, because it does not involve the absolute transfer of title in large volume. Below is a chart compiled to compare the forms of stamp and signatures in land lease versus land sale contracts.

Also consistent with the format of land sale contracts in the long scroll, the names of sellers, liable parties, and witnesses are all written in a fluent cursive style by a single hand. The handwriting is also exactly the same as in the main text. Therefore, it must have been a professional scribe who wrote out the entire document (apart from the stamps and finger-segment prints).

As expected, the liability-sharing co-Contract Party is referred to, as usual, as 𗃮𗖚𘎆 [dźiow sa dźwi-]: the one (also) receiving the document, i.e. the co-Contract Party. But in the fifth contract, the signatory after the main Contract Party is not registered as 𗃮𗖚𘎆, but as 𗀱𘃡𗇋 [phio wji mjijr] (the one taking the lease), or “co-renter.” This man, by the name of 𗦮𗊻 [phjij śjo], claims the same status as that of a co-Contract Party, and also shares liability with the main Contract Party. If the main Contract Party delays or denies payment, dies, escapes, or evaporates, the co-Contract Party takes over the legal obligations and shoulders the financial burden. It is worth noting that the co-Contract Parties in lease contracts are not addressed as family relations to the Contract Party (wife, son, etc.). It also shows that, in contrast to the more serious contracts of land sale, land lease contract requires less rigorous vetting and screening.

Witnesses sign as 𗄻𘓐 [nwə dzjwo], literally “the one who knows,” i.e. witnesses. It could also be abbreviated into the single-character 𗄻. A point of curiosity is that, whilst the names of the Contract Party and the co-Contract
**CHART 23**  Stamps and signatures in the 8 land lease/sale contracts compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Contract party</th>
<th>Co-contract party/parties</th>
<th>Stamp/Witness(es)</th>
<th>Stamp/Witness(es) in land sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>𗌙𗤙𗎩𘈷</td>
<td>Stamp 1</td>
<td>Stamp 2</td>
<td>Finger-segment 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>𗃛𗤙𗎩𗵆</td>
<td>Stamp 2</td>
<td>Finger-segment 3</td>
<td>Finger-segment 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>𗃛𗤙𗎩𗰔</td>
<td>Stamp 2</td>
<td>stamp 2</td>
<td>Finger-segment 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>𗃛𗤙𗎩𘞶</td>
<td>Stamp 2</td>
<td>Finger-segment 3</td>
<td>Finger-segment, stamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>𗿦𘝙𘐧𘐀</td>
<td>Stamp 2</td>
<td>Finger-segment 2</td>
<td>Stamp, Finger-segment 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>𗃛𗤙𗎩𘞶</td>
<td>Stamp 2</td>
<td>Finger-segment 3</td>
<td>Stamp, Finger-segment 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>𗃛𘏐𗢲𘞶</td>
<td>Stamp 2</td>
<td>Stamp, Finger-segment 2</td>
<td>Stamp, Finger-segment 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>𗃛𘏐𗢲𘞶</td>
<td>Stamp 2</td>
<td>Finger-segment 2</td>
<td>Stamp, Finger-segment 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party are written in parallel, the names of witnesses are usually one or a half space higher. This is probably a way to distinguish between two kinds of legal personae: the Contract Party and co-Contract Party share substantive liability, whereas the witnesses are there only to fulfil a legal function. If things go awry, the witnesses may be consulted, but are under no substantive obligation.

There are, as usual, two ways to authenticate the legal document: by stamping a pictorial icon, or by drawing the signatory’s finger-segments. Most of the Contract Parties and co-Contract Parties in land lease contracts paint a symbol or icon, but witnesses choose either way. For instance, in contract Инв. No. 5124-3(3) the Contract Party, co-contractor, and one of the two witnesses stamped their symbols, whereas the other witness printed his finger-segments.
Then, in Ивв. No. 5124-3(5), all renters, co-renters, and witnesses stamped their symbols. Whereas in Ивв. No. 5124-3(2), the co-Contract Party stamped, whereas the both witnesses chose to print their finger-segments.

4.1.5 Features of Tangut Land Lease Contracts
Along with the land sale contracts, Khara-Khoto land lease contracts constitute a major part of the primary sources on the history of socio-economic activities in Western Xia. These manuscripts accurately portray how land was used, farmed, and transacted in rural areas of Western Xia, at the very bottom level of the Tangut society.

4.1.5.1 Key Materials for the Study of the Tangut Economy
Khara-Khoto land lease contracts provide fresh, real, and detailed primary materials for the study of the Tangut economy. These texts are also key to any survey of medieval Chinese, East Asia, Inner Asian, and world economic history. For the first time, they make it possible for the academia to gain deep and reliable insights into the distribution, transfer, and use of farmland. Moreover, it is not a single piece, but a batch of documents that are discovered. A connective and comparative reading of these economic records yields new forms of knowledge unimaginable in the past.

4.1.5.2 Reflection on the Socio-Economic and Living Conditions in Khara-Khoto
The value of Tangut land lease contracts goes beyond the historical study of land use, per se, but informs a full understanding of the Khara-Khoto socio-economy and the living conditions of ordinary Tanguts during this period. The contracts show that a number of Tangut peasants lacked farmland, and therefore resorted to land lease. They obtain leases at exorbitant prices, suffering multiple rounds of exploitation, wagering entirely on a harvest to pay for their debt and to maintain subsistence. They gamble it all on the autumn harvest, even though they are fully aware of high risks and uncertainties when it comes to the yield. The fact that in Khara-Khoto, where population was not the densest and arable land not the scarcest, land lease was under such enormous pressure, speaks to the harsh realities on the ground.

4.1.5.3 Monopolistic Acquisition of Land by Temple Establishments
The Khara-Khoto land lease contracts also reveal the extent to which Buddhist temples engaged in predatory, monopolistic acquisitions and transactions of scarce farmland. Pudu Temple purchases land en masse at low prices, and lease them out at higher prices to peasants either without or short of land to
farm. In two rounds of transactions, the temple is able to extract a huge sum of revenues from the peasants. Purchased and leased, a patch of land typically pays for itself in a year or two.

4.1.5.4  **Land Lease Contract Is Shorter and Simpler than Land Sale Contracts**

Within the long scroll of legal documents, each land lease contract concerns the same patch of land as in the preceding land sale contracts. For this reason, some information is omitted in the land lease contract, under the assumption that the two contracts are kept and read in conjunction. Moreover, given that land lease is not as risky and significant as land sale, there is no need for such details as the four boundaries of the land, tax information, sources of irrigation, etc. Since a lease contract involves no ‘absolute sale,’ even the terms of penalties are rather succinct. Furthermore, fewer co-contract Parties and witnesses are involved in land lease than in land sale. These points of comparison show that Tangut contracts are, after all, flexible and practical documents.

4.2  **Land Lease and Livestock Mortgage**

At times, Tangut peasants in Khara-Khoto had to mortgage their livestock in order to secure land leases. This is a further complicated case of an otherwise simple lease of farmland. Such contracts are rare to find. So far, only one has been successfully identified.

The manuscript Инв. No. 5949-30 is a “contract of farmland lease and livestock mortgage” dated to the Chen year of Yingtian (1208 AD). The original piece is a single-page contract of 15 lines in cursive Tangut handwritten on a 21.1 × 45.5 cm hemp paper. The document begins with the date, “Yingtian, Chen Year, Last month, 21st Day” and ends with the stamp and signature.248

This contract is written in a remarkably cursive style, with many characters simplified from their standard forms, making it even more difficult to render a clean text. The first two characters in the first line should be, according to conventions, the era title of the year. The first character looks like 脕 [ŋwər] (heaven). The second one is decisively unclear, written almost in a single stroke. But we could infer it as 脕 [bju] (accord, respond), to make the era title complete. There are several Tangut era titles that begin with the character 脕: 脕 [ŋwər lji.j] (Tiansheng; Heavenly Prosperity), 脕 [ŋwər ljwu] (Tianqing; Heavenly Celebration), 脕 [ŋwər bju] (Yingtian; Heavenly Accord), and 脕 [ŋwər dzji.] (Huangjian; Imperial Foundation). Given the shape of the second character here, the era title intended in this case could only be 脕 (Yingtian).

We gain a much stronger sense of certainty in our reading of the mysterious character as 蔡, not least because the second character in line 9 of the text is also written in this shape, and in that context, also, the character is best read as 蔡. When the *Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts* was first published, the contract was mislabelled “Tianqing” or “Heavenly Celebration,” which should now be corrected to “Yingtian” or “Heavenly Accord.” The contract was signed on the 21st day of the last month in year 1208.

Despite the radical cursiveness of the script, it is still possible to interpret the basic meaning of the text as a whole. The contract was signed on the 21st day of the last month in 1208—that is, in the late-Tangut period, less than 20 years before the fall of the empire—by a certain 𗖵𗇃𘐀𗟻𗗿 [jaxwa phə phji ta], who leased out a patch of land fit for 1 dan 5 dou of seeds, on a mortgage of his own donkey. In addition, he has to pay a rent of 1 dan 5 dou of coarse grains to the land-owner, Yehe Xianling et al., due by the first day of the second month in the following year. Overdue payment will be duly penalised.

Contracts which concern large assets and major factors of production such as land and livestocks are extremely important, and therefore usually wordy, formal, and complicated. The contract is validated by iconic stamps rather than an approximate print of finger-segments. The contract ends with there large characters in ink: 𗍫𗰗 [ya. nji-?] (two-ten-?), which might be another indication of the date, above the stamps. Given the conventional format of more formal contracts, the space at the end of the document may be reserved for signatories of higher status. If we survey the stamps and signatures here, we see a line written in smaller font: “co-Contract Party, wife Eyi ‘the joy of
the old house” was evidently inserted into the text at a later time. So, it seems that the name, which was not there at first, was added at the insistence of the land-owner, to whom the legal presence of a co-Contract Party’s signature is not dispensable. This lady, Eyi, is the wife of the Contract Party—the party which takes the lease on livestock mortgage. With her formally involved in the contract, the document is more secure and enforceable. But to look at it from another angle, we see again the indisputable socio-economic status of women, especially if they are female heads of households, in the inner lives of the Tangut society.

Most of the relevant parties involved in the contract, whether it is M. Yehe himself, or his wife Eyi, or still the witnesses Weiyi, Liang, and Yehe, are Dangxiang Tanguts. M. Liang, however, could be either an ethnic Fan or a Han—the exact truth, we shall never know. It shows that a large number of Tanguts engaged in agriculture, including both wealthy land-owners and impoverished peasants.

Contracts of land lease on livestock mortgage are rare finds amongst Tangut manuscripts. To interpret them is as necessary as demanding. There is a lot of room for further studies.

5 Employment Contracts

The broad category of Tangut “employment contracts” includes both human and animal labour contracts. By Contracts of Labour Employment, the employed human beings offer their physical work in exchange for a set amount of compensation. By Contracts of Livestock Employment, those in shortage of draft animal labour hire draft animals from livestock-owners, for which they pay a fee. Both types of contracts were used in Western Xia, and prove important sources to the study of Tangut society and economy.

5.1 Employment of Human Labour

Contracts of human labour employment is a key source on the identities of the Tanguts employed for physical labour—their names, socio-economic status, and relationship to the employer. Amongst the copious manuscripts discovered in the city of Khara-Khoto, thus far, only one complete document of Labour Employment Contract has been identified. But to see from the macroscopic temporal horizon, this manuscript is probably the best labour employment contract from the Liao, Song, Xia, and Jin Dynasties. It fills in the void of 11th–13th century Chinese labour contract.
5.1.1 Translation and Interpretation of Tangut Contracts of Labour Employment

The ИИВ. No. 5949-32 Labour contract is dated to the last month in the Mao Year of Guangding (1219), a single-page, 19.8 × 47.9 manuscript with 15 lines handwritten in the Tangut cursive and standard-running scripts. The first line begins with the date: “Mao Year of Guangding, Last month, Fifth Day” (1219); the contract ends in a standard format, with stamps and signatures.

Translation:

On the 5th day of the last month in the Chen Year of Guangding, Contract set by Babe Quan-fenmao, presently voluntarily at ???’s place, from the 1st day of the 1st month to the 1st day of the 10th month, for 9 months, offers employed labour, at the price of 5 *dan*, 2 *dan* of which is paid immediately; in the autumn
the other 3 dan is paid, along with 3 zhang of white cloth for summer clothing. He himself plants 5 dou of coarse grains, 3 dou of wheat, to be certain. Let [kjhwi-lji-phu_] make his best effort,

Without deceits or evasions; if he acts arbitrarily, or is absent during a busy day, for each day

He has to work for 2 days. If the rest of the wage is not paid by the 1st day of the 10th month,

For each dan let the employer pay 2 dan. Whoever regrets and reneges on these agreements,

Pays the penalty of 5 dan of coarse grains according to the law. But only are the two parties willing in their hearts, but let them enforce the terms herein contained in the document, and according to the circumstances.

Contract Party: [kjhwi-lji-phu_] (stamp)
Witness: [tshja gju_gju_rjur_jiw] (stamp)
Witness: [mja dzow kə zji] (stamp)
Witness: [jow dow dzij jhu] (stamp)

5.1.2 Interpretation of the Basic Content in the Contracts

This important piece of labour contract offers an abundance of information: the time of the contract, the Contract Party (the employed labourer as the primary party that sets up the contract), the employer, the duration of the employment, wage, terms of employment, as well as penalties for default and violations of the contract, followed by the signatures and stamps of both parties. The format is that of a complete contract. Indeed, it is a rich and accurate reflection of labour employment in Western Xia.

The contract must have been negotiated and signed in the Mao Year of Guangding—during the reign of the Shenzong Emperor of Western Xia. There are 13 years in this period, and only one of them is a Mao Year. Therefore, we know almost for certain that the contract was signed in the last month of 1220, towards the late period of the Tangut Empire—only 7 years from its fall.

The reference to the ‘maker of the contract’—[jwi-r dziow wji mjijr]—is the same as in other types of Tangut Contracts. The labourer here who sets up the contract is Babe [kjhwi-lji-phu_] (the prosperous dog manure). The family name [ba be] appears under the section of ‘Tangut names’in both the Assorted Words of the Three Realm and the New Collection of Golden Fragments in the Palm.250 In the tunnelway of Cave 61 in the Mogao...
Grottoes of Dunhuang, on the back of the Tejaprabhā Buddha on the Southern wall, there is a portrait of votive Bhikkhunī figure. By its side, one finds her name in both Chinese and Tangut: 掃灑尼姑播盃氏願月明, and 犭�(#)𢖛𢆩𢳘𢭽𢣭 jijwi-. tji. śjwo mijjir ba be zji-. tji. śj-i swew] (lamp, burn, vow, emanate, person, Ba, Be, name née, wish, become, light). A literal translation of the Tangut is: “The lamp-lighting, vow-taking one, Babe, prays for enlightenment.” This nun is most probably an ethnic Tangut woman. The same family name is also found in Tangut documents and seals of military chiefs. Therefore, the employed labourer in this Contract of Labour Employment is a Tangut man of the Babe family. There is also much to be said about his given name. The Tanguts devised diverse names for their children. Some are meant to be auspicious; others indicate the months and years in which the child is born; some feature Buddhist imageries and jargons, others borrow from low-status humans and even animals: “an auspicious dog,” “dog of the old house,” “the one with a donkey,” “the rain-bird,” “the benevolent slave,” “the slave-treasure,” etc. It is possible that these less-than-flattering names were meant to ward off the jealousy of the spirits, making it easier to raise the children to their adulthood. A “dog’s manure,” otherwise “prosperous,” is a fitting example of such a naming strategy. A similar example is a certain witness to a loan-repayment contract, by the name of ljow khjwi- [ljow khjwi- lji-] ‘Liang ‘the dog manure.’” As for the five-character name of the employer in the contract, most of them are blurred, so much so that they can hardly be identified. But it is quite possibly a Tangut name, as well.

The contract is clearly dated to the last month of the Mao Year of Guangding. The labour is employed from the first day of the first month in the upcoming year—that is, the first day of the Gengchen Year of Guangding (1220)—to the first day of the tenth month, a total duration of 9 months that encompass the spring, summer, and autumn. The labourer is to work from the sowing season to the harvesting season.

The Tangut expression for ‘offering labour’ or ‘renting out labour’ is 鐸霑霑 yie tshwew lho]. This phrase echoes the legal expression in the Tangut Laws of Heavenly Prosperity, where the chapter on “Offering Labour” is titled 鐸霑霑 rar yie tshwew ya] (pawn/rent, labour, offer, gate/chapter/section). The two characters in the middle for “offering labour” is the same as in this contract.

---


The labourer’s wage is 5 dan of grains. The contract stipulates, in lucid language, that of the total wage, 2 dan is pre-paid at the signing of the contract. The other 3 dan is paid only in the harvest season. Apart from the grains, the employers are obliged to offer summer clothings to the employed. The Tangut expression is 𗉅𘋳 [tsja giwi] (hot, cloth = clothes in the hot season, i.e. summer clothing). These summer clothings will be made out of the ‘3 zhang of white cloth’ provided for by the employer. In addition, the employers are allowed to plant 5 dou and 2 sheng of coarse-grain seeds, as well as 3 dou of wheat seeds in a patch of land, out of their own labour and for their own enjoyment. These numbers here measure land size by seeds. The Tanguts measured land by qing or mu, but also by the amounts of seeds to be sowed. If the land for 1 dan of seeds is roughly equivalent to 4 (Song) mu ≈ 10 Tangut mu, then the labourer concerned in this contract is permitted to farm a little more 3 (Song) mu of land, where 8 dou of seeds are sowed.

By a stipulation of the contract, the employer also requires that the employee exert his utmost physical power. The requirement of making an effort is in the language of 𘋦𗸆𘜍𗦇𘐶 [źia_ khjow ·ja_r lew dzjwo] (lit. diligent, labour, day, should, devote), that is, the labourer is expected to devote his labour with diligence during the working days. The contract also expects no deceit from the labourer, asking that he not to miss any work for private reasons. Emphatically, the contract makes clear that during the busy season, any work day missed has to be made up for by two additional workdays. The Tangut expression 𗸆𘜍𗀄 [khjow ·ja_r ŋw] refers to the busy days; 𗸆𘜍𗀄𗃣 [khjow ·ja_r ŋw rjir] means to leave work undone during the busy days.

But the contract also secures the labourer’s right to receive the second payment in the harvest season. If the 3 dan of grains are not paid to the worker by the first day of the tenth month, for each 1 dan of wage, the employer has to pay 2 dan. In general, if either party walk back on the promises outlined in the agreement, the penalty is the standard 5 dan of coarse grains, according to Tangut law. Both parties express their willingness to abide by the terms laid out in the contract, and to enforce them according to the requirement of particular circumstances. Overall, it can be said that the contract restrains the economic conduct of both parties: the employing and the employed.

The contract ends with the signatures and stamps of the Contract Parties and the witnesses. Since the family name of the Contract Party, Babe, already appears at the start of the contract, a given name suffices at the end. There are three witnesses, two of which are ethnic Tanguts: 𗢛𘀄 [tshja gju_] and 𗀄 [mjadzow]; the third, a Yang, is most probably a Han. Given that the handwriting of the four signatories, as well as the main text of the document, are nearly identical, it is possible that a single scriber wrote and signed the entire
contract. The ‘signatures’ are followed by stamps. As discussed before in this book, there are two kinds of stamps: a symbol or a print of the finger-segments. Icons and Images are more formalistic. They are used most often when there are multiple Contract Parties and co-Contract Parties. Finger-segments are usually preferred by the witnesses. Given the importance of this labour-employment contract, all stamps take the form of iconic symbols.

5.1.3 The Economy of Labour-Employment as Reflected in the Contracts

Labour employment is an important issue in socio-economic lives of the Tanguts. There is a long tradition of labour-employment in China, but the practice of hiring workers is seldom documented in conventional historical archives. So far, a small but impressive body of surviving ancient Contracts of Labour Employment, most of which excavated in modern eras, have been identified: Han-dynasty labour employment contracts in Han-slips; Gaochang Labour Employment Contracts in Turfan dated to the Wei, Jin, Northern and Southern dynasties; Labour Employment Contracts in Turfan and Dunhuang dated to the Tang and Five Dynasties, as well as early-Song contracts unearthed in Dunhuang. This manuscript of Tangut Labour Employment Contract, excavated in Khara-Khoto to the northeast of Dunhuang, adds one more temporal geographical perspective to the list.

The contracting party in this Contract of Labour Employment is an ethnic Tangut man. Historically, the first Dangxiang Tanguts engaged in pasturing and livestock-raising. But once relocated to more arable lands, they gradually pivoted to agriculture, hence the significant presence of Tangut peasants in the Khara-Khoto documents. In this particular labour contract, both the employer and the hired, and even the two witnesses, are Dangxiang Tanguts. It shows that in the span of two centuries, some Tanguts became highly-skilled and employable farmers.

By definition, labour contracts reflect the legal relationship in between the employer and the labourer in terms of rights and obligations—that is, one party offers compensations for the service provided by the other. This contractual relationship is founded upon mutual and voluntary agreement. Contract-making is recorded in the chapter on “hiring labour” in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity.
With the exception of the *shijun*, the wives and sons of the many and of their lords, the men and women of those in government, given mutual consent, and according to texts official or private, may practice of hiring.\textsuperscript{254}

That is basically another way of stating that, by Tangut laws, it is legal to hire labourers (lit. to ‘pawn’ or ‘mortgage’ labour). The expression for “offering labour” is the same two characters as appears in the labour contract: 銅銜 [yie tshew].

What are the living conditions and family backgrounds of the particular employer concerned in this contract? For what reasons does he hire additional labour? Is it out of an ordinary shortage of hands, or an over-abundance of land? These ‘motives’ are not revealed to or hinted at within the compass of the text. Perhaps they are buried in history and never to be known.

The labour is contracted for a span of 9 months, which almost entails a whole-year schedule. It may be considered a ‘long-term hire.’ There is, after all, little or nothing to do in the fields during the three coldest months in the winter.

In this labour contract, as in most others, the price of labour—or the wage of the hired labourer—is calculated in terms of grains. The compensation is 5 *dan* of grains. With a bit of research, we know that a unit *sheng* of wheat in Western Xia weighs about 1 modern Chinese *jin* (*shijin*). A unit *dan* of grains is, therefore, approximately 100 *jin* in our own terms. But on top of this standard payroll, the employer grants his labourer the right to farm on around 3 (Song) *mu* of land. Given the much lower fertility, hence productivity at the time, one *mu* of land must have yielded no more than a few *dou* of grains, definitely below 1 *dan*. Even if we allow that the high yield of 1 *dan* per *mu* was occasionally possible, the total yield would have been no more than 4 *dan*. That is to say, the total pay for the labourer here is 8 *dan* of grains. His monthly wage then comes down to nearly 1 *dan* of grains. In addition, he receives free summer clothings from the employer. But it is very likely that these clothes would up with wears and tears by the end of the year.

On average, an adult consumes about 5 *dan* of grains per year. Suppose that the labourers are fed at the employer’s expense during the workdays. It is very much possible, then, that he would be able to feed one adult and one child in his own family by his annual earnings. Tangut grain loan accounts show that, toward the last few years of Western Xia, a large number of peasants in Khara-Khoto, especially in a state of penury in the interim months between

one harvest and the next, resorted either to taking high-interest loans from exploitative creditors, or to sell their land or livestocks in exchange for foodstuffs. In addition to grains for dietary purposes, the peasants were also in need of seeds to sow in whatever bits and pieces of land that remained in their possessions. Now, this particular labourer is bound to his work all year long. If his family also owns land, no matter how little, he would not be able to plough his own fields. In that case, the optimal solution is to outsource his land to others. Or, perhaps, he could be one of the many landless peasants at the time. It would have been extremely difficult for him to pull it off, if indeed, he had to feed his wife and children by his daily exertion of labour, alone. With the 2 dan of grains he procures in the spring, a family of three or four were barely going to make it to the autumn harvest. But if the household was privileged enough to have enjoyed extra labour, then his annual earnings of 8 dan or so would be an impressive income.

The labour contract makes an emphatic point about the necessity to make the best effort in the fields. No procrastination is tolerated. Delay and dereliction of duty on a busy work day would result in two additional days of labour as penalty. In a total of about 270 days, regardless of weather at the time and the physical condition of the labourer, he is bound to intensive and endless work. Therefore, despite the seeming ‘contractual equality’ between the two legal personae, it must be said that the employer is in a position of advantage if not outright domination. There is even a relationship of subordination between the hiring and the hired. The contract makes an explicit reference to penalty in accordance with laws should the terms of the agreement ever be violated. In fact, the Tangut laws go to great lengths to secure the rights of the employers, to the extent of validating unequal terms and conditions:

If a hired labourer, bound to his service, fails to perform the tasks, and the employer beats him to death, let him be sentenced to one year of imprisonment. If the aggressor uses tools to torture the labourer to death, let the imprisonment be three years. If the death is caused by premeditated murder, let the case be judged according to the laws on premeditated murders.

That is to say, if an employer beats his unperforming worker to death by hand, accidentally and unintentionally, he is to suffer no more than one year in prison. The use of weapon upgrades the manslaughter, resulting in three years of imprisonment. Only when intention and premmeditation can be proved,
would the case be tried as a case of murder. Needless to say, the Tangut laws are a product of the feudal time and order. They are therefore sensitive to caste and hierarchy. Offences committed by those of lower status against their superiors are punished much more than if the power relation is the other way around. The Tangut laws are explicit about such structural legal inequalities:

If the hired labourer rapes the employer's wives, daughters, daughters-in-law, aunts, sisters, etc., let the charge be three levels higher than what is stipulated in Book VIII on the wives of others ...

Let no labourer beat, resist, or verbally abuse the employer. In case of a violation, and if the employer is a commoner, let a labourer who hurled verbal insults suffer thirteen strokes, and let a labourer who launched physical attacks be jailed for one year. If the labourer causes any injury, then let the charge be three levels above the normal charge of physical violence; if a death is caused, let the perpetrator of the crime be hanged. If the labourer verbally insults an office-holder of high status, let him be jailed for one year; if physical violence is involved, let the imprisonment be two years. If any injury is caused, let the charge be five levels higher than a normal charge of physical harm. Should the struggle result in death, let the perpetrator be cut by a sword ...

Rape or sexual harassment committed by the hired to the female members of the employer's household are three levels higher than usual. Any verbal or physical attacks against one's employer also results in much heavier punishments than under normal circumstances—that is, when the socio-legal statuses of the involved parties are equal. Obviously, then, the employers and their employees are in a fundamentally unequal legal relationship. In fact, it is misleading to characterise it as a relationship of employment, for it comes strikingly close to the relationship between a lord and his servants. The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity also require that:

If Shijun [semi-slaves], Nupu [servants/servfs], Dianren [hired men], and the like should steal the written records of their mortgage ... let them be tried according to the laws of theft.
Neither the semi-slaves of military origin, nor the household servants and serfs owned their own legal persons. They are the Tangut equivalents of the Tangut and Song-era Buqu or Nubi. Here, the Tangut law lists the hired men alongside the serfs and slaves. It is perhaps the most striking testimony to the low social status of hired labour in the Tangut economy and society.

Of course, the contract also seems to have restrained the actions of the employers. After all, according to the terms of agreement, should the employer fail or refuse to deliver the second payment to the labourer in the amount of 3 dan of grains, then for each 1 dan owed to the employee, he now has to pay 2 dan, instead. It should be carefully noted that that such terms are not coercive. Nor do they really impose any pressure or difficulty upon the employers, or at least not at the level enforcement and execution of the rights and duties. Still, in evident contrast to the unilateral nature of grain loan, land sale, or livestock contracts, this document of labour contract at least outlines the contours of bilateral duties, and moreover, the precise terms and forms of penalties for both sides, should either of them ever walk back on his promise. It reflects a certain degree—certainly not a high or adequate degree—of balance between the rights and the duties of both parties.

The stamps and signatures of this contract also testifies to ethnic diversity and cross-ethnic demographics in the rural areas of Khara-Khoto. The employer, the labourer hired, as well as the first and second witnesses, all seem to be Dangxiang Tanguts. The third witness is a certain Yang, most probably an ethnic Han. Since he is invited be a witness to the contract, he must have been a close associate of the labourer concerned. Of course, the close Fan-Han ties shown here is consistent in other economic records of Western Xia, such as grain loan and land sale contracts.

5.1.4 Comparisons with Tang and Song Labour Employment Contracts

Amongst the many social documents discovered in the celebrated Dunhuang library cave, some are clearly labour contracts. Labour contracts in agriculture dated to the Tang, Song, and the Five Dynasties are, however, rare finds. A total of fifteen such contracts are accurately dated, and have well survived. The Tangut labour contract with which we are principally concerned here comes slightly later than this batch of Dunhuang manuscripts, but there is a lot of discernable temporal and geographical continuity there, nonetheless. To start with the obvious, all of these papers originate from the northwestern area of China. Dunhuang and Khara-Khoto are only 1 degree apart in latitude; both
cities enjoy an arid inner-continental climate, with much draught, little rain, and cold wintry days. Even today, the difference in the average temperatures of the two is a mere matter of 1 degree Celsius. For these and many reasons, the geographical and meteorological conditions of agricultural production in the two areas are, and still remain, strikingly similar and completely comparable.

Indeed, the format and content of these 15 labour contracts and the Tangut contract share a great deal of similitude. Almost all contracts begin with the date of the contract and the name of the principle party in the contract, then proceed to specify the duration of the employment, the wage, terms and requirements, recompenations for neglected work, penalties for violations of the terms, and end with the stamps and signatures of all concerned parties. Although the Tangut labour contract is written in the Tangut language by Dangxiang-Tanguts, the legal document itself inherits, or imitates, the Chinese tradition of contract. It again shows the profound social, legal, and cultural impact of the migration into the agricultural zones of the Chinese Central Plains on the Tanguts, who had for so long relied on pasturing, hunting, and livestock-raising.

For a thorough analysis of the Tangut labour contract in comparison with the Tang and early-Song (9th–10th centuries) contracts, I have compiled the 15 contracts of long-term agricultural labour in the chart below, alongside the Tangut labour contract.\footnote{Dunhuang Economic Documents, vol. 2, pp. 55–71. Some of the contracts only indicate the sexagenary cycle but not the era names. See also Zhang, Chuanxi, Upper Tome, 2014, pp. 376–382; 613–620.}

It is self-evident that employers hire labour only when short-handed. Most Tang and Song labour employment contracts document the precise reasons of the hire: “because the household is short of hands,” “since there is a shortage of human labour,” “given that the family lacks sufficient labour” etc. Tangut contracts, however, do not contain these expressions. The omission of formulaic, programmatic, and probably superfluous legal language renders the contract much more concise. Not only in the Contracts of Labour Employment, but also in land sale and grain loan contracts, the Tanguts tend to omit these contextual explanations.

There is yet another difference between Tang, Song and Tangut contracts of labour employment. Most of the labour contracts dated to the Tang and Song eras record the precise addresses of the employers and the employees. For example, Linghu Anding’s labour employment contract in Dunhuang documents that the employed labourer lives in Longle Village, whereas the employer
### Chart 24  Tang, Song, and Tangut labour contracts compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Title of the contract</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Employed labourers</th>
<th>Employers</th>
<th>Duration of hire</th>
<th>Wage</th>
<th>Clothing provisions</th>
<th>Penalty for negligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Linghu Anding of Dunhuang, Contract of Labour Employment</td>
<td>Wuxu Year (878?)</td>
<td>Commoner Long Cong’er</td>
<td>Commoner Linghu Anding</td>
<td>1st to the end of the 9th month</td>
<td>5 dou per month</td>
<td>1 pair of spring clothes; shirt; pants and shoes</td>
<td>1 dou per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zhang Naji, Contract of Labour Employment</td>
<td>Jiayin Year (894)</td>
<td>Commoner Jiu Han’er</td>
<td>Commoner Zhang Naji</td>
<td>1st to 9th month</td>
<td>1 load of millet sold per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes; shirt ...</td>
<td>missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kang Baozhu of Dunhuang, Contract of Labour Employment</td>
<td>Renwu Year (922?)</td>
<td>Commoner Zhao Jinjiangnan</td>
<td>Commoner Kang Baozhu</td>
<td>1st to the end of the 9th month</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes 1 pair; shirt 1; pants 1 set; leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yin Sijia of Dunhuang: Contract of Employment</td>
<td>Fourth Year of Longde in Later Liang (924)</td>
<td>Commoner Yin Sijia</td>
<td>Commoner Zhang Sijia</td>
<td>2nd to the end of the 9th month</td>
<td>1 load over a month</td>
<td>Spring clothes 1 pairs; long-sleeved sacrificial gown; leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>2 dou per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Han Zhuang’er of Dunhuang: Contract of Employment</td>
<td>Jiashen Year (924?)</td>
<td>Commoner Han Su Liunu</td>
<td>Commoner Zhuang’er</td>
<td>1st to the end of the 9th month</td>
<td>Wheat + millet: 6 loads</td>
<td>missing</td>
<td>missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Title of the contract</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Employed labourers</td>
<td>Employers</td>
<td>Duration of hire</td>
<td>Wage</td>
<td>Clothing provisions</td>
<td>Penalty for negligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Deng Wuzi of Dunhuang, Contract of Employment</td>
<td>Yiyou Year (925?)</td>
<td>Commoner</td>
<td>Monk Deng Wuzi of the Qianyuan Temple</td>
<td>8 months from 12th day of 2nd month</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes, long-sleeved gown 1, trousers for gown 1 set; leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>5 dou per day in busy months; 1 dou in leisurely months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yao Wenqing of Dunhuang, Contract of Labour Employment</td>
<td>Fourth Year of Tianfu in Later Jin (939)</td>
<td>Commoner</td>
<td>Commoner Chengyi Shennan</td>
<td>(since) 1st day of the 1st month</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes 1 pair; long-sleeved [gown] 1; shirt 1; plain-cloth trousers 1 set; leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>2 dou per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Li Yuanchang of Dunhuang, Contract of Employment of Peng Zhangsan</td>
<td>Wushen Year (948)</td>
<td>Commoner</td>
<td>Commoner Li Yuanchang</td>
<td>1st month to the end of the 9th month</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes, shirt 1, pants and long-sleeved gown, leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>2 dou per day in busy times; 1 dou in a leisurely day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ma Yingde of Dunhuang, Contract of Employment</td>
<td>Yimao Year (955?)</td>
<td>Commoner</td>
<td>Commoner Ma Yingde</td>
<td>1st month to the end of the 9th month</td>
<td>8 dou per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes; shirt; leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>2 dou per day on a busy day; 1 dou if otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Title of the contract</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Employed labourers</td>
<td>Employers</td>
<td>Duration of hire</td>
<td>Wage</td>
<td>Clothing provisions</td>
<td>Penalty for negligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>He Baoding of Dunhuang, Contract of Labour Employment</td>
<td>Dingsi Year (957?)</td>
<td>Commoner Long Yuanidingnan</td>
<td>Commoner He Baoding</td>
<td>One full year</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes 1 pair; shirt 1; long-sleeved gown; pants 1 set; leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>2 dou per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Li Jichang of Dunhuang, Contract of Employment of Wu Zhu'er</td>
<td>Xinyou Year (961?)</td>
<td>Commoner Wu Zhu'er</td>
<td>Comonner Li Jichang</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>missing</td>
<td>missing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Dou Boti of Dunhuang, Contract of Employment of Deng Yanshou</td>
<td>Jiaxu Year (974?)</td>
<td>Deng Yanshou</td>
<td>Commoner Dou Boti</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes 1 pair; shirt 1; pants 1 set; leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>2 dou per day in busy times; 1 dou otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Fan Zaisheng of Dunhuang, Contract of Employment of Fan Zaiyuan</td>
<td>Guiwei Year (983?)</td>
<td>Commoner Fan Zaiyuan</td>
<td>Virtuous Fan Zaiyuan</td>
<td>1st day to the end of the 9th month</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes 1 pair; shirt 1; pants 1 set; leather shoes 1 pair</td>
<td>2 dou per day in busy times; (missing below)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Deng Handuo Contract of Labour Employment</td>
<td>Dinghai Year (987)</td>
<td>Commoner Geng Handuo</td>
<td>Commoner Deng Handuo</td>
<td>1 full year</td>
<td>1 load per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resides in Hongrun Village. Precise documentation of addresses furnishes the contract with an additional layer of security; perhaps more importantly to modern historians, it makes it possible to study the economic geography of medieval labour relations, and even the human geography and historical geography of the past. In contrast, Tangut Contracts of Labour Employment barely divulge any information on the dwelling places of the employers and the labourer. Tang and Song contracts also provide fuller and more accurate socio-economic identities of the parties involved. Again in the Linghu Andi’s contract in Dunhuang, we know the labourer as “commoner Long Cong’er” and the employer as “Commoner Linghu Anding”; in Deng Wuzi’s contract in Dunhuang, the labourer is “Commoner Deng Wuzi” and the employer is “Monk Baoxiang at the Qianyuan Temple”; the contract of Fan Zaisheng in Dunhuang registers the employee as “commoner Fan Zaizyuan” and the employer as “A particularly virtuous commoner Fan Zaisheng.” Again, barely any identity-markers could be found in Tangut labour contracts.

Most of the Dunhuang labour contracts dated to the Tang, Five Dynasties, and early-Song periods, are drafted in the first or second lunar month of the year. The labourer is hired for about 8 or 9 months. Only two contracts of mark the duration of work as an entire year: (1) He Baoding’s Labour Employment Contract in Dunhuang, in the Dingsi Year (957?) is signed on the 7th day of the 4th month, effective for an “entire year”—that is, until the 4th month of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Title of the contract</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Employed labourers</th>
<th>Employers</th>
<th>Duration of hire</th>
<th>Wage</th>
<th>Clothing provisions</th>
<th>Penalty for negligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Shi Fansan of Dunhuang, Contract of Employment of Du Yuanchang</td>
<td>Wuzi Year (988?)</td>
<td>Commoner Du Yuanchang</td>
<td>The Liang Household, Shi Fansan</td>
<td>missing</td>
<td>8 dou 7 sheng? per month</td>
<td>Spring clothes; 1 shirt</td>
<td>2 dou per day in busy times; 1 dou otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Babe Quanfenmao, Contract of Labour Employment of Chen Year of Guangding</td>
<td>5th day of last month</td>
<td>Babe Quanfenmao</td>
<td>Ning Liqing?</td>
<td>1st month to 1st day of the 10th month, duration of 9 months</td>
<td>5 dan; land for 8 dou 2 sheng of grains</td>
<td>Summer Clothes, 3 zhang of white cloth</td>
<td>2 days of work per day missed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the following year; (2) Deng Handuo’s Labour Employment Contract in the Dinghai Year (987) is signed on the 23rd day of the 1st month, for the next “full cycle of a year.” The Tangut Labour contract is set up in the last month of the previous year. The terms of employment are effective for 9 full months in the following year, from the first day of the first month to the first day of the tenth month. In other words, the labourer has to get started on the very first day of the New Year, missing the opportunity to celebrate the holiday.

When it comes to the wages, there is some variety amongst Tang and Song labour contracts. The Tang contract dated to the Wuxu year features thus far the lowest wage: “5 dou per month.” Most other contracts indicate a wage around the level of 1 ‘load’ per month—that is, 1 dan, or 1 shuo. Elsewhere, in two documents, the wage appears slightly less, either 8 dou or slightly more. In the Tangut labour contract with which we are presently preoccupied, the employer promises 5 dan of grains, and in addition, permits the hired worker to till a patch of land where the seeds of 5 dou 2 sheng of coarse grains and 3 dou of wheat are sowed. The harvest is estimated to be more than 3 dan if all goes well. That makes the total payment a little less than 9 dan. It is worth remarking that the area of Khara-Khoto is in no scarcity of land, necessarily, although the fertility and unit-productivity of the soil may be suboptimal. The harsh reality faced by any hired labourer is principally the uncertainty of produce and harvest. It can never be safely assumed that 1 mu of land is going to yield anything around 1 dan of grains, especially on land tilled for their own enjoyment. Not to mention, of course, that employers have few clothings to offer to their workers. It must be said, therefore, that the wage in the labour employment contract we have from Western Xia is short of impressive. But the low wage rate is also easy to explain in the context of social upheavals, into the final years of the Tangut Empire. The regime was simultaneously battling the Jurchens and suffering Mongol invasions. As a major city along the northern frontier, the Khara-Khoto population proved an easy and natural casualty. Ten years prior to the signing of this contract, the Mongols for the first time breached the walls of Khara-Khoto. There, the Mongol army steered southward to the imperial Capital, the city of Zhongxing. Then, 5 years after this contract, in 1225 AD, Khara-Khoto was once again taken by the Mongols. The second fall of the city unveiled the curtains of the Mongol destruction of Western Xia and started the beginning of the end of Tangut power. It could only be imagined what the circumstances were surrounding the arrangement for this labourer’s work in the fields amidst such chaos.261 It usually happens that during wars and unrests, both land and labour prices fall, whilst the cost of the highest of

all necessities, the grains, skyrockets to incredible heights. The fall of the land prices in the late Tangut period has been sufficiently and convincingly demonstrated by the land sale contracts analysed in this book. Now, we point to the data in this labour contract to demonstrate the economic-historical phenomenon of falling labour prices in the last years of Western Xia.

It should also be noted that Tang and Song labour employment contracts tend to be rather detailed and strict in preventive measures against default and indiscreet behaviours. They even elaborate on the consequences of the labourers damaging the farming tools. In the contract of Linghu Anding, dated to the Wuxu Year (878?), for example, it is clearly stipulated that:

> Once the contract is established, let the concerned party enter his duty of work, and let him never abandon his labour. One day of negligence results in the penalty of 1 dou [of grains.] Should a matter of life and death emerge, a leave of 3 days is permitted. But thereafter, let him immediately resume work. All the farming tools and other properties are entrusted to Cong’er. Let him not unreasonably beat the cattles and the livestocks. If he does beat them, and thus violate the rules, let him recompensate the owner.  

Another example is the labour contract of Deng Wuzi in Dunhuang, dated to the Yiyou Year (925?):

> From the day the labourer enters into his employment, let him diligently proceed to work, day after day, and month after month. Let him never cast aside his work duties. If in a busy season, he leaves one day of work undone, let him pay 5 dou as recompensation. If his negligence occurs at a rather leisurely time, the penalty is 1 dou instead. Wuzi has entrusted all of his farming tools in his possession to the labourer. If the worker loses them, let him recover the loss. If the worker falls sick, let him be granted five days to deal with the malady. Should he take more days of rest, those days will come at the expense of his wage.

The contract of Ma Yingde of Dunhuang in the Yimao Year (955?) states the following:

---

The owner of the land has entrusted all the hoes and plows needed for the work to Yingde. Should these tools be lost, let Yingde recompense the costs. If they are handed to the owner of the household, then let the liability not fall on Yingde. If Yingde casts aside his duty in a busy workday, let him pay 2 dou of grains as a penalty; if the day is not so busy, let him pay 1 dou, instead.264

The Tangut contract is rather terse in such provisions. It urges 𗘂𗡻𘞶 [khjwi-lji- phu_] to make his maximum effort, never to deceive or misrepresent information, or to find pretexts and excuses to neglect his duties. If he were ever to act imprudently or arbitrarily, or fail to show up at a busy time, he is obliged to work for two days to compensate for each day neglected. But here, there is no provision for where liability lies in case the tools are damaged or lost. Nothing is said about sick days, either. It is striking that there is no statement on a three-day or five-day paid-leave, should the labourer fall seriously ill. So, a reasonable absence due to illness or disability would have been treated as absence. Surely, this is not an arrangement that by any minimal standard tends to the basic rights and benefits of the labourers. But in comparison to the Tang and Song contracts, the Tangut contract stipulates a lower rate of compensation for neglected work. In the Dunhuang contracts—depending on whether they operate a legal distinction between ‘busy’ versus ‘non-busy’ days—punish each day of neglected work with 2 dou or 1 dou of grains. In some extreme cases, the penalty on a busy day is as much as 5 dou (See the Dunhuang contract of Monsieur Deng Wuzi). The Tangut contract, on the other hand, asks for 2 days of labour to cover each busy day neglected. It is possible that if nobody is in a hurry, then the labourer should feel free to work only 1 additional day to cover each day neglected. Given a monthly wage of 1 dan of grains, a penalty of 1 dou of grains is worth 3 days of wage; 2 dou of grains are the labour costs of 6 days; at the same rate, 5 dou of grains are the wage for half a month! Therefore, the ‘2 days for each (busy) day neglected’ requirement is less of a burden than in the Dunhuang contracts.

Every single contract specifies the terms of penalties for default. The Dunhuang contract of Linghu Anding, for example, states that “if one party first breaches the contract, let the penalty be one sheep, to be transferred to the party that does not breach the contract.” In the Dunhuang contract of Han Zhuang’er, “the party which first breaches the contract is to transfer two loads of green wheat to the non-breaching party.” Again, in the contract of Deng Wuzi, “A party that breaches the contract is punished 5 shuo of wheat, to be

264 Ibid.
claimed by the person who does not breach the agreements.” It seems that
the penalty turns severe over the course of time. So is the case in the Tangut
contract, where the party which walks back on its promise has to surrender 5
dan of coarse grains, in accordance with the laws. 5 dan is a heavy punishment.
The contract cites the Tangut laws as a reference. We do find in the Laws of
Heavenly Prosperity, that:

Let the many who engage in transactions or loans, as well as other forms
of associations with other parties, out of their voluntary will, establish
written records, whereupon let them note down the relevant words,
concerning the price of transactions, quantity of the money, as well as
the conditions ... thereafter, if any party reneges on these words, let him
be punished: if he were an office-holder, let him submit the payment
directly to the government; if he were a private man, let him transfer the
sum privately to the other party.265

By this law, labour employment seems to fall into the rather broad category of
“other forms of associations with other parties” for a variety of matters. Given
the distinction between the public and the private, surely the man hiring
another man for agricultural labour falls into the private domain. Therefore,
the penalty fee would probably go into the hands of the other party, which
does not renege on the agreements.

Expectedly, the contract ends with the stamps and signatures of the con-
cerned parties. The most important, however, seem to be those of the hired
labourer. The employer does not actually sign his name or stamp his symbol.
In the light of the aforementioned provisions against the theft of legal records
in the Laws of Heavenly Prosperity, it seems that these types of contracts are
preserved in the hands of the employers. It could have been the case also in
the Tang and Song contracts. In other words, the contracts are unilateral prom-
ises made by the labourers to their employers. There, too, the inequality is
self-evident.266

In sum, the Tangut labour contract, the only surviving contract of labour
employment dated to the 11–13th centuries, reflects the economic activity of
hiring labour in the later history of Western Xia. It reveals a wide range of

265 Revised Laws of Heavenly Prosperity 3, “Urging the Payment of Debt and Interest,”
pp. 189–190.
266 Mie, Xiaohong. “Zailun Dunhuang Nongyé Gugongqi zhong de Guyong Guanxi” [再
論敦煌農業僱工契中的僱傭關係]: “Another Discussion on the Labour-Employer
Relationship in the Employment Contracts in Agriculture found in Dunhuang” Zhongguo
details concerning the economics of labour and employment. It is also a side, sectional, and microscopic view of the Tangut agriculture. The Tangut labour contract receives from and builds upon the Chinese contract tradition. Its further simplification of both format and content, decrease in wage and increase in labour intensity, as well as a more salient relationship of subordination, could all have been the result of socio-economic instability in the last years of the Tangut Empire.  

5.2 Employment of Livestock

Contracts of Livestock Employment constitute an important legal genre in the economic and legal history of China. Yet, few Livestock Employment contracts survive to the present day. There are a mere 6 contracts of livestock employment from the Tang and Song era. These contracts of camel, oxen, and donkey draft were found in the Cave Library in Dunhuang. Every single one of them is of tremendous historical value. So far, five Khara-Khoto contracts of livestock labour have been identified in the corpus of Khara-Khoto manuscripts. One of them, the document Инв. No. 2996-3 is the tail end of a long scroll. Three others are included within the No. 5124 scroll of contracts. Before each of the three contracts of livestock employment, there is one contract of livestock sale. In fact, the animals being rented out to perform draft labour (per livestock employment contracts) have just been purchased from the hands of impoverished peasants. Another piece is the partially damaged manuscript Инв. No. 19-2. Fortunately, the main content is preserved alright. In most contracts of livestock employment, the term for 'employing' a draft animal is 𘝻 [kwo], which sounds very much like the Chinese僱 [kuH] (to hire, to employ). Historically, the term 'to employ,' like the verb 'to contract or rent at a fixed price,' is likely to have been a loan word from medieval Chinese. In all likelihood, employment in this sense had not been a socio-legal norm to the Tanguts prior to their reception of Han culture, hence the absence of any vocabulary that denotes it in the Tangut language. But after the migration northward, the Dangxiang people developed more complex modes and relations of production—such as contractual employment of human and animal labour—as the Tanguts were increasingly drawn to and integrated with economy of the Central Plains.

5.2.1 Translation and Interpretation of the Contract of Livestock Employment

The format of Livestock Employment Contracts is for the most part similar to that of other contracts in the Tangut period. But unlike contracts of ‘absolute sales’ such as those of land or livestock sales, whereby the title of the property is transferred entirely from the seller to the buyer, the employment contract sets the terms of a lease for a given period of time. For this reason, the legal language in the narratives of time, penalty fees, and other requirements are usually much more simplified. The following are the translations of 5 pieces of Tangut Contracts of Livestock Employment written in the Tangut script, arranged in chronological order.

Figure 189 ИНР. No. 2996-3: Contract of livestock employment for 18 years
1. The manuscript Ив. No. 2996-3 (Eighteenth Year) Contract of Livestock Employment features 8 lines of Tangut cursive handwritten on an 18.7 × 13.4 hemp paper fragment once used as a layering page to a sutra. There are damages on both the upper and lower sections. About 2–3 characters are missing in each line of the upper section. It may be surmised that the contract comes after a few others. The first line of this fragment, with its witness signatures and stamps, seems to be the last of the previous contract. The present document begins only with the second line. It dates the contract to “… eighteenth year, the 28th day of the 2nd month.” There are only two ‘eighteenth years’ in the Tangut chronology: Tiansheng and Qianyou. Therefore, this contract could only have been signed in either the bing-xu 18th year of Tiansheng (1166) or the ding-wei 18th year of Qianyou (1187). Some, if not all of the missing words in the upper section could be inferred from the formulaic language of the law. As usual, the contract ends with stamps and signatures.  

Translation:

□□ year 18, month 2, day 28, Yehe ‘Bore the prosperous’ now from Tongpan ?? ‘of puppy’ voluntarily hires a female mule & ox; labour price: 1 dan 5 dou.

By 1st day of 8th month, let both livestocks and fees be returned. If overdue,

each dan doubles. Hearts willing. Default penalty in wheat, according to the law. Willing.

Contract Party: Bore the prosperous (/dc67g/\) (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: son ? the prosperous iron-head (dc67g\) (stamp)
Witness: Liang ‘the Kind Dog of the Xu Year’ (dc67g\) (print)

2. The text Инв. No. 5124-3(6): Yin Year of Tianqing (1194) is included in a long scroll of contracts, three of which are records of livestock employment. It features 10 lines of Tangut in the cursive script, as well as signatures and stamps at the end.269

Translation:

On the same day, 種鐵玗 [dzji. rjir dźjiwu dju] and Liang “The Prosperous Iron”
Et al., presently have 雪娥嫫 [ljow lja mja]’s 2 cattles and 1 full-teethed black ox
Employed; labour price: 3 dan 5 dou wheat + 1 dan 2 dou coarse grains, agreed.

By the 1st day of the 8th month, the fee is to be paid; overdue payment doubles.
The livestock is also to be returned. Willing.
Contract Party: 𗣱𗎁𗸯𘟣 [dzji. rjir dźjiwu dju] (stamp)
Contract Party: 𗃛𘗽𘙲𗯿 [ljow zjo. dźjo wejr] (stamp)
Contract Party: 𗃛𘟪𗯿 [ljow śjow wejr] (stamp)
Witness: 𗼨𗆟𗕜𗕜𘟣 [ŋ we mji wa wa dju] (stamp)
Witness: 𗦮𗊻𘎧𗄽 [phjij śjo wa śia~] (stamp)

3. The Ивв. No. 5124-4(4) Yin Year of Tianqing (1194) Contract of Livestock Employment is the second record of livestock labour in the long scroll of contracts. It features 7 lines of Tangut in the cursive. The text begins with the reference to “the same day”—that is, the same day as the previous contract (a
contract of livestock sale), signed on the third day of the second month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration.  

Translation:

On the same day, the maker of the contract [phjij śjo wa śia~], from [ljow dźijj phu_], [ljow lja mja] et al., Hires a mare, at the labour price of 1 dan 4 dou of wheat and 1 dan 8 dou of coarse grains,

Terms are agreed upon. By the due date: 1st day of the 9th month, the livestock is to be returned, and the fee to be paid. Willing.

Contract Party: [phjij śjo wa śia~]
Co-Contract Party: [ljow lji-. we mja]
Witness: [ljow ne_w wejr]
Witness: [ljow da kia jiw]

FIGURE 192
Инв. No. 5124-4(5): Yin year of Tianqing (1194) contract of livestock employment

4. The Инв. No. 5124-4(5) Yin Year of Tianqing (1194) Contract of Livestock Employment is the third record of animal labour in the scroll of contracts. The text is comprised of 8 lines in cursive Tangut. It, too, begins with the indication of “the same day.” In this case, both the two contracts that come immediately before defer to the previous contracts. The next contract further back, a Contract of Livestock Sale, is recorded on the third day of the second month in the Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration. This is, presumably, an accurate dating of the contract with which we are principally concerned in the translation below.271

Translation:

On the same day, the maker of the contract Liang 犬※ [khjwi- wejr] et al., from 犬※犬※ [ljow dow dzji phu_], 犬※ [lja mja] et al., Hires 1 two-teethed male camel, at the labour price of 1 dan 8 dou of coarse grains.

It is agreed upon that by the 1st day of the 9th month, the livestocks and the fee are to be returned and repaid. Willing.

Contract Party: 犬※犬※ [ljow khjwi- wejr] ‘the prosperous dog’
Co-Contract Party: son, 犬※ [phə zji] ‘the Qiangic’
Witness: 犬※犬※犬※ [ljow lji- we mja] ‘the mother donkey’
Witness: 犬※犬※犬※ [dzji. rjir wa wa tsji-]

Neither of the three Contracts of Livestock Employment above indicates time in precise terms. All defer to previous contracts by the legal expression “on the same day.” The nearest contract accurately dated is the first Contract of Livestock Sale, signed on the 29th Day of 1st Month, in Yin Year of Heavenly Celebration (Tianqing). The second and third contracts are both dated to the 3rd day of the 2nd month, in the same year.

5. Инв. No. 19-2: Contract of Livestock Employment is a manuscript fragment with 5 lines of Tangut cursive handwritten on a 24.2 × 13 cm hemp paper, and damages in the lower sections and the back. A few cursive characters remain unidentifiable.272

Translation:

On the same day, Yehe ‘the joyful at heart’ presently from ẑ יודעים [jaxwa]??, a female camel and a four vertical[-teethed] four male?? Voluntarily ... hire price: 6 dan of wheat, to be gathered by the 1st day of the 7th month in the same year. The day passed, first the hiring fee is to be paid, for each 1 dan, let 2 dan be repaid. Hirer ...

5.2.2 The Relationship between Livestock Employment Contracts and Livestock Sale Contracts

The long scroll Инв. No. 5124 shows that those who hire animals to perform draft labour in the Contracts of Livestock Employment have in most cases sold their own livestocks. They do so not because they have no need for their service, but to obtain more foodstuff in the short run. Once they are no longer starving, they return to the field, short of animal labour, reduced to the position of hiring animal labour to make up for what they have sold out of urgency and necessity. Surely the peasants might have managed to survive. But there is little doubt that from selling to hiring, they incurred tremendous economic losses that are extremely difficult to recover. They have given up ownership rights to the draft animals—much-valued resources in the agrarian economy.

Take Liang in the Инв. No. 5124-4(4) Contract of Livestock Sale as an example. Immediately after selling his camel and horse in exchange for 2 dan of wheat and 3 dan of coarse grains (roughly 5.6 dan of coarse grains altogether), he hired a two-teethed camel from the Pudu Temple at the price of 1 dan 8 dou of coarse grains. The camel is to be returned, and the fee paid in full by the first day of the ninth month of the year. Clearly, Liang is in need of livestocks. But in between two harvests, short of grains, he has no recourse but to sell his animals to the Pudu Temple, before proceeding to hire another one. Liang lost his two large-sized livestocks. Once the hiring fee is deducted, Liang only receives 3.8 dan of coarse grains for the horse and camel—that is, on average, a low price of no more than 2 dan of coarse grains per animal. A huge loss in incurred in this “selling-and-hiring” process. A similar situation is found in the Инв. No. 5124-4(5) Land Sale Contract. 呰𗦮 [phjjj šjo] sells his two-teethed male camel to the same Pudu Temple in exchange for 2 dan of barley and 1 dan of millet (3 dan of coarse grains, in total). Immediately after, he borrows a mare from the Pudu Temple at the price of 1 dan 4 dou of wheat and 1 dan 8 dou of coarse grains (altogether roughly 3.7 dan of coarse grains). After the autumn harvest, 呰𗦮 is expected to return the animals along with the fee. But already upon signing the contract, he loses ownership over his own camel. Curiously, it appears that the mare 呰𗦮 [phjjj šjo] loans from the Temple is one of the livestocks that Liang had sold to the Temple. And it seems to be the case that the camel Liang ends up borrowing is the one that the Temple purchased from 呰𗦮 [phjjj šjo]. Likewise, the 3 cattles hired out by 咝𗦫 [dzji. rjir] and Liang were the exact 3 animals that Weiyi ‘the treasure of fortune’ had sold to the Pudu Temple on the same day.

The following chart compiles the data on sell and purchase price and employment fee in the 5 Contracts of Livestock Employment and the Contracts of Livestock Sale. Note that where there are more than one kind of grains, I have...
recalculated the amount in the unit of coarse grains, in order to make it easier to compare. (all the register numbers begin with Инв. No.).

**Chart 25  Price of livestock sale and employment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Hirer</th>
<th>Livestock owner</th>
<th>Livestock hired</th>
<th>Hiring fee</th>
<th>Fee in coarse grains</th>
<th>Sell and purchase price</th>
<th>Price in coarse grains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2996-3</td>
<td>Day 28, Month 2, Year 18</td>
<td>豬脨麓聼聼</td>
<td>贅聼 ?? 贅聼</td>
<td>1 mare, 1 usable cattle</td>
<td>1 dan</td>
<td>5 dou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5124-3</td>
<td>Same Day (Year Yin of Tianqing 1194) 29th day of 1st month</td>
<td>纳聾聾聼</td>
<td>贅聼聼</td>
<td>Live &amp; usable cattle + 1 full-teethed black ox</td>
<td>3 dan = 6 dan</td>
<td>5 dan</td>
<td>8.7 dan</td>
<td>wheat + 2 dan coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5124-4</td>
<td>Day 3, Month 2 of Tianqing (1194) (6)</td>
<td>萨聾聾聼</td>
<td>贅聼聼</td>
<td>1 mare</td>
<td>1 dan ≈ 3.7 dan</td>
<td>1 camel = 5.7 dan</td>
<td>1 horse sold for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5124-4</td>
<td>Same Day: (5) Day 3, Month 2 of Tianqing (1194)</td>
<td>萨聾聾聼</td>
<td>贅聼聼</td>
<td>Two-teethed male camel</td>
<td>1 dan</td>
<td>1.8 dan</td>
<td>2 dan of barley +</td>
<td>3 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-2</td>
<td>Same Day (illegible)</td>
<td>豬脨麓聼聼</td>
<td>贅聼聼</td>
<td>Female Camel + four-vertical[[-teethed]</td>
<td>6 dan of wheat</td>
<td>8.5 dan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 male??</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is not difficult to tell from the three Инв. No. 5124 Livestock Employment Contracts that the cost of hiring animals from spring up to the harvest season in the autumn is more than half of the money earned by selling the livestocks. In other words, the Pudu Temple earns back the cost of purchase within a mere span of two years. Clearly, the monastic establishment there exploited the need of starving peasants suffering the shortage of grain supplies, acquires livestocks en masse at low prices, and loan them back to the peasants deprived of their animals. The temple is able to achieve profit-maximisation in this ‘purchase-and-loan’ strategy. In two rounds, either two years or even within a year, the temple is able to recover the investments and start making profits, as if they gained the livestocks for free. Therefore, a comparative and connective reading of Livestock Sale contracts, on the one hand, and Livestock Employment contracts, on the other, reveals the behind-the-scenes financial manipulations of the temples. It also shows that the Pudu Temple, one of the Buddhist temples in the Khara-Khoto area, is deeply engaged in and intertwined with the local economy. It becomes a major owner of land and livestocks, constantly merging, acquiring, expanding, and driving already impoverished peasants onto the path of no return, to bankruptcy and deprivation.

6 Exchange and Mortgage Contracts

Contracts of exchange are rare in the history of social and legal documents. Some of the Khara-Khoto contracts of exchange are single pages. Others are treated as scratch papers, and bound into a book to transcribe Buddhist sutras on their back. On the other hand, contract of grain loans on livestock mortgage are found either in the single-page format, or in scrolls of papers that feature multiple contracts on the same pages. Both types of contracts are fairly complicated in terms of legal arrangements and social relationships.

6.1 Exchange Contracts

A class of Tangut contracts is applied in a particular type of transaction: the exchange of livestocks between two parties. The difference in price is compensated for by the transfer of additional grains. There are specialised legal vocabularies in contracts of exchange. In the manuscript Инв. No. 4195, for instance, the verb used to denote the nature of the transaction is 𘜛 [ywej] (to exchange), and the term, ‘to make up for the price difference’ is either 𘎲 [lhu] (to add) or 𘓯 [khjow] (to pay). Stil, other contracts refer to the action of an owner toward their own livestock as either 𗗥 [źji.] (to sell) or 𗗣 [lwə] (to purchase), but it is important to take note that in this particular legal context, they are meant to convey the sense of ‘exchange’, as well. The force of ‘sell and
purchase’ is there, only because one party, whose livestock is in a worse condition, is paying another, who owns a superior animal, to cover the price difference. So, their identities as the ‘buyer’ and the ‘seller’ are legal fictions. Surely, there is no reason why these Contracts of Livestock Exchange cannot be classified as ‘Contracts of Livestock Sale.’ But they are also clearly much more complicated than simple sell and purchase contracts. Below are the translations of three contracts of livestock exchange with better surviving records of the terms and prices of the exchanges.

6.1.1 Translation and Interpretation of Livestock Exchange Contract

![Figure 194: ИНБ. No. 4195: Wu year of Tianqing (1198) contract of livestock exchange](image)

1. Manuscript ИНБ. No. 4195: Wu Year of Heavenly Celebration (1198 AD) Contract of Livestock Exchange is a single-page contract handwritten on a 23 × 37.6 cm hemp paper, with 12 lines of Tangut in the cursive style. The stamping features a lotus imagery, as well as the official 22 × 7 cm red seal of the Tangut House of Transactions.273

   Translation:

   On the 10th day of the 1st month, Wu Year of Heavenly Celebration,  
   Contract Party 萧颢 [mə zji śjow]

[bie_j], has his one full-teethed coloured cow, with [ljow tśju. ·wejr śjow ?] 's full-teethed white cow exchanged. To the white cow is added 1 *dan* of coarse grains. The livestocks and grains are delivered, with no debt incurred. If the livestock & grains are disputed publically or privately by those in the same *chao* or others, at that time, ‘the joyful iron’ is liable. If the direct parties renege on the promise or lie, the penalty is 2 *dan* of coarse grains. The hearts are willing.

Contract Party: [śjow bie_j], the joyful iron (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: son, [lji.j śjow], ‘the prosperous iron’ (stamp)
Co-Contract Party: son, [śja phji] ‘the shining way’ (stamp)
Witness: [gu_ wa wa śia~] Wu ‘the hidden mount’ (stamp)
Witness: [zjwi. khjij da kia] Yiqi ‘the old house’ (print)

---

2. ИНВ. No. 2851-1 Hai Year of Tianqing (1203) Contract of Livestock Exchange is a piece of contract found in a volume of books that has been bound by
discarded contracts. On the back of the pages are scripts of Buddhist sutras. 5 lines of Tangut in the running script are handwritten on a 19.8 × 25.7 cm hemp paper, with damages near the end.274

Translation:

Hai Year of Tianqing 19th day of the 1st month, Contract Party Liang ... presently purchased from Luwo Xianling’s 1 horse, 1 mule ...

Price: to the maroon horse is added 1 dan of coarse grains—paid; re: the livestocks et al. (no) debt incurred
... and all the concerned parties’ affiliates in the same chao, dispute (if there is) ...
?? is liable. If hereafter any party reneges on the terms, the regretting party is to the not-
regretting one (pay) 3 dan ...

3. The manuscript Ивр. No. 2851-33 Hai Year of Tianqing (1203) Contract of Livestock Exchange is included in the same volume, handwritten on a 19.8 × 25.7

hemp paper with 5 lines of cursive Tangut, with damages near the end. To the left is another official document.275

Translation:

Hai Year of Tianqing, on the 18th day of the 2nd month, the Contract Party?

? 𗰝𗿦 [pie. mja]276 et al., presently have their own full-teethed black male camel

Voluntarily sold to 𗰗𗣠𗤶𘅎𘏐 [jiw djij nji j lji j ywie]; price: 1 full-

Teethed male donkey, plus 1 tuo277 of coloured coarse cloth, 1 dan 5
dou of coarse grains. One the same day no debt is incurred; if the camel ...

FIGURE 197 ИНВ. No. 5120-2: Zi year of Tianqing (1204) contract of livestock exchange

4. The ИНВ. No. 5120-2 Zi Year of Heavenly Celebration (1204) Contract of Livestock Exchange is a single-page contract of 14 lines of cursive Tangut scribed on a 24.3 × 39.3 cm hemp paper. The first line dates the contract to

276 TN: lit. “a female frog.”
277 TN: Possibly a Tangut equivalent of the Chinese measure unit 庶: the length of the distance between two arms stretched out.
“24th day of the 2nd month, in the Zi Year of Tianqing” (1204). The document also features stamps and signatures. Translation:

On the 24th day of the 2nd Month in the Zi Year of Heavenly Celebration, Contract Party Mingbu ‘the prosperous donkey’ et al., have their own one-toothed horse, with 𗧇 𘂋 ‘kind iron’

‘s own camel exchanged, on top of which is added? ‘the kind iron’ has to keep; obtain 5 dan of coarse grains. Re: the horse, if the many

In the same chao dispute over it, and if any party diverges in their wishes, and regret over the terms, the penalty is 10 dan of wheat according to law.

Hearts willing.

The terms in actual circumstances are enforced according to the document.

Contract Party: Mingbu ‘the prosperous donkey’ (𗂽𗨘𗱾𗴝𗯿)

Co-Contract Party: Mingbu ‘the greatly prosperous elder’ (𗂽𗨘𗵑𗿒𗯿)

Co-Contract Party: Mingbu ‘?? dog’ (𗂽𗨘??𗫚)

Witness: Xiaoti ‘E of the Tenth Month’ (𗊠𘅬𗰭𗼑𘎧)

Witness: Xiaoti ‘E of Longevity’ (𗊠𘅬𘗽𘙲𘎧)

Witness: Hun ‘the Lucky Treasure’ (𗊙𘀄𘓄𘏨)

Witness: Yehe ‘the Joyful Treasure’ (𘁂𗇃𗫉𘏨)

Of the four Contracts of Livestock Exchange presented above, the first is the most complete, and legible. The second and third both suffer the loss of information near the end. The fourth piece is relatively well-preserved, despite missing or blurry characters here and there in the middle.

6.1.2 Analysis of the Contracts of Livestock Exchange
Compared to simple contracts of livestock sales, these Contracts of Livestock Exchange differ most crucially in the two parties’ voluntary conveyance of titles of livestock properties in their respective domains to each other, resorting to grains to make up for any difference in price and qualities. Therefore, the key points here are the reasons for the exchange at all, and the rate at which grains are transacted to cover price differences.

In the first transaction—the Contract of Livestock Exchange Инв. No. 4195—Moyi offers his own full-teethed coloured cow in exchange for Liang’s full-teethed white cow. An additional dan of coarse grains is added to the white cow’s end. Although both cows have fully grown their teeth, they are of evidently different prices. The white cow is inferior by 1 dan of coarse grains. But why this consensus on the superiority of the coloured cow to its fellow white bovine? It has been discussed before that large-sized Tangut livestocks are not to be slaughtered at will. Only after dying a natural or otherwise necessary death would the cattles offer their meat to human diet. Therefore, the most likely scenario is that one party initiates the exchange in order to enhance the efficiency of his animal labour. The other side of the negotiation table—the party with the stronger cattle—might have had ample draught labour, but intended to hoard up their grains. They did not simply sell their excellent animal, because they still needed some, if not that much, draft labour. But they are perfectly content with an inferior animal, if only the exchange comes with additional foodstuff. Considering then that these contracts are signed in the interim season between the spring and the autumn, the primary incentive to initiate the exchange could be as simple as the lack of food for daily consumption. As a genre of legal writing, therefore, livestock exchange contracts reflect the historical developments of voluntary economic modulations in the private sphere of the economy. The involved parties obtain what they needed and complemented each other’s economic activities. Of course, no transaction is free from defects and inequalities.

It should also be noted that the exchange could only take place in the civil sphere and the private market. That is, only privately-owned animals can be exchanged with other animals in private possession. No personal properties can be used to exchange for government-owned livestocks. The Laws of Heavenly Prosperity is strict in this restriction:

The many are prohibited from exchanging superior and inferior livestocks under government ownership. If such exchange takes place against the law, the price at the time of the exchange is to be calculated. If the values of the livestocks exchanged are equal, let the names be recorded, and those implicated in the exchange be sentenced to one year of imprisonment. If the prices of the livestock are unequal, then let the price difference be recorded, let the charge and sentence be exactly one level below theft. If there is bribery involved, compare it to the charge of corruption, and let whichever is more severe be applied to the criminals. If there is room for discussion, let the sentence be communicated to one level.
below the original charge. Let the original livestocks be returned to their previous possessions.279

It is worth noting that not only the exchange of government-owned livestocks is punished severely, up to a year of imprisonment, the sentence is even graver if there is a price difference between the livestocks exchanged. For more intuitive comparisons, see the chart below for the data in the three Contracts of Livestock Exchange.

Compared to sell and purchase, the exchange of livestocks is an economic activity that took place with less frequency, and certainly much more rarely documented in contracts, as well. Thus far, only two contracts of livestock exchange have been identified prior to this period. One was unearthed in Tomb No. 39 in the Astana Cemetery. The manuscript, dated to the 11th year of Shengping era in the Former Liang Dynasty (367 AD), records the camel sale by a certain Wang Nian in the Kingdom of Gaochang. In fact, it is a Contract of Livestock Exchange. The text reads:

On Day 15 of the 4th month, 11th year of Shengping, Wang Nian offers his camel to Zhu Yue, and receives in return a camel; no added exchange: simply left to right & right to left. If any of the owners regrets, the penalty is 10 fur carpets to be offered. Man present at the time: Bo Xianfeng; scribe: Li Daobo; total ... (lost)280

The two concerned parties exchange their camels, with no scheme of compensation to cover the price difference. This is a contract about 670 years earlier than the Khara-Khoto documents. The other surviving piece of livestock exchange contract is the aforementioned contract found in the Dunhuang cave library, concerning an ox-donkey exchange by a monk at the Bao’en Temple.

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Party initiating the exchange</th>
<th>Party to exchange with</th>
<th>Livestock exchanged</th>
<th>Price in exchange</th>
<th>Compensation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4195</td>
<td>Wu year of Tianqing (1198)</td>
<td>僵殽نجاح</td>
<td>𗤳𘄄𘟪𗫉</td>
<td>1 full-teethed white cow</td>
<td>1 full-teethed coloured cow</td>
<td>2 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2851-1</td>
<td>Day 19, month 1, Hai Year of Tianqing (1203)</td>
<td>捩殽نجاح</td>
<td>𗃛𗶅𗓑𘟪𘎧</td>
<td>1 horse, 1 mule</td>
<td>1 horse, 1 mule</td>
<td>1 maroon horse + 1 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2851-33</td>
<td>Day 18, Month 2, Hai Year of Tianqing (1203)</td>
<td>??殽نجاح</td>
<td>𗧇𘂋</td>
<td>Full-teethed black male camel, one donkey; coloured coarse cloth 1 tuo; 1 dan</td>
<td>1 Full-teethed male donkey; coloured coarse cloth</td>
<td>10 dan of coarse grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5120-2</td>
<td>Day 24, Month 2, Zi year of Tianqing (1204)</td>
<td>銌殽نجاح</td>
<td>𘚿𗌰𗫾𗽜𗯿</td>
<td>One-teethed horse</td>
<td>One-teethed horse</td>
<td>10 dan of wheat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One Yellow bullock, eight years of age (no seal of purchase□) (missing words)
On Day 18, first month of the Yin Year, Bao’en Temple’s tenured master, with no ox to use,
□ presently offers a ‘green-grass’ donkey, seven years of age, and 1 pi of fine cloth, in Exchange□□□inn□□(bullock). The cattle, the donkey, and the cloth, etc.
... (missing end)281

In this case, a 7-year-old donkey feeding on green pasture is exchanged for a bullock. The price difference is compensated for by the additional offering of fine cloth. This contract predates the Tangut contracts of livestock exchange by about 370 years.

Thus far, the two documents above are the only livestock exchange contracts that came before the Tanguts. This legal genre is altogether rarely found in the seven or eight hundred years after Western Xia. The fact that up to four Contracts of Livestock Exchange have survived from the Tangut era is most extraordinary.

Obviously, all the 6 contracts of livestock exchange, across 3 different historical periods, have their origins in northwestern China. It seems that there was a long-living tradition of livestock exchange in this area, where pasturing and animal-husbandry has been a major pillar of the economy.

6.2 Mortgage of Livestock in Grain Loans
The Khara-Khoto contracts show that some peasants developed the practice of depositing their livestocks as mortgage in order to obtain grain loans. It is a much more complicated legal process than in a simple grain loan contract. Most of these contracts stipulate that the titles of the animals be conveyed to the creditors if the debtor fails to fulfil his financial and legal obligations—the timely repayment of both the principle and the interests—after the autumn harvest. At least 8 pieces of such Contracts of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage have been identified in the corpus of Khara-Khoto manuscripts. These legal documents can be further classified in the following ways. Below are the select
ive translations of these Contracts of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage.

6.2.1 Tangut Contracts of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage: Translation and Interpretation

Examples of livestock mortgage contracts include: ИНВ. No. 2996-1, ИНВ. No. 4079-1, ИНВ. No. 4079-2, ИНВ. No. 4079-3.

1. The ИНВ. No. 2996-1 Contract of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage in the Year of Wei is a single-page contract handwritten on a 19 × 23.5 cm hemp paper that was used as the layering cover of another text. There are 11 lins of Tangut in the cursive script, with some damages on the upper side. Stamps and signatures are found at the end of the contract. What remains of the first line dates the contract to approximately the “… Wei year, twelfth month, twenty-ninth day.” The first character that remains somewhat legible, probably the second character of the era title, survives in half, is likely to be ꜥتحدي [lji.j] (prosperous). If so, then the era title is in all likelihood ꜥتحدي ꜵᚦ [ŋwar lji.j] (heavenly prosperity). There are, however, two years of Wei within the Tangut era of Heavenly
Prosperity: the Third year Xin-wei of Heavenly Prosperity (1151 AD) and the Fifteenth year Gui-wei of Heavenly Prosperity (1163 AD).  

Translation:

Heavenly Prosperity-Wei Year-Month 2, Day 29, 獠訖猛齝.streaming [Iwar ze gju_rjur ywie] (Lüyi now from? “the puppy” borrows 4 dan of wheat (principle), impawns a two-teethed male camel

By the 1st day of the 7th month in the same year, to assemble and repay 6 dan of wheat

?? overdue, the impawned livestock would cover 6 dan of wheat;

?? ‘the lucky force’ et all agreed. If reneges

When the penalty fee according to law is 6 dan of wheat; enforced according to the circumstances and the legal document.

Borrower: 獠訖猛齝.streaming [Iwar ze gju_rjur ywie]
Borrower: 獠訖猛齝.streaming [Iwar ze gju_rjur šia~]
Borrower: 獠? [pu. ? dju]
Witness: 𗌰 [ljow ...]

FIGURE 199  ИИИ. No. 4079-1: Contract of grain loan on livestock mortgage

2. The Инв. No. 4079-1: Contract of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage is a manuscript of 9 lines of cursive Tangut written on a 21.8 × 22 cm hemp paper, partially damaged at the front. Both the time and the initial indication of the Contract Parties’ names are lost. But the signatures at the end have survived. The stamps are done by finger-marks.283

Translation:

... 

?? 5 dan of wheat, 11 dan of coarse grains, loaned; whilst full-teethed 
Male & female camels 2, and 1 ?-teethed cow are impawned, 
Through Intermediaries Jia Laohei et al.; if looted by enemies, 
Jia Laohei et al. are liable. For default, the penalty according to law is 
15 dan of coarse grains 
Contract Party: Jia “the old dark one” (𗋖𗿥𗰞) 
Co-Contract Party: Weiyi “iron joyful at heart” (𗼨𗪉𗤶𘅎𘟪) 
Co-Contract Party: Shijun ‘father dog’ (𗘂𗔀) 
Witness: Liang “deer? of Chen-wu” (𗃛𗰆𗵃𗍗)

FIGURE 200 Инв. No. 4079-2: Contract of grain loan by pawning livestock

3. Инв. No. 4079-2 Contract of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage is a single-page contract with 10 lines of Tangut in the cursive handwritten on a \(22 \times 23\) cm hemp paper. The first line gives away the time as the “third day of the last month.” The end of document features signatures and stamps.284

Translation:

On the 3rd day of the 12th month, Contract Party 𗌰𗃞𗗿𘏐 [pu. kə ta ywie] first from??
From 𗃛𘏐𗣀𘏨 [ljow ywie rjiːr lji.-] borrowed 5 dan of wheat, 11 dan of coarse grains
In total 16 dan; 2 full-teethed camel, male & female, ?
Teethed female camel on mortgage. Due date set on the 1st day of the 9th month
To be repaid. If the payment is overdue, first the impawned Camels would be seized, with no complaint. In case of dispute or default, The penalty is coarse grains and wheat in 15 dan, according to the law.
Contract Party: 𗌰𗃞𗗿𘏐 [pu. ka ta ywie]
Co-Contract Party: Liang Huihuni
Witness: Liang? Chenwu

FIGURE 201 Инв. No. 4079-3: Contract of grain loan by pawning livestock

284 Ibid., p. 182.
4. The document Ив. No. 4079-3: Contract of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage is a roll of serial contracts. Three texts remain legible, where 15 lines of Tangut cursive are handwritten on a 22 × 23 cm hemp paper, followed by signatures and finger-stamps.285

The first document suffers some damage at the beginning, but the second and third are basically intact. The following is a translation of the second contract.

Translation:

On the same day, 莫疆 蓆毑 [mə dzow gju_ dzjwo] (Mozang “the lucky man”) borrows 1 dan of wheat; the principle is increased to 1 dan 5 dou, on the mortgage of 1 roll of fur carpet, 1 sheep. By the date agreed upon,
before August, the sum must be repaid. In case of overdue payment, first to cover the debt

The [mortage] is seized. There is no disagreement.

Borrower: 莫疆 蓆毑 [mə dzow gju_ dzjwo]
Witness: 鬆其熊玅 [pha~ gia mji-_ ywie]

Here, the mortgage is comprised of not only animals but also a roll of fur carpet.
5. The document Ив. No. 4079-4: Contract of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage is a 22.2 × 23 cm manuscript on hemp paper, partially damaged. It features 7 lines of Tangut in the cursive. Two pieces of contract are patched into one. The first 3 lines are in fact the signatures lingering from the previous contract. The last 4 lines are the first half of another contract. In the last line, in particular, only the half of the characters—the strokes on the right—have survived.\textsuperscript{286}

Translation:

On the same day, contract set up by 𗬑𗪉𗪮𗰔 [tśji- zjwi. me_ jiwi], now from the official 𗃛𘏐𗣀 [ljow wye rjij]? Borrowed 5 dan of wheat, 10 dan of coarse grains, and have 1 full-teethed female camel, 1 2 vertical (teethed) female camels, 1 tamed male camel mortgaged. Date? ...

A few other documents, such as the Ив. No. 4079-5 and the 4079-6, all belong to this genre of contract of grain Loan on Livestock mortgage.

There is yet another piece of grain loan contract on mortgage that is even more peculiar and complex. The Or.12380-0023 (K.K.II.0283.t) grain loan account, now in Britain, is written on a piece of 19 × 18.5 white hemp paper. It has 11 lines of Tangut in the cursive script.\textsuperscript{287} The debtor wishes to take out a loan of 7 dan of wheat, 4 dan of barley, as well as 4 dan of millet. If he fails to repay the debt in full by the first day of the seventh month, then the title of not only camels, but also a shijun would be conveyed to the creditor. Thus far, this is the only loan contract whereby both livestocks and living human beings are deposited in the mortgage. Likewise, it is a rare find also in the history of mortgage and transactions of human beings in ancient China. It is also an example of ‘real contract’: obligatio quae re contrahitur, in the history of Chinese contracts.

6.2.2 Analysis of the Contracts of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage

The Tangut Contracts of Grain Loan by Pawning Livestock are similar to simple grain loan contracts in two key aspects of the legal documents: the creditors charge interests, asking for the return of not only the principle but also the profits at the end of the term. Also, it is the same in both cases that, overdue payments are penalised with a fee, also in terms of grains. One could not but

\textsuperscript{286} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{287} British Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts, vol. 1, p. 11.
wonder how the defaulter could be realistically expected to be able to muster more grains to pay the penalty fee if he fell short of the original sum. The Contracts of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage, however, differ from simple grain loan contracts in one key aspect: the borrower has deposited his livestock as a security upon the signing of the lease. In case of overdue payment or default, the loaners could simply claim the property as their own, according to the terms set in the contract. This form of loan provides a much greater sense of financial security for the creditors. In the document Инв. No. 2996-1: Contract of Grain Loan by Pawning Livestock in the Year of Wei, the debtor deposited a mortgage of a two-teethed male camel in order to take out a loan of 4 dan of wheat. When the harvest season comes in the autumn, he is expected
to pay 6 dan of wheat, at the same interest rate of 50% as in most simple grain loan contracts that we have so far seen. In case of an overdue payment, the creditor may seize the camels to cover the loss. But if the debtor reneges on his obligations altogether, the penalty is another 6 dan of wheat.

Because the document Ивв. No. 4079-1: Contract of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage, has a missing first line, there is no reliable way to establish its date or to identify the contracting parties involved. But near the end, the signatures reveal the main Contract Party as Jia Laohei, who borrowed 5 dan of wheat and 11 dan of coarse grains, on the condition of depositing 2 camels and 1 cow as mortgage. From the text itself, it seems to be the case that the livestock are still kept by the debtor, rather than transferred to the guardianship of the creditor, for the time being. So, they are not technically a ‘security deposit’ in the hands of the loaner. That is why the contract also hypothesises a scenario most intriguing, that if the animals are looted and fall into the dominion of foreign enemies, it is Jia Laohei, the borrower, who bears liability. In addition, the agreement stipulates that in case of default, the debtor pays a penalty fee of 15 dan of grains.

The curious reference to the legal complications whereby the camels are looted by the enemies is rarely seen elsewhere in historical contracts. It shows, first of all, that the livestock were in constant danger of being seized in plunderers and pillages. It would not be added into the contract as a clause in peace times. So, although we are still unsure of the precise dating of the contract, it is quite likely that it was signed at a time when the border city of Khara-Khoto was menaced by Mongol arms—that is, toward the end of the Tangut Empire.

A certain co-Contract Party by the name of Shijun Quanfu also signed at the end of the contract. The identity of the man concerned is labelled as Shijun. It is known, of course, that the shijuns constituted a special class of lowly serfs who were legally transacted by their masters. Therefore, the presence of a shijun, as a legal persona in the role of the co-Contract Party, is most noteworthy. It shows that, quite possibly, the shijuns had by this period of time achieved a certain kind of legal status in the Tangut society by this period of time. However, it must also be noted that although they are able to perform legal duties as self-owning civilians, the mark of their historically lower status is not altogether easy to erase. That is perhaps why the label "shijun" has to be bound up with the name.

In the document Ивв. No. 4079-2: Contract of Grain Loan on Livestock Mortgage, the Contract Party is the pawnner Bu who takes out a loan of 5 dan of wheat and 11 dan of coarse grains from Liang, on a mortgage of livestock. In case of overdue payment, the creditor is legally authorised to appropriate these camels. But if the debtor reneges on his commitments, then the penalty
would be 15 *dan* of grains. Near the end of the contract, one finds the names of not only Mr. Bu, but also two other co-Contract Parties. One of them is Liang Huihuni. Huihu (𗬊𗬊) is, of course, also the name of the ethnic Huihu folk. Of course, a sizeable Huihu population lived in the Tangut dominion, whilst other Huihu tribes bordered Western Xia as neighbours. Curiously, “Huihu” is listed as a “Fan name” in the *Assorted Words*. It is well possible that here, the man named Liang Huihuni might have had ethnic Huihu heritage.

Below is a chart that offers a more visual representation of the data in Tangut contracts of grain loans and livestock mortgages:

### Chart 27: Data in Tangut contracts of grain loans and livestock mortgages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Pawner</th>
<th>Loaner</th>
<th>Livestock mortgaged</th>
<th>Grain loan</th>
<th>Overdue payment</th>
<th>Default penalty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2996-1</td>
<td>Wei Year: Contract of Grain Loan by Pawning Livestock 𗧇𘂋𘀄𘓄𘏐[lwər ze gju_rjurrjw]</td>
<td>Two-teethed male camel</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>6 <em>dan</em></td>
<td>Loaned livestock covers</td>
<td>6 <em>dan</em> of wheat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4079-1</td>
<td>2 full-teethed male &amp; female camels, and 1? teeth cow 𗌰𗃞𗗿𘏐[pu.kəta rjijrljij]-.</td>
<td>Two full-teethed male &amp; female camels, 1? tooth-camel</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>5 <em>dan</em>; coarse grains: 11 <em>dan</em></td>
<td>Pawned camels</td>
<td>Coarse grains &amp; wheat: 15 <em>dan</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4079-2</td>
<td>Third day of the last month: Contract of Grain Loan by Pawning Livestock 𗩋𘝙𘀄𘓐[mə dzow gju_dzjwo]</td>
<td>1 cattle, 1 sheep, as security for loan</td>
<td>Wheat: 1 <em>dan</em>; to be seized to pay to cover the debt</td>
<td>1 <em>dan</em> &amp; 5 dou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4079-3</td>
<td>Same Day: 𗵣𘃞𗗿 of Wheat: 1 <em>dan</em>; To be seized to pay to cover the debt</td>
<td>1 <em>dan</em> &amp; 5 dou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 Communal Contracts

Societies are a unit of organised community in the civil sphere and at the base level of ancient Chinese societies. Societal organisations have a long history that dates back to pre-Qin eras. They reached unprecedented heights of prosperity in the Tang, the Five Dynasties, and the Song periods. As a primary source, the communal contracts are documents that reflect the content of the historical communal activities. The vivid details contained in these materials are of tremendous historical value. A batch of such documents have been found in the Dunhuang library cave. Since then, Dunhuangologists have conducted systematic studies of these materials, prepared full transcriptions, and published academic literatures on some of the contracts. Amongst them are about 20 or so communal ‘charters’ or ‘constitutions’ that enumerate the bylaws and the terms of agreements, designed for the better organisation of these societies. Of these, 10 are official documents, most of which are fragments, whereas others seem to be drafts, copies, and duplicates. The corpus of Khara-Khoto communal contracts, on the other, boast some of the more complete official documents that are of especially great value.

7.1 Format and Content of Communal Contracts

So far, two charter-style communal contracts have been identified in the midst of Khara-Khoto manuscripts. They are called ‘societies of the many’ in Tangut. Although essentially a charter of rules and regulation for the

288 Ning and Hao, 1997.
internal governance of the organisations, such documents are legally binding. Therefore, they may be styled as “Communal Contracts.”

7.1.1 The Translation and Interpretation of Communal Contracts
The two Tangut Communal Contracts referred to above are the Ивр. No. 5949-31: “Communal Contract in the Yin Year of Guangding (1218)” and the No. 7879 Communal Contract. Both contracts are written in cursive Tangut. In addition to paleographic and calligraphic complexities, the text is not in its optimal state of legibility. Therefore, it is impossible to speak of a high level of confidence in any effort to read, translate, and interpret. For the time being, many questions remain to be tackled. The No. 7879 Communal Contract, in particular, suffers significant loss and damage. Due to poor legibility, it is extremely difficult to sew individual characters into sensible sentences. Therefore, only a literal transcription into Chinese characters is provided in the notes.

FIGURE 204 Ивр. No. 5949-31: Yin year of Guangding (1218) communal contract (1)
Note: TN: The manuscript No. is not 7879.
1. The Ив. No. 5949-31 Communal Contract is a long, 19.4 × 90.2 cm scroll handwritten on hemp paper, with 40 lines of writings in cursive Tangut. The first line reads, “Guangding, Year of Yin, eleventh month, fifteenth day”—that is, the year of 1218 AD. The contract is signed and stamped, and there are traces of edits and erasures in the manuscript.\(^{289}\) The handwriting in this manuscript

\(^{289}\) *Russian Collection of Khara-Khoto Manuscripts*, vol. 14, pp. 92–93.
is highly cursive, supplemented by occasional appearances of running-script writings in a smaller font, which are even harder to identify.

Translation:

On the 15th day of the 11th month, in the Yin Year of the Guangding era, a society is established, whereby its members voluntarily agree to gather on the 15th day of each month, hereupon discussed and decided. The first ceremony?

the persons at the time are to implement the following terms:

One item: concerning the gathering on the 15th day, unless ill or in long-distance travel,
(with these exceptions), if members are slack or absent in attending the gathering,
They are not only punished 5 dou, the many? to go engage in merit-making?
the place of the various bureaus? should? proceed to implement.

One item: let all visit the severely sick amongst the many at their own place,
Let members who fail to visit within ten days deliver them medicine and rice instead
And 1 sheng of grains. If they fail to deliver these, the penalty is 1 dou.

One item: all members are to bid farewell to the deceased at the funeral. Amongst them,
Those who do not attend are penalised by 1 dan of coarse grains

One item: if a member brings a dispute or lawsuit to the bureaus,
Let there be a penalty of 1 dou of coarse grains. If this payment is not delivered,
Let an additional penalty of 5 dou of coarse grains be imposed.

One item: those who drift away from the gatherings are punished 1 dan of wheat

One item: to a member preparing a funeral for his deceased wife,
deliver 1 dou of coarse Grains. If this amount is not delivered, let there be a penalty of 3 dou of coarse grains.

One item: if the deceased member of the society had ? 2 dou of coarse grains
The extra is to be paid?? If overde, let there be a penalty of 1 dan of coarse grains.290

This line was added later, in a small font. The characters are blurred and almost illegible.
One item: in preparation for a funeral, pay 2 sheng & 3 rolls of rice and grains.
If overdue or unpaid, let there be a penalty of 5 dou of coarse grains.

One item: the society’s gathering ...

One item: at the monthly gathering, deliver 1 sheng of rice/grains, 2 sheng of coarse grains.
If not delivered, let there be a penalty of 5 dou of coarse grains; willing.

One item: gathered society one? no? nobody?? the absent ones are penalised by 5 dou.

One item: when the society gathers to deliver merit-making ?? where amongst the many??
Those who resort to selling are subject to a penalty of 3 dou of coarse grains.

One item: if two join the gathering not for substantial matters, or if they form a faction.
The penalty is 5 dou of coarse grains.

One member: ?? 蘁 İş [ta śjow] (stamp) 髹}[ljow ne_w lji.-] (stamp) (Yang)
One member: 蘁 [pji-r tsji-] (stamp) ? 蘁 [ta] (stamp) (Yang)
One member: 蘁 [tsjhi- ta~] ?? 蘁 [kie.] (stamp) (Yang)敟? [jow la śjoi] (stamp) (Yang)
One member: 蘁 [pu.? ?? 蘁 [gju._] (stamp) (Yang)敟 [da kia]? [?] (stamp)

One member: 蘁 [tow ne_w]? 鬷 [khjwi-] (stamp)
One member: 蘁敟 (Zhang Ade) [tśjow ja te] (stamp) 鬷 [ka]? 鬷敟 [zji rjjir lji.-] (stamp)
One member: 蘁敟 [wow swew ta] (stamp) 蘁 (Zhang)? ? 敟 [tśjow lji.-] (stamp)
One member: 蘁敟敟 [tśhio thjjj thjij khjwi-] (stamp) ??敟?(stamp)
One member: 蘁敟敟 [twu. kji~ te] (stamp) ? ? (stamp)

The name here is crossed out.
2. The Инв. No. 7879 Communal Contract is a 19 cm × 48 cm fragment of 19 lines of cursive Tangut handwritten on a piece of hemp paper. Due to excessive damages, the little ink that remains, and overlapping writings on the front and the back of what used to be a sutra, which very much confuse the characters; lots of words remain unidentified. Therefore, only a rough transcription is provided in the notes.

---


293 TN: Transcription into Chinese characters with notes:

... One dou of coarse grains ...

...? 甲中有身轉者有時尸置上一[泊]? ? (in case of a deceased member of the society) 令音脮以? 其日先如不來與二斗? (members who do not attend the event have to pay 2 dou)

不僅庫置中甲中三石布施上? < > 施一?

?愛四類? 小為當

一條聚日上 ? 處一斗雜施供養為緣因 (1 dou of contribution to be paid during the gathering)

一條顯甲會已置日不聚日過時五斗雜? (absence results in a penalty of 5 dou of coarse grains)

?! 繳當 (a certain amount to be paid)

一條顯甲中人中大眾不議過時—??

日? 罪?? 不議因 官依一石麥繳服 (regardless of reasons, to pay 1 dan of wheat according to the law)

One member...(stamp) One member ... (stamp)

... ... (stamp)

One member... One member ... (stamp)

... (stamp) ...

One member... (stamp) One member ... (stamp)

... (stamp) ...

One member... One member ... (stamp)

... (stamp) ...
7.1.2 The Content of Communal Contracts

The two new Tangut charters set out the rules for collective activities that bind the members of the society, whereby participants commit to their solemn pledge of mutual support. The documents are written in the Tangut cursive script. The contract refers to the organisation as a 喾嚫 [ji ljwu] (lit. the many, gather; i.e. the gathered many, an organised society). The document ends with the signatures and stamps. By virtue of this format and content, it acquires the legal force of a contract. For this and other reasons, these charters are considered to be communal contracts.

If the Dunhuang library cave furnishes us with a corpus of 10th century medieval communal contracts, then these two Tangut documents fill in the void of the 12th century. The first one, in particular, is preserved almost in its entirety and in excellent conditions.

The No. 5949-31 Communal Contract in the Yin Year of Guangding is almost entirely legible, despite some loss of words near its end. This document suffices to inform us of the basic format and content of Tangut communal contracts. It is written in fluent Tangut on a white hemp paper. The text starts with an opening statement, and a detailed reference to time: “On the 15th day of the 11th month in the Yin Year of the Guangding era” (1218), followed by the characters 喾嚫, an expression that appears as many as 7 times in the document. The contract then enumerates 11 rules of the society, with two more additional stipulations that appear in a smaller font, making it 13 rules in total. There also seem to be some crossings and erasures. Each item of rule begins with the formulaic expression, 𗈪𘄿 [ja tįj] (one item). The gathering activity of the society is referred to as 嬫𗃴 [ljwu dzji-] (gather, assemble; to gather into an assembly), which appears 3 times in the text. The participants in these gatherings are called 𘜶𗫔 [tha ·ji] (lit. large, many; the many, or the gathered many), which likewise appears 3 times. Finally, there are the signatures and stamps of the members. Due to the damages at the end of the manuscript, it is virtually impossible to know the precise number of members in this society.

This communal contract not only shares the generic features of the many contracts discussed in this chapter, but retains its own characteristics. Therefore, it is better understood as a special contract. As a charter of rules that govern the conduct and activities of a voluntary social organisation in Khara-Khoto, it surely differs from contracts of an economic nature, such as those of transactions, mortgages, loans, and leases, which serve to testify to a set of agreements by the two parties involved in an economic relationship. Rather, the communal contract binds multiple parties to a collective agreement, whereby all members give their consent and mutual reassurance. It is a
form of regulation in the private social sphere, at a distance from the laws of the government.

The opening statement of the communal contract makes it clear that the members associate with the society voluntarily. They obviously agree to gather on the fifteenth day of each month. We know, therefore, that the society operates by monthly meetings. Moreover, the constituent members agree to abide by the following rules and regulations.

The first item of stipulation states that all members, except those who fall sick and those who embark on long-distance travelling, are obliged to attend the monthly gatherings on the fifteenth day of each month. Those who are absent without legitimate cause are to pay a penalty fee of grains in the amount of 5 dou. Although a private initiative unfettered by governmental regulations, the society obviously enforces its own rules rigorously. Once an individual joins the group, he faces coercive punishment from the organisation for failure to comply with his duties.

The details of the contract all point to the impression that the society is founded on the basis and for the sake of mutual support. According to the second rule, for example, all others are obliged to visit the heavily sick members of the group. Furthermore, “Let members who fail to visit within ten days deliver them medicine and rice instead and 1 sheng of grains. If they fail to deliver these, the penalty is 1 dou.” And under the second rule, if a member passes away, his funeral is attended by the whole group. Those who do not show up have to pay “1 dan of coarse grains.” According to item 6, when a member prepares a funeral for his deceased wife, others either support him with 1 dou of coarse grains, or face a penalty in the amount of 3 dou. Likewise, items 7 and 8 also concern spiritual and material support for the funerals of deceased individuals. Visitations by fellow members of the society is a source of consolation, and a positive force in the treatment and recovery processes. Moreover, attendance at the funeral is socially important, and more grains are always most helpful to the survived families. These and such social conducts are a kind of humanitarian support and mutual care. It promotes friendly and fraternal solidarity and communal love within the neighbourhood and across families and households. To some extent, it reflected the tenets of moral teachings and the prevalence of public mores at the time. Whereas it most cases, this layer of morality and sociability is optional, often undertaken by the virtuous and unattained by others, it is an enforceable obligation and procedural necessity for those involved in these organisational societies. Those who do not either live up to this aspiration or fail to comply with their duty face stringent punity in economic terms.
A number of characters in item 4 remain undeciphered. But the undecoded part does not prevent us from understanding the basic meaning of the text. It states something to the effect that, a member implicated in a lawsuit, and possibly incriminated at the court, is also charged with a penalty fee of 1 *dou* of coarse grains. Those who do not comply are further charged with 5 *dou* of coarse grains. In this scheme of double punishment, members are warned not to violate any laws, lest they be both indicted by the government and punished within the society. Objectively, such a measure also reinforces the law and order under the local government. By a mixture of mores and laws, the society supports the political end, as well. Of course, morals and laws are products of their own time. And during this time, both the moral teaching and the legal regime are installed to defend the rights and interests of the powerful, a tool to safeguard and facilitate the smooth operation of the social sphere in its existing order. The Tangut Empire is ruled by its imperial law code. The government enforces these laws to perpetuate imperial rule by the royal elites. The laws are more effective when this regime is capable of normatively shaping the social conduct of its subjects. What is interesting here is that the communal society deters its members from violating the imperial laws by threatening them with the society’s by-laws. The force of this deterrence comes from within the voluntarily-formed civil organisation. In this way, the civil is allied with the governmental, the private with the public, and the social with the imperial.

Item 10 in the Communal Contract requires that each member pay a due of 1 *sheng* of rice or grains, 2 *sheng* of coarse grains during the monthly gathering. Failure to do so would result in a penalty fee of 5 *dou* of coarse grains. Therefore, members are not supposed to join the meetings empty-handed.

The signatures and stamps at the end of the text suffice to show that the document is of a legal nature. It should therefore be considered as a proper contract. In the opening statement of the contract, there is no mention of a leader who acts as the legal representative of the society. But it is possible that the first name on the file counts as the head of the organisation. A quick glance at the calligraphic style reveals that the handwriting is consistent from the main text to each of the signatures. There is no doubt that the same person who drafted the document wrote down all the names, as well. But each name is followed by highly varied signs, prints, and stamps. The stamping endows the text with legal force.

The record of individuals who signed and stamped in the contract may not be the full list, given the damage of the contract near the end of the manuscript. What appear on the page now are 17 signatories and their stamps in 8 lines. A certain name was crossed out in line 4, and replaced by another name to its left, which is the 5th line. In other cases, each line contains 2 names, one
above and the other below. Further above the name in the upper section, there is a formulaic expression, 𘈩𗥩 [lew ljwu] (lit. one, gathering; one member of the society in the gathering). These two characters are not repeated for the name below. This, again, testifies to the pragmatism of the format.

Another Communal Contract written in Tangut is the Инв. No. 7879 manuscript, which suffers excessive damages. The text is thus barely legible. Still, a bit of information could still be extracted from the modicum of words that lend themselves to a rough translation. In line 7, the opening “One Item” is followed by the expression, 𗜓𗗧𗥩 [śja kia ljwu] (lit. society, neighbourhood/household; gathering). In line 9, “One Item” is followed by 𗜓𗗧. It is possible that the “Neighbourhood/Household Society” is the name of society concerned.

The contract also specifies that “on the day of the gathering, submit a due provision of 1 dou of coarse grains.” Whereas in the No. 5949-31 Communal Contract mentioned above, each member pays 3 sheng of coarse grains during the monthly gathering. It seems that the dues are higher in the Инв. No. 7879 contract. Note that, as shown in the Инв. No. 7879 Communal Contract, failure to show up at the meeting results in a penalty of 5 dou of coarse grains, which is the same amount as the penalty fee for absence as specified in the No. 5949-31 Communal Contract.

7.2 Communal Contracts and the Tangut Society

Societies are popular communal groups that formed in the civil sphere, and at the base level of the Chinese society. Some societies wield considerable power and influence in the local area. Communal documents found in the Dunhuang cave library show that societies remained popular in and near Dunhuang from the Tang Dynasty and the Five Dynasties, down to the Song period. Building on this discovery, the corpus of Tangut communal contracts in Khara-Khoto show that communal societies also existed in Western Xia, even in the far-northern city of Khara-Khoto. The new manuscripts that come to light only in recent decades have added new primary materials to Tangut historiography, which enable scholars to dive into the socio-economic base of the Tangut Empire.

The Tangut and Dunhuang communal contracts belong to the same type of texts: charters that set down the rules and bylaws of an organisation. In Chinese historiography, documents referred to variously as Shetiao [社條], She’an [社案], or Tiaoliu [條流] are the basic texts of communal documents. The Dunhuang documents are varied in their lengths and details. Typically, a text begins with the general principles, narrates the purpose of founding such a society, the reasons for the establishment of the rules. It then proceeds to delineate the structure of the society and the substance of its activities, as well as terms and conditions of penalties that deter members from violating
the rules. When the text sets out to account for the motifs and purpose of the society, it typically legitimates its raison d’être by the tenets of Confucianism or the doctrines of Buddhism. Under the spirito-ideological guidance of these principles, the society is said to enable friends to form partnerships for mutual support and education, for members to engage in collective sacrificial rituals and to offer aids in their own lives, and also to collaborate on fasts and funerals: there are usually two communal sacrifices, one in the spring and the other in the autumn, in addition to three long fasts. Rules are itemised, each in its own line. Each item starts with the formulaic expression, “One ...” which falls in line with the formats of legal writings during this period. Some other communal charters, however, do not itemise the rules. Subscribed members are called the ‘many of the society,’ or the ‘society’s many.’ They participate in communal affairs under the watchful eyes of the ‘head of a society,’ ‘officer of the society,’ and the ‘elder of the society’ (also called the ‘transcriber of the affairs’). These three roles are collectively referred to as the ‘three officers,’ assigned by popular will. The society operates under the guidance and leadership of these communal ‘officers.’

Both Tangut and Dunhuang Communal Contracts are charters of civil societies, voluntarily-formed for mutual help and support, in the private sphere of the medieval society. The Tangut contracts do not elaborate on the fundamental reasons for setting up the society in the first place. There are few, if any moral narratives that justify the establishment of the organisation, or the enactment of the by-laws. The contracts are straightforward about the clear and precise terms: what acts are permitted and what not, and what penalties ensue from the violations of these terms of agreement. In contrast, the Dunhuang documents feature more didactic narratives of moral reasoning. The British manuscript, the Dunhuang S 6537 (back)/3–5 “Charters of a Society founded by Fifteen Individuals” states the following:

It is heard that in the splendid realm of Dunhuang, the society rests upon the principles of the Three Gems. The customs and mores depend on the support of the wise and prudent ... The people live in peace and prosperity, where benevolence and righteousness prevail. No family is in want of reverence for the good order, and all neighbourhoods spread the

---

294 TN: The Three Fasts [三長齋月] refer to fasts in the first, fifth, and ninth months of the lunar calendar.

295 TN: Of course, the invocation of the “Three Gems” (三寶) is in the Buddhist sense of Pali: tiratana (Sanskrit: त्रिरत्न/रत्नत्रय).

296 TN: The loose reference to the order of the more or less dignified and revered (尊卑) could be based on age, gender, and other familial patterns. So, I have refrained from rendering it as simply ‘old and young’ (長幼尊卑).
teachings and rituals of filial piety. However, fearing that perchance, tensions may arise and harm, and that the good human sentiments may not persist as in times past; that in these scenarios, disagreements may ensue, and that each party clings onto its own partial view, the fifteen individuals here resolve to form a contract, with a shared mentality and understanding. The elders are to be treated with the same intimacy as parents, and to be provided for all the time. The younger are like loyal sons, and will never change their ways ... To help those in perils and to save the lives at stake; to benefit the dead and to honour those alive; to sacrifice oneself for the good of others, and never begrudge; all must deliberate and negotiate; let the hearts of men not change over the course of time. Because all are of the same opinion, we hereby establish this document as a testimony. We shall thus form a society of fraternal fellowship, which is to be remembered and respected by posterity.\textsuperscript{297}

The Dunhuang manuscript Д1038 contains the charter of the Society of the Suowang clans. The document makes clear that,

The kins of the Suowang ... gradually evolve into divided households. The families have changed their wills in pursuit of their interests, and in so doing, neglected the customs of the good order. The elderly and the young cannot bear to see, and fear that their generation brings shame to the name of their ancestors.\textsuperscript{298}

The Tangut communal contracts seem to have inherited the core features and purposes of Chinese equivalents: the defence of the basic social order of the feudal society, and the tradition of mutual help and support. But the Tangut documents significantly reduced the moral teachings. Without the didactic prolegomena, the Tangut texts are simpler and more practical.

With respect to the numbers of rules and items in the contracts, the rather complete Tangut communal contract, ИВБ. No. 5949-31 in the Yin Year of Guangding contains 13 items. Fewer items have survived in the Dunhuang contracts. For example, due to damages, only two of the additional rules laid down by the head of the society Wang Wu et al. have survived in the P.3544 manuscript, dated to the 29th day of the 9th month, in the 9th year of Dazhong (855 AD); Seven items have survived from the S.2041 manuscript, the charter of the society for the western alley in the ‘neighbourhood of Confucian mores,’ thrice renewed in the Dazhong era (847–866 AD); the charter of a certain

\textsuperscript{297} Ning and Hao, 1997, pp. 49–50.
\textsuperscript{298} Mie Xiaohong, 2008.
Dunhuang-based society, found in the P.3989 manuscript dated to the 10th day of the 5th month in the Third Year of Jingfu (894), does not enumerate its by-laws in a list of separate items; Even the content-rich charter of the society founded by fifteen men—the sample that has been analysed in the S 6537 (back)/3–5 manuscript, only 7 items survive.\textsuperscript{299} A quick survey of the Dunhuang corpus shows that none of its communal contract is as elaborate as the Tangut communal contracts.

The communal societies as evidenced in the Dunhuang contracts are diverse in their natures and purposes. Some set their goals as mutual economic help and provision for common livelihood. Others are organised around the Buddhist rituals and worshipping activities. The two identified pieces of Tangut communal contracts both belong to the tradition of mutual economic support. Below are the four main functions of the society:

(a) Periodical gatherings, in this case on a monthly basis. These gatherings are supposed to build personal connections and emotional ties within the society, so that the participating families stay engaged and informed on the situations at other households.

(b) The society pledges spiritual and emotional support to its members in vulnerable positions and under difficult circumstances. Members are obliged to pay visits to the sick and the dead, to show care and pay condolences. Such items suggest that Tangut societies aim not only at the betterment of material conditions but also the promotion of mental, spiritual, and emotional welfare.

(c) But the society is also pragmatic in its approach to support its members. Death of a family member comes with pain but also a significant cost. A funeral always places a heavy financial burden on the survived. So, the provision of foodstuff is a matter of both spiritual and financial support and solidarity. As the communal contract No. 5949-31 in the year of Yin of Guangding shows, a member who suffers the death of a wife claims at least 1 \textit{dan 7 dou} of coarse grains from the society. In the case that the member himself passes away; the family is to receive 3 \textit{dan 4 dou} of coarse grains.

(d) Members of the society are punished for any conduct in violation of its by-laws. The penalty usually comes in the form of the confiscation of grains. This punitive measure has three ends: to warn and deter members, both the ones guilty and those who are not, from violating the rules in the future; to increase the stockpile of grains; and to establish the dignity and firmness of order in the civil sphere. The society acts as a

\textsuperscript{299} Ning and Hao, 1997, pp. 1–66.
quasi-government when it enforces its principles by force. In this regard, these non-governmental organisations are a complementary force in concordance with the imperial government. They play a supporting role in guarding the rules and orders of the feudal society.

The materials above outline the basic structure of rights and obligations for those who form or join a communal society.

It is obvious from the Dunhuang communal contracts that the three communal ‘officers’ lead the societies into various activities, according to the rules laid down in the contract. Candidacies for the officers are proposed and approved by the members of the society. But it also occurs every so often that these positions come to be filled by large clans and powerful families in the area. Some societies are also controlled by the local governments, temples, aristocracies, bureaucracies, and wealthy households, who derive indirect levies and labours from the communities. But the two Tangut communal contracts contain no materials on these subjects, and therefore shed very little light on the possibility that such phenomena might also have been found in Western Xia.

The communal society stockpiles grains from monthly dues (3 sheng per member each month). For a society of 17 members, the sum is around 6 dan of grains for a fiscal year. As mentioned earlier, the society also accrues grains by means of penalty fees. As for whether these grains are owned by the legal persona of the society, or by the heads of the organisations, or yet, perhaps, owned collectively by all, is not articulated in any legal language. Therefore, there is no reason to exclude the possibility that the leaders of the society might have embezzled common properties.

But the stamps and signatures on the back of the communal contract point to a significant level of collective participation. The by-laws are put forth and signed into effect by all the members as a collective body. They are therefore obeyed, guarded, and accounted for by all the signatories. There is basic equality and collective liability in this arrangement. In this regard, the Tangut and Dunhuang communal contracts share more common ground.

Amongst the identified names of the 17 undersigned in the communal contract ИНВ. No. 5949-31 in the Yin Year of Guangding, no typical Dangxiang Tangut clan-name has been identified. The Han names are the vast majority: 2 Yangs, 2 Zhangs, as well as Wang, Ge, Liang, as well as 1 Khitan. It is well

---

possible that the communal enthusiasts who joined these societies were
mainly comprised of Han Chinese, who might have held on to such a tradition.
But given Khitan membership, it also seems as if societies in Western Xia broke
ethnic barriers. Some of these communal societies might have been properly
‘multi-ethnic.’ At any rate, these founding documents of civil organisations
offer a new perspective on intra- and inter-people conducts in the private
sphere, at a distance from the imperial authority. They add a new element
‘multi-ethnicity’ to the historical study of communal contracts.

The Tanguts also resorted to crowd-funding to alleviate the plight of pov-
erty. They undertook private initiatives to establish mutual funds for communal
support. Such a manuscript that documents the terms of the mutual fund
has been found. It is an account excavated in the cave of Xiaoixigou Hills, in
Wuwei. The text translates as, ‘On the 7–5 day of the first month, in the Year of
Tiger in Tianqing, [funds] are crowd-sourced at the place of Eming Quanbao.
The funding sources are: Elao ‘the lady’ pledged 150 mace; Wamo Axinji 100;
Lingjie Xiaowuyu 150, Eming ‘the treasured puppy’ 50; Su ‘the iron puppy’ 50;
Mingbu ‘treasure of the little house’ 50; Eliu ‘the uncle’s gold’ 50; Elao ‘guided
by the uncle’ 50; Wu ‘treasure of the dog and the cow’ 50; Eming ‘the lady’ 50;
total sum: 750 mace enters the communal account.’

The Year of Tiger during the Tianqing era (1194) falls in the late period of
Western Xia. The account shows but a modicum of funding. It reflects a par-
ticular perspective of mutual economic support in the private sphere of the
Tangut society.

8 Features of Tangut Contracts

Amongst the vast number of Tangut social documents, especially those
unearthed in Khara-Khoto, the contracts are undoubtedly the most eye-catching
and thought-provoking sources. Tangut contracts are large in number and
diverse in kinds. Each type of contract is known for its own characteristics.

Tangut contracts are largely similar in format. A contract sets about the
transaction with its time, then the names of the Contract Parties, followed by
the content of the contract. In most cases, the document includes a clause on
potential disputes with relatives and neighbours, and the terms of default and
penalty. At the end, the contract is sanctioned and notarised by the signatures
Tiger Year of Tianqing: Crowd-funding account, unearthed in Xiaoxigouxian, Wuwei
and stamps of the concerned parties and the witnesses. Tangut contracts do not narrate the causes and reasons for the transaction, as is the tradition of contracts in previous dynasties. The format is largely formulaic and formalistic. The fact that all Contract Parties follow the same legal formula speaks to the maturation of the contract as a legal genre in Western Xia.

Contracts in Western Xia also inherit certain traditions of contracts from Han Chinese practices. These similarities are also shared by the Dunhuang contracts. Although written in the Tangut language, the spirit of the contract reflects a long-standing tradition in the Chinese legal history of contracts.

The rich variety of Tangut contracts showcases the very diversity of the Tangut economic lives.

Grain loan contracts are signed most often in the intervening times between two harvests. These contracts testify to the historical practice of usurious loans, whereby the interest rate reaches as much as 50%, and even 80%, 100% and beyond. These primary materials reveal the heavily exploited lives of the Tangut poor who suffered at the hands of loan sharks. The presence of not only numbers written in characters but also numerical notations speaks to the influence of mathematics in the Central Plains on accounting practices in Western Xia.

A large number of land sales contracts are signed by impoverished Tangut peasants who sold their farmland in exchange for subsistence. Buyers included temples and landlords, who expanded their large possessions of land into farmlands, encroaching upon private lands by a series of acquisitions. To generalise, these economic phenomena take place characteristically towards the end of dynastic empires throughout the long imperial history of China. Such is the case in the land sales contracts of Western Xia. For historians, the contracts contain an enormous amount of data and information on the ownership, management, and transaction of public and private Tangut lands, that have hitherto been unknown to the world. Some contracts also inform us of the boundaries and delineations of land, as well as the locations and distributions of canals for irrigation purposes. The land marked as sold in these transactions sometimes include the abodes of the peasants, which speaks to the historico-anthropologico-ethnographical fact that the Tanguts in Khara-Khoto erected their dwelling places right on their farmland. Rich information with regard to water supply and locations of canals amplifies the historian’s understanding of the use of irrigation in Tangut agriculture. For the first time, these contracts reveal to us the price of farmland in Western Xia. It is no overstatement to say that the price of land is critical to any meaningful study of the Tangut economy. Last but not least, the picture of Tangut labour, once entirely invested in hunting and pasturing, and now deeply engaged with agricultural
production, reveals the significant extent to which inter-ethnic exchange and migration altered the structure of industries and shifted the modes of production in the progress of time.

Thanks to the Tangut land lease contracts, we are now aware of the surprising extent of land scarcity in Khara-Khoto, a city whose population was not at all dense, and where arable land was far from exiguous. The fact that so many Tanguts struggled to procure farmlands by lease, shows that the peasants must have lost their initial allotment of land to the temples and wealthy financiers. As a result, they are left with no recourse other than to rent back their sold land. The religious establishments of the temples, by a feat of 'asset manipulation' if not 'asset management,' are able to earn back the principle by the lease of a mere two years. That suffices to show how much rent they charged, and how serious a problem these land-monopolists pose to the local community.

An analysis of the livestock sales contracts uncovers the market prices of large livestocks in Western Xia: camels, cattles, and horses, amongst others. Needless to say, the prices of major commodities that are also factors of production in Western Xia are a key route to understanding the Tangut economy. A comparative study of livestock sales by grains and by cash, in Khara-Khoto and in Wuwei, respectively, arrives at the conclusion that the circulation of currency is much more developed in Wuwei than in Khara-Khoto. These contracts of livestock sales also provide us with a vivid testimony to the skyrocketing market prices of livestock in the late imperial era of Western Xia. The high inflation rate is probably due to social instabilities at the gloomy prospect of Mongol invasion.

Contracts of human sales and purchases have filled in the void of our understanding of human transactions in 12th–13th century China. The humans circulated as properties in these contracts are labelled as shijun or nupu, the semi-slaves of the lowest status in Western Xia. It shows that historically, there was at least a class of the 'enslavable' regularly sold and bought without complete authority over their own free dominion. Correspondingly, there existed a class of shijun-buying, and nupu-owning class of masters. This would have meant that Western Xia is a ‘feudal society with remnant Slavery characteristics.’ The contracts also reveal the falling price of humans towards the end of the imperial era. It is most likely due to social instability and external threats in the last two decades that the market of human transactions spiraled down, before an eventual collapse.

The Contract of Labour Employment analysed in this chapter is the only known example of labour employment contract dated to the 11th–13th centuries. It inherits the generally accepted format of labour contract in the Chinese tradition. But on top of it, the Tanguts simplified the content and the format.
The moral persons of the employers and the employed in the legal document seem to exhibit the relationship of the dominus and the subordinate. The employees are required of intense labour, and yet offered a low wage. These and such arrangements reflect the social instabilities of the late imperial period, where means of livelihood was so strained that the few employment providers were able to exploit labour to such degrees of magnitude. The Contract of Livestock Employments, on the other hand, shows how the Tangut poor sell their livestock to the temples under the pressure of sustenance, then immediately rent back their sold animals from the wealthy. The temples acquire livestock at low prices from needy sellers, and then loan the animals back to their former owners at exorbitant prices. This exploitative investment strategy is highly profitable. But it further solidifies a vicious circle, setting the Tanguts already in financial troubles onto the road of perpetual impoverishment. As a result, the poor become poorer.

Contracts of livestock exchange constitute a rather rare genre of contracts amongst the known contracts of ancient times. The genre itself reflects the realities of voluntary economic exchanges of animal labour in the private sphere of the local populace. The end is to make flexible adjustments through temporary and complementary transfers of livestock as a factor of production, for the purpose of mutual benefits and interests. It is also worth pointing out that the grain loan contracts on livestock mortgage differ from simple grain loan accounts. Tangut borrowers resorted to mortgaging their livestock or other properties of equal value, in order to strengthen their case in taking out the loan, and to secure and guarantee the interest of the creditor, who expects to recover the principle and the interest by the due date of the loan.

The two pieces of Tangut communal contracts are a key finding after the discovery of the Dunhuang communal contracts. They fill in the void of communal contracts in the 12th century. Records of communal lives are a key source to historians who try to shed new light on the economic lives at the base level of the Tangut society. By these communal contracts, the Tanguts sought to set the terms for mutual help in their quotidian lives and activities. They are well in line with the tradition of communal contracts in the Central Plains, where local communities seek modes of cooperation in the private realm, in a way that complements, rather than undermines the feudal socio-legal order. Given this particular purpose, communal contracts tend to be simple and utilitarian in nature, without going too much into the tedious narratives of ethical norms and principles of constant virtues. Most participants in the communal contracts are Han Chinese, also in line with the customary practice of forming societies popular in Han Chinese communities. There are, however, a few Khitans in these civil societies. The presence of Khitan names shows that at
least some neighbourhood communities in Western Xia could be properly described as ‘multi-ethnic.’ Such societies would to various degrees of visibility promote inter-ethnic exchanges and fusions in the Tangut Empire.

The form and content of Tangut contracts also vary according to the importance of the document and the transactions specified therein. It is usually the case, for example, that the more important the content is, the lengthier the text tends to be. The more valuable the property concerned is, the more detailed and convoluted the clause on disputes with neighbours and relatives seems to be. If the property isn’t all that valuable, it is even possible to omit this bit of information. The penalty fee also varies: the greater the pawn or loan is, the higher the fee is. Likewise, the more there is at stake, the more complicated formalities such as signatures and stamps are. And the more signatories there are, the more formal the stamping format is bound to be. As a result, it often occurs that a quick glance at the outlook of contract suffices to judge its level of importance. A two-line document is probably a simple and straightforward loan record of a few dou or sheng of grains. Whereas, a contract featuring a dozen or so lines and a few hundred characters, as well as a long list of signatures and stamps, is probably the testimony of a much larger transaction.

The corpus of Tangut contracts is a multi-sector, multi-dimensional, and multi-perspective reflection on the history of the Tangut economy and the economic lives in Western Xia. As invaluable primary sources on Western Xia, the contracts realistically restore the many aspects of the Tangut society. It is a matter of fortune for Tangut history and a gift for all time that the Tangut contracts have survived to see the light of our own day.